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CHAPTER I 

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 

The Problem 

Until the 1960s, marketing was primarily confined to business and 

profit-taking organizations. "Less than five years ago one was 

denounced for breathing 'marketing' at arts meetings."^ With increased 

interest, nonprofit organizations have only recently become aware of the 

potential importance of the marketing discipline to solving their 

problems. Performing arts organizations to some extent have attempted 

to formulate marketing theories from business practices, and occasion-

ally, have sporadically attempted to transfer these theories into actual 

firsthand application. Realizing the benefits of marketing for the 

performing arts—achieving objectives, enlarging audiences, increasing 

revenues and decreasing deficits—performing arts administrators have, 

too often, hastily and unsuccessfully tried to translate and transfer 

scholarly research, theories and business techniques into practical 

marketing plans for their own arts organizations. No simple, complete 

compilation of both marketing theories and proven firsthand applications 

now exists. 

The problem of "marketing technology transfer" is the issue this 

study will address. This study will evaluate and compile both 

researched marketing theories and practical application experience into 

^Steven E. Permut, gen. ed., Marketing the Arts, ed. Michael P, 
Mokwa, William M. Dawson and E. Arthur Prieve (New York: Praeger 
Publishers, 1980), p. 10. 
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a simple model marketing plan for use by dance companies. The practical 

applications will be taken from The Joffrey Ballet, a performing arts 

organization that has made a strong commitment to the field of marketing. 

The Joffrey Ballet, a major influence in the world of dance, is one of 

the very few dance companies that has an ongoing process of experimen-

tation in the marketing discipline. Both the strengths and weaknesses 

of the marketing plan devised for The Joffrey Ballet's 1981 fall season 

will be examined. 

Marketing cannot guarantee to solve all the financial and organiza-

tional problems which confront performing arts organizations today but 

it 

can shelp understanding more fully the nature of the arts 
product. It can help identify the viable customer market. 
It can assist finding the appropriate means by which to 
reach.that market. Marketing research and knowledge can 
bring better understanding of the desires, makeup, and 
needs of customers, both real and potential. It can help 
more clearly define goals and objectives and, as a result, 
provide measurable steps by which to evaluate effectiveness. 
It can do these things because it is a manageable process. 

Nonprofit performing arts organizations have special marketing needs 

that are uniquely different from profit-taking organizations. The 

marketing differences between the performing arts and profit-taking 

organizations can be illustrated through variations apparent in the 

marketing strategies—product development, pricing, distribution, and 

proraotion. The philosophy of product development in business differen-

tiates from the performing arts in that the product in business is 

o 

Permut, p. 11. 



consumer oriented, while the performing arts product is artist inspired. 

In business, 

all managerial planning and strategy should begin with an 
assessment of the needs and wants of the prospective customer. 
The implication is that if a product has not been created to 
fit specific customer orientations, the probability of its 
failure is increased.^ 

This philosophy contrasts directly with the performing arts where the 

product is controlled by the artist or maker. The control of the 

artist over his product tends to make the performing arts product a less 

controllable factor in the marketing mix. Certainly, the marketer of 

the performing arts product has less control over the product than does 

his counterpart in the business sector. 

Basic differences in pricing also exist between business and the 

arts. The product in business is typically priced to cover production 

and distribution costs and to generate a profit for long-term survival 

of the enterprise. The performing arts, however, are frequently priced 

below actual production costs. If the ticket prices for the performing 

arts were to reflect the actual production costs, they frequently would 

be beyond the reach of most art patrons. Increasing ticket prices to 

cover production costs would, in a short time, endanger the long-range 

goals of artists. Thus below-cost pricing, generally unacceptable in 

business, is often acceptable in the arts. 

Distribution represents another area of differentiation between 

business and performing arts organizations. The location 

^Gene R. Laczniak and Patrick E. Murphy, "Marketing the Performing 
Arts," Atlanta Economic Review (November/December 1977), p. 5. 



for distribution of the business product is chosen to serve the customer. 

A sales location is chosen for absolute convenience for the customer. 

The sales location for the performing arts product is chosen to cater to 

the needs of the arts company. Every effort in business is made to 

locate an area that is as convenient as possible for the customer to 

reach and obtain the product. In the performing arts, many factors 

enter into the selection of a location. A facility with enough seats to 

sell for income survival, good acoustics, lighting, and a staging area 

that will allow artistic expression and creation are all factors affect-

ing the decision. The marketer of the arts cannot experiment with 

distribution at all. Rather, he must persuade the customer to come to a 

specific location. 

Promotion techniques used in both business and the arts have 

differences also. Businesses typically plan large budgets for 

advertising, while the performing arts typically plan small budgets. 

The typical arts organization, though, will spend a larger percentage of 

its total budget on promotion than will a business. The typical arts 

organization spends fifteen to forty per cent of its total budget on 

promotional activities. Even so, many arts organizations have small or 

no advertising budgets. These differences make marketing the performing 

arts an arduous task. 

Marketing theories cannot be transferred directly from the business 

sector to nonprofit organizations. The nature of the product and its 

"̂ Laczniak and Murphy, pp. 5-7. 



creation prevent this. Few attempts have been made to adapt business 

marketing theories into practical marketing practices for the performing 

arts. Theories do not describe reality in its entirety. Little 

erapirical research or practical application of marketing theories has 

been applied to marketing the performing arts. This study proposes to 

identify differences between marketing business products and performing 

arts products, to analyze which marketing practices may or may not work 

for performing arts organizations, and to propose specific practices and 

techniques for performing arts organizations that can be used to help 

build a total marketing plan. While concentrating on building this 

marketing plan, this study also will: 

1. Trace the historical progress of The Joffrey Ballet, a leading 
force in the world of ballet today. Such a background is 
necessary to understand the genesis of the promotional techniques 
utilized by the company and used as the basis for this study. 

2. Examine ways in which one dance company, The Joffrey Ballet, 
successfully applied specific marketing practices to compile a 
total marketing plan for its Twenty-Fifth Anniversary Season 
in 1981. 

3. Analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of that plan. 

4. Outline ways in which managers of other ballet companies can 
learn from The Joffrey Ballet's successful marketing experi-
mentations and apply these same concepts to their own dance 
companies. 

History and Background of the Problem 

Only since the mid-1960s have performing arts managers begun to 

realize the prime importance of marketing their organizations: 

Until recently, management of the arts has been intuitive 
rather than rational, traditional rather than innovative. 
But the complexity of contemporary problems underscores the 
severe limitations of such an approach. One now hears of the 
necessity to evolve "more business-like methods" of operations. 



In sum, arts organizations are faced with the necessity of 
adapting new methods of management.^ 

In the fall of 1963, the Rockefeller Brothers Fund asked a group of 

thirty citizens from all parts of the country, who represented various 

segments of American life, to participate in a study of the future 

development and support of the performing arts in the United States. 

The report was primarily intended to deal with the hard realities of the 

most practical solutions to the problems confronting the performing 

arts. The panel hoped that the study would be useful to those respon-

sible for the direction and management of performing arts organizations. 

The Rockefeller Panel was one of the first groups to recognize the need 

for change in the management of the performing arts: 

As talent is needed to create and perform a work of art, so 
equal talent—though of a different sort—is needed to create 
and govern the institutions that provide the settings for 
these arts. 

Resourceful business and administrative leadership is a 
necessary element in the successful development of the 
performing arts. Too often the dilettante mentality—belief 
that all that is needed for success is talented artists— 
prevails. But a good orchestra, a good theatre, a good opera, 
or dance group cannot be established or run by well-wishing 
volunteers. 

Good business brains and performance are essential to the 
successful operations of these organizations, but more than 
these are required, for the problems are unique. 

The changing view towards marketing for the performing arts is 

interesting. Only during the last ten years has the word "marketing" 

^Norman S. Kaderian, The Role of the Arts Administrator (Madison: 
Center for Arts Administration, Graduate School of Business-University 
of Wisconsin, 1973), p. 1. 

^Rockefeller Panel Report, The Performing Arts: Problems and 
Prospects (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1965), pp. 149-150, 160-161. 



turned from a less-than-kind word into one of promise. Individuals 

unfamiliar with marketing techniques often equated marketing only with 

selling commercial products, and they responded accordingly. Others, 

often artistic directors, attacked those who suggested we might learn 

something from business marketers, saying no cheap tricks at the lofty 

levels of art would be tolerated. It is interesting because thoughts 

and remarks such as these came from the same artists that were in search 

of an audience and a living. There are still artistic directors who 

really never think about an audience until performance nights and then 

wonder why the audience is so small. l̂Jhat was and still is needed is 

the recognition that one markets the arts, ideas, people and beliefs 

just as surely as any other product form. Marketing success 

in the performing arts, no less than in the business sector, is solely 

dependent upon the creative and product excellence and upon truth in 

advertising. '̂  

Traditionally, marketing has been studied as a commercial 
activity focusing on selling practices. Today, marketing is 
viewed as a fundamental organizational activity. Its scope 
extends far beyond selling. All arts organizations practice 
marketing—often implicitly, seldom skillfully. 

Lacking the proper strategies and systematic techniques to develop 

practical marketing plans, performing arts managers have often failed in 

their attempts to adapt raarketing practices borrowed from businesses to 

their own operations. Marketing today, at least, has become a vital 

ideal of the evolvin^ consciousness in the performing arts. Marketing 

Permut, p. 10. 

^lbid., p. 3 
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scholars have attempted to demonstrate the need for a marketing system 

in performing arts organizations. Performing arts administrators have 

been slow to adapt systems used by businesses. Numerous authors have 

called for a marketing orientation in the performing arts sector,^ but 

no study has yet focused on the perceptions and experiences of those 

arts administrators involved with firsthand marketing responsibilities 

in the performing arts.'̂ ^ 

Rationale 

With climbing inflation, declining foundation giving, and reduced 

government support in the United States (which previously was low in 

comparison to other developed countries), the competition for the 

entertainment dollar has become increasingly intense. Fred Richmond, 

Chairman of the Congressional Arts Caucus Educational Program wrote, 

".0002 is a very small number. It is the portion of the Federal Budget 

devoted to the arts. It amounts to 70c per American. . . ."''••'• The 

national governments of other developed countries contribute more to the 

arts on a per capita basis than Americans do. For example, Great 

Britain spends $3.60 per person in support of the arts while Canada 

spends $6.07, France $11.88, Denmark $28.23, and Austria spends $100.00. 

^Alvin H. Reiss, "A Marketing Challenge: Finding New Audiences for 
the Arts," 1974; Charles B. Weinberg, "Building a Marketing Plan for the 
Performing Arts," 1977; Thomas C. Raymond and Stephen A. Greyser, "The 
Business of Managing the Arts," 1978. 

^°Permut, p. 48. 

•̂̂ Fred Richmond, Chairman, Congressional Arts Caucus Education 
Program, support letter to general public, Washington, D.C., 
15 June 1981. 



The Federal arts budget in 1982 allowed only $176 million to fund this 

country's 1800 symphony orchestras, 3,500 community theatres, and 

thousands of museums, art centers, opera and dance companies. Decreas-

ing the seed money provided by Federal funds causes private and 

philanthropic contributions to the arts to shrink. Fred Richmond 

argues, "The evidence is clear that American corporations cannot and 

will not make up the difference if Federal funding of the arts is 

slashed."^^ 

Faced with these reductions from private, corporate and government 

sources, performing arts organizations must find alternative avenues of 

support in order to survive. One solution to this crisis may be found 

in the application of specific marketing practices aimed at promoting 

the performing arts. The survival rate of performing arts organiza-

tions can be increased if they can be persuaded to adapt basic raarketing 

practices that have been perfected by other sirailar performing arts 

organizations. The raarketing practices in this study can be applied to 

any performing arts organization, although the study concentrates 

primarily on dance. 

The rationale for limiting this study to dance is threefold. 

1. Dance is the fastest growing discipline of the performing arts 
today. Expansion in the number of dance companies, studios 
and educational programs is occurring across America. 

7 Because of the rapid expansion in dance, competition among dance 
institutions for money and audiences also has intensified, and 

'̂ l̂bid. 
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3. Many of today's dance adminsitrators are artistic directors who 
have not been trained as managers. With a series of guidelines, 
these dance administntors may be able to decrease the gap between 
their companies' levei of eamed income and increasing operating 
expenses and, thereby, iraprove their chances of survival. 

Definitions 

Certain management and marketing terms will be used throughout this 

study. The following discussion presents those terms and their 

definitions. The most important terra, marketing, is defined as the 

effective management by an organization in the process of developing, 

facilitating and executing exchanges (money for material goods or 

services) to satisfy present and potential consumers' (individuals or 

groups exchanging the money for the goods or services) needs and 

desires. William T. Ryan wrote in A Guide to Marketing: 

Marketing has been defined as a "bridge between production 
and consumption"—encompassing all those activities performed 
in order to get goods and services into the hands of consumers. 
. . . Marketing may aiso be defined as the activities involved 
in recognizing consumer needs, developing products and services 
to satisfy these needs, and creating and then expanding a 
demand for these products and services. 

While marketing, especially in its use of marketing 
research and in its borrowings from the behavioral sciences, 
does to some extent erapioy the scientific method, it can 
never control all the variables or exactly repeat experiments 
with the same results. Therefore, marketing is more an art 
than a science. Like practitioners of other arts, the 
marketing person relies on skill, judgement, and intuition in 
making decisicns raore often than on scientifically established 
certainties.^' 

•.'illiam T. Ryan, A Guide to Marketing (Homewood, 111.: Lear-̂ ing 
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Charles B. Weinberg in "Building a Marketing Plan for the Performing 

Arts," says: 

Marketing is fundamentally concerned with the process by which 
people adopt and maintain attitudes and behavior patterns. 
Marketing management is a system of interrelated activities 
which seek to (1) understand present and potential users and 
usage systems in detail, (2) develop products and services 
which are appropriate from the standpoint of users and the 
resources of the organization, and (3) determine and implement 
price, distribution, and communication strategies. It is a 
characteristic function of almost all business organizations 
and has recently begun to emerge in some public sector 
organizations as well. 

Philip Kotler in Marketing for Nonprofit Organizations summarizes: 

Marketing is the analysis, planning, implementation, and 
control of carefully formulated programs designed to bring 
about voluntary exchanges of values with target markets for 
the purpose of achieving organizational objectives. It relies 
heavily on designing the organization's offering in terms of 
the target markets' needs and desires, and on using effective 
pricing, communication, and distribution to inform, motivate, 
and service the markets.''"̂  

Other important terms related to marketing are defined in the 

following paragraphs. The market is defined as the people who have the 

inclination and ability to buy a product or service. The market also 

can be considered a geographical area which includes a significant 

number of these people or prospects. 

Market segmentation is dividing the market for a product or 

service into several homogeneous subsections or subsegments in order 

Systems Company—Division of Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1981), pp. 1-2. 

'̂̂ Charles B. Weinberg, "Building a Marketing Plan for the Perform-
ing Arts," ACUCAA Bulletin Supplement (May 1977, Number 58), p. 1. 

^^Philip Kotler, Marketing for Nonprofit Organizations (Englewood 
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc, 1975), p. 5. 
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that each of these segments may be treated in the most appropriate 

manner. The target audience is the specific population segment to whom 

the advertising is directed. 

The market profile is an analysis made from statistical descrip-

tions of a market based upon such facts (demographics) as age, sex, 

marital status, income, education, and psychological criteria 

(psychographics) such as interests, life-styles, innovativeness, and 

sophistication. This analysis will reveal specific people and groups 

who constitute the market for a product or service. 

A marketing concept is a philosophy of business directing the total 

resources of a business toward the determination and satisfaction of 

consumer wants and needs in a way planned to enhance the firm's overall 

profit performance. 

The marketing mix is the blending by the marketer of basic market-

ing tools, product, pricing, distribution, and promotion into a suitable 

marketing program for the organization. 

Positioning is a specific marketing strategy which takes into 

consideration how consumers perceive a product or service relative to 

competitive offerings. 

Objectives are defined as broad guides to thinking which lead to 

effective action. Objectives are general statements which channel the 

thinking and efforts of the personnel of the organization. 

Strategies, like objectives, are also plans, but they are more 

specific and are predetermined guides of action for implementing the 

objectives, plans, and programs of the organization. Strategies lay out 
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a broad field whose area is determined by the objectives of the 

organization and their limits. Strategies show the sequence of concrete 

acts. 

Methods are even more detailed than a strategy. Whereas the latter 

shows a series of steps to be taken, a method is concerned only with one 

particular step, explaining exactly how this step is to be taken. 

A program is a complex set of plans for a major undertaking to 

reach a major objective of the organization. Most of the time, programs 

are related to long-term changes. A project is part of a general 

program which is capable of being planned and fulfilled as a distinct 

entity in its own right. 

This study is limited to private or public nonprofit or not-for-

profit organizations, hereafter referred to as nonprofit organizations. 

For the purpose of this study, a nonprofit organization is defined as an 

organization that does not award any of its profits to investors or 

officers, as contrasted with a profit-taking organization which seeks to 

earn profits and then divide them among its investors in proportion to 

their investment or share in the organization. 

This study is further limited to performing arts organizations, 

defined as an organization affiliated with arts such as dance, drama, 

and music that involve a live performance before an audience. • 

Methodology 

This study was developed within the following framework: A six-

month internship undertaken with The Joffrey Ballet allowed the 

opportunity to observe and analyze the practical application of 
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marketing concepts and programs in an ongoing performing arts 

organization. The Joffrey Ballet was selected because of its status as 

a major American ballet company and its continued support of marketing 

experimentation. The internship was designed through a cooperative 

effort between Texas Tech University and The Joffrey Ballet. A letter 

of inquiry about the possibility of an internship was sent on 

February 9, 1981, to Les Schoof, Director of Operations for The Joffrey 

Ballet (see Appendix A). On April 10, 1981, Maureen Walsh, Marketing 

Manager for The Joffrey Ballet, responded and suggested that an intern-

ship was possible (see Appendix B). After a series of telephone 

conversations, an interview was arranged for June 3, 1981, in New York 

City with the candidate and Maureen Walsh, Mary Whitney (Robert 

Joffrey's assistant) and Herbert Migdoll, Staff Photographer and 

Designer. A follow-up interview was held with Rima Corben, Press 

Representative, in San Antonio, Texas, on June 23 while The Joffrey 

Ballet was on tour there. The terms of the internship were agreed upon. 

The internship would be conducted in three areas: the marketing 

department; the press area (a division of the marketing department); and 

a special project in conjunction with the artistic department as 

coordinator for The Joffrey Ballet's 25th Anniversary Season Souvenir 

Book. 

During the internship, in addition to daily responsibilities to the 

company, the intern conducted research into the resources of the 

company. Interviews with key personnel were conducted and transcripts 

and official records of The Joffrey Ballet were studied as primarv 
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source materials. Also during the internship, the intern examined 

marketing literature from other disciplines to determine which 

techniques might be applicable to performing arts organizations and, in 

particular, dance companies. Theories gleaned from the marketing 

literature were compared with actual practices of The Joffrey Ballet to 

determine the differences that exist between marketing applications in 

profit-taking and nonprofit organizations. From the comparisons between 

marketing theories and the practices of The Joffrey Ballet, marketing 

concepts and programs have been compiled into a marketing model plan 

which may be applicable to other performing arts organizations. 

Survey of Current Literature 

A search of Dissertation Abstracts International through February 

of 1982 revealed no studies concentrating on the marketing of 

performing arts and, in particular, dance. 

Marketing the Arts, edited by Michael P. Mokwa, Williara M. Dawson, 

E. Arthur Prieve and general editor Steven E. Permut, is a detailed 

marketing text generally covering all the arts and is the first volume 

in the Praeger Series in Public and Nonprofit Sector Marketing. While 

the book is an in-depth study of marketing, it offers no simple 

practical applications and firsthand experience information on the 

transfer of profit-taking marketing plans to the nonprofit sector. 

Steven Perraut wrote in the foreword: 

This volume, along with the series itself, reflects a strong 
scholarly commitment to explore the limits of marketing 
thinking far beyond its traditional boundary in the private, 
for-profit world. . . . 

While marketing has well served the for-profit sector for 
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many years, there are those who feel that its greatest and 
most meaningful contributions are likely to be found in the 
public/nonprofit areas.-^^ 

Philip Kotler's Marketing for Nonprofit Organizations concentrates 

primarily on basic marketing principles for nonprofit organizations, 

emphasizing hospitals, universities, political parties and churches. 

Kotler outlines marketing strategies for products, services, events, and 

ideas but does not deal directly with the specific issue of the 

performing arts. The problems facing the performing arts often differ 

from the problems faced by nonprofit organizations like museums, 

churches, social action groups, and health service organizations. 

In fact, very few articles directly addressing the issue of 

performing arts marketing have been written. A 1974 article by Alvin 

Reiss, "A Marketing Challenge: Finding New Audiences for the Arts" in 

The American Way; a 1977 ACUCAA Bulletin supplement by Charles B. 

Weinberg, "Building a Marketing Plan for the Performing Arts"; and a 

1977 article in the Atlanta Economic Review, "Marketing the Perforraing 

Arts" by Gene R. Lacziniak and Patrick E. Murphy, directly address the 

issue. These articles are thoughtful and brief, but they do not provide 

the firsthand experience backup required for new arts administrators to 

implement some of the theories into actual practical applications for 

their own companies. A more detailed plan derived from proven theories 

and successful plans should be made available for performing arts 

administrators. By studying and observing the marketing techniques used 

Permut, p. xi. 
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by The Joffrey Ballet, similarities hopefully can be drawn by dance 

administrators between The Joffrey Ballet and their own companies. 

Organization of the Study 

This study is organized into the following chapters and appendices: 

Chapter One is an introduction to the study, presenting the purpose of 

the study. The study will evaluate and compile both researched 

marketing theories and practical application experience into a simple 

model marketing plan for use by arts administrators in conjunction with 

their dance companies. The background, internship with The Joffrey 

Ballet and materials used in the research, and methodology used in the 

•formation of the study are then presented. Key definitions and the 

organization of the study also áre discussed. 

Chapter Two presents an historical survey of the creation and the 

development of The Joffrey Ballet, the company's repertory and 

biographical information on the key personnel involved with the 

company's success. This chapter provides the opportunity for other 

dance administrators to compare the make-up, strengths and weaknesses of 

their own companies with that of The Joffrey Ballet. 

Chapter Three provides an outline and descriptive analysis of 

specific marketing theories and concepts built into a model marketing 

plan and provides the strategies and programs compiled and actually used 

by The Joffrey Ballet in marketing their Twenty-Fifth Anniversary New 

York Season (October 21-November 22, 1981). 

Chapter Four is a summary and conclusion of the study, including 

recommendations for administrators of other dance companies in selecting 
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and building a marketing plan for use in their own companies. A list of 

appendices and complete bibliography on marketing literature complete 

the study. 

Conclusion 

The primary need for increased research in the field of marketing 

the performing arts can be seen because the existing literature in the 

area of marketing the performing arts has been examined and found 

insufficient in addressing the needs of performing arts organizations. 

With increased operating expenses and decreased government support and 

foundation giving, competition among performing arts organizations for 

the entertainment dollar has greatly increased. One very viable 

solution to help ease the financial problems of these performing arts 

organizations is the perfecting and transferral of business marketing 

concepts and plans to the nonprofit sector. The need for effective 

marketing theories in dance organizations is very strong. This study 

proposes to meet those needs by (1) comparing contemporary marketing 

theories with actual practices of a ballet company, The Joffrey Ballet, 

and (2) providing a marketing model plan useful for other dance 

companies. 

The Joffrey Ballet, a major ballet company, has survived.for 

twenty-five years and has grown stronger and more secure through the 

application of successful marketing plans. 



CHAPTER II 

THE JOFFREY BALLET: A HISTORICAL SURVEY 

ntroduction 

A marketer must know the artistic history and future artistic goals 

of a dance company before embarking upon a marketing plan for that arts 

organization. Without that historical background, the plan to market 

the arts organization becomes intuitive, rather than rational, and will 

falter. Knowing the artistic history of the company enables the 

marketer to be more substantive and innovative in approaching the 

marketing of an arts organization. 

Each of the great civilizations of the world has produced its own 

dance. All have been similar, since all have made use of the body in 

motion. But because the body can move in so many different ways, dances 

have varied greatly from culture to culture and through recent centuries 

from dance company to dance company. To know those historic variations 

about one particular company is paramount. 

If "art is the process in which the artist, the work of art, and 

the art public are interacting elements,"^^ then this suggests that the 

artistic process is a communication process, involving both sender and 

receiver. In the performing arts, the audience or receiver is, therefore, 

also a major component of the artistic process. If the sole purpose of 

the administration of an arts organization is to support and further the 

^^James H. Barnett, "The Sociology of Art," in Sociology Today, ed 
by Robert K. Merton (New York: Basic Books, 1959), p. 210. 
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artistic endeavor of the company, then as mediator between the audience 

and the artistic area of the arts organization, the role of the marketer 

contributes significantly to the success of the total artistic process. 

This integral position that the marketer assumes in fusing these notions 

of art, organization, and audience requires a complete knowledge of the 

company, including its historic artistic strengths and weaknesses. 

Chapter Two traces the artistic history and development of The 

Joffrey Ballet from the company's beginnings to the position The Joffrey 

Ballet now maintains, as a leading and innovative force in the world of 

ballet. Such an examination is the genesis of any marketing plan for an 

arts organization. 

The Beginning Years 1952-1956 

On January 13, 1952, an annual performance of the Choreographers' 

Workshop was held at the famed Kaufman Auditorium in New York's 92nd 

Street uptown Y.M.-Y.W.H.A. , a stage for such notable modern greats as 

Doris Humphrey, José Limôn, Helen Tamiris, and Daniel Nagrin. Seven 

choreographers were presenting their new ballets that Sunday night. 

Next to last on the list was Robert Joffrey, a promising dancer who only 

recently had given up his performing career in order to teach and create 

ballets for others. There was nothing unusual about this except that 

this "retired" dancer, about to start his second career, recently had 

celebrated his twenty-first birthday. 

Robert Joffrey's ballet that night was Persephone. The dancers 

were mainly students from his classes at the High School of Performing 

Arts. The program was not reviewed, but it did attract the attention 
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of Ted Shawn, who scheduled a week of performances for it that summer at 

Jacob's Pillow, Shawn's dance festival at Lee, Massachusetts, in the 

Berkshires. That was the beginning—a simple, very early, and ambitious 

beginning. 

In 1951, Joffrey opened a little school at 430 Sixth Avenue in 

Greenwich Village where he shared the top floor with a tie factory and 

fumes from the dyes which seeped under the doors. Other building 

occupants included a tavern, a bank, an art film theatre, and the office 

of the Communist Party. In 1952, when the tie factory left, Joffrey 

took over its space, and it was there that both Joffrey's school, the 

American Ballet Center, and the Joffrey company were born. In years to 

come, Joffrey lived in a small apartment behind the school, used a small 

studio in front for classes, and rented the elevator shaft to Ann 

Hutchinson and the Dance Notation Bureau. 

We all started together, so to speak. . . . I had the school. 
Then I wanted to do a ballet. I had these students and I used 
some of the students from the High School of Performing Arts, 
plus Leland Whelan who was a dancer who I had studied with 
among dancers who were my contemporaries. Gerald Arpino danced 
the lead in it. I did a ballet called Persephone for the 
workshop. . . . I had the whole package. I had the original 
score composed by Robert Silverman, and for the costumes I went 
to Trudy Garth, and said, "I have a ballet I want you to look 
at." So we did it.-"-® 

Late in the fall of 1952, Robert Joffrey was back at the Y.M.-

Y.W.H.A. with another new ballet, Scaramouche, in another Choreographers' 

Workshop performance. There were several new faces on the stage, but 

five were from the Persephone cast, including Gerald Arpino. The little 

^^Transcript of interview between Robert Joffrey and John Gruen 
(New York: Lincoln Center Performing Arts Library, 1972), p. 12. 
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company was invited back to Jacob's Pillow the following summer to 

perform two works, Scaramouche and Umpateedle, a comment on girls and 

boys in school at play, which Joffrey had created in the spring for the 

Ballet Theatre Workshop. 

Walter Terry stated, "In choreography, Bob started before Jerry, 

and one of his early ballets, Umpateedle, was just enchanting—it was 

wonderful for children, for whom there have never been many good 

ballets. I told Ted Shawn about it and, at my suggestion, it was done 

at Jacob's Pillow."^^ 

Next, the Joffrey dancers went to the West Coast to perform in 

three musicals Joffrey choreographed at Seattle's giant Aqua Theatre. 

By the end of the season, the local critics were talking about the 

possibility of a repertory ballet company directed by Joffrey appearing 

regularly in Seattle every summer. But Joffrey had different ideas. 

Instead, sticking to his original plans, he plunged into founding his 

own school and ballet company. 

I always wanted a company, and I never doubted I'd have one 
someday. I felt that somehow I wanted a company that happened 

2 0 

out of here, out of America. 

Joffrey founded the American Ballet Center in 1953, starting with 

one modest afternoon class. At first, Joffrey also taught at other 

^^Rima Corben, "Reflections on The Joffrey at 25: A Conversation 
with Clive Barnes, Anna Kisselgoff, and Walter Terry," Playbill (New 
York: American Theatre Press, Inc, October, 1981), p. 58. 

Gruen, p. 8. 
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schools. He had been a successful instructor at the High School of 

Performing Arts since 1950 and also was a faculty member of the Ballet 

Theatre School. His school soon mushroomed to such an extent that 

Joffrey was obliged to give up his other teaching commitments and 

concentrate solely on his Ballet Center, for it was out of the Center 

that his company, The Joffrey Ballet, was to come. The American Ballet 

Center became the official school of The Joffrey Ballet with the 

company's inception in 1956. Today, the school (which has been at its 

present location, 434 Sixth Avenue, since 1957) has an enrollment of 

850 students in beginning, intermediate, advanced and professional 

ballet classes. The school also offers special classes in pointe work, 

pas de deux, and variations, and a ballet course for deaf children, 

funded by the Office of the Mayor of New York City Youth Board. There 

is also a special scholarship program available, with separate classes 

for scholarship students. Two-thirds of the current roster of Joffrey 

dancers have studied at the American Ballet Center. The Joffrey Ballet 

Concert Group began in 1979 as a performance group to give young dancers 

the opportunity to test their skills in performance. 

The American Ballet Center today is directed by Robert Joffrey and 

Gerald Arpino, with Edith D'Addario as Executive Director in charge of 

day-to-day operations. Current teachers of the American Ballét Center 

are: Meredith Baylis, Richard Cash, Jacques Cesbron, Dorothy Lister, 

Sidney Lowenthal, Andrei Kulyk, Brenda Monroe, and guest teachers from 

The Joffrey Ballet. 
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Early in 1954, Joffrey gathered together a temporary small group of 

dancers and called them the Robert Joffrey Ballet Concert. The Group 

was attached to the American Ballet Center. The dancers gave their 

first all-Joffrey program on May 29, 1954, once again at the Kaufmann 

Auditorium, performing Pas des Déesses and Le Bal Masqué. The former 

was a delightful balletic satire on Marie Taglioni, Lucile Grahn, Fanny 

Cerrito and the danseur who partnered them all, Arthur St. Léon. The 

Joffrey cast for the premiere of Pas des Dêesses included Lilian Wellin 

as Taglioni, Barbara Ann Gray as Grahn, Jacquetta Keith as Cerrito, and 

Michael Lland as St. Léon. Reviewed by the Dance Observer, "This 

concert proved that Mr. Joffrey's work is no longer just promising. The 

quality is there and it has proved itself." 

The seasons from 1954 to 1957 saw his new works performed in Ballet 

Theatre Workshops and the large-scale showings at the Phoenix Theatre, 

where the Joffrey company was later to audition for dance philanthropist 

Rebekah Harkness. In 1955, Joffrey created Harpsichord Concerto and 

Pierrot Lunaire. The performance of Pierrot Lunaire at the 92nd Street 

Y.M.-Y.W.H.A. caused considerable comment, and it was performed only one 

time because Joffrey felt that the work had to be performed with an 

orchestra and singer and not tape recordings, a practice not economi-

cally feasible at the time. 

^^Selma Jeanne Cohen, "Robert Joffrey Ballet Concert," Dance 
Observer (New York: Dance Observer Executive and Editorial Offices, 
August-September, 1954), p. 103. 
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In 1955, Joffrey was invited by Marie Rambert to go to London and 

create a ballet for her company, Ballet Rambert. This was Joffrey's 

first experience in Europe. 

I did Persephone, but not with the original score, 
unfortunately, with a Vivaldi score, which didn't suit the 
ballet. It was not a success by any means. . . . She asked 
me to do another ballet which turned out to be Pas des Déesses 
which I had also done at the YMHA. Pas des Déesses was quite 
successful and was kept in the repertoire.^^ 

Pas des Déesses was taken by England's Ballet Rambert for its tour of 

China and, thereby, became the first American work to appear behind the 

Iron Curtain. 

But to be honest about it, my experience with Rambert was not 
all that happy. She was such an overpowering personality, and 
I was so thrilled with the opportunity that I didn't say, "l 
don't like this designer, I don't like this music" I was 
sort of told what to do and that was it. I felt that it 
wasn't right, but I didn't quite know why. . . . It was too 
soon. I had always worked with my own people, and here, 
things were too confusing. I mean, Kenneth MacMillan was 
there at the time doing a ballet, and I was doing a ballet, 
and dancers were torn between one rehearsal and another. Not 
really understanding that whole sort of system, it was very 
difficult for me. One of the problems I realized when I went 
to work for Madame Rambert was that you have to as a choreo-
grapher be able to fit into a company and be able to utilize 
that company's talents. I didn't know any of the dancers and 
I had never seen any of them dance. . . . I then decided what 
I really wanted was my own company and to run it the way I 
wanted it, and not work for anyone else. I didn't enjoy 
working for anyone else. 

Joffrey returned in 1956 to Araerica to form his own company and realize 

his dream. These were the beginnings—a small school, a few dancers, 

and an unrelenting ambition. 

^^Gruen, p. 13. 

^^lbid, 
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The Early Years 1956-1962 

On Wednesday evening, October 21, 1981, at the Retrospective Gala 

in the New York City Center, celebrating The Joffrey Ballet's Twenty-

Fifth Anniversary, Gerald Arpino thanked someone whose name did not 

appear on the program, "Gloria Gustafson—she and her mother loaned Bob 

and me her station wagon." That car helped give birth to the Robert 

Joffrey Theatre Dancers. 

Early on the morning of October 2, 1956, six dancers set out from 

New York City in that borrowed station wagon with one rented tape 

recorder and hand-me-down costumes, bound for twenty-three one-night 

stands in ten southern states. The six dancers of the original company, 

all carefully picked by Joffrey, were: Gerald Arpino, resident choreo-

grapher and still associate director of the company; Dianne Consoer; 

Brunilda Ruiz, who married another Joffrey dancer and remained with the 

company off and on until she retired in 1972; Glen Tetley, choreographer 

and former director of the Stuttgart Ballet; Beatrice Tompkins, ballet 

mistress of the company until her retirement in 1963; and John Wilson. 

The contractual arrangements for the company's first tour were made by 

Alkahest Celebrity Bureau, the regional director for Concert Associates, 

Inc The dancers were paid only for actual performances. 

The itinerary for the first Joffrey tour, beginning witha 

10:00 a.m. performance in Frostburg, Maryland, included: 

October 2 Frostburg, Maryland October 15 Harrogate, Tennessee 

4 Athens, West Virginia 16 Cullowhee, North 
6 Chatham, Virginia Carolina 
8 Norfolk, Virginia 18 Savannah, Georgia 
10 Orangeburg, South Carolina 20 Knoxville, Tennessee 
12 Atlanta, Georgia 22 Fort Payne, Alabama 
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October 23 Auburn, Alabama November 1 Itta Bena, Mississippi 
24 Troy, Alabama 2 Normal, Alabama 
25 Americus, Georgia 4 Frankfort, Kentucky 
26 Albany, Georgia 5 Paris, Tennessee 
29 Corinth, Mississippi 7 Dahlonega, Georgia 
30 Yazoo City, Mississippi 
31 Alcorn, Mississippi 

The performances took place in veterans' halls, movie theatres, 

gymnasiums, and various other less-than-perfect locales. It was a 

very difficult tour of one-night stands. The dancers pressed their own 

costumes, put their own lights up, and did everything. With just six 

dancers, Robert Joffrey choreographed the dances so that someone could 

go off stage and turn the tape recorder on and off. One of the dancers, 

John Wilson, slipped out of costume each night during an intermission 

and raced to the orchestra pit to play the piano for Pas des Déesses 

before reappearing onstage for the last ballet. Gerald Arpino recalls, 

"I danced in every high school and dressed in every biology classroom 

across the country." 

The four ballets which comprised the entire repertory for the first 

tour were choreographed by Joffrey, who remained behind in New York to 

raise money for the company and to teach at the American Ballet Center. 

The Joffrey Ballet began with no major funding. The company's revenues 

could pay for only five dancers; the sixth was subsidized by Robert 

Joffrey's income from teaching. 

We began in 1956 because I had always wanted a company that 
would do original works—not take ballets like Swan Lake and 
scale them down for six or eight dancers, as many spin-off 

"̂̂ Gruen, p. 15. 
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groups from the Ballet Russe were doing in those days. I 
wanted artists who were versatile, who could communicate in 
all forms of dance. I even did a Gershwin ballet in which we 
sang! And one of the dancers played the piano for Pas des 
Déesses. Each of those original dancers—Gerald Arpino, 
Dianne Consoer, Brunilda Ruiz, Glen Tetley, Beatrice Tompkins 
and John Wilson—was special and individual. 

At first, I created all the ballets, though I didn't tour 
with the company. We had actual productions—we carried 
things that made the performances more than just dance. The 
first ballet we did was Pas des Déesses, which was romantic; 
then we did one called Within Four Walls, which had a 
commissioned score by John Wilson, based on Stephen Foster. 
The dancers carried screens around the stage and made walls 
they could come in and out of; it was done in romantic, 
nineteenth-century style dresses. Then we did a ballet called 
Kaleidoscope for which we made a set onstage from pieces of 
metal with bars—the dancers assembled the blocks and danced 
up, around and through them. Our big "dancey" ballet was 
Le Bal, for which we had wonderful collapsing chandeliers 
designed by William Pitkin . . . 

Our bookers kept saying, "But can't you do a version 
of . . .?" but I held out. If you're going to do Swan Lake or 
Nutcracker, you should be able to make the ballet live again, 
and you should be as good as anyone who has ever danced it, or 
you shouldn't do it. I said that we will do a new ballet that 
may be romantic or classical, but it will be our own, created 
for the company. I never wanted to jeopardize the dancers 
artistically by having them do parts I felt they could not 
perform to their best advantage. We did what we could do best 
with the most liraited means.^ 

The first six years were a period of incredibly hard struggle, 

during which the Joffrey company and the American Ballet Center school 

received no outside financial support. Yet, the Robert Joffrey Theatre 

Dancers continued to grow and managed to add dancers and create new 

ballets for its annual United States tours. The group was such a 

success on their first five-week tour in 1956 that only two months later 

on January 5, 1957, the group left for another tour of eighteen weeks. 

^^Mary Whitney, "Viva Joffrey," Ballet News (New York: The 
Metropolitan Opera Guild, Vol. 3, No. 4, October 1981), p. 31. 
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The Robert Joffrey Theatre Dancers continued to grow. In 1957, they 

added eight dancers (including Helenka Devon and Fran^oise Martinet). 

Touring in a limousine rented from Sol Hurok, and using a combination 

of tape recorder and piano, the company employed a stage manager, 

Jack Harpman. The company grew to eleven dancers, using two pianos, 

in 1958. The company's name changed to the Robert Joffrey Theatre 

Ballet at that time. The number of dancers increased to seventeen, 

using an orchestra of ten, and the company operated under the name of 

the American Ballet Center Company in 1960. For its 1962 tour, the 

Robert Joffrey Ballet was composed of twenty dancers and ten musicians 

plus conductor, performing eleven ballets from an active repertoire of 

twenty-one works. 

In addition to its tours, Joffrey and the Robert Joffrey Ballet 

undertook a wide variety of other jobs and engagements which helped to 

support the members and make the company more solvent. On television, 

the company worked as the ballet company for four productions in the NBC 

series of opera-in-English. In 1957, Joffrey took the job as chore-

ographer for the New York City Opera, which performed at the New York 

City Center in pre-Lincoln Center days. "It was ray dream to see my 

company perform on the City Center stage." For seven years, the 

Robert Joffrey Ballet was the resident ballet corapany of the New York 

City Opera corapany. The company performed musicals outdoors at the 

Seattle Aqua Theatre, the Boston Arts Festival, and Chautagua. It 

^^Transcript of interview between Robert Joffrey and Donald 
Krintzman (New York: The Joffrey Ballet, 1981) p. 8. 
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appeared three seasons at the Jacob's Pillow Dance Festival. Ted Shawn, 

Jacob's Pillow's founder, wrote in a personal letter to John Wilson, 

"I enjoyed so much the dancing of your company and as I said to you all, 

I admired the 'quality' of you all as people. And look forward to 

having you 'back on Grandpa's farm' again."^^ The company also appeared 

in the Dallas Civic Opera's production of Handel's Alcina, which served 

as the United States debut of Joan Sutherland, and in Aida at the 

Seattle World's Fair. 

The summer of 1961 was a milestone for the Robert Joffrey Ballet. 

For four consecutive weeks, members of the ballet were enabled to remain 

together for an experimental project of creating new works. Dancers, 

choreographers and musicians were all paid. Joffrey selected three 

choreographers of sharply differing characteristics and approaches. A 

choreographer/dancer from Mexico, Gloria Contreras, undertook a ballet 

to the music of Austrian modernist, Anton Webern. For the dancers it 

was an experiment in the avant-garde. Lee Becker choreographed the 

dancers in an American jazz dance using the music of Dave Brubeck. The 

third of the choreographers came from the company itself—Gerald Arpino, 

leading male dancer since the company's inception, who would be soon 

attracting wide notice for his works. Arpino utilized the Adagio 

movement of Ravel's Piano Concerto into the lyrical Sea Shadow. 

It was during this time, in 1962, that I encouraged Jerry 
Arpino, who had been serving primarily as a principal dancer, 
to try his wings at choreography. We sat on my living room 

^^Ted Shawn, private letter, September 3, 1957, property of John 
Wilson. 
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floor and listened to records, selecting an adagio from a Ravel 
piano concerto. To this music (which was later replaced by a 
Michael Colgrass score) Jerry made his first ballet, Sea 
Shadow, a pas de deux for Lisa Bradley and Paul Sutherland. 
The ballet was presented in a workshop at the American Ballet 
Center . . . and Bob, at first unsure how he felt about Sea 
Shadow, liked it so much that it was taken into the Joffrey 
repertoire. That same year, Jerry made Incubus and Ropes, and 
was well on his way to becoming the company's resident 
choreographer.^ ̂  

By 1962, the Joffrey company in seven tours had performed in nearly 400 

cities in 48 states—hard years of one-night stands, of bus and truck 

tours where on one occasion the dancers turned up in Greensboro, N.C., 

and the crew in a South Carolina town of the same name. These tours 

gave the Joffrey company continuity, great versatility and success. 

The company built itself by touring. We toured for almost ten 
years before we ever danced in New York, except for one 
performance at the Brooklyn Academy of Music in 1958. Other-
wise we did long series of one-night stands on very coraplicated 
itineraries. It was unusual for a ballet company to begin with 
such a small nucleus of artists and no financial support except 
the devotion and dedication of our dancers. It was they who 
invested themselves in the company, and it was the audiences 
of America that built us up by our performances in forty-nine 
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states. 

With the company's growth and success, came also the complications. 

The Harkness Years 1962-1964 

Early in 1962, the company was invited by Gian-Carlo Menotti to 

perform at the Festival of Two Worlds in Spoleto, Italy. The money was 

unavailable to take everyone and Joffrey did not want to divide the 

^^William Como, "Years of Trial, Years of Triumph—Celebrating the 
Joffrey," Dancemagazine, November 1981, p. 61. 

29 Whitney, p. 31. 
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company. Told of a possible sponsor, the old Phoenix Theatre on 2nd 

Avenue and 12th Street was rented, and the company went to audition with 

highlights from each of the ballets in the Joffrey repertory. Rebekah 

Harkness, dance philanthropist, appeared on the scene. 

It was so funny because Mr. Menotti was sitting there and Mr. 
Cerrone, who was the general manager of the company for years, 
and an attractive woman. I thought, "Oh, dear, this must be 
her daughter," because I pictured Rebekah Harkness as being 
short with grey hair and a black lace dress . . . and a cane 
and maybe a stole or something, but nothing at all like this 
woman sitting there. 

So then she said yes, she would help us, but, "You can't 
take those costumes and sets." "We have to refurbish every-
thing," Gian-Carlo said. When I saw the amount of money that 
they decided on to go to Spoleto, I said to her, "I would 
love a rehearsal period." We've never had the advantage of 
being paid for a rehearsal period. The kids had never been 
paid for the rehearsal period, only the performance. The time 
that they worked for me they had odd jobs. They worked at 
Schraffts, we had someone at the drug store down here. Some 
danced at Radio City in between. Some were teaching at the 
school. I could never get everybody all together. I asked 
her if she would give me the money to work in New York, and to 
coramission choreographers to do new ballets, which we never 
had the money to do. That was important to the company. She 
said yes, but she said, "You must come to Watch Hill." 
"What's Watch Hill," I asked her. I had never heard of it. 
"Watch Hill, Rhode Island," she said. "Oh, it's beautiful. 
We'll put studios up there and the dancers can stay by the 
water and the sea . . . " 

Mrs. Harkness agreed to underwrite the company's rising costs and provide 

enough money for it to spend a summer luxuriating in paid rehearsal. The 

necessary expenses were to be paid through the Rebekah Harkness 

Foundation, a philanthropic organization established to promote American 

cultural activity throughout the world. 

30 Gruen, p. 16 
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The offer was made while the company was on tour in Detroit. 

Joffrey called a company meeting on March 30, 1962, to announce the 

decision to go to Watch Hill for the summer and not to Italy. 

"Everybody was dreaming about going to Spoleto. I called a company 

meeting and said we were going to Watch Hill for the summer. It didn't 

go down well with the company. "̂•'' 

Rebekah Harkness took an old fire house near her estate at Watch 

Hill and had two studios made out of it. She also bought a large room-

ing house for the dancers (22 at the time). 

There was a very, very big house. I don't know how many 
bathrooms. I had a kitchen. I didn't cook, but the maid put 
food in the refrigerator every day. Then upstairs was her 
studio where she rehearsed and practised and took classes . . . 
and composed downstairs. She was very disciplined at that 
time in her life. She got up very early in the morning, 
worked very hard at her music and her dancing. We were very 
busy.^^ 

During the twelve-week creative period in 1962, Alvin Ailey created 

Feast of Ashes based on Lorca's House of Bernarda Alba for the company. 

This was the first piece he had choreographed outside his own company 

and his first work for a ballet troupe. Brian Macdonald also created 

Tirae Out of Mind, Gerald Arpino did Incubus, a journey into a young 

girl's nightmare, and Robert Joffrey choreographed his suite of eastern-

inspired dances, Gamelan. Donald Saddler created Dreams of Glory and 

Fernand Nault restaged La Fille Mal Gardée for a total of six pieces. 

•̂''Gruen, p. 17. 

Gruen, p. 18. 
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After we had done the ballets, I felt it was important to see 
what the ballets looked like. So we did, by invitation only, 
at the Fashion Institute on 23rd Street, a performance of the 
ballets in practice clothes. Sections of my ballet were not 
finished yet. The other ballets were almost put together. 
We did those ballets for an invited audience.^^ 

After the rehearsal period, the company was selected to perform a 

U.S. State Department sponsored tour of the Near and Far East. Only 

three other ballet companies (all considerably older and publicly 

supported organizations, including the American Ballet Theatre) had 

represented the United States abroad. The Rebekah Harkness Foundation 

agreed to underwrite the expense of the State Department tour. 

The Robert Joffrey Ballet's tour through the Near and Far East 

provided an immediate and formidable test of the company's new 

resources. 

We had basically an original repertory, ballets that were 
created by American choreographers, and many of them had 
American scores and American designs. We danced for King 
Hussein, Prime Minister Nehru and Madame Gandhi. We opened 
the Ambassador's residence in New Delhi—they built a stage 
over the swimming pool for us. Ambassadors from all over the 
world attended the function, and it was there that we were 
invited to the Soviet Union for the first time. So we did two 
major tours abroad in that one performing year, which was most 
unusual in the State Department. The Eastern tour took us all 
over the Near East and made a big impression on all the 
company, and Jerry and myself artistically. We were seven 
weeks in India alone, and we saw much of the dance of India, 
because special performances were given for us. Ravi Shankar 

3 *• 

played a concert for us after one of our performances. 

The success of the Far East tour ensured a second Harkness 

Foundation sponsored creative period for the company during the summer 

^^Gruen, p. 18. 

"̂̂ Gruen, p. 20. 
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of 1963, during which five more new ballets were created, including 

Caprices, by Brian Macdonald; Perspectives '63, by Anna Sokolow; 

Patterns, by Virginia Williams; and The Palace, by Gerald Arpino. 

It also resulted in an invitation from the Russian government for 

the Robert Joffrey Ballet to perform in the Soviet Union during the fall 

of 1963. This represented the first instance in the history of the 

International Cultural Exchange Program that the Russian government 

actually specified that it wanted a particular company, the Robert 

Joffrey Ballet. 

Just prior to its departure for Russia, the Robert Joffrey Ballet 

gave a special performance at the White House for President John F. 

Kennedy and Emperor Haile Selassie of Ethiopia on October 1, 1962. Two 

days later, Robert Joffrey received a letter from the White House 

secretary which began: 

Dear Mr. Joffrey: 

There is no possible way in which the President can 
properly express his appreciation for the magnificent 
performance you put on for us at the White House last night. 
We felt so proud of our American ballet, and I know the 
Emperor was delighted by the evening's entertainment. 

Unlike the two other American ballet companies which had preceded 

it in Russia, the Robert Joffrey Ballet had no established "stars," 

neither in the company's ranks nor amongst the choreographers who had 

created the brand-new repertoire taken to Russia. 

35 Robert Joffrey, private letter, received October 3, 1963. 
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The dancers were all young, and the majority had been developed in 

the company's own school, the American Ballet Center. Furthermore, the 

entire repertory was created by young American choreographers, with all 

but one of the works having been created for the Robert Joffrey Ballet 

within the last two years. The music, except for one pas de deux, was 

written exclusively by American composers, eight still actively compos-

ing, plus the late Charles Ives, whose work was virtually unknown behind 

the Iron Curtain. 

Not only the Russians, but also the entire dance world, was quite 

dumbfounded by the company's enthusiastic reception. The outstanding 

reception was particularly noteworthy since it had been achieved without 

a single renowned dancer, without one world-famous cho'reographer, 

composer, or designer, in fact, without the help of any person, ballet, 

or piece of music the Russian public had ever heard of. 

Yet, the Robert Joffrey Ballet itself was perhaps more startled than 

anyone by its own success. The experience of having spent two months 

performing in Russia—the country which for over a century had been the 

citadel of ballet, whose audiences constituted the most avid and at the 

same time the most critical dance public in the world—served in 

retrospect as a film which recorded the true image of what the Robert 

Joffrey Ballet had almost unconsciously become. 

We opened at the Kirov Theatre. I can remember Sergeyev, who 
was the director of the company then, and his wife Dudinskaya, 
who was the leading teacher, when they first saw us on the 
stage . . . they looked and said, "How nice you're here. When 
is the rest of the company arriving?" This is it. All 
twenty-two of us. 

On opening night we did four ballets, all by Americans, 
including one by Arpino, one by Ailey, one by myself, and one 
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by Brian Macdonald and that was the opening night program. We 
had a lot of difficulties, becaus.e we lost a lot of rehearsal 
time. The plane was delayed in arriving and they forgot to 
tell us they had been doing Lohengrin on the stage. That was 
the premiere of Gamelan and Mr. Arpino did a ballet called 
The Palace. They were having their world premieres that 
night. Time Out of Mind and Feast of Ashes had been danced. 
So that was very exciting. We toured Russia and played five 
cities. We opened in Leningrad, because I felt that was so 
important. We closed in Moscow. We played Leningrad, then we 
went to Harkow and Donyetsk. No American company had ever 
played Donyetsk. 

Kiev was very tragic, because that's when our president 
was assassinated. I can remember that very vividly, because 
we were in a room having dinner. It was opening night in 
Kiev, and afterwards they always had a dinner for us. A man 
came in when we were having dinner, and said, "Don't leave 
the room." At that time we had no consulates. Once you left 
Moscow you were on your own, completely. You usually had a 
member from the staff of the Embassy with you. Sort of a 
liaison, who would get the mail, which would come through 
Finland and down to us by courier. There is no paper. You 
don't know what's happened. The only papers that are 
published are their papers. They have no American magazines 
or anything. You are completely isolated. So the man came 
in, and immediately the girls started to cry. They thought 
war had been declared, and here we were in Kiev of all places 
. . . Then they came back and said Kennedy had died. We had 
remembered hearing that President Kennedy's father was ill at 
the time. So we felt better, we continued our meal and near 
the end of the dinner they said that President Kennedy had 
been assassinated by a German Fascist. We were all so 
stunned we didn't know what to do. We went into official 
mourning. We cancelled all the rest of the programs that 
we had there. We tried to reach the Embassy that night and of 
course we couldn't, naturally. We didn't really know what to 
do. They opened a church for us. We had a service for 
President Kennedy. It was a very old church. The church was 
packed with Russian people. They were very, very fond of 
President Kennedy. There were hundreds and hundreds of people 
in the church. We could barely get in. They were all around 
the church. They had little flowers. It was very late in the 
year already, and they had little flowers which were very 
rare. They would hand each one of us a flower and say how sad 
they were. Also it was the first time they ever used Telstar. 
They allowed the broadcast through at the hotel we were 
staying at. They had televisions on certain floors. When we 
would come to watch everyone would part and let us watch. We 
watched the funeral. I think that was the first time it was 
ever allowed to be watched directly. I think we only danced 
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the opening, and we may have danced the end, I think a week or 
two weeks we were in official mourning. I don't know. Maybe 
we never danced in Kiev again. Then we went to Moscow, Then 
we came back from Russia and the tour was very successful. I 
wanted to appear in New York. The company still had not 
appeared in New York. This was getting me down. We had 
danced in all these cities and we had danced in the Soviet 
Union, and no one had seen the company dance in New York. 

I kept asking her to help us with a New York season. But 
that didn't sort of happen. Then things became strained 
because Anna Sokolow had done a ballet for us. An interesting 
ballet I felt, but Mrs. Harkness did not like it. We couldn't 
take it to Russia because she said, "This ballet does not fit. 
I don't like this ballet." It was a very typical Anna Sokolow 
ballet. Very interesting. Very well-suited to the company. 
A dramatic ballet with a great deal of involvement. A 
disturbing ballet, I would say. A ballet that made someone 
think a little bit. It was a difficult period . . . it was 
beginning to be difficult then . . . I think ideas began to 
. . . she had ideas of what was right for the company and it 
wasn't what I wanted.^^ 

Without breaking stride, the Robert Joffrey Ballet returned from 

Russia and almost immediately set out on its eighth consecutive tour of 

the United States (January-March, 1964). Two days after the company had 

returned to New York, devastating news appeared in the morning news-

papers: the Rebekah Harkness Foundation, which for the last twenty-one 

months had completely subsidized the Robert Joffrey Ballet, announced it 

was planning to form a ballet company named after itself and would no 

longer provide any financial support to the Robert Joffrey Ballet. Mrs. 

Harkness formed her own company, the Harkness Ballet. Asked by John 

Gruen, dance critic and author, in a 1972 interview why Mrs. Harkness 

cut off support, Joffrey replied, 

I think there can never be two artistic directors for a 
company. One must be responsible, and that must be the one 

36 Gruen, pp. 21-23. 
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who has the final word. You can't have two people do this. 
When we lost our Harkness support, it was a difficult lesson, 
but one I needed to learn. You must realize that anyone who 
contributes, wants something in return. And, if you're the 
director of a company, you have to learn how to work with 
people, besides just dancers.^'' 

Clive Barnes wrote, 

There was a disagreement on artistic control, and Joffrey 
discovered that many of the contracts for dancers and 
choreographers were not made out with The Joffrey Ballet 
but—and always look at the small print—with the Harkness 
Foundation. The Harkness Ballet was founded, and The 
Joffrey Ballet was shafted. Bad times followed—but not for 
long.^' 

The Transition Years 1964-1965 

It took eight months before the combined efforts of Robert Joffrey, 

Gerald Arpino and Alexander Ewing (Managing Director) were rewarded. As 

a first step towards getting the company back on its feet, the 

Foundation for American Dance was approved in September of 1964 as a 

nonprofit, tax-exempt corporation eligible to solicit and receive 

contributions on behalf of the Robert Joffrey Ballet company and its 

school. 

We had to start all over again. No ballets, and no 
dancers, and no costumes, no sets. . . . I'm always happy that 
it happened when I was young enough to start all over again. 
. . . I iust had to work harder and I learned a lot by that. 

I . 3 9 

It s amazing how much can disappear so quickly. 

^^Gruen, p. 24, 

^^Clive Barnes, "The Joffrey Ballet," Playbill, November 1979, 
p. 50. 

Gruen, p. 25. 
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Two months later, the Ford Foundation (which on December 16, 1963, 

had made an all-inclusive $7,756,000 series of grants to seven American 

ballet companies and their schools) came to the company*s rescue by 

making an outright $155,000 grant to the Robert Joffrey Ballet and the 

American Ballet Center to cover expenses of its return to operations. 

These grants aroused controversy in the dance world because 
they ignored nonballetic dance and, through the size of the 
grants to the New York City Ballet and the School of American 
Ballet, were seen as favoring the balletic precepts and 
practices of George Balanchine, who heads both institutions. 

The New York City Ballet received $2 million, and its 
affiliated School of American Ballet, $3,925,000. Grants 
were also made to the San Francisco Ballet, the National 
Ballet, the Pennsylvania Ballet, the Utah Ballet, the Houston 
Ballet and the Boston Ballet.'*^ 

A grant of $35,000 was made available immediately to the Joffrey 

company and school. In addition, the Ford Foundation announced its 

willingness to match any contributions up to $120,000 to the Robert 

Joffrey Ballet and school for their combined 1965 program. 

As soon as the total budget of approximately $275,000 is met 
through the grant and matched funds, the training program for 
the dancers will be expanded steadily to include medical 
examinations, physical therapy for individual needs, 
prescribed athletic activities, musical training, special 
classes for men dancers and apprentice training for promising 
students in addition to standard ballet instruction and 
practice sessions. 

Joffrey constructed a program for 1965 that consisted of three 

phases (see Appendix C). Phase I was to be a training period designed 

•̂ Âllen Hughes, "Joffrey Ballet and School to Get $155,000 Ford 
Foundation Gift," The New York Times, 24 November 1964, p. 42. 

"•̂ lbid. 
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to mold and train sixteen dancers, who were to be selected by audition 

to comprise the reconstructed Robert Joffrey Ballet company. Phase II 

was to be a three-month creative period for three to six choreographers 

to create original works for the reformed company. Phase III was to be 

a second creative project that would concentrate on filling the program 

gaps resulting from Phase II. The aim of the two creative projects was 

to develop a new repertoire of ten ballets or two and one-half 

programs.^^ 

Joffrey felt that through this revitalization program the company 

could rebuild itself into a nationally recognized company. 

I felt that there was room in America for a company that was 
uniquely American, that could make an important contribution to 
dance in America by inviting choreographers such as Ailey and 
Anna Sokolow (later we asked Twyla Tharp, Laura Dean and Moses 
Pendleton) to work with a ballet company, making pieces that 
came frora our heritage and background, with dancers flexible 
enough in style to do a wide range of choreography. 

In March of 1965, a new group of dancers entered new studio 

quarters to begin creating a new repertory for the company's re-debut 

August 10-14 at Jacob's Pillow. This second debut, as it were, was 

made possible by the help of the director of the dance program at the 

Ford Foundation. 

There was a surprise interruption in June—an invitation from the 

White House for the Robert Joffrey Ballet to represent ballet "at the 

first White House Festival of the Arts. The company performed on 

'̂ R̂obert Joffrey Ballet 1956-1964, Souvenir Book, pp. 7-8. 

•^^Whitney, p. 34. 
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June 15 on the lawn of the White House, with the program hosted by Gene 

Kelly, at the request of President Lyndon B. Johnson. 

Rehearsals were resumed more intensified than ever for the 

company's August debut. The company went on to the September 8-12 

performances at Joseph Papp's outdoor Delacorte Theatre in New York's 

Central Park; to the Harper Theatre Dance Festival in Chicago; to 

Princeton; and then back to New York to prepare for its long-awaited 

home season at the New York City Center. Apart from a single perform-

ance at the Brooklyn Academy of Music on March 30, 1958, the Joffrey 

company had never had a New York season before its week of appear-

ances at the Delacorte Theatre in September of 1965. Once New York and 

the company had met, however, the momentum increased; the following 

spring, the company presented seven performances at the New York City 

Center and, by fall, had been invited by Morton Baum, of the board of 

directors for the City Center, to become a resident dance company there, 

to be known until 1976 as the City Center Joffrey Ballet. 

The City Center Years 1966-1981 

After the Harkness dilemma, Joffrey and Arpino still had their 

school downtown in Greenwich Village and a few dancers. In 1965, helped 

by MacNeil Lowrey, a leader of the dance program at the Ford Foundation, 

the company made its second debut at the Jacob's Pillow Festival. 

A new era began for the Joffrey company in 1966. The financial 

impossibility of renting a theatre in New York City for a season was 

overcome as the Robert Joffrey Ballet became the newest and youngest 

member of the New York City Center of Music and Drama at the 
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City Center 55th Street Theatre. The fall of 1966 found the Joffrey 

company starting its second decade with a new home. 

Built in 1924 by the Ancient Order of the Nobles of the Mystic 

Shrine as their Mecca Temple, the building had served the Shriners 

through the Depression until they ran out of money. In 1941, the City 

acquired the building for back taxes on a bid of $100,000. The City 

then used it as an auditorium for fund raising events for the Army. It 

was during one of these events that Mayor Fiorello La Guardia and City 

Council President Newbold Morris first envisioned what the deteriorating 

Temple might become: a temple of the arts, a people's theatre where the 

City would sponsor the performing arts at prices that all citizens could 

afford. La Guardia then spearheaded a drive to pull together some of 

New York's most prominent people in theatre, arts and labor to form the 

City Center of Music and Drama, Inc This organization, which raised 

money to refurbish the building and sponsor events, was one of the first 

civic theatre organizations in America. On Mayor La Guardia's birthday, 

December 11, 1943, the City Center opened with the New York Philharmonic 

Symphony Orchestra conducted by Arthur Rodzinski. 

The security now of having a New York home freed Joffrey and the 

company to pursue their repertory goals. Among the first acquisitions 

was Ruthanna Boris' Cakewalk, a distinctively American ballet and 

high-stepping minstrel show. The third New York season in 1967 brought 

Kurt Jooss' 1932 masterpiece, The Green Table, an anti-war ballet which 

was an immediate and lasting success. Critics and historians had longec 

to see The Green Table in the repertory of an American ballet company 
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and the Joffrey became the first company to give an American production 

of Jooss' work. Originally created in 1932 for a choreographic 

competition in Paris, the piece had been inspired by the medieval "Dance 

of Death" and by Jooss' belief that war was coming again—a prophetic 

vision that led Jooss and his dance company to flee Germany under threat 

of Hitler's displeasure. 

The 1967 fall season offered two conceptually opposite new 

productions. Jerome Robbins' Moves: A ballet in silence about 

relationships—first presented in 1959 by Robbins' own dance company, 

Ballet U.S.A.—showed how pure movement, unembellished by scenery, 

costumes or even music, could define dramatic relationships. Joffrey, 

busy with his directorial duties, had not choreographed at all during 

the past five years. With Astarte, a multimedia rock ballet which made 

the covers of both Time and Life magazines, he resumed choreographing 

and the ballet became the most publicized dance event of the decade. 

P. W. Manchester of The Christian Science Monitor wrote of Astarte: 

A complete theatrical experience, it continues to stun, with 
its assault on the ears, eyes, mind, and heart. It is 
certainly the one totally successful excursion dance has yet 
taken into mixed media. 

The sensational, total involvement of Astarte proved to be so innovative 

that several critics were unprepared for it to the extent that they were 

not able to formalize their reactions to the work until the following 

season. 

'*'*Mary Whitney, The Joffrey Ballet XXV: Celebrating 25 Years ofJThe 
Joffrey Ballet from A to Z (New York: Steelograph Co., Inc, 1981), 
p. 9. 
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Both innovation and painstaking reconstruction of previous 

masterpieces became fixed elements of Joffrey's artistic directioa 

during the City Center years. While Gerald Arpino and other invited 

choreographers were creating new ballets each year, the company revived 

ballets from the repertoires of other companies—both American and 

foreign, from George Balanchine to August Bournonville. Joffrey stated 

that for him, 

It is also very creative to become involved in other people's 
ballets and in planning when they are going to do them, 
suggesting dancers, sometimes even music and designers. And 
when you start to revive certain ballets of the Diaghilev 
period, for example, that takes a great deal of research and, 
soraetimes, persuasiveness. Massine didn't want to do Parade; 
he kept saying it would be "old hat," he wasn't sure he could 
remember it. We had to mount Le Tricorne and Le Beau Danube 
before he would agree to try it. Then you are involved in 
determining and finding the most authentic costumes and 
scenery, and sometimes there is a choice—with Petrushka, for 
example, because there have been so many productions—and 
finding the right dancers for the parts and enlightening the 
young ones about doing those roles now. Generally, one tries 
to pull back as much as one can from the original production, 
with the help of as many of the original collaborators and 
dancers as possible. 

During the company's City Center years, experimental works, 

revivals, and commissioned ballets such as Trinity (1970), Gerald 

Arpino's rock ballet, Twyla Tharp's Deuce Coupe (1971), choreographed to 

the music of the Beach Boys, and Agnes de Mille's Rodeo (1976), gave The 

Joffrey Ballet its youthful image. Since 1960, Arpino had created about 

half of the Joffrey repertoire including three ballets that are now 

H5 Whitney, "Viva Joffrey," p. 34. 
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considered the company's signature pieces: Viva Vivaldi (1965), Trinity 

(1970), and Suite Saint-Saens (1978). Trinity, 

Gerald Arpino's rock ballet in celebration of American youth 
was for many years the signature work of The Joffrey. 
Choreographed in 1970 and premiered in Berkeley, California, 
where the company was in residence on the university campus, 
for Arpino Trinity was sjrmbolic of all the best things about 
America's young people—their energy, their love, their 
courage, and their yearning for peace.**^ 

On the Joffrey's second tour to Russia in 1974 (November 20-

December 14), the company received forty-two curtain calls after 

performing Trinity on closing night in Moscow. Other foreign tours 

during the company's City Center years included trips to Vienna, 

Austria, from June 18 to June 21, 1969; London from May 19 to June 15, 

1971; and Guanajuato, Mexico, on May 7 and 8 and Mexico City on May 10 

and 11, 1979. During all the foreign and American tours, and through 

the beginning years to the City Center years, Robert Joffrey's objective 

remained constant. 

From the beginning, my focus has always been on 
commissioning new works and on restaging important ballets of 
our time, from those Balanchine ballets we began to do around 
1960, to our current new production of John Cranko's The 
Taming of the Shrew, which will receive its premiere in 
October. Dancers don't always realize what a great compliment 
it is—the highest that could be paid—to have a work created 
specifically for them, as Jerry and our guest choreographers 
do almost every season. 

Our dancers have had ballets made especially for them by 
choreographers as diverse as Ailey, Arpino, Dean, Feld, Gbh, 
Sokolow, Tetley and Tharp. They have been privileged to work 
with some of the greatest choreographers of our time, often 

1*6 Whitney, The Joffrey Ballet XXV, p. 58. 
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learning their styles in depth, because we have staged a 
series of their works. Dancers whose careers have been 
touched by De Mille, Jooss, Massine or Robbins will remember 
the experience all their lives.**^ 

In 1975, a week before Thanksgiving, The Joffrey Ballet taped what 

would air in America's bicentennial year as W.N.E.T.'s very first Dance 

in America television program. Under the supervision of Jac Venza, 

producer Emile Ardolino, director Jerome Schnur, and Robert Joffrey, the 

program represented the two major artistic impulses of the company. 

The company's own created works—excerpts from Joffrey's Remembrances 

and Astarte, Arpino's Olympics and the complete Trinity—were presented 

with 20th century classics including Massine's Parade and Jooss' The 

Green Table. Each choreographer also spoke briefly about his works. 

Since 1966, the City Center has been home to The Joffrey Ballet's 

administrative offices, but the company's artistic life—classes and 

rehearsals—was still relegated to the quarters in Greenwich Village. 

During the summer of 1976, before the beginning of the company's 20th 

anniversary season, The Joffrey Ballet moved its entire operation into 

the City Center. The company leased from the City Center the adjacent 

office building connected to the theatre. The space contained three 

stage-size studios, wardrobe rooms, dressing rooms, additional office 

space, storage space, and lounges. Joffrey exclairaed about the 

transition, "After all this time, we have a home."'*® Joffrey quickly 

pointed out though, that his company's new home was not quite perfect. 

1+7 Whitney, "Viva Joffrey," pp. 34 and 35. 

•̂ T̂obi Tobias, "The Joffrey Finds a Home," The New York Tiraes, 
10 October 1976, Sec D, p. 12. 
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"I know this theater has its shortcomings. The stage isn't 
deep enough, and on one side, when you leap off into the 
wings, you crash right into a brick wall. The sight lines are 
not good; the seats in the first 12 rows of the orchestra are 
pitched so low that people can't see the dancers' feet. 
Storage space for sets and props is limited, and there's 
almost no lobby space. Intermissions are one big crush." 

But Joffrey summed up his feelings about his new quarters 
as though he were talking about a loved one who is wholly 
accepted, warts and all: "This is our home. You don't love 
it less because it isn't perfect.""*^ 

After 1966, The Joffrey Ballet performed regular seasons at the 

City Center, as well as across the country, except for a break in 1979. 

The Joffrey Ballet was forced by financial problems to disband 

temporarily from September 1, 1979, to March 1, 1980. The Joffrey 

Ballet essentially had no earned income other than from the Joffrey II 

company from August 16, 1979, to May 10, 1980. 

The major factors accounting for the company's long 
financial nightmare started in the late '70s and, together, 
constituted disaster. The single most devastating blow the 
company received was the loss of funding from the Ford 
Foundation. "In 1974," Henry A. Young [executive director 
of the Foundation for The Joffrey Ballet until August 31, 
1980] says, "twenty-four percent of The Joffrey Ballet's 
operation budget ($683,000) came from the Foundation. By 
1978, it dropped to $100,000, and in 1979 was zero. The 
Ford Foundation had put a total of $3.8 million into the 
company over a ten-year period." 

Young also felt that the rise in ticket prices affected The Joffrey 

Ballet audiences and financial picture. A 1978 survey revealed that 

twenty percent of The Joffrey Ballet audience was students and another 

twenty percent was young professionals. The average ticket price in 

'*̂ Ibid., p. 37. 

^°Norma Mclain Stoop, "P.S. We're coming home," Dancemagazine, 
Vol. LIV, No. 11 (November 1980), pp. 66 and 69. 
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1975 was $6.41 and increased to $11 for the 1980 fall season. The 

company's touring income remained stable during this time, but Young 

disclosed that 

the New York income began to slip. Though the body count grew 
during our last season, so did the price tag for each seat. 
I think we were experiencing somewhat the classic Harvard 
Business School curve which is, as the prices go up, certain 
people no longer can afford to buy what you sell.̂ "̂  

The Joffrey Ballet's financial problems did not dissipate until 

November of 1979, when the company was given a $250,000 grant by the 

National Endowment for the Arts. Before the grant was awarded, The 

Joffrey Ballet had decided on how to deal with the operating procedure 

of an organization that was in a 'bankrupt position. 

The first decision was that the budget was the budget. No 
changes. A condition of the grant was that if there had to 
be changes made they must be made in concert with the 
Endowment. They also wanted a monthly financial statement of 
the company and asked whatever information was given to the 
Board of Trustees on a monthly basis be given to them on a 
monthly basis. "We were also to provide them," Young says, 
"with the same information on our fund-raising reports in 
progress and to give them a monthly report on what we were 
doing to strengthen the leadership of The Joffrey Ballet. 
At that time we were really restructuring the whole 
operation." 

Although Robert Joffrey says the company had always been 
forced to run on a tight budget, it had always been considered 
financially viable and well run. Young offers, "In the late 
60s and early 70s I think the condition of The Joffrey was a 
reflection of the condition of America. But now when we look 
at almost any American institution, whether it is General 
Motors or Chrysler or the Social Security system, what once 
appeared to be Rocks of Gibraltar are now being viewed in a 
different context. I think the environmental context of 
America is also the great influence on the state of the 
Joffrey changes." 

"''Stoop, p. 66. 

^^lbid. 
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Another important aspect that helped The Joffrey Ballet's financial 

picture was the economically and artistically successful collaboration 

in 1979 between The Joffrey Ballet and Rudolf Nureyev. Under the 

sponsorship of James Nederlander, the collaborators presented a season 

of four ballets, Homage to Diaghilev, on Broadway. This successful 

program was recreated and taped during the summer of 1980 for W.N.E.T.'s 

Dance in America television series. The program, which aired on 

March 9, 1981, was directed by Emile Ardolino and produced by Ardolino 

and Judy Kinberg. The ninety-minute special was nominated for three 

Emmy Awards. The National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences 

nominated the program in the areas of "Outstanding Classical Program in 

the Performing Arts," director Emile Ardolino for "Outstanding Directing 

in a Variety, Music or Comedy Program," and lighting designer Ralph 

Holmes for "Outstanding Achievement in Lighting Direction." This 

accoraplishment by The Joffrey Ballet successfully launched the company 

into its 25th anniversary fall season in 1981. 

Before the opening of The Joffrey Ballet's 25th Anniversary season 

on October 21, 1981, promising a greatly diverse season repertoire (see 

Appendix D), Robert Joffrey reflected that the company had reached a 

new stage in its artistic growth. 

I feel that we have corae to a new phase in our growth wheh we 
should be presenting some full-evening works, but that if we 
are going to revive a ballet to fill that need—there are 
tremendous financial risks nowadays in commissioning a 
full-evening piece—it should not be Swan Lake or Sleeping 
Beauty, because I want a strong link for the company with 
the choreographer and/or the original artists. Petipa and 
his leading dancers are not alive today to coach his ballets, 
but, although Cranko died a few years ago, Marcia Haydée and 
Richard Cragun, who created the leading roles in his Shrew 
(and still dance them, of course), and choreologist 
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Georgette Tsinguirides will be coming from Stuttgart to work 
with our dancers and share their insights about those roles. 

I think we were lucky in the way we grew from nothing— 
from a tiny company doing one-night stands and touring with 
only one piano, to what we are now, with a school, the 
American Ballet Center, and a second company, Joffrey II, 
that regularly develops dancers for the company. It gives 
you an understanding of all the phases of growth. Our 
performing in forty-nine states has been a great satisfaction 
for me, and one of my goals for the future is to appear in 
Hawaii so that I can say we have performed in all fifty 
states! Another goal will be for the company to grow to 
sixty dancers. 

We were a small company in 1956, but those six dancers 
were large with courage and the strength of their enthusiasm. 
It's thanks to them that I can look forward to our next 
twenty-five years.^^ 

Joffrey's New Home 1982 

In June of 1982 it was officially announced that The Joffrey Ballet 

would add a second home base to its current New York City Center base of 

operations. The Joffrey Ballet will become the resident company of the 

Los Angeles Music Center beginning in the fall of 1983. With this 

arrangement, The Joffrey Ballet became the first major American dance 

company to have dual residencies. The Joffrey Ballet's new joint base 

of operations arrangement may well be a model for the future dance 

company operations. The administrative director of a leading French 

ballet company recently stated that the Joffrey-Music Center announce-

ment had inspired an effort to try to have his own dance company 

officially recognized as based in both Paris and a second major French 

city. 

53 Whitney, "Viva Joffrey," p. 45. 
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The Joffrey Ballet's residency will begin during the 1983-84 

season, with the company's first Los Angeles performances planned for 

the fall of 1983. Under the open-ended arrangement, The Joffrey Ballet 

will perform four to five weeks in the fall and spring of 1984 at the 

3,200-seat Dorothy Chandler Pavilion. Philip Semark, president of The 

Joffrey Ballet Foundation, stated: 

Within two to three years, The Joffrey Ballet hopes to be 
performing twelve weeks a year in Southern California— 
including visits to San Diego, Santa Barbara, Pasadena, Long 
Beach, and Orange County. And, eventually, we expect a ten 
to twelve week season at the Los Angeles Music Center.̂ '* 

The Music Center has also pledged a $2 million guarantee for 

1983-85 to launch The Joffrey Ballet's operations in Los Angeles. 

A December, 1982, New York Times article reported: 

Music Center sources say $1.7 million has already been raised. 
Most spectacularly, it has been reportedly raised 
single-handedly and in about one month by David Murdock, who 
will head the Music Center's new dance residency Board. Mr. 
Murdock is chairman of the board and chief executive officer 
of the Pacific Holding Corporation. 

In addition to this $2 million contribution, The Joffrey Ballet will 

receive the earned income from the box office and administrative 

facilities. 

The company plans to move its main administrative office to Los 

Angeles by August of 1984. The Joffrey Ballet will continue to maintain 

administrative offices, its school, the American Ballet Center, and the 

Joffrey II company in New York, and perform a yearly New York season. 

5k Dancemagazine, Vol. LVI, No. 9 (September 1982), p. 4. 

^^Anna Kisselgoff, "A Tale of Two Cities And the Joffrey Ballet," 
The New York Times, 19 December 1982, Sec 2, p. 22. 
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The first impression in New York was that The Joffrey Ballet had left 

New York for Los Angeles. This was not the situation in Los Angeles. 

Michael Newton, the Music Center president, stated: 

If I'm asked whether we are philosophically wedded to the 
two-city concept for The Joffrey—yes, what is what we want. 
We would like it to be a company that has two homes. It is a 
realistic answer based on the fact that we believe the corapany 
needs—if it is to grow—to be able to call upon the resources 
of both cities.^^ 

A condition set forth in a 1981 report by a task force headed by 

Sidney R. Petersen, Chairman of Getty Oil, and commissioned by the Music 

Center Board, the Performing Arts Council, was that The Joffrey Ballet 

headquarters be in Los Angeles. Yet Mr. Newton notes, 

The Joffrey's New York presence will certainly have to be more 
than an answering service. They will have to maintain a 
fund-raising and marketing apparatus and work with the New 
York board. They will need a senior staff there, not a branch 
office, as the thing that will happen is the whole Joffrey 
enterprise will expand. 

Future plans include the presentation of other major dance 

companies by The Joffrey Ballet at the Music Center. A part of Robert 

Joffrey's duties as the Music Center's dance director will be to act 

as irapresario, to present these outside dance companies, and this 

appeals to Joffrey. 

It's the same as the Los Angeles Symphony bringing in other 
orchestras. There would be artistic continuity. It's 
important to bring in more dance to Los Angeles. Building 
'audiences will help us.^^ 

bid., p. 22 

^^lbid., p. 22 

'̂ bid., p. 31. 
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With this expanded financial support, The Joffrey Ballet may now 

reach for artistic levels and a better product that was only dreamed of 

before: 

Asked, in fact, what he would like to do, Robert Joffrey 
offered the following thoughts. "The thing that frustrates 
me now is that I can't do what I want to do artistically." 
This season's premieres at the City Center are only two—a 
work by Laura Dean, in collaboration with the architect, 
Michael Graves, and a ballet by Gerald Arpino to the slow 
movement of Mahler's Symphony No. 5. 

Mr. Joffrey has already asked Miss Dean to do another 
work, her third for the company. Twyla Tharp is expected to 
respond to Mr. Joffrey's invitation to create a premiere for 
Los Angeles. He would like new ballets from two young 
choreographers who have begun to make their mark—Marjorie 
Mussman and Helen Douglas. And he has discussed the 
possibility of a ballet from William Forsythe, acclaimed in 
Europe and an alumnus of the Joffrey school. Very suddenly, 
it is apparent that the Joffrey organization has fostered a 
crop of new choreographic talent. More recent Joffrey 
dancers-turned-choreographers Mr. Joffrey would take under 
consideration are Philip Jerry, Ann Marie De Angelo and 
Christian Holder. 

Moreover, he is still hoping to produce a full-length 
"Romeo and Juliet." A new idea is a three-act ballet on one 
theme with three commissioned scores and a different 
choreographer for each act. "It takes finances to commission 
scores and this is one of the things I hope is possible if we 
bring all the forces together, he said. 

Each step of the way, Joffrey's dream of a quality dance company 

that captured and reflected the American spirit was always uppermost 

in his mind. Joffrey tried to instill that same spirit within both his 

dancers and administrative personnel. 

"The Joffrey has gone through difficult periods," Joffrey sums 
up, "but I think we are stronger from it. I've learned a lot, 
and I think one should always accept changes. The past is the 
past and we must respect it. But I always look to the future, 
and always will!"^° 

^^lbid., pp. 22 and 31. 

^°Stoop, p. 71. 



CHAPTER III 

THE MARKETING PLAN 

Introduction 

Marketing a performing arts organization allows for a structured, 

successful synthesis of the aesthetic and practical—the artistic work 

enhanced by marketing. The "art for art's sake" mentality in the 

nonprofit sector is declining. The performing arts organization of 

today, though its aesthetic philosophies must always remain of the 

utmost importance, needs to adopt a co-existing marketing philosophy. 

Today's art consumer is bombarded by the choices in how to spend his or 

her leisure time and cultural dollars. That same consumer is more 

sophisticated and, at the same time, on the receiving end of some of the 

most sophisticated business marketing practices available to date. 

í r 

y/Simply, performing arts organizations must market themselves or lose 

ground to those who consciously and effectively do market themselves. 

This must be a conscious effort on the part of the performing arts 

organization. The product concept, which assumes that good art will 

create a market for itself, and the selling concept, which provides only 

pricing and promotional strategies, must give way to the marketing 

concept. 

The marketing concept is based upon three simple principles: 

(1) specifying clear organizational goals and objectives; 
(2) understanding the buyer's (the market) needs, desires, 
and capabilities; and (3) formulating integrated strategic 
marketing programs that effectively match the organization 
and its market.̂ ''" 

61 Permut, p. 19 
55 
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Building a specific marketing plan for a performing arts organi-

zation insures utilization of the marketing concept. The importance of 

building a marketing plan for an individual organization is implicit in 

the recognition that performing arts organizations must develop a 

competitive awareness to operate in today's economic environment. A 

specific marketing plan, which will include the establishment and 

promotion of an organization's positioning relative to its competitors 

and market, provides the basic structure of the organization's blueprint 

for long-term success. A marketing plan mandates that an organization \ 

knows "who" it is and "how" it can fulfill the needs of its target 

market. 

Too often a performing arts organization reacts to data it "thinks" 

is true—not "knows" is true. The organization may think that simply 

because it has an audience, it knows who that audience is and what it 

likes. The organization's perceptions may or may not be on target, but 

in today's world, such risks of knowledge cannot be left to chance if 

the performing arts organization wants to do more than merely survive 

from season to season. A specific marketing plan will give a performing 

arts organization a focus. Perceived information will become factual 

information, and a logical progression of strategies can begin. A 

marketing plan with all of its components in place provides a.performing 

arts organization with a finely-tuned and focused, systematic means of 

analysis, strategy, and evaluation process. 

Because a performing arts organization's objectives have been 

defined, its strategies identified and researched, and its evaluation 
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tools chosen, the organization's decisions and actions are based on the 

true relationship of the organization to its target market. Those 

performing arts organizations who maintain "virtuous intentions" while 

adapting "good marketing practices" stand a much-improved chance of 

surviving economically and, thus, artistically. Those who do not adapt 

good marketing practices can expect to continue to be subject to the 

economic whims of demand. Effective marketing is an art itself. 

Without it, performing arts organizations will not survive and thrive 

in today's society. 

Diagnostic Analysis and Profile of the Organization 

The first phase in building a marketing plan for a perforraing arts 

organization is to analyze and evaluate the past, present, and future 

status of the organization in question. Background materials on both 

the organization's strengths and weaknesses should be collected from the 

widest possible variety of sources—management (both artistic and 

administrative), performers, technicians, volunteers, merabers of the 

board of directors, and outside sources (including the Chamber of 

Commerce, census bureau, advertising agencies and representatives, 

and audience members). This research should be compiled into a 

realistic profile of the arts organization. This in-depth profile can 

be used for the strategic planning of the organization and can help 

determine the direction the organization wishes to move. 

Strategic analysis, planning and decision-making are necessary 
to ensure the long-term health of a theatre organization by 
giving a strategic direction to the critical activities and 
operations which have an impact on an organization's business, 
i.e. creating theatre. It is essential to remember that 
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strategic planning is a continual process and that the 
strategic plan should be reviewed annually with revisicns 
and/or modifications made where appropriate. Action plans 
must be developed annually to ensure implementation of 
strategic objectives and strategies.^^ 

The ultimate marketing success and survival of an arts organization 

depends largely on how objectively this diagnostic research can be 

carried out. The procedure for conducting a diagnostic or situational 

analysis is known as a marketing audit (see Appendices E and F). 

A marketing audit is an independent examination of the entire 
marketing effort of an organization covering objectives, 
programs, implementation, organization, and control, for the 
purpose of determining and appraising what is being done and 
recommending what should be done in the future. . . . 

This audit will reveal the major practices, problems, 
and opportunities facing the organization and will serve as a 
basis for more effective planning. 

The Foundation for the Development of the American Professional Theatre 

(FEDAPT) identifies this analysis process as institutional psycho-

analysis. An analytical process of this kind forces an arts 

organization to formulate a description of the product (the theatre/ 

show/performer), what the organization is trying to achieve, and how the 

organization will reach those goals. FEDAPT uses the following graph to 

illustrate the process and questions that need to be answered to achieve 

satisfactory results in building a marketing program. 

6 Zu Strategic Planning Outline," (New York: FEDAPT), p. 1. 

^^Philip Kotler, Marketing for Nonprofit Organizations (Englewood 
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc, 1975), p. 56. 

^'^Subscription Guidelines, 2nd ed. (New York: FEDAPT, Revised May 
1977), p. 1. 
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^ WHO ARE WE? 4 ^ 

WHERE ARE WE? WHERE DO WE WANT TO BE' 

WHY ARE WE THERE? 

( 

J 
HOW DO WE GET THERE? 

SHOULD WE CHANGE DIRECTION? 

c ^ 
ARE WE GETTING THERE? 

This diagnostic analysis basically can be divided into two distinct 

areas for examination. The first area, the internal environment of the 

organization, comprises those factors that the arts organization can 

control. These factors include the actual product and how it is 

marketed, financing, and the overall management of the organization. 

The second area, the external environment, or those factors the 

organization cannot directly control, includes the economy, political, 

regulatory, societal, and demographical aspects, legal, tax, and union 

restraints and competition. 

In analyzing the actual product or artistic expression of the arts 

organization, both the impressions of the organization's members and the 

audience's point of view must be considered. Advantages and 

disadvantages describing the genre of the arts organization, all the 

artists (performers, directors, choreographers and designers), 

program variety, performance time, dates and locations are all topics 

that should be discussed and studied. Statistical research used as 

support materials should be applied as often as possible. Other areas 

of product discussion raight include pricing plans; sales history 
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(including attendance trends, patterns of attendance by day, week, week 

of month, by play, openings and slumps); the various sales programs 

used; season tickets versus single tickets; single tickets discounted 

(students, senior citizens, groups and corporate rates); cost in 

expenses of each program and the cost effectiveness of each part of the 

program in terms of personnel, materials, time and space requirements. 

A written report of every aspect frora the previous year's seasons, 

including objectives, results, and any carry over program should be 

utilized in planning each new season. 

This compiled information is used to identify the issues, possible 

directions and actions plus alternative actions the organization might 

consider. Each issue must be stated and the current status outlined 

concerning the issue and the organization. Various issues might include 

what weaknesses need to be corrected, what the organization does well 

that should not be changed and how the organization can get from where 

it is now to where it wants to be in three to five years, using its 

current resources and experience. In listing the actions and 

alternative actions for each of the issues, both the pros and cons 

of each action should be listed. Being able to identify these key 

strategic issues is a large part of the planning process. 

In order to implement properly a diagnostic process like the 

marketing audit and to ensure sound future planning, three key decisions 

need to be made. One, the actual scope of the audit should be 

determined. Two, the specific data collection methods must be defined 
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and three, if the organization decides to go to an outside source, an 

auditor needs to be selected.^^ 

Once the marketing audit has been completed and studied, the arts 

organization must then move into the major planning phase. This phase 

consists of three areas. The first area to be decided upon is the 

direction the organization is going to move or, simply, where does the 

arts organization want to go? The second area concerns how the 

organization is going to get there, and the third area concerns the cost 

in terms of the organization's resources—money, people and time—and 

where these resources will come from. 

Market Planning—Where Do You Want the Arts Organization to Go? 

H. L. Mencken wrote, "Some problems are so difficult they can't be 

solved in a million years unless someone thinks about them for five 

minutes." The intellectual process of formal planning has not been 

the norm in arts organizations. Planning outlines a course of action 

for the future of the organization. (For many arts organizations it is 

extremely hard to think about plans for the future when getting through 

each day is difficult.) 

In simplest terms, planning is specifying who will do what, when, 

where and how to accomplish the organization's objectives and goals in 

the most efficient manner. Because planning deals with the future, 

planning never can be completely finished. Logically, planning should 

^^Permut, p. 273. 

^^Philip Kotler, p. 237. 
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be developed before the other managerial processes—organizing, 

staffing, influencing and controlling. Although planning begins at the 

very inception of the managerial process, it is a thinking process that 

must be utilized constantly and have a sense of continuity. Philosopher 

Henry David Thoreau wrote, ". . . in the long run, men hit only what 

they aim at."^^ The objective of the planning function is to achieve 

specific, quantifiable desired results through a proper framework of 

short and long-term operations. Without proper plans, haphazard 

activities prevail, often producing confusion and chaos. To progress, 

an arts organization must plan (see Appendices G and H). 

To improve the organization's planning techniques, first look at 

how members of the arts organization plan now. Raymond 0. Leon, in 

Manage More By Doing Less, suggests these questions to evaluate a 

planning process: To what extent do you 

(1) Set measurable objectives to be achieved or exceeded for 
the next few months or a year? 

(2) Develop a strategy, program, and schedule for accomplishing 
your objectives? 

(3) Forecast production levels, space requirements, position 
openings, cost of money, developments by direct or 
indirect competitors, legislation, or the like to identify 
future problems and opportunities? 

(4) Develop an improved organization structure or a 
realignment of duties and responsibilities to streamline 
the work flow? 

(5) Develop new or improved policies and procedures so your 
people can make many of the decisions you now make? 

"̂̂ Raymond 0. Leon, Manage More By Doing Less (New York; 
McGraw-Hill, Inc, 1971), p. 25. 
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(6) Develop measurable standards of performance for both 
hourly and salaried personnel so your people will know 
(rather than guess) what is expected of them?^® 

The Joffrey Ballet clearly answered these questions and followed this 

progression of planning. (For a clear set of measurable objectives see 

Appendix I.) 

Sound planning will benefit the arts organization and help to 

realize some important results. First, management is able to make 

things happen by focusing and coordinating the efforts and resources of 

the organization toward specific goals. Second, planning provides a 

framework from which management can make correct operating decisions 

through identifying future developments and making preparations to meet 

these new developments and change when they occur. Third, through a 

well-designed planning process management can minimize costs in all 

areas of production. Fourth, management will control rather than be 

controlled, which will facilitate evaluation and better communication 

among all members of the arts organization. 

Managers have developed basic guidelines for planning. First, 

planning should be scheduled. An annual plan containing the 

organization's objectives and program of major accomplishments to be 

made throughout the year should be developed along with a series of 

monthly plans directed toward carrying out the annual plan. Simply, in 

order to plan properly, planning also requires a plan. Second, when 

major plans or changes on unfamiliar grounds are about to take place, it 

68 Leon, pp. 22-23, 
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is recommended that ideas and experience from others be gathered to help 

with the decision-making. Third, plans should be kept simple. The more 

simply plans are made and stated, the more effective the implementation 

of those plans likely will be. To determine whether plans are simple 

enough, a review of them with one or more members of the organization 

not involved with drawing up the plans should take place. Fourth, all 

plans should be put into writing. Probably the best discipline for 

management forcing itself to think through plans is to reduce them to 

writing. An unwritten plan becomes merely an intention, often forgotten 

or disregarded. Something as important as an objective, policy or 

procedure should be put in writing so everyone affected can periodically 

refer to it. Fifth, a good way to introduce a new plan is first to 

conduct some type of testing before committing the organization whole-

heartedly to a plan that may have major drawbacks. Sixth, management 

raust solicit participation from all members of the organization and also 

the necessary approvals from key personnel. If the members of the 

organization are responsible for the implementation of plans, they must 

6 9 

be committed to whatever it is they are to do. 

Good plans have some basic characteristics in common. First, the 

plan must be based on clearly defined objectives. The statement of the 

objectives should be definite, clear, concise and accurate. The 

objectives should be quantified so that the accomplishments or end 

results can be compared in detail to the stated goals. Second, a good 

69 Leon, pp. 25-27. 
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plan must be clear and comprehensive enough to cover adequately all 

actions required for the satisfactory fulfillment of the objective. 

Third, a hierarchy of plans must be established. The various plans and 

parts of plans should be integrated and arranged into a consistent 

pattern so that their nature, purpose and timing bring about coordinated 

results. Fourth, the resources of the organization should be considered 

so that the plan is economically feasible. A good plan will provide for 

use of existing resources. Fifth, a good plan must be simple and 

flexible.^° 

A flexible plan can be smoothly adjusted without delay and 
without a serious loss of economy or effectiveness to the 
requirements of changing conditions. In order to permit such 
adjustment a plan must be sufficiently broad, containing 
provisions of alternative courses of action to meet possible 
changes as they arise. Management has to check the 
feasibility of the plan regularly. Planning does not freeze 
action; at least it should not. If management learns that the 
plan does not lead to the objective, or that underlying 
conditions have changed, it then has to select an alternate 
plan to follow. It is much wiser to be right than consistent. 

Objectives 

Organizational objectives provide the basis for all organizational 

planning. The setting of objectives for an organization's growth is the 

most important element of effective management. The objectives are the 

"whats" of the organization, as compared to the "hows" or the plans and 

^°Theo Haimann, William G. Scott, Joseph W. Towle, ed., Management 
in the Modern Organization (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1970), 
p. 117. 

^^Lyndall Urwick, The Elements of Administration (New York: Harper 
& Brothers, 1943), cites a number of these characteristics on p. 34. 
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programs to attain these objectives. The clarity of how objectives are 

stated is vital in reaching the targets the employees of the 

organization are expected to strive towards. Management by objectives 

allows for every individual in the organization to contribute to the 

company's success, thus creating higher morale and better communication 

among the organization's staff. The more input the organization's 

personnel have in planning the objectives, the more commitment they will 

have in carrying out and achieving those same objectives. Without 

objectives, performance standards, policies, procedures and methods 

cannot be developed and measured; this results in haphazard activities 

and confusion. If individuals in an organization do not design 

objectives consciously as one unit, the individuals will design their 

own objectives and these might often be in conflict with the best 

interests of the organization. If objectives are not discussed and 

agreed upon, the organization will often split into factions from every 

area in the organization. That is the reason why every area in the 

organization must plan its cluster, or secondary, objectives to coincide 

with the company's major objectives. These subsidiary cluster 

objectives are crucial in their compliance with the major objectives of 

the organization. Robert Townsend, author of Up the Organization and 

former President of Avis Rent-a-Car, has a sign on his desk that reads, 

"Is what I'm doing or about to do getting us closer to our 

objectives." 

^^Robert Townsend, Up the Organization (New York: Knopf, 1970), 
p. 130. 
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Objectives can range from the very broad, for long-term planning, 

to the narrower objectives designated for short-term planning. 

Beneficial statements of objectives can be characterized by two distinct 

attributes. First, the set of various objectives, major and cluster, 

for an organization should be spelled out in a hierarchical arrangement. 

Second, objectives should be numerically stated so that subsequent 

accomplishment can be planned for and measured. 

Objectives are not supposed to represent exercises in wishful 
thinking but rather the results of appropriately chosen goals 
for the organization given its environmental opportunities and 
constraints. ̂  

There are six basic actions in establishing objectives for an 

organization: 

(1) Identify your most important opportunities and problems in 
all your areas of responsibility. 

(2) Set one to three primary objectives. 

(3) Consider setting secondary objectives. 

(4) Make sure the attainment of your objectives is largely 
under your control. 

(5) Express your objectives in numbers. 

(6) Establish deadlines. ̂** 

At the very beginning of The Joffrey Ballet's major three-year plan 

for the organization, they clearly established their major objectives 

for their 1981-84 seasons. 

^^Kotler, p. 63. 

Leon, p. 36. 
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The Foundation for The Joffrey Ballet, Inc is committed 
to promoting and presenting dance performances of the highest 
possible quality to a segmented market. As creator, curator, 
and educator in the art of dance, the Foundation seeks to 
fulfill its artistic and financial responsibilities to the 
national community it serves. These responsibilities include 
establishing standards of excellence which are applied to 
artists, production staff, and administrato'rs. To accomplish 
this, the Foundation has set the foilowing objectives for 
their 1981-84 seasons: 

-To operate a nationally recognized professional 
ballet company—The Joffrey Ballet—which will 
perform ballets of high quality created by resident, 
guest, and master 20th century choreographers. 

-To develop and sustain a nationally recognized 
training company—The Joffrey II Dancers—for 
dancers, choreographers, coraposers, designers, 
stage managers, and administrators. 

-To sustain these companies by developing raarketing 
and fund raising techniques which will maximize the 
Foundation's earned and contributed income. 

-To help public and private arts policy by actively 
participating in organizations which support the 
collective interests of the arts community. 

In focusing on the company's third major objective, the overall 

marketing goal for three years was to increase the Foundation's 

potential for earned income through audience development, merchandising, 

and telecommunications in New York and throughout the country. The 

Foundation also sought to expand its potential for earned income in 

other ancillary market places, thereby creating maximum dollars earned 

overall and maximum recognition on a national and international level 

(see Appendix J). 

"̂ D̂raft of Three-Year Plan for The Joffrey Ballet, New York, 
September 21, 1981. 
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Positioning—How Do You Want the Arts Organization to Get There? 

Performing arts organizations face special problems in the market 

place. A combination of varied external factors has led to a highly 

confused and competitive situation for most arts organizations, both in 

terms of attendance and fund raising. These external factors include: 

(1) reduced funding by the government, 

(2) reduced funding by private foundations, 

(3) reduced funding by public sources, 

(4) increased competition for private sponsors and donors, 

(5) rapidly rising costs of operations, 

(6) increased competition for fewer and fewer entertainment 
dollars, 

(7) more advertising by competing performing arts 
organizations, and 

(8) a society deluged with overcommunication. 

This situation has made it more important than ever for perforraing 

arts organizations to examine new strategies for competing effectively 

in this highly crowded market. One strategy concept that offers new 

hope for performing arts organizations is called positioning. 

Positioning is the creating of a specific place in the consumer's mind 

of the service or product. This place involves not only the strengths 

and weaknesses of the service or product but also the way in which the 

service or product differs from those of major competitors. Sheer 

volume of advertising is not sufficient. There is a limit to the 

amount of information a consumer's mind can take in, filter and 

maintain. Jack Trout and Al Ries wrote. 
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Today it has become obvious that advertising is entering a new 
era. An era where creativity is no longer the key to success. 
The fun and games of the '60s has given way to the harsh 
realities of the '70s. Today's marketplace is no longer 
responsive to the kind of advertising that worked in the past. 
There are just too many products, too many companies, too 
much marketing "noise." 

To succeed in our over-communicated society, a company 
must create a "position" in the prospect's mind. A position 
that takes into consideration not only its own strengths and 

7 6 

weaknesses, but those of its competitors as well. 

The idea of positioning can be traced back to the beginning of the 

decade of the 1970s. On Wednesday, April 7, 1971, in the New York Times 

a full-page advertisement appeared that seemed to generate very little 

excitement in the advertising community, even though it heralded an 

abrupt change in the direction of the marketing industry. The 

advertisement that appeared that spring morning was written by David 

Ogilvy, a major architect of the advertising world. In the 

advertisement, the articulate Mr. Ogilvy outlined his 38 points for 

creating "advertising that sells."^^ Mr. Ogilvy called the first step 

"the most important decision."^® He went on to say, "The results of 

your campaign depend less on how we write your advertising than on how 
II 7 9 

your product is positioned. 

''jack Trout and Al Ries, "The Positioning Era," Advertising Age 
(New York: Crain Communications, n c , May 8, 1972), p. 3. 

^^David Ogilvy, "Advertising Ad," The New York Times, 7 April, 

1971, p. 56. 

^̂  bid. 

'^lbid. 
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Five days later, in the New York Times and in Advertising Age, 

another advertisement appeared that confirmed the fact that the 

advertising industry was indeed changing direction. Placed by 

Rosenfeld, Sirowitz & Lawson, the advertisement listed the agency's four 

guiding principles. According to the firm, "accurate positioning is the 

most important step in effective selling."^° 

Positioning is now a major tool used by companies to position their 

products, services, ideas and their company in the marketplace. What 

has been learned in the past decade by businesses can now be adapted to 

the needs of performing arts organizations. Positioning has several 

aspects which are important to a performing arts organization: 

(1) it involves positioning the mind of the target audience 
rather than positioning the arts group and hoping the 
target audience will accept; 

(2) it involves manipulating that which is already in the 
minds of the audience that may be beneficial to the group; 

(3) it is an organized system for identifying windows in the 
mind of the target audience that allow potential reception 
of information about the organization; 

(4) it helps identify the right time and place for effective 
communication to take place; 

(5) it forces the arts organization to take a closer, more 
detailed look at itself in relation to the audiences it 
is atterapting to reach. 

The basic approach used to position the mind of the cons mer for a 

performing arts organization is to manipulate the information that 

already exists in the consumer's mind. Communicating any new 

80 Trout and Ries, pp. 3-4. 
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information or ideas about the organization is often very difficult 

because consumers screen and select information to which they are 

willing to be exposed. Using information already in the consumer's mind 

to help form a different position for the arts organization has been 

proven more successful than the attempt to create new information. To 

successfully manipulate concepts in the consumer's mind, the performing 

arts organization must face the reality of those ideas (how the 

organization is actually viewed, not how it wishes it were viewed). One 

of the biggest dangers in positioning is to ignore what the prospect 

already has in mind. Trout and Ries state, 

To get the answer to this question, What position, if any, do 
we already own in the prospect's mind?, from the marketplace, 
not the marketing manager. If this requires a few dollars for 
research, so be it. Spend the money. It's better to know 
exactly what you're up against now than to discover it later 

Û T 

when nothing can be done about it. 

Charles B. Weinberg, in Marketing the Arts, wrote: 

Positioning, the fundamental statement of what the 
organization and its services represent and what they provide 
to whom, involves three factors. First, who the target 
segments are; that is, to which groups is the organization 
striving to appeal? The organization may try to appeal to 
more than one group at a time. ACT, for example, might try to 
develop one program for people who attend but do not subscribe, 
another for current subscribers, and a third one for lost 
subscribers—although problems of coordinating the efforts to 
reach each group need to be considered as well. Second, in 
each of the target segments, the manager needs to set the 
organization's competitive stance. Depending on the segment, 
the competition can vary considerably, as was discussed 
earlier. The next step in positioning is to establish the 
usage incentive. What are the primary benefits that the 
organization is going to offer its current and potential users 
in each segment? The positioning strategy is vital not only 

81 Ibid., p. 34. 
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in terms of the consumers but also for the organization's 
management; it provides a focus for management efforts and is 
a key element,^therefore, in channeling the efforts of the 
organization. 82 

In the performing arts marketplace of the 1980s, the key to 

successful positioning can be found in the development of the correct 

marketing strategies. The following diagrams are representative of the 

type of framework that can be used by arts organizations in determining 

the positioning strategy they should use for a particular group. 

For an Existing Arts Organization 

Present Group 
Position 

Position of 
Competing Groups 

Market Profile 

Desired 
Position 

Target 
Market Groups 

Marketing Mix 

Product/Service 
Price 
Place/Distribution 
Promotion 

For a New Arts Organization 

Position of 
Competing Groups 

Market Profile 

Desired 
Position 

Target 
Market Groups 

Marketing Mix 

Product/Service 
Price 
Place/Distribution 
Promotion 

82 Weinberg, Marketing the Arts, p. 113 
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The marketing mix (product, price, distribution, and 
communication) is a convenient way of summarizing a set of 
marketing activities. These marketing activities support the 
marketing goals of the organization; the execution of these 
activities is just one part of marketing. Those new to 
marketing often consider these activities, especially 
advertising, to be all of marketing.^^ 

The performing arts organization can develop a positioning 

statement for each target group it wishes to serve by working through 

diagrams and identifying the position it wishes to occupy. A 

positioning statement for an arts organization should include: 

(1) a listing of the unique characteristics of the 
organization that will be emphasized to the target 
audience in establishing the desired position; 

(2) identification of who the target audience is; 

(3) expected results. 

Such a statement might read as follows: 

The Joffrey Ballet will be positioned as the national ballet 
company for America representing the hottest dance ticket in 
America for potential subscribers with a demographic profile 
of mid 30s, $24,500 and over and who are consistent art-goers 
with the expected result of signing up 800 new season 
subscribers and 23,500 more individual tickets for the 1981 
fall season. 

In selecting the type of strategies to use in carrying out the 

positioning statement, information from the diagrams should be utilized 

to select one or more of the following strategy groupings. 

Against Corapetition Strategies: This strategy involves linking 

your arts organization to ideas the consumer already has in his mind 

about competing arts groups. This approach provides a clear frame of 

^^Weinberg, "Building a Marketing Plan for the Performing Arts, 
P. 5. 
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reference for the consumer since the arts organization is relating to 

something the consumer already knows. To use this approach successfully, 

the organization must be able to maintain a distinctive position so that 

it can be differentiated from its competitors. The danger in using this 

strategy is the potential inability to establish a distinctive position 

for an arts organization. 

Product Position Strategies: This strategy emphasizes features of 

the arts organization that will prove attractive to the consumer. The 

key is to have organizational features which are superior to those 

organizations you are competing against and which are viewed as 

iraportant by the consumer in making decisions. Due to the large number 

of organizations in the arts market, it is increasingly difficult for 

organizations to design features which are not duplicated by competing 

groups. 

Promotional Positioning Strategies: Probably the most popular 

strategy now in terms of use, these strategies do not place much 

emphasis on the organization features, but focus instead on what the 

group can accomplish for consumers in terms of benefits. The key to 

successful use of this strategy by arts organizations is knowing what 

benefits the consumer seeks and how the organization can better deliver 

such benefits. 

Consumer Positioning Strategies: This strategy group involves two 

steps. First, the arts organization must decide whether the purpose is 

to position the mind of consumers in a specific market segment, such as 

donors, or in a general market segment such as those interested in dance 
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groups. If the specific approach is chosen, an attempt must be made to 

form a direct link between the arts organization and a benefit sought by 

this specific market segment. In the general approach, the consumer is 

encouraged to interpret specific desired benefits from general 

information. The second step involves a choice between the use of 

claims or imagery in the positioning message. The citing of claims for 

the arts organization is a more specific approach while imagery is 

designed to establish a mood through symbolism or images. The key to 

selection of the strategy is to determine what the organization is 

attempting to accomplish in the mind of the consumer. 

To help an arts organization start with the positioning process, 

the following questions can be reviewed and written answers prepared. 

(1) What position do you now occupy, if any, in the minds of 
the different market groups? Be realistic 

(2) What position do you want to own and have in the rainds of 
the consuraer? Does this involve a significant change in 
the current position? 

(3) What arts organizations must you compete against to 
establish this position? 

If your proposed position calls for a head-to-head approach 
against a marketing leader, forget it. It's better to go 
around an obstacle rather than over it. Back up. Try to 

8 ̂  

select a position that no one else has a firm grip on. 

(4) Do you have enough money to see the positioning campaign 
through to the end? This means, if you want to hold and 
occupy this position, a two or three year commitraent. 

®'*Trout and Ries, p. 35. 
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A big obstacle to successful positioning is attempting to 
achieve the impossible. It takes money to hold a position 
once you've established it. The noise level today is 
fierce. . . . Getting noticed is getting tougher.^^ 

(5) Can you stick it out? Take a long-term point of view. 

With the noise level out there, a company has to be bold 
enough and consistent enough to cut through. The first step 
in a positioning program normally entails running fewer 
programs, but stronger ones. This sounds simple, but actually 
runs counter to what usually happens as corporations get 
larger. They normally run more programs, but weaker ones. 
It's this fragmentation that can make many large budgets 
almost invisible in today's media storm.^^ 

(6) Does your creative approach match your position? Will the 
resulting efforts reflect the positioning strategy you 
have selected? 

Against Competition Strategy 

The key marketing strategy for The Joffrey Ballet in 1981 was to 

reposition the company as a national dance company in order to increase 

audience awareness and development. The Joffrey Ballet reorganized and 

restaffed its marketing and promotion departments in 1981 with the goal 

of reasserting the distinctiveness of the company through the creation 

and constant reinforcement of a consistent image for the corapany. The 

largest problem facing the company was its clouded image in this regard. 

Having come out of a period of financial problems in 1979 that was 

widely publicized through a 1980 fall season that was critically 

acclaimed, there was confusion as to The Joffrey Ballet's state as well 

as to what made the company unique. It was apparent that there were 

^^lbid., p. 35. 

86 Ibid., p. 35 
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distinctive qualities in this company that were not brought to light 

through marketing (see Appendices K and L). 

The Joffrey Ballet's repositioning plan was clear and made sound 

management sense; however, it was unfortunately not as defined from the 

marketing perspective. In order to promote awareness of the company 

with its new image, a large amount of money should have been expended. 

On the average, the promotional budget should be at least 10 percent 

of the total budget, especially when considering a new product, service 

or major repositioning plan. The promotional budget for The Joffrey 

Ballet was less than 10 percent of its total budget. When allocating 

the budget funds for its 1981-82 season, the company had not considered 

the long-term aspect. Sufficient funds were not allocated to sustain 

the repositioning strategy in long-range terms. An attempt to 

reposition a company is to gamble with an expensive strategy. In order 

to clarify its image, The Joffrey Ballet was gambling on a repositioning 

strategy. The gamble suggests that there was a possibility that the 

strategy would not work, and subsequently, all the money invested in it 

would be lost. 

The Joffrey Ballet wanted to position itself alongside the top two 

dance companies in the country—the American Ballet Theatre and the New 

York City Ballet. In attempting this repositioning strategy, The 

Joffrey Ballet stepped into a new class of aggressive head-to-head 

competition. The company also encountered numerous obstacles that 

needed to be side-stepped. One, the American Ballet Theatre and the New 

York City Ballet were both older and more established organizations. 
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In fact, the New York City Ballet had just celebrated its seventy-fifth 

anniversary. Two, the American Ballet Theatre and the New York City 

Ballet were located in Lincoln Center, which is considered one of the 

most prominent performing arts centers in the world. The Joffrey Ballet 

performed in the City Center, formerly the home of the New York City 

Ballet. Three, the City Center has a smaller seating capacity than the 

Lincoln Center houses. Four, The Joffrey Ballet company is 

nearly three times smaller than its competitors. Five, Americans have 

been led erroneously to believe that dancers trained from Europe are 

better than American-trained dancers. The Joffrey Ballet dancers are 

trained in America and the majority of the other two companies' dancers 

are not. This also was a slight disadvantage for The Joffrey Ballet 

raarketing department. Whereas the American Ballet Theatre and the New 

York City Ballet could promote and use their stars for features, The 

Joffrey Ballet did not have this capability. There were no big-narae 

stars in its corapany. It was an ensemble company. 

Early in The Joffrey Ballet's existence, it was not considered in 

the same class as the other two companies. In the mid-1970s, the 

artistic management of The Joffrey Company felt that they were now ready 

to climb into this first-class ranking. This top management philosophy 

instigated the desire among all Joffrey personnel for the leap in 

status. They began associating their name more closely with the other 

two companies. They attempted to get dance and theatre critics to 

mention The Joffrey Ballet name whenever they mentioned the American 

Ballet Theatre or the New York City Ballet. 
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For every limitation cited in the repositioning strategy, a 

correlating strength could be found. Although the funds were not 

sufficiently allocated to promote this repositioning plan, top quality 

and a sufficient quantity of marketing personnel (five full-time and 

two interns out of a total of forty administrative employees), were 

hired to carry out and reinforce this repositioning plan. 

The company followed a norm of risk-taking and innovation. Its 

repositioning strategy was a gamble. The Joffrey Ballet company, being 

accustomed to risk-taking, seemed optimistic, and if this strategy were 

to work, all the money invested in it would be recovered, and a 

significant profit would be realized. 

To differentiate itself from its two competitors, The Joffrey 

Ballet emphasized youth, excitement and sheer dance electricity. The 

average age of a Joffrey dancer was only twenty-three as compared to 

the other companies' average age of thirty. A major difference between 

The Joffrey Ballet and the other two ballet companies was that The 

Joffrey Ballet did not participate in a star system. In building his 

company from the roots of America, Robert Joffrey had long ago decided 

that The Joffrey Ballet would be a repertory dance company of All-Stars. 

What in many ways was its greatest weakness in terms of marketing—lack 

of recognizable names—the marketing department flip-flopped into a 

great strength. It built a campaign around the dancers and emphasized 

the specialness of a Joffrey dancer, giving ticket buyers what they 

needed in order to develop enough interest in the dancers and ballets to 

make a purchase. Working with a small ensemble, the company was able to 
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tour easily. The tremendous size and makeup of the other two companies 

prohibited extensive touring. 

The building that The Joffrey Ballet performed in, the City Center, 

was a historic landmark. The building represented old age grandeur, and 

ironically, as The Joffrey Ballet's home base, a place where youth was 

emphasized. This exciting contrast gave roots to The Joffrey Ballet as 

belonging to America. In fact, being based in New York City provided 

The Joffrey Ballet the opportunity to rise into this first-class 

ranking. In comparison, the San Francisco Ballet, also considered a top 

company, never can reach the same high-class ranking that The Joffrey 

Ballet achieved, because it is not located in New York City. 

The Joffrey Ballet's repositioning strategy depended upon its new 

image and logo. The new logo was: 

THE JOFFREY BALLET 

America's All-Star Dance Company. 

"Araerica" is there because it is American and in that respect different 

in essence and spirit from its two major competitors, both run by 

Europeans and both heavily committed to classical European dance; 

"All-Star" because every Joffrey dancer is a star in his or her own 

right; "Dance" because it offers dance as well as ballet and crosses 

that fine line better than any other company in the country; and 

"Company" because it is an ensemble and in being closely knit it is able 

to give an audience a performance of the kind of perfection that gave 

Robert Joffrey his reputation almost thirty years ago, one that has 

remained intact all this time. From this repositioning strategy, The 
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Joffrey Ballet successfully differentiated itself from its competitors 

and began to establish a unique position in the dance world. 

The Marketing Mix 

The marketing mix is the blending together of a variety of 

marketing activities into a total marketing program that supports the 

objectives of the organization. Marketing decisions need to be made 

within the context of the organization as a whole, and among the most 

important factors a marketer must consider are the overall objectives of 

the organization. The marketing mix is composed of four broad 

components—product, price, place, and promotion. These four components 

or activities are often called the "four Ps" of marketing. In 

developing the marketing mix, the marketer selects the combination and 

degree of each component used in an effort to meet the needs of each 

target market. Even though there is no "best" marketing mix, the 

blending of the four components is always attempted in terms of 

achieving the optimum effects for the organization. The four components 

must be viewed as interactive forces that intrinsically affect each 

other, causing marketing effects. By altering one variable of a 

component, an entirely new mix is created. Because of the varying 

effects these alterations will create and the fact that the nature of 

the mix will vary according to each marketing situation, it is 

difficult, if not impossible, to reproduce exactly a marketing program. 

Product 

The product is the first component of the marketing mix. The 

product is the nature of the item itself as it is designed to satisfy a 
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predetermined group of customers or target segment. In terms of the 

performing arts, the product is the act of creating theatre, music, and 

dance before a live audience. 

The performing arts are a very special kind of product. 
They represent an aesthetic entertainment experience made 
available to the public These artistic events are performed 
in a finite and fleeting time period rather than concretely 
manufactured like most products. Thus, the performing arts 
from a product strategy viewpoint are intangible and epheraeral 
as well as culturally important. In many respects this makes 
the performing arts product more difficult to analyze than a 
typical commodity or service. 

The performing arts product can be categorized in four ways. One 

is the individual performance. Two is one particular year or season of 

performances. Three is the continual year-after-year product that the 

performing arts organization provides the community in which the 

organization resides. Four is the way performing arts performances and 

events are packaged together: a series of plays, a series of music 

concerts, or a variety of artists. The customer has a choice in 

selecting and putting together his own package of events or artists. 

Every product in business, if it lasts long enough, passes through 

a time span identified as the product life cycle. The product life 

cycle consists of four distinct stages, including the product's 

introduction, growth, maturity, and decline. This same successive life 

cycle can be applied to a performing arts organization. By identifying 

the exact stage that a particular performing arts organization is in or 

^'Permut, p. 124. 
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moving towards, a marketer can better formulate stronger marketing plans 

for that organization. The probable length of time for each stage is 

unpredictable. 

The probable length of time each stage will last is not 
knowable in advance for most products. In fact, even the 
postulated successive stages do not rigidly occur. A product 
can have rapid growth from the very beginning, thus skipping 
the slow market start implied by the introductory stage; or a 
product, instead of going through a rapid-growth stage, may go 
directly from introduction to maturity; or a mature or 
declining product may enjoy a temporary revival of market 
interest. 

STAGES IN THE PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE 

Introduction Growth Maturity Decline 

In stage one, the introduction of the product, the marketing 

strategy calls for extensive promotion designed to introduce and 

stimulate interest in a performing arts organization new to the 

comraunity. 

88 Kotler, p. 168. 
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Strategy during the introduction period involves making a 
potential audience aware that a particular arts performance 
will occur. Practically speaking, building awareness will 
require the formation of an initial campaign. In addition, 
this is a shake-down period for management during which ticket 
distribution policy must be established, advance publicity 
generated, and ticket prices set. 

Consumer education also may be necessary concerning programs, artists, 

ticket policies, group rates, etc The introductory stage is usually 

characterized by losses due to large development expenditures and 

promotional outlays. 

Stage two, or the growth stage, is characterized either by the 

product's rapid growth or "catching on," or the product's failure. 

During this period, a performing arts organization needs favorable 

responses both from the critics through good reviews and from the 

audience members by "word-of-mouth," to stimulate increased interest and 

ticket sales. 

Strategically speaking, this is the point during which the 
arts manager would like to develop "loyalty" among patrons 
in order to capitalize on the currently favorable response. 
For example, strategies to convert single ticket buyers into 
season ticket holders would be undertaken. Efforts to sell 
blocks of tickets to corporations and social organizations 

9 0 

would also be explored. 

In stage three, the maturity stage is typically a longer stage in 

terms of time. The novelty of the arts organization has worn off and 

audience attendance levels have usually stabilized. Competition becomes 

more intense during the maturity stage and must be more closely 

monitored. Any organization that competes for the entertainment dollar 

®^Permut, p. 134. 

^°Ibid., p. 134. 
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should be carefully watched. Often, successful marketing programs may 

be borrowed from these competitive organizations. The major role the 

arts administrator plays during this stage is to attempt to keep the 

organization from entering the decline stage. New funding sources, 

markets, and audience benefits should be explored. Product 

modifications, image renovation, and promotional changes often can 

prolong the maturity stage of a performing arts organization. 

Finally, in stage four, the period of decline often may be the most 

difficult period for an arts organization and the individuals involved 

with the organization. The desire for continued artistic expression 

often will outweigh the economic realities in the decision to close down 

operations. 

. . . certain circumstances can make the withdrawal of an arts 
product from the market a logical conclusion. . . . The 
decision as to whether an arts product should be eliminated is 
never easy, but it is less painful if a decision-making 
process has been specified in advance. For instance, a 
specific company facing an uncertain upcoming season may 
specify the following sequential plan: (1) if audience levels 
fall below 40 percent of capacity for the season and the 
financial deficit exceeds $40,000, execute option (2); 
(2) exhaust all possible sources of subsidy and seek merger 
with another regional company; if (2) fails to improve this 
situation, execute (3); (3) dissolve the company. 

There is probably no single aspect more important to the ultimate 

success of a product in the performing arts than the quality of that 

product. The quality of the product is much more important than any 

aspect of price, place, or promotion. The arts administrator who 

sacrifices the quality of his product for the sake of any of the other 

91 Permut, p. 136. 
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marketing mix components will do so successfully only for the short-

term run. 

The arts organization that produces a quality product is the 
organization that will prosper. There is no substitute for 
it. Cutting corners in a way that adversely affects the 
artistic quality of an organization is the sure road to 
failure. The arts administrator, just as the corporate 
executive, must be concerned first and foremost with quality. 
The expenditure of effort and money on behalf of an inferior 
arts product inevitably leads to the same fate as that that 
befalls a shoddy commercial product. You may be able to 
fool some of the people for a short time, but sooner or 
later—opening night, probably—poor quality will receive its 
just reward.^ 

One of the major problems of presenting the performing arts as a 

product is the unreliability of quality in the product. When a 

"service" organization offers the service concurrently with the 

consumption of these services, reliable quality control becoraes a 

problera to maintain. An actor or dancer may have a poor night, 

technical problems may occur during one performance, but not another, 

and so the performing arts product becomes an uncontrollable factor in 

formulating the marketing mix. While the marketing success of the 

product depends upon the full commitment of financial support and 

personnel of the organization, the high quality of the product is the 

essential factor that is the keystone and first step in the marketing 

process. 

^^Permut, p. 66. 
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Price 

Proper pricing is crucial both as one of the four major components 

of the marketing mix and to the ultimate financial success of the 

organization. Price, like product, place, and promotion, directly 

affects the organization's sale volume and profit picture. Pricing is 

multi-dimensional and provides the marketer a great deal of latitude in 

tailoring the product to a desired target market. Pricing decisions go 

far beyond deciding how much to charge for a ticket. In the case of the 

majority of performing arts organizations, pricing as it is reflected in 

ticket sales, does not cover the operating expenses of the organization. 

This situation forces the organization to look for alternative funding 

sources. These various funding sources become a target market 

themselves. Thus, in a way, performing arts organizations often are 

faced with a dual marketing challenge, finding both earned income and 

funding source target markets. This operating deficit in arts 

organizations clearly shows one more difference between nonprofit and 

profit-taking philosophies. 

The major difference between the price objectives of profit 
and nonprofit organizations is that the profit organization 
tries to find the price that maximizes profit while the 
nonprofit organization tries to set a "fair" price. 

A particular problem arises when performing arts organizations 

raise their ticket prices to try to decrease the operating deficit. 

With the raise of ticket prices often comes the decrease of audience 

members. The number of performances is then reduced because fewer 

^^Kotler, p. 178. 
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people are attending, creating an even lower level of income. Because 

of pricing insensitivity, this vicious cycle, once established, is hard 

to overcome. Once this cycle is established, the conclusion of 

financial failure for the organization is obvious. The formation and 

developing of sound pricing objectives for a performing arts 

organization require a clear understanding of the organization's costs 

and price sensitivity to its market segments. 

The marketing approach tries to take a more optimistic view 
and suggests that an organization does not automatically need 
to resort to a strategy (raising ticket prices) that appeals 
to narrower and narrower segments of either the wealthy or 
those people who really desire the service and have no 
alternative. Rather, a marketing approach suggests that an 
organization examine the various types of audiences that may 
attend and try to develop a marketing mix that minimizes the 
shrinkage. ̂** 

The first step a marketer should be concerned with is developing 

pricing objectives to accomplish and facilitate the programs of the 

organization. Underlying any foundation of pricing objective selection 

must be a clear concept of the organization's main objectives and 

programs. There are basically three pricing objectives that may be 

selected for a performing arts organization. These three objectives 

are profit maximization, cost recovery, and market incentivization (or 

fill the house to capacity at any cost). The first two are oriented 

financially in favor of the organization while the third is cônsumer 

oriented. Commercial theatres, museums and art galleries as profit-

taking organizations, attempting to maximize their profits from 

3k Weinberg, Marketing the Arts, p. 6. 
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earned income over operating expenses, usually select profit 

maximization as their pricing objective. In contrast, nonprofit 

performing arts organizations, more often concerned with a break-even 

point over operating expenses or simply trying to fill the house to 

capacity, choose cost recovery or market incentivization as their 

pricing objective. 

The majority of nonprofit performing arts organizations cannot 

expect to set a price that wili cover all of their operating expenses. 

By adopting the cost recovery objective, performing arts organizations 

attempt to recover a reasonable amount of their total costs. Public 

opinion, tradition, and competitive prices can limit an organization in 

raising its own prices to increase revenue to cover more than just its 

operating costs. 

Market incentivization is the attempt by an organization to quickly 

increase the growth of its market by setting a relatively low price. 

Trying to attract the largest number of customers in the shortest amount 

of time becomes the goal of the marketer. These attempts to fill seats 

are accomplished by appealing to specific market segments with specific 

discount offerings. Special rates are offered to groups like students 

and senior citizens. The use of "markdowns" from a higher price is a 

very common business practice used to stimulate interest and growth in 

a product. 

In profit maximization, the price of the product is set to raake the 

largest possible profit, after covering all operating expenses. This 

particular objective often causes a situation of price versus 
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attendance. Setting prices to raaximize revenues is not always the same 

as setting prices to maximize attendance. 

Price setting in practice normally is oriented to cost, demand, or 

competitive considerations. The cost-oriented approach is based 

primarily on a "cost-plus-a-fair-return" strategy. The price of the 

tickets and support materials (i.e.,programs, buttons and t-shirts) 

is set to cover the operating expenses plus an amount to cover a desired 

return or profit. Before any attempt to use costs as a basis for 

determining prices, all total fixed, variable, and incremental costs 

must be determined and carefully examined. Fixed costs are those costs 

that continue to be incurred even though no performances are given. 

These costs include rent, taxes, insurance, salaries, etc Variable 

costs are those costs that are incurred only with the staging of each 

production. These costs would not occur if no production were 

presented. In the professional theatre, there are often gray areas 

between fixed and variable costs. Before a contract is signed by a 

performer, stage hand, etc, the contract cost is variable. When the 

contract is signed, any cancellation fee becomes a fixed cost, but any 

remaining money to be paid becomes a variable cost. Incremental costs 

are costs that may be incurred from actually selling a seat, souvenir 

books, refreshments, or paying for litter cleanup or vandalism. In most 

instances, incremental costs for the performing arts are very low. 

Demand-oriented pricing examines the intensity of the demand rather 

than the level of cost to establish a price. A break-even analysis 

often is carried out to determine the price in the demand-oriented 
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consideration. When the demand is great, a high price is charged. A 

low price is charged when the demand is at a low level, even though the 

operating costs may be the same with both situations. One particular 

form of demand-oriented pricing is price discrimination. Price 

discrimination occurs when the product is sold at two or more prices. 

Pricing discrimination as it relates to the consumer can be observed 

when a lower price is charged to students or senior citizens than to the 

general public Place pricing discrimination occurs when a higher price 

is charged for front row seats than back row seats. In determining the 

price for a specific block of seats, it is very important to determine 

the demand for each price category. This helps to determine the 

appropriate number of seats to put in each category, minimizing the 

possibility of empty seats in certain categories and an overdemand for 

others. Time pricing discrimination can be seen when there are less 

expensive prices for matinees than for evening performances. Product 

price discrimination occurs when the same dance company, performing in 

different cities, charges different prices in the various cities. 

For price discrimination to work, certain conditions must 
exist. First, the market must be segmentable, and the 
segments must show different intensities of demand. Second, 
there should be no chance that the members of the segment 
paying the lower price could turn around and resell the 
product to the segment paying the higher price. Third, there 
should be little chance that competitors will undersell the 
firm in the segment being charged the higher price. Finally, 
the cost of the segmenting and policing the market should not 
exceed the extra revenue derived from price discrimination. 

^^George Stigler, The Theorv of Price, rev. ed. (Nev York: The 
Macmillan Co., 1952), pp. 215 ff. 
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When the pricing policy of an organization is based on what its 

competitors are charging, the policy can be described as competitive-

oriented pricing. The organization's cost or demands may change, but 

the organization maintains its pricing policies in relationship to 

competitive offerings. Two examples of this policy are when an 

organization charges the same price as its competitors, or when an 

organization keeps its prices higher or lower than the competition by a 

certain percentage. Imitative pricing, or trying to set the 

organization's prices on an average level with competitors, is often 

used because of the difficulty in knowing how the consumer and 

competitors will react to the price differentials of the product. 

To build pricing strategies to obtain the pricing objectives 

requires the organization to address several issues. Christopher 

Lovelock and Phillip Hyde summarize seven major issues that raust be 

addressed before any pricing decisions can be raade. 

Some Pricing Issues 

Basic Question Alternative 

How much should be 
for tickets? 

Who should sell tickets? 

Alternative bases for pricing 
decisions 

Spread between top and bottom 
prices 

Discount to be offered from 
basic prices to specific 
market segments 

The arts organization 
(manufacturer) 

The auditorium, et cetera 
(distributor) 

A specialist intermediary 
(ticket retailer) 
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Where should tickets 
be sold? 

When should tickets 
be sold? 

How should tickets be 
paid for? 

When should tickets be 
paid for? 

How should prices be 
communicated to the 
target audience? 

The location of the event 
(box office) 

A retail outlet downtown 
A back office somewhere 
The purchaser's home (by mail 
or phone) 

At what times of day 
What days of the week 
How far in advance of a 
performance 

Cash 
Check 
Credit card 
Vouchers 

In advance, with reservation 
Day of performance 
After the event 

Medium 
Message 
Emphasis on pricing element 
Timing 

Note: This table focuses on the sale of single tickets. 
Similar questions can, of course, be raised for subscription 
sales. 96 

Distribution/Place 

Distribution or place is the third major component of the 

marketing mix. Distribution is concerned with how the performing arts 

organization is going to make its product and services available and 

accessible to its consumers. Specific channels of distribution need to 

be chosen for the organization's services. These channels can be 

described as routes for the forward movement and growth of the product. 

There are four basic decisions that a performing arts organization must 

^^Christopher Lovelock and Phillip Hyde, "Pricing Policies for Arts 
Organizations: Issues and Inputs," Marketing the Arts (New York: Praeger 
Publishers, 1980), p. 274. 
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make in regards to designing an efficient distribution system. These 

major decisions include: 1) the level and quality of the consumer 

service, 2) the number and location of branches, 3) the use of 

middlemen, and 4) whether the use of facilitating intermediaries is 

needed.^^ 

In the first decision, a performing arts organization needs to 

determine the maximum level of service that conceivably could be 

offered. This area could include the number of performances to be 

given for a particular event, the location of those performances, 

and parking for the consumer. These decisions should be made and 

oriented towards the maximum convenience for the consumer. The second 

decision on the location and number of branches relates to the various 

performing places, the number of ticket outlets and their locations, 

and hours. Often, if a performing arts organization has the money to 

build its own distribution channels for its primary product and any 

secondary merchandising channels, it is less expensive to tap into 

existing distribution channels. This necessitates the third decision 

concerning the middleman. New York theatres have been very successful 

in increasing their ticket sales and outlets by utilizing existing 

ticket channel services and middlemen like Chargit, Ticketron, and 

Telecharge. The final decision for the organization is to determine 

which services may be handled best by sources outside the performing 

organization. These services could include advertising, financial 

^^Kotler, pp. 194-198. 
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auditing and control, merchandise shipping, and direct mail campaigns. 

Often, these types of services can be performed raore effectively and 

efficiently through outside professional facilitating interraediaries. 

Perforraing arts organizations raust view the area of distribution 

in the raarketing mix as importantly as profit organizations do. 

Mismanagement in the area of distribution can lead very quickly to a 

large loss in resources and unhappy consumers. 

The Joffrey Ballet utilized ticket outlets like Chargit, 

Ticketron, and Telecharge for its New York seasons. The Joffrey 

Ballet also planned to utilize merchandising within the distribution 

area, as well as positioning, as a major means to achieve its goal of 

increased earned incorae. By licensing The Joffrey Ballet narae as a 

salable coramodity, the company would provide significant incorae to 

suppleraent box-office receipts. To increase revenues from this source, 

new merchandise and promotional tie-ins would be introduced over three 

years, beginning in 1981. Merchandising tie-ins already had been 

arranged with Macy's in New York and Marshall Field's in Chicago; and a 

design teara at Harvard was developing a line of Joffrey sportswear to be 

carried by one of these retailers. These distribution expansion plans, 

together with various promotional endorsements, would help generate 

income while helping to sustain The Joffrey Ballet presence in cities 

between seasons. 

Merchandising and proraotional tie-ins are other Joffrey strategies 

used tû increase the corapany's level of earned income. As with any 

strat(2gy, there are inherent limitations and capabilities. At the 
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moment, the only place The Joffrey Ballet can sell its merchandise is in 

the theatre in which it is performing. The American Ballet Theatre, on 

the other hand, has its own physical store created to sell its 

merchandise directly to the ultiraate consuraer. It is open all year. 

Because The Joffrey Ballet does not operate on the star system, 

it does not have the capability to exploit a star on subsidiary goods. 

The American Ballet Theatre and the New York City Ballet both operate 

on the star system. These stars' names can be and are sold as separate 

commodities. The quantity and variety of materials available to a 

company with a star system greatly outweighs that of a no-star system. 

For instance, books, portraits, and photographs can be sold dealing 

specifically with the stars, or with the company in general. It is true 

that The Joffrey Ballet's two raain corapetitors do not travel; however, 

the competitors' name commodities serve as a close replacement for 

touring. These coramodities can be ordered, shipped and delivered by 

mail. 

As was seen in The Joffrey Ballet budget earlier with positioning, 

no funds were allocated specifically for merchandising. The Joffrey 

Ballet considered merchandising as a major strategy to increase earned 

income; however, no funds were allocated to this area specifically. 

l̂íhile The Joffrey Ballet now sits in the upper echelon of dance 

companies, other businessmen may try to capitalize on The Joffrey Ballet 

name to their own and not The Joffrey Ballet's profiteering advantage. 

If The Joffrey Ballet narae becoraes too widespread, there is the risk of 

diminishing the appearance of quality and exclusivity of the product, 
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in conjunction with a decrease in belief about the uniqueness of the 

product in general. 

The Joffrey Ballet was as innovative in its merchandising as in its 

positioning strategy. By touring, not only was the dance corapany 

brought across the nation to the people, but so was its raerchandise. 

The consuraer did not have to be inconvenienced by sending for 

merchandise through the mail. 

The Joffrey Ballet engaged in tie-ins with large corapanies such as 

Macy's and Tiffany's in New York and Marshall Field's in Chicago. By 

having these high-class, well-known organizations carry The Joffrey 

Ballet's narae, more weight and importance were associated with it. 

Furthermore, The Joffrey Ballet name increased its visibility to 

potential audiences who had not as yet seen any of its promotion. 

The Joffrey Ballet also has incorporated product line 

diversification of its merchandise. Aside from selling buttons, shirts, 

and albums, the company has now added porcelain dance figurines to the 

list. By choosing such a quality item, as seen in decision number one 

of the distribution decision process, The Joffrey Ballet hoped to tie 

this directly to their position as a top-ranking, quality dance company. 

Promotion 

Proraotion i s the fourth raajor coraponent of the raarketing mix. I t 

is not the whole of marketing. Promotion i s a network of varied 

persuasive coramunications tha t plays a v i t a l ro le in a t t r a c t i n g 

audiences and funding sources needed for both the a r t i s t i c and f inancial 

success of the perforraing a r t s o rganiza t ion . All organizat ions engage 
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in sorae form of promotion or communication activity. The proraotional 

component of the marketing mix can be broken down into five distinct 

elements or tools. The promotional mix is composed of (1) advertisinc', 

(2) personal selling or contact, (3) sales promotion, (4) publicity, and 

(5) public relations. The crucial decision that a marketer must make is 

which tools and what proportions of each element to utilize in the 

formation of the various promotional campaigns for the organization. 

These promotional tools are classified as raarketing coramunication. In 

the past, a preoccupation with the study of the individual promotional 

tools prevented development of these tools into a whole communications 

systera. 

. . . only within the last decade have serious atterapts been 
made to consolidate personal selling, advertising, packaging, 
point-of-purchase, direct mail, product sarapling, publicity 
and public relations under "raarketing communication." 
Marketers have only recently begun to view the area of 
communication in the sophisticated way possible with today's 
advanced behavioral and quantitative tools. . . . 

It now appears . . . that marketing coraraunication is 
9 8 

beginning to produce some tangible contributions. 

The communication process, in terms of the performing arts, can be 

broken down in the following raanner. 

The process of communication includes three elements: a source, 

inessage, and a destination, or receiver, for the message. In personal 

selling or direct communications, the source is an individual or a 

group. In other forms of promotion, the source is not in direct 

cûntact with the receiver, and the receiver is a group. A highly 

Michael Ray, "A Decision Sequence Analysis of Developments in 
•'arketing Communication," reprinted from Journal of Marketing (New York: 
•̂ erican Marketing Association, January 1973) , vol. 37, p. 29. 
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developed promotional campaign will try to reach members in these groups 

as individuals. These later forms of promotional communication then 

require a fourth element—a mechanism or medium, such as newspaper, 

magazine, radio and television—to deliver the message simultaneously to 

many persons. This information must be passed along through 

communication channels before negotiations and the actual transaction of 

buying and selling can take place. This information is passed on 

through two communication groups—vertical (the transfer of information 

from one social group to another) and horizontal (the transfer of 

information between people in the same social group). 

These transmissions of information can be either formal (when 

recognized channels of communications are used) or informal (when the 

original communicator has no control over the message, i.e. grapevine). 

Shown below is a basic communication system that a buyer and seller 

go through to complete a transaction in the sale of a product: 

SOURCE MESSAGE RECEIVER 
(Sender) Encoder (Transmitter) Decoder (Customer) 

Performing Promotional Media (Can be Destination 
Arts Director different from Ticket Buyer 
Organization the receiver, 

i.e. housewife 
to husband, 
friend to friend) 

Strategically, there are three areas in the marketing communication 

process that correspond directly with specific target segments. The 

target segments are grouped as to levels of involvement with a 

performing arts organization. For the enthusiastic target segment, the 

promotional objective becomes to inform. This particular segment is the 
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easiest to persuade into the action of buying a ticket. For the second 

segment, the interested, the promotional objective becomes one of actual 

persuasion. The final segment, the nonattenders, the promotional 

objective calls for the raarketer to educate. Ideally, the process of 

individuals raoving up from one segment to another should be on a 

constant and continual basis. 

A Framework for Promotion Strategy in the Perforraing Arts 99 

Target Audience 

Enthusiasts Interested Nonattenders 

Objective To inform 
Response rate High 
Promotion 

message 
Promotion 
technique Advertising 

(direct mail) 
Personal contact 

(support groups) 

To persuade 
Moderate 

Basic information Incentives 

Advertising 
(direct raail, 
newspapers) 

Sales proraotion 
Publicity 
Personal contact 

(affinity groups, 
new subscribers) 

To educate 
Low 

Descriptive 

Personal contact 
Publicity 

The first of the marketing communication tools is advertising. 

Advertising is composed of raedia messages paid for by an organization 

that wishes to increase the probability that those reached by these 

"".essages will behave or believe as the advertiser wishes thera to behave 

or believe. Advertising is a marketing activity designed to achieve 

Permut, p. 238. 
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greater sales and/or stronger competition as the process of exchanging 

goods unfolds, i.e., entertainment for money. Practitioners of 

advertising believe that advertising introduces marketer control into 

the marketing process. Advertising influences consumers to act in a way 

that differs from the way in which they would have acted had there been 

no advertising. 

The first step in advertising is to establish the advertising 

objectives. This step consists of three basic decisions on the part of 

the marketer. The first decision is to determine the target market. 

The campaign should be aimed at a particular group and, specifically, 

the individual in that group who is the initiator, influencer, and 

decider in terms of purchasing a ticket for a performing arts event. 

The second decision calls for detailing the target effect to be sought. 

The target consumers are in various stages in relationship to the actual 

product. These various stages include unawareness, awareness, 

comprehension, interest, desire, and action. Most often, the audiences 

sought are distributed over several of these stages. Different goals 

must be set for advertising to create different target effects to reach 

the audiences of each stage. The third decision calls for determining 

the optimal target reach and frequency of the advertising. Because of 

limited funds for advertising in the performing arts, everyone cannot be 

reached. The marketer must decide what percentage or part of the 

audience he wishes to reach and at what frequency per period he wishes 

to expose them to the advertising.^ 

100 For a detailed discussion of advertising objectives, see 
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The second step in advertising is to establish the advertising 

budget. Many organizations, specifically smaller performing arts 

organizations and educational institutions, often have no money for 

advertising or believe that to advertise would not greatly increase 

their audiences or profits. In these cases, other elements of the 

promotional mix must make up for the absence of the advertising tool. 

. . . advertising is not an essential part of marketing 
programs, and many marketing programs exist and flourish 
without advertising. The advertiser understands that if he 
advertises, he will do so because of the distinctive 
characteristics of advertising as a marketing element: to 
advertise is an overt competitive act, advertising acts 
independently of the product, and advertising may define and 
even create in the consumer mind the benefit that he or she 
derives from product use. 

In attempting to estimate an advertising budget, one can multiply the 

desired reach by the desired frequency to determine the total number of 

exposures that will be needed; then, multiply the total number of 

exposures by the average cost of advertising exposure in the desired 

type of media. For example, if a marketer is constructing a campaign to 

reach ten million people, three times during the campaign period, it 

would make a total exposure level of thirty million people. If the 

average mass media cost is $4 per thousand people, then the rough 

advertising expenditure level is $120,000. This is only a rough way to 

estimate the advertising budget. 

Russell H. Colley, ed., Defining Advertising Goals (New York: 
Association of National Advertisers, 1961). 

^°^William M. Weilbacher, Advertising (New York: Macmillan 

Publishing Co., Inc, 1979), p. 95. 
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In addition to estimating the total advertising budget, the 

marketer also must determine what percentage should be allocated to the 

various market segments, geographical areas, and time periods. A 

budget is termed well-allocated when it is not possible to shift money 

from one segment to another and increase the total market response from 

the advertising campaign. 

The third and fourth steps in advertising, copy development and 

media selection, often are interchanged in their development. The 

choice of theme is probably one of the most important decisions that a 

marketer will have to make. 

. . . effective advertising needs to satisfy three criteria: 
desirability, exclusiveness, and believability. (Twedt 1969). 
Thus, the promotional theme for a performing arts organization 
should describe a desirable feature of the event(s), emphasize 
the ways in which the event is distinctive from competing 
attractions (a major reason for nonattendance is involvement 
with other leisure activities), and present the message to the 

10 2 

target audience in a believable form. 

Copy or raessage development is composed of three elements: theme 

selection, message structure, and copy layout and production work. 

There are several ways in which to generate good themes. One is to 

brainstorm, two is to use deductive reasoning, and three is to take the 

organization's position and take themes that would shift the^market's 

view of the product in a desired direction within that position. 

In determining the message structure, the marketer looks at how 

the major arguraents should be phrased and sequenced to achieve the 

maxiraum impact from the message. The first question is how many 

102 Permut, p. 232 
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conclusions should the audience be required to draw from the 

advertisement. Research has shown that most often no conclusion-drawing 

on the part of the audience is more persuasive than leaving the 

conclusion-drawing to the audience itself. A second question to answer 

is whether a one-sided argument or whether both sides of the argument 

should be presented to the audience. Research has shown that two-sided 

arguments raise the level of credibility for the communicator in the 

audience's eye and work better with better-educated audiences and 

audiences that might have initially opposed the organization's position. 

The third question to be answered pertains to the order of presentation 

of arguments. Simply put, should the stronger arguments for the 

organization's position be presented at the beginning of the 

advertisement or at the end. Presenting the stronger arguments at the 

beginning gains the audience's attention, but with lesser important 

information following the attention may dwindle and the advertisement 

could end anticlimactically. 

The final element in copy development is that of copy layout and 

production. The forraat and positioning of the advertisement is as 

important as the message in gaining attention and prompting action. 

There are two basic steps in the selection of which media to use. 

One is to choose what percentage of the advertising budget will go to 

each media area, magazines, newspapers, radio, television, and outdoor 

advertising. The second step is to select the specific vehicle within 

each media category. 
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The final phase in advertising is the evaluation process. There 

are basically three areas of evaluation to consider. These areas 

include: copy testing, media testing, and expenditure-level testing. 

Copy testing can be accomplished both before and after an advertisement 

is placed. Pre-testing methods of an advertisement allow for copy to be 

improved before the actual release of the advertising copy. Three types 

of pre-testing methods include direct ratings, portfolio testing, and 

laboratory testing. In the direct ratings testing, a group of consumers 

and/or experts rate specific advertisements through a questionnaire. In 

portfolio testing, individuals are asked to view a nuraber of collected 

advertisements in a portfolio and then are asked to recall as much as 

they can concerning each of the advertisements viewed. In laboratory 

testing, researchers measure physiological reactions and effects like 

blood pressure, heart beat, and pupil dilation when an individual is 

viewing the advertisement. Two basic post-testing methods exist. These 

tests include recall tests and recognition tests. All of these various 

tests rate only the effectiveness of the communication of the 

advertisement and not the impact on behavior and attitudes. 

The major question to answer in media testing is whether the costs 

of the advertisements in each vehicle used are cost-effective in 

motivating the consuraer to action. This type of testing is accomplished 

through couponing and coding to help provide a statistical background 

for analysis. 

In expenditure-level testing, the idea is to compare variations in 

response from similar markets in which different amounts of money for 

advertising are spent in these similar markets. 
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A "high spending" test would consist of spending twice as much 
money in a similar territory as another to see how much more 
sales response (orders, inquiries, etc) this produces. If 
the sales response is only slightly greater in the high 
spending territory, it may be concluded, other things°being 
equal, that the lower budget is adequate."^^ 

Creative Advertising Strategies 

The essence of creative advertising is to combine one's total 

knowledge of the product with chosen elements from the creator's own 

life experience. Through the creative process, the artist attempts to 

find unique ways to create a statement or visualization of the product 

by building relationships between people, things and events. The artist 

mixes new knowledge with the old, blends combinations of images and 

words to find fresh and arresting messages to convey the product to the 

public Creativity is based in the majority of cases on a logical, 

disciplined, step-by-step accumulation of facts. Alfred Politz, 

research practitioner, states that anyone involved with advertising 

creativity 

has to follow rules which are guided by a well-defined 
purpose, by an analysis of the thoughts supplied by 
imagination, by a selection of the useful ones which meet 
the purpose. The analysis and the final arrangement of 
surviving ideas is impossible without the employment of our 
logical facilities . •"• °'̂  

David Ogilvy has formulated a list of eleven rules that creators 

may follow to prepare a successful advertisement and/or campaign: 

-°^Kotler, p. 211. 

^°^Alfred Politz, "Creativeness and Imagination," Journal of 
Advertising, Vol. 4, No. 3, p. 14, Summer 1975. 
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(1) What you say is more important than how you say it. . . . 

(2) Unless your campaign is built around a great idea 
it will flop. . . . 

(3) Give the facts. . . . 

(4) You cannot bore people into buying. . . . 

(5) Be well-mannered, but don't clown. . . . 

(6) Make yoúr advertising contemporary. . . . 

(7) Committees can criticize advertisements, but they cannot 
write them. . . . 

(8) If you are lucky enough to write a good advertisement, 
repeat it until it stops pulling. . . . 

(9) Never write an advertisement which you wouldn't want your 
own family to read. . . . 

(10) The image and the brand. Every advertisement should be 
thought of as a contribution to the coraplex symbol which 
is the brand image. . . . 

(11) Don't be a copy-cat. . . .^°^ 

Another prominent figure in creative advertising, Hanley Norins, 

believes the creator must first gain the consumer's confidence, and then 

persuade the consumer to action. Norins gives "seven keys to consumer 

confidence." 

(1) One way we can achieve believability and win the 
consuraer's confidence is to search for the intrinsic 
draraa in our subject. . . . 

(2) A second key to winning the confidence of our audience 
is to be concrete. People feel uneasy and at sea when 
we're vague. They have nothing to grab on to. Facts 
are the handhold for climbing that steep cliff of 
communication. . . . 

^°^Weilbacher, p. 205. 
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(3) The third key to winning confidence is for the product 
to live up to its claims once it has been bought. . . . 

(4) The fourth key to confidence is, very simply, to 
demonstrate the product. . . . 

(5) The fifth key to confidence is the relentless pursuit 
of reality in advertising. As we have said before, 
people in actuality speak differently from the way they 
do in fiction. . . . 

(6) The sixth key to confidence: Understatement. . . . 

(7) However we make rules and break rules, however we 
cultivate awareness, the best communication comes, above 
all, from the attitude of consideration for others. We 
can throw all the rest of our guides out the window, if 
only, when we sit down to write, we are considerate of 

j . 10 6 

our audience. 

No set of rules, though, will be of benefit if the creator does not 

have talent. Most practitioners of creative advertising agree that 

there are no general rules in the creation of advertising. 

Hank Seiden of Advertising: Pure and Simple, wrote: 

Rules lead to dull, stereotyped advertising, and they stifle 
creativity, inspiration, experimentation, initiative and 
progress. The only hard and fast rule I know of in 
advertising is that there are no rules. No formulas. No one 
right way. Given the same problem a dozen creative talents 
will solve it in a dozen different ways . . . . If there 
were a sure-fire formula for successful advertising, everyone 
would use it. Then there'd be no need for creative people. 

Creativity as a function falls into the second step of advertising. 

After major objectives and goals have been established, strategies are 

planned and created to accomplish the stated objectives. These 

strategies fall into two main areas: creative strategies (the 

^°^Ibid., p. 205. 

^°^Hank Seiden, Advertising: Pure and Simple (New York: A'̂ LACOM, 
1977), pp. 4 and 5. 
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communication of a message to the consumer) and the media strategies 

(the means by which to carry the message). 

Creative strategy stipulates what advertising will say but does 

not tell how it will be said. Creative strategies are grouped in three 

categories: The first category contains the creative strategies that 

are developed for a product or service that has totally unique 

characteristics which give the product a clear performance advantage 

over competitive items in the same field. Illustrations of this 

category include Colgate Dental Cream's fluoride ingredient that 

gives the toothpaste uniqueness. The basic idea to be stressed is 

that anyone who brushes with Colgate will get fewer cavities because 

Colgate has MFP fluoride. One other example is Ultra Brite's 

unique claim in its commercials, "Whiter looking teeth after just 

one tube." 

The second category includes creative strategies for products 

or services that differ in design but not in function. Illustrations 

of this category can be found in soft drink and beer commercials. 

Their function is to quench thirst but, as with the case of Lite 

Beer, it is "good tasting and is less filling because it contains 

1/3 less calories than traditional beer." 

The third category includes creative strategies for products 

or services that are indistinguishable from others in the sarae 

field. Creative strategies become more difficult in this category 

because the promotion must go beyond the actual performance of the 

product and deal with the unknown factor of audience emotions, dreams 
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and aspirations. A prime illustration of this type of strategy can 

be found in the Schlitz Beer commercial offering to the individual 

a "hearty, satisfying, masculine experience," if its product is 

consumed. 

The selection of strategy is in itself a creative judgment 

formulated through research, facts and intuition. Strategies must 

be put into some type of specialized or embellished form where 

creative thinking and innovation become a primary factor. 

There are several reasons why these strategies must be 

embellished and become more than just simple strategic statements: 

(1) Advertising is a form of salesmanship that must be 

embellished to create the same persuasive presentation a personal 

salesman is able to accomplish. Fairfax Cone states: 

I don't think anyone would use advertising if he could see 
all of his prospects face to face. It is our belief that 
advertising is good in ratio to its approximation of 
personal selling. If you believe this, you try to present 
your advertising in the same tone, make the same arguments, 
and use the sarae taste you would if you called upon people 
at their homes. •"" 

(2) The creative advertiser must gain the attention of the 

potential consumer audience. 

(3) Advertising must be embellished to overcome resistances by 

the consumer both to the product or services and to advertising in 

general. 

108 Weilbacher, p. 190. 
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(4) Advertising deals with mass communications and, therefore, 

must be embellished to become a communicative device that appeals 

broadly to many people. Probably the least understood element in 

the communication chain is the receiver/consumer. 

(5) Advertising strategies must be embellished to attain 

competitive distinction and differentiation, the essence of 

advertising itself. 

It's exactly at this point that we need, not word and 
picture mechanics, but imaginative original, craftsraen 
who can take that selling proposition, and, through the 
magic of their artistry, get people to see it, get 
people to remember it.'''°̂  

A second major tool in the marketing communication process is 

personal selling or contact. Personal contact is defined as the 

oral presentation in a conversation with one or more prospective 

purchasers for the purpose of selling goods or services. This 

particular tool has come into prominence in the performing arts 

with precurtain or intermission speeches trying to sell upcoming 

events, special projects or asking for donations. This tool should 

be utilized not only for sales, but also for the goodwill of the 

organization. Positive contact can be made through educational 

programs, box office personnel, and ushers. 

There are five basic steps a performing arts organization 

should take to use the promotional sales tool, the third major 

^°^Ibid., p. 193. 
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element in the promotional mix. Sales promotions or incentives are 

defined as something of financial value added to an offer to 

encourage some overt behavioral response. These incentives are 

usually offered to individuals or groups who are normally 

insufficiently motivated to the action of purchasing tickets. In 

terms of the performing arts, these incentives or selling aids may 

range from price discounts and package deals (season tickets, two 

tickets for the price of one) to premiums, sweepstakes, and 

contests. 

The first step in utilization of the promotional sales tool is 

to determine the objective for the use of these incentives. These 

objectives range from attempting to create an immediate behavioral 

response to promoting a trial basis of the service by groups that 

would not typically venture to a performance. The second step is 

to determine specifically to which individuals or groups the 

incentives should be offered. The third step is to determine the 

form of these incentives. This particular step requires careful 

research for satisfactory results to occur. The fourth step is to 

determine the amount of the incentives, trying to be as cost-

effective in the selection of these amounts as possible. The final 

fifth step is to determine the time of payment of the incentive. 

All of these steps require careful analysis and study before 

impleraenting them into an effective program. 

The fourth major communication tool is publicity. Defined as 

free or unpaid-for information, publicity has often become the sole 
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communication tool utilized by many performing arts organizations 

because of limited funds. This nonpersonal stimulation of imparting 

information is accomplished through the print and broadcast media. 

Specifically, publicity includes press releases, reviews, 

interviews, public service announcements, and staged events. In 

contrast to advertising, publicity is not paid for, the final form 

of departing information differs, neither the organization nor the 

publicist has final control over the final content of the message 

in publicity, and the publicist works with reporters and news/ 

feature writers rather than advertising personnel. (For a complete 

collection of The Joffrey Ballet's press releases for its 1981 fall 

season see Appendix M.) 

The publicist attempts to develop news around the product. In 

utilizing publicity as a communication tool, the publicist must 

complete three tasks to achieve sound results. The first task is 

to determine the objectives of the publicity efforts. The publicist 

must determine the target markets and the level of interest 

(enthusiastic, interested, nonattenders) and how to handle the 

publicity to influence the groups chosen to be marketed. The second 

task is to choose specific publicity efforts that will accomplish 

the desired effects on these various target markets. The third 

task is to choose the specific media in which to carry out these 

publicity efforts. 
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Public relations is the fifth major communication tool. Public 

relations combines all aspects of the promotional mix, along with 

daily activities of the organization, designed to build relationships 

within the community that will enhance the organization's reputation 

and its ability to reach the people in the community with its art. 

Public relations is the overall effort on behalf of the organization 

to present a specific image or character of the organization. This 

attempt on the part of the performing arts organization to promote 

favorable public attitudes is vital in the ultimate success of the 

organization. 

. . . within a marketing system advertising is basically 
concerned—in one way or another—with the distribution of 
products. So are personal selling and sales promotion. 
On the other hand, public relations is concerned with ideas 
which may or may not include products. The relationship is 
sometimes explained by comparing the common marketing goal 
which seeks to increase the seller's "share of the raarket" 
with the public relations goal of obtaining a larger "share 
of the mind" of the public.^^° 

In compiling the tools from the promotional mix into a 

promotional campaign, it is important to remember that (taking into 

consideration all the factors that affect promotional efforts, 

including the size of the community, location, community demographics, 

competing organizations, type of program, resources available) some 

type of universal plan of promotion is impossible. A promotional 

carapaign should have a wide range of promotional tools and techniques 

^^°John S. Wright, Daniel S. Warner, Willis L. Winter, Jr., 
Sherilyn K. Zeigler, Advertising, 4th ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, 1979), p. 649. 
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at its disposal and should choose from among them when approaching any 

new campaign. A promotional campaign must be well timed. The 

campaign must be presented with the same care, thought, and attention 

as a particular production. It will generally take several raonths and 

at least three encounters to make the general public aware of some-

thing new. The course of action for the carapaign will depend a great 

deal on the familiarity of the production. If unfamiliar, a 

full-scale campaign utilizing a wide range of proraotional techniques 

and raedia may be necessary. On the other hand, if the production or 

program is well-known and/or popular, it may require no more than a 

word-of-mouth campaign. The most effective approach to promoting a 

program is through a variety of proven methods that cover all the 

basic communication tools and channels and compleraent each other. 

A basic promotional plan should consist of the following eleraents 

(see noted Appendices for The Joffrey Ballet's use of this plan): 

(1) Identify your potential audience and target markets (see p. 75 

and Appendix N). 

(2) Determine which communication tools, channels, techniques, and 

message guidelines might have the most success in reaching those 

markets (see Appendices 0, P). 

(3) Determine the time schedule, the resources available, (money, 

time, personnel), and the necessary guidelines for any promotional 

channels (see Appendices Q, R, S, T). 

(4) Select the tools and methods to be used, along with the costs 

and goals of each (see Appendices U, V, W, X, Y, Z). 
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(5) Prepare the materials for the initial campaign. Develop a 

monitoring system including sales reports, coded messages and staff 

reports to coincide with the initial campaign (see Appendices AA, M, 

BB). 

(6) Have follow-up materials ready for a second wave of promotion 

(see Appendix CC). 

(7) Keep a close watch as to whether interest in the program is 

developing and whether tickets are selling (see Appendices BB, DD). 

(8) Prepare a last minute publicity blitz if expectations are not 

being met (see Appendix EE). 

(9) Try to assure that adequate post-coverage of an event occurs. 

If audience members are disappointed that they missed a good program, 

they will be more likely to attend future programs (see Appendix FF). 

(10) Evaluate the success or failure of the campaign, and keep 

records that can be used in planning future campaigns (see Appendices 

GG, HH, II, JJ, KK, LL, MM, NN, 00). 

Budgets—Controlling Your Organization's Pathway 

The most direct way of controlling a performing arts organization 

and the navigation of that organization towards its objectives is the 

formation of specific budgets. A budget can be defined as a business 

technique of planned expenditures and resource allocations required to 

achieve an organization's objectives. Budgeting requires the 

allocating of four major resources of an organization—money, time, 

space, and personnel. Within the majority of performing arts 

organizations, there is a continual lack of these four resources. 
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The basic question in budgeting is how to best utilize these limited 

resources. Many performing arts organizations have sought to increase 

these resources through fund raising efforts, volunteer and office 

sharing programs. 

The most important function of a budget is to support the 

objectives and programs of an organization. There are two basic 

budget planning systems. The first system allows for administrators 

to forecast expected revenue and the maximum resource availability in 

terms of personnel, time and space, and then plan the organization's 

operations and growth around these forecasts. The second system 

allows for adrainistrators to plan the organization's activities and 

growth, and then notify the board of directors of the amount and type 

of resource that are needed to achieve this growth. 

Four basic principles can be used as guidelines in developing 

budgets for a performing arts organization. One, develop budgets that 

will be variable in relation to the organization's actual accomplish-

ments. Budgets should not be fixed and sacred. Budgets need to be 

developed on programs for the future and not based on past 

expenditures. Two, develop budgets that include only controllable 

expenses and resources. Three, develop budgets that will specify how 

to handle unplanned expenditures and problems. Four, let every key 

person in the organization decide on how to utilize his specific 

allotment of resources. Responsibility for budget development should 

not be abdicated to one area of the organization. 

111 Leon, p. 61. 
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The Joffrey Ballet budgeted its resources very carefully. (For a 

money and personnel breakdown of resources, see Appendices S and T.) 

Tirae and space schedules and budget allocations in terms of rehearsals 

and planning sessions were done on a daily, weekly and monthly basis 

for each season. Who would do what, when, where and how to meet The 

Joffrey Ballet's objectives and goals in the most efficient manner 

were carefully planned out. This specific type of planning is vital 

to the success and growth of any performing arts organization. 

Evaluation—Did the Organization Succeed or Not, and Why? 

A key element in any planning system is to gather facts about the 

performance of a performing arts organization and determine the causes 

and possible ways to improve upon any significant deviations from the 

planned performance and objectives of the organization. This 

evaluation process is paramount in determining why the performing arts 

organization achieved or did not achieve its objectives. This 

evaluation process is vital in helping the arts adrainistrator plan and 

raake accurate adjustments for any following seasons. An analysis and 

fine-tuning of a marketing plan based on a factual evaluating system 

easily can make the difference between a full and half-empty house. 

In conjunction with any collected factual data, Raymond 0. Leon 

suggests answering the following questions in an evaluation process: 

(1) What deviations from planned performance are significant? 

(2) What caused such deviations? 

(3) What actions might you take? 
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(4) What are likely results of each action? 

That's the purpose of evaluating—to help you answer these 
questions.^^^ 

An arts administrator must always keep abreast of uncontrollable 

factors. These constantly changing economic, psychological, political, 

and sociological factors also will affect the arts administrator in 

making decisions for the organization. Nothing remains the same and 

the administrator must keep this in mind. The evaluation process can 

be instigated properly only if controls are designed and impleraented 

for a performing arts organization. 

Control involves the specification of goals and 
performance standards, and, typically, arts organizations 
have resisted explicit goal and policy statements, raising 
arguments that formal policies threaten the aesthetic climate 
and limit creativity and flexibility. As such, many arts 
organizations have become internally oriented and myopic, 
making it difficult for them to respond effectively to the 
increasing demands of a broadening and changing 
environment .''•"'• ̂  

Conclusion 

In conclusion, a proper evaluation systera should factually detail 

whether the stated objectives of a performing arts organization have 

been achieved. Specific guidelines should be established on how to 

measure the results to determine the success or failure of the 

organization's original marketing plan. Judgements need to bé made on 

^^^Leon, p. 194. 

^^^Perraut, p. 265. 
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why the plan succeeded or failed and what possible impact the results 

may have on next year's marketing plan. 

A performing arts organization which utilizes a specifically 

built marketing plan can successfully navigate its organization past 

other arts organizations that do not make this conscious effort. 

Planning and implementing each step of the marketing plan will direct 

consumers towards that particular performing arts organization. A 

performing arts organization should create a structured plan that 

successfully combines the aesthetic and the practical aspects of 

marketing. The Joffrey Ballet has risen to the top of the dance world 

because it has created such a plan. 



CHAPTER IV 

A CONCLUSION TO THE STUDY 

This study grew from an interest in examining and improving 

marketing practices for performing arts organizations. From the 

beginning, the major contention has been that the typical performing 

arts administrator lacks both researched marketing theories and 

practical application experience to build adequately a practical 

marketing plan for his or her arts organization. This writer believed 

that it would be in the best interests of these performing arts 

administrators to develop a simple model marketing plan designed to 

help meet their own unique marketing needs. This study will help those 

administrators accomplish that task. 

The search for the practical approach to a marketing plan with 

theoretical research as a foundation was pursued because the majority 

of performing arts administrators are not trained in business manage-

ment and, therefore, a detailed, comprehensive set of formulas and 

theories would not serve their needs as well as a siraple, practical 

approach to the problem of marketing. This study sought to fulfill the 

following goals: 

(1) Analyze and evaluate both business marketing theories and 

specific marketing applications and propose a simple, practical 

marketing model for use by a performing arts organization and, in 

particular, a dance company. 

122 
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(2) Trace and evaluate the effectiveness of, and supply the actual 

marketing plans used by, The Joffrey Ballet in the marketing of its 

twenty-fifth anniversary 1981 fall season. 

One of the major elements in the research for this study was the 

six-month internship with The Joffrey Ballet. This internship allowed 

the intern the opportunity to observe how business marketing theories 

can be applied practically in a successful performing arts organization. 

Through actual firsthand experience, the idea of "marketing technology 

transfer" becomes an actual living process that can be observed and 

monitored. The introduction of business practices into the performing 

arts has given the arts a new lease on life. Perforraing arts organiza-

tions that are now utilizing business practices and, in particular, 

raarketing systems have a much better chance of survival than those that 

just make half-hearted attempts. Until recent years, crisis was the way 

of life for the typical performing arts organization. The commercial 

theatre has been called, with justice, the worst run business in 

America, and most amateur groups are no better than professionals in 

this regard. Even the most idealistic theatre owes due attention to 

business. Sound business practices mean more money with which to pay 

for higher quality productions. Sound marketing practices also mean 

more money, more tickets sold, larger audiences and, therefore, a larger 

budget to finance a higher quality of productions. Above all, good 

business practices and methods mean financial self-respect. 

In the past, performing arts administrators and companies viewed 

themselves apart from the business world and only recently have they 
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availed themselves of the expertise in the field of business and, 

particularly, in the area of marketing. The problem common to all 

performing arts organizations—survival—is the principal cause of this 

marriage between theatre and business. The solution to a successful 

marriage between business and theatre is to understand that money must 

be made to work, and the knowledge of how best to use a finite amount of 

resources to achieve maximum results is the responsibility of those who 

take an administrative role in the arts. The rewards for a well-

adrainistered organization are that it can attract more and better 

artists, larger audiences, and willing patrons—in sum, that it can 

survive and prosper. 

The performing arts administrator should strive for the same set of 

criteria and organization planning that a business utilizes—setting 

objectives, marketing and promoting planned programs that support those 

objectives, developing fund raising ventures and placing emphasis not 

only on short-term programs, but also on long-term planning for the 

organization. Creating theatre should be treated as a product in 

business. Theatre should be treated not as an intangible manifestation 

of the human spirit, but as a productive activity which provides 

services to the community, one which, in this respect, does not differ 

frora the manufacture of electricity, the supply of transportation, or 

house-cleaning services. In each case, labor and equipment are utilized 

to fulfill a need and to make available goods or services which may be 

purchased by the general public In each case there is technology 

whereby these products are transformed into a finished product. When 
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theatre can be viewed in these same matter-of-fact manners, then theatre 

as a product succeeds. For the artistic side of theatre to survive and 

flourish, the management side must be treated and managed as a business. 

Recommendat ions 

Three major recommendations are suggested as a result of this study. 

One is for performing arts administrators to recognize and accept the 

need for a sound marketing system for their own organization's growth 

and survival. Two, performing arts administrators must strive for a 

quality product and the development of a strong marketing program that 

addresses their unique needs to support that quality product. One 

cannot survive without the other. Three, support both the product and 

marketing programs with the full cooperation of the organization's 

complete personnel and financial backing. 

Perforraing arts administrators must recognize the need for a 

marketing program and accept this field of business as a primary growth 

and development tool for a performing arts organization. This 

acceptance, in many instances, is considered the major stumbling block 

when the belief of'art-for-art's-sake prevails. This problem must be 

overcome by recognizing and accepting the fact that constantly iraproving 

business changes, applied to the performing arts in conjunction with a 

quality product, will improve the organization's level of success rate. 

Perforraing arts administrators should develop a sound marketing 

program and follow the marketing plan (Chapter III), modifying the plan 

to support their own unique needs. This conscious business effort on 

the part of performing arts administrators must occur if they wish to 
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continue their artistic expression. Performing arts administrators 

also should encourage and develop a conscious effort on the part of the 

entire personnel of the organization to strive for a working marriage of 

art and business. 

It is recommended that the marketing plan be placed in written form 

and that all phases of the plan be scrutinized before implementation. 

Any plan, no matter how well formulated in an individual's mind, becomes 

vastly ineffective and headed for failure if it is not placed in written 

form and does not have the support and dedication of the entire 

organization. 

This study and model plan are based on both theoretical consider-

ations and practical experience. The degree of potential success in the 

utilization of a marketing plan will be determined by the performing 

arts administrator's belief in, dedication to, and support of the 

program. 
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APPENDIX A: LETTER OF INQUIRY CONCERNING INTERNSHIP 

Texas Tech University 

University Theatre 

February 9, 1981 

Les Schoof 
Director of Operations 
The Joffrey Ballet 
130 West 56th Street 
New York, New York 10019 

Dear Mr. Schoof: 

I am interested in securing a six-month internship with The Joffrey 
Ballet in conjunction with the formalization of my dissertation topic 
I am currently completing the preliminary work on my Ph.D. in Fine Arts 
program at Texas Tech University, with an emphasis in arts manageraent. 

I would like to work with your corapany in a position that would allow 
an in-depth study concerning the history and manageraent of The Joffrey 
Ballet. The final goal would be a formal work dedicated to and focused 
on the emergence of The Joffrey Ballet as a major force in the world of 
ballet. 

I believe that with my strong background in arts manageraent, particularly 
in proraotion and audience development, I would be of value to your 
organization. 

Enclosed please find my resume. I would be able to commence work 
anytime after June 1, 1981. 

I am excited about the possibility of arranging an internship with you 
and your company. Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 

Dale Hearth 
Promotion Director 
Universitv Theatre 

Box 4298/Lubbock, Texas 79409-4298/(806)742-3601 
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APPENDIX B: RESPONSE LETTER CONCERNING INTERNSHIP 

FOUNDATION FOR THE JOFFREY BALLET, INC. 

130 West 56 Street 
New York, N.Y. 10019 
(212) 265-7300 

Dale Hearth April 10, 1981 
2619 24th Street 
Lubbock, Texas 79410 

Dear Mr. Hearth, 

I have received your resume from Mr. Schoof and want you to know 
that we can talk further about an internship. 

As you may know we are preparing for a 25th Anniversary Season in 
the Fall and may well use your resources in helping compile a 
"retrospective book." 

Internships here in the Marketing (really communications) Office 
involve 2 parts — a major project completed by the intern and 
assistance with the various day to day duties. We have trained sorae 
excellent arts administrators and are interested in the careers of the 
most gifted of the up and coming. 

The distance from Texas for the interview process is a problem but 
if you are interested, give us a call and we can discuss this in person, 
My colleague Mr. Krintzman will be in San Antonio and Houston 
April 22-24 and perhaps he could meet you in person then. 

In any event — best of luck. 

Maureen Walsh 

Marketing Manager 
The Joffrev Ballet 

THE 
JOFFREY 
BALLET 
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APPENDIX C: ROBERT JOFFREY'S 1965 REVITALIZATION PROGRAM 

Phase_I: A Training Period for Approximately Sixteen Dancers 

This initial phase is designed to mould dancers who were selected 

(after weeks of exhaustive auditions) to comprise the reactivated Robert 

Joffrey Ballet company into a cohesive, unified group . . . rigorously 

trained in ballet, and in addition (though to a lesser degree) in an 

unusually broad spectrum of other, essentially non-balletic styles of 

American dance. 

During this period, the men and women will be divided and given a 

separate class every day. In addition, there will be a considerable 

amount of private classes and individual coaching to help overcome the 

particular weakness of each dancer. 

Besides such standard other classes as adagio, pirouette, variation 

and pointe, there are also plans to give the company some special 

classes in jazz, Dalcroze training in eurythmics, and perhaps some 

gymnastics and weight-lifting for the men. Several outside chore-

ographers will be invited in for the last week or two of classes to 

allow them to become acquainted with the company through a series of 

viewings. 

This introductory training period is an essential preliminary to 

the year-long program for the company described in the remainder of this 

section. 
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Phase I: A Three-Month Creative Period for Three to Six Choreographers 

This project, which it is Mr. Joffrey's present intention to repeat 

if possible every year, represents a qualitatively different approach to 

the problem of creating new ballets from either the various "workshops" 

now being conducted in dizzy profusion throughout the country, or from 

the raethods regularly (and necessarily) employed by the major American 

ballet companies . . . neither of which methods is really effective, 

though for opposite reasons. 

The "workshops" in general fail because the choreographer is not 

given adequate material with which to work. The dancers often have 

never worked together as a group; raany of thera are available because 

they are not yet good enough to be employed by a professional company; 

generally their primary interest is not in the workshop but in getting a 

job, and they only keep coming to rehearsals until they can find an 

alternative which offers a salary; there is rarely enough rehearsal time 

or adequate rehearsal space; even more rarely does the choreographer 

have a chance to re-work his ballet after he has seen it performed 

onstage (usually only once). 

In contrast, the choreographer invited to work with a major ballet 

company finds himself confronted by a roomful of hardened pro's who are 

used to working quickly and effectively, and who have too little 

patience with anyone who does not exactly resemble their ingrained idea 

of a choreographer. 

The natural tendency for anyone but the most seasoned choreographer 

is to become self-conscious and intimidated. His creative processes are 
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styraied, he loses his incentive, and eventually the tail wags the dog as 

he compromises in order to please the dancers. Finally, if the work is 

not an immediate hit, a major ballet company cannot risk its prestiae by 

keeping it in its regular repertory, and the whole effort is wasted. 

The proposed creative project employing the Robert Joffrey Ballet 

constitutes a sort of middle-ground between these two extremes. 

The company's dancers are all young, but extremely competent 

professionals who are in the company because they all recognized and 

were drawn to the versatility and creative ideals of the Robert Joffrey 

Ballet. Furthermore, they have all been instilled with the attitude of 

wanting to do everything they can to bolster a choreographer's conii-

dence. They are willing . . . even more, eager . . . to attempt new 

ways of moving. And most important, they are so proficient that their 

work gives the choreographer an impetus. 

This is not wishful thinking, but a statement of fact which can be 

verified by the record of the company, particularly recently when it 

received outside grants (in 1962 and 1963) to create new works. 

The choreographers employed were not the "big names," but in 

several cases were people who had never choreographed for a ballet 

company before: Alvin Ailey and Anna Sokolow who had their own modern 

dance groups; Lee Becker who is a jazz dancer; Gerald Arpino who was a 

professional ballet dancer but who had never choreographed a ballet. 

They themselves (and their works speaking for them), all testified that 

the Robert Joffrey Ballet was an ideal group for their pioneer effort. 
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Phase III: Second Creative Project 

Similar to the first, this second creative period would concentrate 

particularly on filling program "gaps" resulting from the earlier new 

works and would also provide an opportunity to eraploy other American 

choreographers who might not have been available for the first project; 

or perhaps wanted an original score composed or needed more time to work 

out their ideas . . . or simply newly-discovered choreographers. 

Altogether, the aim of the two creative projects is to develop a 

new repertoire of about ten ballets or 2 1/2 programs. 

^^"Robert Joffrey Ballet 1956-1964, Souvenir Book, pp. 7-8 
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APPENDIX D: THE JOFFREY BALLET'S 1981 FALL 

ANNIVERSARY SEASON REPERTOIRE^^^ 

CAKEWALK 

Choreography by Ruthanna Boris 
Staged by Rochelle Zide Booth 
Scenery by William Pitkin 
Costumes by Robert Drew 

Music by Hershy Kay after Louis 
Moreau Gottschalk 

BACKGROUNT) OF THE BALLET 

CAKEWALK is a dance of Afro-American origin, which reached the height of 
its popularity at the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th 
century, characterized by fanciful strutting. The name is derived from 
the custom of giving a piece of pastry as a prize for the most intricate 
steps performed. It was often used in minstrel shows and vaudeville in 
the United States, and was adapted by the French for revues and musical 
comedies. 

The Ruthanna Boris ballet is a good-natured parody of an oldtime 
minstrel show, presented in dance form, and ending in a cakewalk. 

First Performance by the New York City Ballet on June 12, 1951, in New 
York City. 
First Performance by The Joffrey Ballet on September 8, 1966, in New 
York City. 

LENGTH OF THE BALLET: 30 minutes NTJMBER OF DANCERS: 24 

Available Recordings 

NONE 

^^^The repertoire materials are taken from The Joffrey Ballet's 
press materials. 
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CELEBRATION 

Choreography by Gerald Arpino Music by Dmitri Shostakovich 
Costumes by Santo Loquasto Arranged by Elliot Kaplan 
Lighting by Thomas Skelton 

BACKGROUND OF THE BALLET 

"CELEBRATION sums up in one bravura ballet what the Joffrey Company does 
in its mixed repertoire: it celebrates the old and the new, the 
classical dance of the 19th century and free-wheeling modern dance, 
part tribute and part parody. . . . Here is Russian classicism without 
restraint—folk dancing gone mad. Arabesques turn into splits, 
classical spins end in gymnast leaps . . . CELEBRATION is a high-
voltage ballet, a ballet for extroverts. Although it's steeped in 
classical movements, with Shostakovich serving as reminder of all things 
Russian, CELEBRATION is a delightful, revolutionary ballet, all about 
what happens when you shake up tradition and end up joyful."* 

*Excerpts from the Chicago Sun-Times, Friday, May 16, 1980, review by 
Connie Fletcher of the May 15th World Premiere of CELEBRATION. 

This vivacious and abstract ballet's lighting, designed by Thomas 
Skelton, keeps the stage filled with ever changing vivid primary and 
secondary colors. Santo Loquasto's flowing, modern Russian costuraes are 
done in raultiple shades of warra hues. 

Gerald Arpino gives special thanks to Scott Barnard for his assistance 
and to James Howell for his musical guidance. 

First Performance by The Joffrey Ballet, in Chicago, May 15, 1980, at the 
Auditoriura Theatre. 

In the original cast: Cameron Basden, Ursula Burke, Lisa Headley, 
Denise Jackson, Carole Valleskey, Laurence Blake, Jerel Hilding, 
Andrew Levinson, Wesley Robinson, and Glenn White. 

LENGTH OF THE BALLET: 18 minutes NUMBER OF DANCERS: 10 -

Available Recordings 

NONE 
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DEUCE COUPE II 

Choreography by Twyla Tharp 
Set by James Rosenquist 
Costumes by Scott Barrie 
Lighting by Jennifer Tipton 

Music by The Beach Boys 
Tape compiled by David Horowitz 
Ballet Mistress: Diane Orio 
Assistant to Miss Tharp: 
Rose Marie Wright 

BACKGROUND OF THE BALLET 

DEUCE COUPE was originally composed as a vehicle for The Joffrey Ballet 
and members of Twyla Tharp's Company. Co-produced by both companies, 
the ballet premiered in February 1973, with a set created during each 
performance by members of the United Graffiti Artists. The new 1975 
model has been customized by Twyla Tharp for merabers of The Joffrey 
Ballet; this DEUCE COUPE II features a paint job by the American artist, 
James Rosenquist. 

World Premiere for The Joffrey Ballet: St. Louis, Missouri, February 1, 
1975. 
First New York Performance: City Center, February 26, 1975. 

In the original cast: Donna Cowen, Ann Marie De Angelo, Jan Hanniford, 
Krystyna Jurkowski, Diane Orio, Nancy Ichino, Rebecca Wright, Erika 
Goodraan, Derraot Burke, Adix Carman, Gary Chryst, Richard Colton, 
Donn Edwards, Tom Fowler, Larry Grenier, Gregory Huffman, and 
William Whitener. 

LENGTH OF THE BALLET: 23:25 minutes NUMBER OF DANCERS: 17 

Available Recordings 

The Beach Boys Concerts Capitol SM 2198 
The Beach Boys Pet Sounds Capitol N-16156 
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EPODE 

Choreography by Gerald Arpino Music by Dmitri Shostakovich 
Costumes supervised by John Allen (Adagio from Ballet Suite No. 2) 
and Betty Williams—Studio One 

Lighting by Thomas Skelton 

BACKGROUND OF THE BALLET 

This adagio is dedicated to ballerina Felia Doubrovska. It was inspired 
by the beautiful photographs of her dancing in Leonide Massine's ODE, 
created for her by Massine for Diaghilev's Ballets Russes in 1928. 

Madame Doubrovska made her debut in the Diaghilev Ballets Russes in 1920 
as the Blue Bird and Fairy of the Pine Woods in THE SLEEPING BEAUTY. 
Her most important role was the Siren in THE PRODIGAL SON, 1929. In 
1938-39, she was premiêre danseuse of the Metropolitan Opera Ballet 
under Boris Romanoff. 

After her retirement from the stage Madame Doubrovska taught at the 
School of American Ballet, New York. 

This ballet was made possible by a generous grant from Mr. and Mrs. 
Alonzo W. Gates of San Antonio, Texas. 

World Preraiere: May 25, 1979, in San Antonio, Texas. 
New York Premiere: November 5, 1980, at City Center. 

In the original cast: Patricia Miller, Glenn White, with Michael 
Bjerknes, Laurence Blake, and Andrew Levinson. 

LENGTH OF THE BALLET: 6:30 minutes NUMBER OF DANCERS: 5 

Available Recordings 

M. Shostakovich/Bolshoi Theatre Orchestra MEL/ANG 2-40115 
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FANFARITA 

Choreography by Gerald Arpino Music by Ruperto Chapi 
Lighting by Thomas Skelton Adapted by Rayburn Wright 

BACKGROUND OF THE BALLET 

FANFARITA was choreographed to excerpts from Ruperto Chapi's "El Tarabor 
de Granaderos," adapted by Rayburn Wright. The ballet combines 
zarzuela, classical Spanish dance traditions illustrated by the union of 
pirouettes and castanets. FANFARITA was created especially for Luis 
Fuente and it never has been performed by another male dancer. 

World Premiere: October 9, 1968, City Center, New York. 

In the original cast: Erika Goodman, Susan Magno, and Luis Fuente. 

LENGTH OF THE BALLET: 12:30 minutes NUMBER OF DANCERS: 3 

Available Recordings 

NONE 
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THE GREEN TABLE 
Danse Macabre in Eight Scenes 

(Created between two wars as a memorial for the unknown) 

Choreography by Kurt Jooss 
Staged by Anna Markard 
Set and Costumes after the 
originals by Hein Heckroth 

Masks by Hermann Markard 
Lighting by Thomas Skelton 

Music by Frederic Cohen 

BACKGROUND OF THE BALLET 

An anti-war masterpiece that won first prize at the International 
Congress of the Dance (organized by Les Archives Internationales de la 
Danse, Paris) on July 3, 1932, at the Théâtre des Champs-Élysées. 
Considered an international dance classic, the ballet is a pure example 
of Jooss's individual dance style and German Expressionism. The ballet 
is in eight scenes and is set to a score for two pianos. 

World Premiere: July 3, 1932, Théâtre des Champs-Élysées, Paris, 
Ballets Jooss. 
Joffrey Corapany Preraiere: February 22, 1967, Royal Alexandra Theatre, 
Toronto, Canada. 
Joffrey New York Premiere: March 9, 1967, City Center. 
The Joffrey Ballet was the first American company to dance this work. 

In the original cast: Maximilliano Zomosa (Death), Michael Uthoff 
(Standard Bearer), Robert Blankshine (Young Soldier), Lisa Bradley 
(Young Girl), Jon Cristofori (Old Soldier), Suzanne Hammons (Guerrilla 
Woman), Marjorie Mussman (Old Mother), and Luis Fuente (Profiteer). 

LENGTH OF THE BALLET: 36 minutes NUMBER OF DANCERS: 16 

Available Recordings 

NONE 
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LIGHT RAIN 

Choreography by Gerald Arpino Music by Douglas Adams and 
Costumes by A. Christina Giannini Russ Gauthier 
Lighting by Thomas Skelton 

BACKGROUND OF THE BALLET 

A company ballet in three movements, it has an original score by Douglas 
Adams and Russ Gauthier, lighting design by Thoraas Skelton, and costumes 
by A. Christina Giannini. 

Gerald Arpino has chosen to create a work for The Joffrey Ballet's 
Silver Anniversary that showcases the new young dancers of the company. 
"It is my gift to these talented youngsters who are the artists of the 
Eighties. I am inspired by their modes and rituals, their passions," 
comraented Mr. Arpino when asked to describe his new ballet. 

Always on the lookout for new young talent, Mr. Arpino discovered 
Messrs. Adams and Gauthier, contemporary San Francisco composers, 
performing in a Bay Area club with their group, Light Rain, which 
features Mr. Adams's wife DeAnn as both belly dancer and musician. 

Adams and Gauthier employ Eastern rhythms and percussion in their 
composition. The music for the ballet, called "Dream Dancer," is scored 
for an unusual combination of instruments: banjo, violin, mandolin, 
bass, toumbec (clay drum), finger cymbals, tambourine, claves (South 
American wood sticks), maraca, and bamboo flute. The sound has been 
described as "East-West Fusion." 

LIGHT RAIN, with its accent on youth, American artists, original ballet 
and music, continues the traditions begun 25 years ago as it reaches out 
to the 26th year of The Joffrey Ballet. 

LIGHT RAIN world premiere: City Center, New York—Wednesday, November 4, 
1981. 

In the original cast: Celeste Jabczenski and James Canfield (principals) 
and Cameron Basden, Madelyn Berdes, Leslie Carothers, Lynne Chervony, 
Carl Corry, Eric Dirk, DeAnn Duteil, Glenn Edgerton, Mark Goldweber, 
Jerel Hilding, Tom Mossbrucker, and Carole Valleskey. 

LENGTH OF THE BALLET: 18:15 minutes NUMBER OF DANCERS: 14 

Available Recordings 

Dream Dancer by Light Rain, Magi Label, P.O. Box 356, Larkspur, CA 94^n9 
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MOMENTUM 

Choreography by Choo San Goh 
Costumes by Carol Garner 
Lighting by Jennifer Tipton 

Music by Serge Prokofiev (Piano 
Concerto No. 1, Opus 10, for 
Piano and Orchestra) 

BACKGROUND OF THE BALLET 

MOMENTUM is an ensemble piece choreographed to Prokofiev's first piano 
concerto. 

First Performance by The Joffrey II Dancers, January 1979, Brooklyn 
Center for the Performing Arts, Brooklyn College, New York. 
First Performance by The Joffrey Ballet, May 14, 1980, Auditorium 
Theatre, Chicago, Illinois. 

LENGTH OF THE BALLET: 15:30 minutes NUMBER OF DANCERS: 10 

Available Recordings 

NONE 
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MONOTONES II 

Choreography by Frederick Ashton 
Directed and Staged by Faith 
Worth from the Benesh 
Notation Score 

Lighting by Jennifer Tipton 

Music by Erik Satie 
Orchestrated by Claude Debussy 
and Roland Manuel 

BACKGROUND OF THE BALLET 

MONOTONES II was choreographed in 1965 for the Royal Ballet Benevolent 
Fund Gala at the Covent Garden Royal Opera House and uses Satie's 
"Trois Gymnopédies," an early set of piano pieces. Two of them are 
orchestrated by Claude Debussy and the other, the second in the order of 
the ballet, by Roland Manuel. Frederick Ashton later expanded the work, 
using another set of Satie pieces, "Trois Gnossiennes," which became 
Part I. 

MONOTONES courtesy of Frederick Ashton and The Royal Ballet. 

First Performance by The Royal Ballet on March 24, 1965, in London. 
First Performance by The Joffrey Ballet on October 11, 1974, in New 
York City. 

LENGTH OF THE BALLET: 10 minutes NUMBER OF DANCERS 

Available Recordings 

MONOTONES 
Erik Satie/Trois 
Gymnopédies Gnossiennes 
(1,2,3) Prélude d'Eginhard 
(Orchestrated by Claude Debussy, 
Roland Manuel, John Lanchbery) 

Trois Gymnopedies 2-Van. 
C-10037/8, Abravanel, 
Utah Symphony 
ANG. S-36486, Auriacombe 
Paris Consv. Orchestra 
Trois Gnossiennes 
All Piano 
ANGEL S-36714 
Ciccolini 
RCA LSC-3127 
Masselos 
DERAM18036 and 18052 
Camarata Group 
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MOVES 
A Ballet in Silence About Relationships 

Choreography by Jerome Robbins 
Lighting by Thomas Skelton 

BACKGROUND OF THE BALLET 

"Whether a ballet tells a story or concerns itself with pure dance, its 
form is determined by the web of music on which it is composed according 
to the interpretation of the choreographer. The score conditions, 
supports, predicts and establishes the dynamics, terapos and mood not 
only for the dance, but also for the audience. The music guides the 
spectators' emotional responses to the happenings on the stage and 
creates a pervasive atmosphere for reaction. MOVES severs that guidance 
and permits the audience to respond solely to the action of the dance; 
to becorae aware of the potential of gesture and respond directly to the 
curiosities of movement; and to be released from the associations evoked 
by scenery, costumes and music" 

This ballet has five movements: 

1. Entrance, Pas de Deux 
2. Dance for Men 
3. Dance for Women 
4. Pas de Deux 
5. Finale 

World Premiere by Jerome Robbins' Ballets USA at The Festival of Two 
Worlds, Spoleto, Italy, in 1959. 
The Joffrey Ballet Preraiere occurred on September 19, 1967. 

LENGTH OF THE BALLET: 22 minutes NUMBER OF DANCERS: 12 

Available Recordings 

NONE 
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NIGHT 

Choreography by Laura Dean Music by Laura Dean 
Costumes supervised by Zack Brown 
based on an original idea by 
Mark Ginsburg 

Lighting by Jennifer Tipton 

BACKGROUND OF THE BALLET 

Robert Joffrey invited Post-Modern choreographer Laura Dean to create a 
work for The Joffrey Ballet for the Fall of 1980. It was upon this 
invitation that Laura Dean created her first "ballet" ever. Composing 
her own rhythmic two-piano score, Dean introduced her eight cast members 
to her famous spinning—and herself to the possibility of working with 
dancers on pointe. The result when NIGHT was preraiered was a uniquely 
mesmerizing dance, "a challenge," as Anna Kisselgoff of The New York 
Times has said, "that also extends to an audience now invited to change 
its perceptions totally of the ballet dancers' image . . . No other 
ballet company except The Joffrey, with its openness and versatility, 
could take on such a work." 

World Premiere: October 29, 1980, at City Center, New York. 

In the original cast: Cameron Basden, Ursula Burke, Lynne Chervony, 
Valmai Roberts, Mark Goldweber, Tom Mossbrucker, Luis Perez, and 
Glenn Edgerton. 

LENGTH OF THE BALLET: 16:25 minutes NUMBER OF DANCERS: 8 

This production has been made possible by a generous grant from the 
National Endowment for the Arts. 

Available Recordings 

NONE 
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PARADE 

Theme by Jean Cocteau Music by Erik Satie 
Curtain, Scenery and Costumes Conducted by Allan Lewis 
by Pablo Picasso Lighting by Thomas Skelton 

Choreography by Leonide Massine 
Realization of Curtain and Scenery Supervised by Edward Burbridge 
Realization of Chinese Conjuror, Acrobats and American Girl Costumes 
Supervised by Willa Kim 

Realization of Managers' Costumes Constructed and Supervised by 
Kermit Love 

BACKGROUND OF THE BALLET 

"The scene represents a Sunday Fair in Paris. There is a 
travelling Theatre, and three Music Hall turns are employed as Parade. 
These are the Chinese Conjuror, an American girl, and a pair of Acrobats. 

Three Managers are occupied in advertising the show. They tell 
each other that the crowd in front is confusing the outside performance 
with the show which is about to take place within, and they try, in 
their crudest fashion, to induce the public to corae and see the enter-
tainment within, but the crowd remains unconvinced. After the last 
performance the Managers make another effort, but the Theatre remains 
erapty. The Chinaraan, the Acrobats, and the American girl, seeing that 
the Managers have failed, make a last appeal on their own account. But 
it is too late."—Jean Cocteau 

(Translated from the program for the First Performance by Les Ballets 
Russes on May 18, 1917, at the Théâtre de Châtelet, Paris, Direction of 
Serge Diaghilev) 

"The original idea of PARADE dated frora the eighteenth century. 
When wealthy courtiers were indulging their tastes for entertainment in 
the Palaces, it was customary for a few performers to entertain the 
comraon people outside. In the same way, at Country Fairs it is usual 
for a dancer or acrobat to give a performance in front of the booth in 
order to attract people to the turnstiles. The same idea, brought 
up-to-date and treated with accentuated realism, underlies the Ballet 
PARADE." 
(Taken from the July 15, 1926, program for His Majesty's Theatre, London) 

As Clive Barnes noted in The New York Times of April 8, 1973, "it 
introduced cubisra into the theatre." He commented, "It has been 
lovingly staged. Scenically this is a joy . . • Joffrey has a way with 
these reconstructions and nothing has been done with such éclat as 
PARADE." 
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PARADE (continued) 

World Premiere: May 18, 1917, Les Ballets Russes, Théâtre de Châtelet, 
Paris. 
Joffrey Company Premiere: March 22, 1973, New York City, City Center. 

LENGTH OF THE BALLET: 20 minutes NUMBER OF DANCERS: 8 

Available Recordings 

Abravanel, Utah Sym.: Belle; Mercure; Relâche; 3 Gymnopédies; 3 Morceaux 
2-Van. C-10037/8 
Auriacombe, Paris Consv. Orch.: Relâche; Trois Ang. S-36486, 
4XS 36486 
Entremont, Royal Phil.: Relâche; 3 Gymnopédies, ColM-30294, MT 30294 
Froment, Luxemburg Radio Orch.: Belle; Piêge; Relâche; 3 Petites 
Can. 31018 
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LES PATINEURS 

Choreography by Frederick Ashton 
Staged by Brian Shaw 
Lighting by Jennifer Tipton 
Costumes Supervised by 
Ray Diffen 

Scenery Supervised by 
Edward Burbridge 

Music by Giacomo Meyerbeer 
Arranged by Constant Lambert 
Scenery and Costumes by 
William Chappell 

BACKGROUND OF THE BALLET 

LES PATINEURS is a ballet in one act; the music is derived from 
Meyerbeer's operas LE PROPHETE and L'ÉTIOLE DU NORD. It was first 
performed by the Vic-Wells, now Royal Ballet, at the Sadler's Wells 
Theatre in London. 

The ballet is a divertissement made up of moveraents associated with 
ice skating. 

First Performance by The Royal Ballet on February 16, 1937, in London, 
First Performance by The Joffrey Ballet on November 2, 1977,at City 
Center, New York. 

LENGTH OF THE BALLET: 26 minutes NUMBER OF DANCERS: 15 

Available Recordings 

Bonynge, National Philharmonic, London 7032 5-7032 
Mackerras, ANG-S-35833 
Martinon, Israeli Phil., LON.STS-15051 
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POSTCARDS 

Choreography by Robert Joffrey 
Front Curtain by Joe Brainard 
Costumes by John David Ridge 
Lighting by Jennifer Tipton 

Music by Erik Satie 
Backdrop by Herbert Migdoll 
Scenery Supervised by 
Linda Conway 

BACKGROUND OF THE BALLET 

"POSTCARDS hold hidden meanings—a shared discovery, a suggestion of 
intimacy, a knowing smile between friends. For artists the technical 
and intellectual challenge of postcard art is to create an image that 
allows for both public statement and interior message."—Joan K. 
Davidson, President of Artists Postcards 

Dedicated to Mary Ann Wells (1894-1971), pioneer American dance teacher 
in Seattle. Her commitment and devotion to dance is a continuing 
inspiration to all of those touched. 

The scenery and costumes have been made possible through a gift frora 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Englund. Additional support frora The National 
Endowment for the Arts. 

Special thanks to Ornella Volta, authority on the life and music of 
Erik Satie. 

POSTCARDS is choreographed to the following selection of cafe songs and 
other compositions by Erik Satie: 

I Le Peige de Méduse 
Quadrille 
Valse 
Pas vite 
Mazurka 
Un peu vif 
Polka 
Quadrille 

II Rêverie du Pauvre 

III Choses Vues ã Droite et ã Gauche 
Fugue ã tâtons 
Fantaisie musculaire 

IV Le Picadilly 

World Premiere: June 12, 1980, in Seattle, Washington. 
New York Premiere: November 13, 1980,at City Center. 

VI Je Te Veux 

VII Dapheneo 

VIII La Diva de l'Erapire 

IX Les Patins dansent 

X Tendrement 

XI Trois Petites Piêces 
Montées 
Marche de Cocagne 
Jeux de Gargantua 

XII Poudre d'Or 
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POSTCARDS (continued) 

In the original cast: Luis Fuente, Denise Jackson, Cynthia Anderson, 
Ross Stretton, Michael Bjerknes, Patricia Miller, Madelyn Berdes, 
Leslie Carothers, James Canfield, Laurence Blake, Luis Perez, Cameron 
Basden, Marylinn Durbin, Lynn Glauber, Valmai Roberts, Carl Corry, 
Glenn Edgerton, Mark Goldweber, and John Grensback. 

LENGTH OF THE BALLET: 40 minutes NUMBER OF DANCERS: 19 

Available Recordings 

"Le Peige de Mêduse"—Escribano, Cerha, "Die Reihe" Can. 31018 
Laurence, Bertin, Ciccolini—Lamoureux Orchestra 
ANG-S36713 

"Choses Vues â Droite"~Pascal, Ciccolini—ANG. S-36713 
Taylor—Glazer (piano) CAN-31041 
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RANDOM DANCES 

Choreography by Marjorie Mussman 
Costumes by Mimi Maxmen 
Lighting by Jennifer Tipton 

Music by Jonathan Hancock 
Assistant to Ms. Mussman: 
Gwenyth Crawford 

BACKGROUND OF THE BALLET 

RANDOM DANCES, a ballet originally choreographed for The Joffrey II 
Dancers, is set to Jonathan Hancock's "Variations on a Secret Theme, 
as commissioned by The Joffrey II Dancers. 

The ballet is divided into four sections musically: 

Accelerando 
Tranquillo agitato 
Moderato assai 
Teneraraente . . . (broken kisses) 

The ballet consists of a series of seven short dances. 

First Performance: The Joffrey II Dancers on Noveraber 9, 1979, in New 
York City, funded by a generous grant from the Jerome Foundation, Inc , 
St. Paul, Minnesota. 
First Performance by The Joffrey Ballet: May 16, 1980, in Chicago. 
First Performance by The Joffrey Ballet in New York: November 5, 1980, 
at City Center. 

In the original cast: Leslie Carothers, Glenn Edgerton, Madelyn Berdes, 
Tom Mossbrucker, Luis Perez, Beatriz Rodriguez, and Celeste Jabczenski. 

LENGTH OF THE BALLET: 18 minutes NUMBER OF DANCERS 

Available Recordings 

NONE 
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RETURN TO THE STFJLNGE LAND 

Choreography by Jiri Kylian 
Costumes by Jiri Kylian 
Staged by Arlette van Bowen 
Lighting by Jennifer Tipton 

Music by LeoS Janâéek 

BACKGROUND OF THE BALLET 

The music to the ballet was chosen from the following works by LeoS 
Janâcek: 

I Sonata on the Street 
The Presentiment 

II On an Overgrown Path 
Part 2 

III In the Mist 
First Moveraent 

IV Sonata on the Street 
The Death 

Dedicated to the memory of John Cranko. 

First Performance by The Stuttgart Ballet on May 17, 1975,in Stuttgart, 
Germany. 
First Performance by The Joffrey Ballet on November 19, 1980,in New York 
City. 

In the original cast: Beatriz Rodriguez, Gregory Huffman, Glenn 
Edgerton, Cynthia Anderson, Michael Bjerknes, and Ross Stretton. 

LENGTH OF THE BALLET: 21 minutes NUMBER OF DANCERS: 

Available Recordings 

"In the Mist"~Crowson, VAN. 10123 
"In the Mist"—Kubalek GC-7050 
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RODEO 116 

(Or The Courting at Burnt Ranch) 

Choreography by Agnes de Mille 
Staged by Vernon Lusby 
Scenery by Oliver Smith 

Music by Aaron Copland 
Costumes by Kermit Love 
Lighting by Thoraas Skelton 

BACKGROUND ON THE BALLET 

RODEO—Throughout the American Southwest, the Saturday afternoon rodeo 
is a tradition. On the remote ranches as well as in trading centers and 
the towns, the "hands" get together to show off their skill in roping, 
riding, branding and throwing. Often, on the raore isolated ranches, the 
rodeo is done for an audience that consists only of a handful of fellow-
workers, womenfolk, and those nearest neighbors who can make the eighty 
or so mile run over. The afternoon's exhibition is usually followed by 
a Saturday night dance at the ranch house. The theme of the ballet is 
basic It deals with the problera that has confronted every American 
woman from earliest pioneer times and which has never ceased to occupy 
her throughout the history of the building of our country: how to get 
a suitable man. The material of the ballet is redolent of our American 
soil. The current production is a reconstruction of the original as it 
was set on the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo in 1942. The work is one of 
the most enduring ballets of Americana and is in the repertoires of the 
American Ballet Theatre, the Boston Ballet and the Royal Winnipeg 
Ballet. 

^^^RODEO was originally planned to be performed during The Joffrey 
Ballet's 1981 fall season. The piece was removed from the repertoire 
for the New York season. 
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SECRET PLACES 

Choreography by Gerald Arpino 
Set by Ming Cho Lee 
Lighting by Thomas Skelton 

Music by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
Piano Concerto, K.467 
(Second Movement) 

BACKGROUTíD OF THE BALLET 

SECRET PLACES is a duet choreographed by Gerald Arpino to Wolfgang 
Amadeus Mozart's Piano Concerto, K.467, Second Movement (the "Elvira 
Madigan" theme) which soon became a staple in the company's repertory, 

The ballet is dedicated in living memory of Lorraine Squadron. 

World Premiere: City Center, New York, February 20, 1968. 

In the original cast: Lisa Bradley and Dermot Burke. 

LENGTH OF THE BALLET: 12 minutes NUMBER OF DANCERS 

Available Recordings 

Serkin/Schneider, Alex. Col. ODYSSEY No. 3-34642 
Von Karajan and The Lucerne Chamber Orchestra with Casadesus ANG-35931 
Szell/Cleveland Orchestra with Casadesus Col.-MG30841 
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SUITE SAINT-SAÊNS 

Choreography by Gerald Arpino 
Costumes by A. Christina Giannini 
Lighting by Thomas Skelton 

Music by Camille Saint-Saêns 
Arranged by Elliot Kaplan 

BACKGROUND OF THE BALLET 

SUITE SAINT-SAENS, a company work in the classical style, is made up of 
four movements: Caprice Valse, Serenade, Minuet, and Pas Redouble. The 
work is designed to capture the unique quality of the Joffrey dancers, a 
contemporary and substantive American approach to the classical 
technique, incorporating diversity, creativity, exuberance and a joyous 
spirit which accentuates high technical standards with substance—an 
amalgam of many ethnic and historical traditions producing a broad-
ranging repertoire which characterizes The Joffrey Ballet.—Peter J. 
Rosenwald, "Wall Street Journal" 

Mr. Peter J. Rosenwald, in his article in the "Wall Street Journal" on 
American dance (January 20, 1978), encapsulates the direction of dance 
in this country and also typifies The Joffrey Ballet's vision—American 
Dance now has substance as well as technique, a poetic heart as well as 
nimble limbs. 

World Premiere: April 19, 1978, City Center, New York. 

In the original cast: Charlene Gehm, Lisa Headley, Lisa Slagle, John 
Grensback, Gregory Huffman, Glenn White, Ursula Burke, Patricia Miller, 
Trinette Singleton, Susan Stewart, Laurence Blake, Glenn Dufford, Mark 
Goldweber, Jerel Hilding, William Starrett, Philip Jerry, Carl Corry, 
and Andrew Levinson. 

LENGTH OF BALLET: 21 minutes NUMBER OF DANCERS: 18 

Available Recordings 

Entremont, Plasson, Capitole de Toulouse Orchestre, Col. M-35162 
Tacchino, Froment, Luxembourg Radio Orchestra, Can 31080 (Q) and Vox 
CT-2124 
Ricc i , Cao, Luxembourg 3-Vox SVBX-5134 (Q) 
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THE TAMING OF THE SHREW 
(Ballet in Two Acts after Shakespeare) 

Choreography and Production 
by John Cranko 

Production Staged by 
Georgette Tsinguirides 

Scenery and Costumes by 
Elizabeth Dalton 

Lighting by Jennifer Tipton 

Music by Kurt-Heinz Stolze 
after Domenico Scarlatti 

BACKGROUND OF THE BALLET 

THE TAMING OF THE SHREW received its world premiere with The Stuttgart 
Ballet on March 16, 1969. Choreographer John Cranko had already 
choreographed and produced his full-evening ballets of ROMEO AND JULIET, 
EUGENE ONEGIN, and CARMEN for his own company, The Stuttgart Ballet. 
THE TAMING OF THE SHREW is one of the few comic works in the ballet 
repertoire. The Joffrey Ballet is the first and only American dance 
corapany to perform this ballet. Georgette Tsinguirides, who was a 
soloist with The Stuttgart Ballet and worked with John Cranko closely 
frora the time he arrived in Stuttgart, has restaged the work for The 
Joffrey Ballet. 

"The music for THE TAMING OF THE SHREW was drawn from the huge legacy of 
more than 550 Sonatas for Klavier left to us by the great Neapolitan 
composer Domenico Scarlatti (1685-1757), a conteraporary of Johann 
Sebastian Bach. The model I followed for the application and melding 
together of these themes from the various scores was the Stravinsky 
Suite from "Pulcinella," drawn from themes by Pergolesi. 

"'After Scarlatti' is to be interpreted in a broad sense: variations on 
themes from the Sonatas are utilized, appearing soraetimes in a more 
forraal style, typical of the composer. Occasionally hints of the 
Baroque sound-idiom common to the two-part choral works or the concerto 
grosso of the period may be detected."—Taken from the notes of 
Kurt-Heinz Stolze. 

The Joffrey Company Premiere: October 23, 1981,with a lead cast led 
by: Marcia Haydée-Katherine, Richard Cragun-Petruchio; Michael 
Bjerknes-Gremio, Jay Jolley-Lucentio, Andrew Levinson-Hortensio; 
Patricia Miller-Bianca, Jerry Kokich-Baptista, Charlene Gehra and 
Celeste Jabczenski-Whores; Paul Shoeraaker-An Innkeeper and A Priest. 

October 24, 1981: Beatriz Rodriguez-Katherine, Gregory Huffraan-
Petruchio; Jerry Kokich-Baptista, Lauren Rouse-Bianca, Glenn Dufford-
Gremio, Michael Corder-Lucentio, Philip Jerry-Hortensio; Diane Orio, 
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THE TAMING OF THE SHREW (continued) 

Trinette Singleton-Whores. 

October 25, 1981 (matinee): Denise Jackson-Katherine, Jay Jolley-
Petruchio, Jerry Kokich-Baptista, Patricia Miller-Bianca, Michael 
Bjerknes-Gremio, James Canfield-Lucentio, Andrew Levinson-Hortensio, 
Charlene Gehm, Celeste Jabczenski-Whores. 

LENGTH OF THE BALLET: ACT I~53 rainutes ACT 11—55 minutes 

Available Recordings 

NONE 
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TCHAIKOVSKY PAS DE DEUX 

Choreography by George Balanchine 
Staged by Sara Leland 
Costumes Designed by Karinska 
Lighting by Jennifer Tipton 

Music by Peter Ilyitch 
Tchaikovsky 

BACKGROUND OF THE BALLET 

The music for this Pas De Deux was originally intended for the pas de 
deux in Act III of SWAN LAKE. Because it was not published with the 
rest of the score, it remained unknown to Petipa and Ivanov when they 
were preparing to stage the St. Petersburg version. The substituted 
music from Act I became the famous Black Swan Pas De Deux.—The Dance 
Encyclopedia 

First Performance of the ballet on March 29, 1960, New York City Ballet, 
New York. 
First Performance by The Joffrey Ballet on October 30, 1976, at City 
Center, New York. 

In the original cast: Francesca Corkle and Dennis Poole. 

LENGTH OF THE BALLET: 10 minutes NUMBER OF DANCERS: 2 

Available Recordings 

NONE 
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TRANSFIGURED NIGHT 

Choreography by Jiri Kylian 
Scenery by Jiri Kylian 
Costumes by Joop Stokvis 
Lighting by Jennifer Tipton 

Music by Arnold Schoenberg 
Staged by Hans Knill 

BACKGROUND OF THE BALLET 

The title derives from Schoenberg's music (Verklárte Nacht—Transfigured 
Night from 1909 in an arrangement for string orchestra from 1945) based 
on a poem by Richard Dehmel. 

TRANSFIGURED NIGHT is often considered an early masterpiece in Jiri 
Kylian's career as a choreographer. It is a ballet full of draraa and 
passion. 

World Premiere: October 21, 1975, The Hague, The Netherlands by The 
Netherlands Dance Theater. 
The Joffrey Ballet Premiere: October 22, 1981,at New York's City Center 
Theater. 

In the original cast: Denise Jackson, Gregory Huffraan, Celeste 
Jabczenski, Jerel Hilding, Philip Jerry, and Glenn Edgerton. 

The Joffrey Ballet is the only American dance company to have this 
ballet in its repertory. 

LENGTH OF THE BALLET: 25 minutes NUMBER OF DANCERS: 6 

Available Recordings 

Barenboira, English Chamber Orchestra, Ang. S-36484 
Boulez, N.Y. Philharmonic, Col. M-35166 
Horenstein, Chicago Symphony, Turn. 34263 
Karajan, Berlin Philharmonic, 4-DG 2530627 
Marriner, Neville, St. Martin's Academy, ARGO-ZRG-763 
Mehta, Los Angeles Philharmonic, Lon-6552 
Mitropoulos, N.Y. Philharmonic Odys. 32160298 
Ramor Qr., Lorincz, Turn. 37012-CT 7012 
Stokowski, Sera. S-60080 
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TRINITY 

Choreography by Gerald Arpino Music by Alan Raph and Lee 
Lighting Design by Jennifer Tipton Holdridge ("Sunday" and 

"Saturday" by Alan Raph; 
"Summerland" by Lee Holdridge) 

BACKGROUND OF THE BALLET 

"TRINITY has proven to be one of the most popular rock ballets produced 
in America. Its movement style interweaves virtuosic feats from the 
classical ballet vocabulary with rippling torsos, pelvic thrusts, 
stompings, and the frenetic actions associated with responses to rock 
music The opening section is especially powerful in its explosive use 
of the body with leaps that hurtle the stage, front kicks and back kicks 
(by the males) which are forced head-high, and fast turns that cause 
beads of sweat to spin off wet foreheads. This section is followed by 
somewhat softer passages, characterized by smooth but spectacular 
one-arm lifts as the boys raise the girls high in precarious diagonal 
lines as if the girls' bodies were garlands hanging from an upraised 
palra. The third and closing section focuses upon a processional pattern 
in which the dancers place votive candles on the floor of the stage and 
depart, at the close, leaving the stage populated only by flickering 
lights."—Walter Terry. 

TRINITY is one of the most famous of the ballets created during The 
Joffrey Ballet's residency in Berkeley, California, and has since become 
one of the most famous and popular works in the repertoire. TRINITY is 
a joyful homage to youth. It consists of three moveraents entitled 
"Sunday, Summerland and Saturday." During The Joffrey's tour of the 
Soviet Union in 1974, the ballet often received ovations lasting more 
than thirty minutes. Frequently the final section had to be encored. 
The trip to Russia was the first time that an American rock band had 
performed in the Soviet Union. The work has been performed in nearly 
every city where The Joffrey has danced, including Anchorage, Alaska. 
The work was filmed complete on the first "Dance in America" television 
series and has been enjoyed by millions of television viewers. 

TRINITY had its World Premiere on August 20, 1970, in Berkeley, 
California; its New York Premiere was at City Center on October 7, 1970. 

In the original cast: Christian Holder, Gary Chryst, Rebecca Wright, 
Dermot Burke, Donna Cowen, Starr Danias, Denise Jackson, Sue Loyd, 
Diane Orio, Dana Sapiro, James Dunne, Robert Estner, Robert Talmage, 
Robert Thoraas, and Glenn White. 

LENGTH OF THE BALLET: 22 rainutes NUMBER OF DANCERS: 15 
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TRINITY (continued) 

Available Recordings 

Al Segno Records, AS 3733—The Seventh Century 
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LA V VANDIERE PAS DE SIX 

Choreography by Arthur Saint-Léon Music Selected, Coraposed and 
after Antonio Guerra Arranged by Jean-Baptiste 

Research by Ivor Guest Nadaud on themes by Daniel 
Reconstructed by Ann Hutchinson Fran^ois Auber 
^^^^^ Lighting by Penelope Curry 

Staged by Maria Grandy 

BACKGROUND OF THE BALLET 

Arthur Saint-Léon (1821-1870) was a man of multiple accomplishments: 
dancer, choreographer, violinist, composer, and the inventor of an 
ingenious system of dance notation. 

As a choreographer he is best known for COPPÊLIA, which is still 
performed in Paris in his version, but his pas de six from LA 
VIVANDIÊRE has survived just as he composed it through being notated 
by him as an example of his notation system, and reconstructed by 
Ann Hutchinson. 

This pas de six started life as a pas de quatre in Antonio Guerra's 
ballet LE LAC DES FÊES, produced at Her Majesty's Theatre, London, in 
1840, with music by Jean-Baptiste Nadaud. Starring in the ballet was 
Fanny Cerrito, then dancing in her first London season. The ballet did 
not survive, but the pas de quatre became a favorite piece in Cerrito's 
repertory, in which she was supported by a succession of partners, the 
most regular of whom was Saint-Léon, whom she raarried in 1845. She and 
Saint-Léon staged LA VIVANDIÉRE for which he expanded this dance into a 
pas de six and interpolated it into the ballet, with himself and Cerrito 
as the leading couple. 

Its revival by The Joffrey Ballet highlights the benefits of historical 
research, for by its translation to the stage we are privileged to 
appreciate, after the passage of more than a hundred years, the 
inventive talent of a much neglected choreographer. We gain an 
authentic insight into how two of the most popular dancers of the 
Romantic Ballet appeared to their contemporaries.—Ivor Guest.-

First Performance by The Joffrey Ballet on August 18, 1977,at the 
Ravinia Festival in Illinois. 

In the original cast: Francesca Corkle, Kevin McKenzie, Carole Messmer, 
Donna Ross, Ellen Troy, and Carole Valleskey. 

LENGTH OF THE BALLET: 13 rainutes NUMBER OF DANCERS: 6 
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LA VIVANDIERE PAS DE SIX (continued) 

Available Recordings 

NONE 
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VIVA VIVALDI 

Choreography by Gerald Arpino 
Lighting by Thomas Skelton 

Music by Antonio Vivaldi 
Concerto in D-Major for Violin, 
Strings and Cembalo, Pincherle 
151 

BACKGROUND OF THE BALLET 

VIVA VIVALDI was choreographed by Gerald Arpino to the music of Antonio 
Vivaldi and reorchestrated to feature a solo violinist and guitarist. 
It had its world premiere at the Delacorte Theater in Central Park, New 
York, even before the company had a permanent home. A popular staple 
of the repertoire ever since, it is danced in four movements, ending 
with a virtuoso competition between two dancers in the finale. 

World Premiere: Delacorte Theater, Central Park, New York, on 
September 10, 1965. 

In the original cast: Trinette Singleton, Maximiliano Zomosa, Frank 
Bays, Jon Cristofori, Haynes Owens, Chartel Arthur, Pamela Johnson, 
Susan Magno, Zelma Bustillo, Diana Cartier, Noel Mason, Marjorie 
Mussman, Donna Silva, Rebecca Wright, Robert Blankshine, Luis Fuente, 
and Rex Bickmore. 

LENGTH OF THE BALLET: 18 minutes NUMBER OF DANCERS: 17 

Available Recordings 

I Musici—12 Concerti—Phillips No. 6700100 
Concertos by Antonio Vivaldi—Guitar Soloist: 
Mercury SR90401 

Antonio Memrado 
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A WEDD NG BOUQUET 

Choreography by Frederick Ashton 
Scenery and Costumes by 
Lord Berners 

Lighting by Jennifer Tipton 

Music by Lord Berners 
Words by Gertrude Stein 

BACKGROUND OF THE BALLET 

When A WEDDING BOUQUET was first performed, one critic called it a 
ballet bouffe. That is exactly what it is: a comic work that achieves 
some of its funniest farce by exposing the absurdity of great dignity 
and seriousness. Itssubject, a wedding in a provincial French town near 
the turn of the century, presents a set of conventions that must not be 
upset; and at the cost of many laughs, all the conventions are observed. 
Gertrude Stein wrote the commentary which is spoken by a Narrator. 
A WEDDING BOUQUET is Frederick Ashton's ballet to Miss Stein's witty 
evocation of a 19th century provincial wedding—where the groom has more 
on his mind than just the bride. Music is by Lord Berners who also 
designed the scenery and costumes. 

First Performance by The Joffrey Ballet on October 18, 1978, at City 
Center, New York. 

In the original cast: Ursula Burke (Webster), Lynn Glauber (The Bride), 
Gary Chryst (The Bridegroora), Cameron Basden, Lynne Chervony (Two 
Peasant Girls), Carl Corry, William Starrett (Two Peasant Boys), Jan 
Hanniford (Josephine), Darrell Barnett (Paul), Jerel Hilding (John), 
Susan Frazer (Violet), Glenn Dufford (Ernest), Amy Danis (Thérêse), 
Beatriz Rodriguez (Julia), Susan Stewart (Pépé, Julia's dog), Robert 
Estner (Arthur), Burton Taylor (Guy), Elizabeth Corbett, Charlene Gehm, 
Patricia Miller, Carole Valleskey (Four Guests), Michael Bjerknes, 
Mike Michaels (Two Gendarmes), Lisa Headley, Krystyna Jurkowski 
(Bridesmaids), and Anthony Dowell (Narrator). 

LENGTH OF THE BALLET: 32 minutes NUMBER OF DANCERS: 25 

Available Recordings 

NONE 
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APPENDIX E: A MARKETING AUDIT FOR ARTS ORGANIZATIONS 

I. Diagnostic profile 

A. Organizational raission and administrative systems 

1. What is the organization's fundamental raission or purpose? 

(How was the mission developed? Why has management defined the 
purpose in this manner?) 

2. What is the basic nature of the needs and desires that the 
organization serves? 

3. What are the organization's artistic, technical, and business 
goals? 

4. Are the artistic, technical, and business capabilities of the 
organization appropriately balanced? 

5. Does the organization develop formal long-run and operating 
plans? How are the plans developed, communicated, and 
utilized? 

6. Does the organization systematically generate, collect, 
organize, and disseminate the necessary information to 
formulate administrative policies? 

B. Market profile 

1. Who are the organization's important constituents—relevant 
markets and publics? 

2. How does the organization interact with its suppliers, 
facilitators, regulators, and special influence groups? 

3. Who is the audience? 

4. Have audience segraents been identified on the basis of 
characteristics, expectations, or needs and desires? 

5. Is there a current estimate of total audience potential? 

6. Does the organization think competitively? Does their 
perspective of competition include both artistic and 
"nonartistic" activities? 

7. Who are the organization's competitors, and what are their 
patterns of relevant competitive behavior? 

8. What technical, political, economic, and societal trends have 
been identified to affect significantly the organization by 
providing opportunities, threats, or constraints. 
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C. Strategic market position 

1. What resources—financial, technical, material, and human—are 
available to the organization? How are these resources 
allocated? 

2. Is there an explicit strategy for fund raising and for 
attracting other resources, including volunteers? 

3. What are the organization's relevant strengths, capabilities, 
and weaknesses? Has the organization developed a distinctivê 
advantage within its market? 

4. Does the organization have an identifiable core strategy? What 
are its critical strategic success factors? 

5. What product/market domain decisions has the organization made? 

6. Are explicit target segments identified and then selected 
according to accessibility, responsiveness, and, significance 
criteria? 

D. Marketing program 

1. What artistic programs are presented, and how is the program 
mix selected? 

2. Is programming balanced—matching the organizational 
objectives, both artistic and financial, with appropriate 
target markets? Are special events and novel programming mixed 
with traditional programs? 

3. Are the peripheral elements of the artistic product—facilities, 
social atmosphere, staff, printed programs, and other services 
—consciously managed as a part of the product? 

4. Is the facility and its location appropriate, accessible, and 
convenient for the audience? Can outreach programming be used 
to develop the audience or for special events? 

5. What are the pricing objectives of the organization? What 
cost, demand, and contribution factors are considered when 
setting prices and seating the house? Are factors of price 
sensitivity considered? 

6. What are the outlets and raechanisras through which tickets are 
sold? Are these accessible and convenient for diverse audience 
segraents? 

7. Does the organization have a promotional strategy? Are 
messages developed specifically for target audiences and are 
multiple media used? Is promotional effectiveness measured? 
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8. Does the organization market test programs, promotional 
campaigns, or pricing policies? 

9. Are specific, measurable performance objectives established for 
all marketing activities? 

E. Market performance 

1. Are organizational decisions implemented as they have been 
planned? What activities are implemented without plans? 

2. What is the image of the organization? 

3. What is the current level of organizational sales performance? 
How is sales performance measured—by subscriptions, perform-
ances, series, or relative to capacity? 

4. What is the level of earned income generated by organizational 
activities, particularly performances? Is it consistent with 
the organization's purpose, price objectives, and cost 
expectations? 

5. Does the organization attempt to raeasure audience satisfaction? 
How? What is the apparent level of satisfaction/ 
dissatisfaction? 

6. How does the organization raonitor its sales perfonr.ance, 
evaluate its programs and critical activities, and appraise its 
community impact? 

II. Strategic Prognosis and Suggestions 

A. Strategic Prognosis 

1. What evolving environmental, market, and organizational trends 
or forces can effect the future raission, raarket, position, 
program, and performance of the organization? 

2. What specific opportunities, threats, and constraints can be 
identified? 

3. What are the expectations of critical relevant publics and 
policy makers concerning the future of the organization? 

4. How will strategic policy evolve or change to adapt 
successfully to these trends and expectations? 

5. How should strategic policy evolve or change? 

6. What will be the organization's critical strategic success 
factors? What resources, capabilities, and competencies will 
be needed? 

7. How can these resources, capabilities, and competencies be 
acquired or developed? 
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B. Marketing strategy suggestions 

1. What reasonable strategic policy changes and reforms will 
improve the organization's mission, market position, programs, 
and performance? 

2. How can the organization generate these improvements? 

3. What will be the organizational costs of improvements? 

4. What should be the timing of policy change? 

5. What information and analytical marketing manageraent processes 
will facilitate improved strategic policy making? What are the 
costs of such improvements? 

6. How can improved analysis be integrated with the current policy 
making processes? 

•'•̂ Ŝteven E. Permut, gen. ed. , Marketing the Arts, ed. Michael P. 
Mokwa, William M. Dawson and E. Arthur Prieve (New York: Praeger 
Publishers, 1980), pp. 277-279. 
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APPENDIX F: THE MARKETING AUDIT 

Part I. The Marketing Environment Review 

A. Markets 

1. Who are the organization's major markets and publics? 

2. What are the major market segments in each market? 

3. What are the present and expected future size and the 
characteristics of each market or market segraent ? 

9 

B. Customers 

4. How do the customers and publics feel toward and see the 
organization? 

5. How do customers make their purchase or adoption decisions 

6. What is the present and expected future state of custoraer needs 
and satisfaction? 

C. Competitors 

7. Who are the o r g a n i z a t i o n ' s major competitors? 

8. What t rends can be foreseen in corapetition? 

D. Macroenvironment 

9. What are the main relevant developments with respect to 
demography, economy, technology, government, and culture that 
will affect the organization's situation? 

Part II. The Marketing System Review 

A. Objectives 

10. What are the organization's long-run and short-run overall 
objectives and marketing objectives? 

11. Are the objectives stated in a clear hierarchical order and in 
a form that permits planning and measurement of achievement? 

12. Are the raarketing objectives reasonable for the organization 
given its corapetitive position, resources, and opportunities? 
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B. Program 

13. What is the organization's core strategy for achieving its 
objectives, and is it likely to succeed? 

14. Is the organization allocating enough resources (or too raany) 
to accomplish the marketing tasks? 

15. Are the marketing resources allocated optimally to the various 
markets, territories, and products of the organization? 

16. Are the marketing resources allocated optimally to the major 
elements of the marketing mix; i.e., product quality, personal 
contact, promotion, and distribution? 

C. Implementation 

17. Does the organization develop an annual marketing plan? Is 
the planning procedure effective? 

18. Does the organization iraplement control procedure (raonthly, 
quarterly, etc) to insure that its annual plan objectives are 
being achieved? 

19. Does the organization carry out periodic studies to determine 
the contribution and effectiveness of various marketing 
activities? 

20. Does the organization have an adequate marketing information 
system to service the needs of managers for planning and 
controlling operations in various markets? 

D. Organization 

21. Does the organization have a high-level raarketing officer to 
analyze, plan, and implement the marketing work of the 
organization? 

22. Are the other persons directly involved in marketing activity 
able people? Is there a need for more training, incentives, 
supervision, or evaluation? 

23. Are the marketing responsibilities optimally structured to 
serve the needs of different marketing activities, products, 
markets, and territories? 

24. Do the organization's personnel understand and practice the 
marketing concept? 
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Part III. Detailed Marketing Activity Review 

A. Products 

25. What are the main products of the organization? What are the 
generic products? 

26. Should any products in the line be phased out? 

27. Should any products be added to the line? 

28. What is the general state of health of each product and the 
product mix as a whole? 

B. Price 

29. To what extent are prices set on cost, demand, and/or 
competitive criteria? 

30. What would the likely response of demand be to higher or lower 
prices? 

31. How do customers psychologically interpret the price level? 

32. Does the organization use temporary price proraotions, and how 
effective are they? 

C. Distribution 

33. Are there alternative raethods of distributing the product that 
would result in more service or less cost? 

34. Does the organization render adequate service along with 
product to its customers? 

D. Personal Contact 

35. Is the sales force large enough to accomplish the 
organization's objectives? 

36. Is the sales force organized along the proper principles of 
specialization (territory, market, product)? 

37. Does the sales force show high morale, ability, and effort? 
Is it sufficiently trained and motivated? 

38. Are the procedures adequate for setting quotas and evaluating 
performances? 
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E. Advertising 

39. Does the organization adequately state its advertising 
objectives? 

40. Does the organization spend the right amount on advertising? 

41. Are the themes and copy effective? 

42. Are the media well-chosen? 

F. Publicity 

43. Does the organization have a carefully formulated program of 
publicity? 

G. Sales Promotion 

44. Are sales proraotions used by the organization, and are they 
well-conceived? 

•'••'• ̂ Philip Kotler, Marketing for Nonprofit Organizations (Englewood 
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc, 1975), pp. 57, 62, 69. 
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APPENDIX G: DRAFT OF THREE-YEAR PLAN 

September 21, 1981 

(draft to be discussed at Planning Committee 
meetings on Sept. 24, Oct. 1, 8 & 15) 

MISSION AND OBJECTIVES 

The Foundation for The Joffrey Ballet, Inc, is committed to 

promoting and presenting dance performances of the highest possible 

quality to the widest possible audience. As creator, curator, and 

educator in the art of dance, the Foundation seeks to fulfill its 

artistic and financial responsibilities to the national community it 

serves, as well as to all those involved in producing dance performances. 

These responsibilities include establishing a standard of excellence 

which applies to artists, production staff, and administrators alike. 

To accomplish this, the Foundation has set the following objectives for 

itself: 

- To operate a nationally recognized professional ballet company 

—The Joffrey Ballet—which will perform ballets of high quality 

created by resident, guest, and master 20th century 

choreographers. 

- To develop and sustain a nationally recognized training company 

—The Joffrey II Dancers—for dancers, choreographers, composers, 

designers, stage managers, and adrainistrators. 

- To sustain these corapanies by developing raarketing and fund-

raising techniques which will raaxiraize the Foundation's earned 
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and contributed income. 

- To help shape public and private arts policy by actively 

participating in organizations which support the collective 

interests of the arts community. 

The Foundation realizes that its most aesthetic ends are tied to 

practical means. Careful planning, budgeting, and fund-raising are 

needed to complement and sustain the artistic process. The plan 

presented here indicates the level of operations the Foundation intends 

to establish and maintain over the next three years. 

HISTORY AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The Joffrey Ballet made its debut in 1956 when six dancers with a 

repertoire of four works left New York City in a station wagon to perform 

one-nighters in 11 states as far away as Mississippi. Robert Joffrey— 

the company's founder, director, and choreographer—stayed behind to 

finance the tour by teaching class in his school. The company itself 

took up residency in New York at City Center in 1966. Over the past 25 

years, it has performed in 49 states (all but Hawaii), throughout Europe 

and Asia, twice on State Department tours of Russia, and three times at 

The White House. (For a complete listing of tour sponsors, see Appendix 

.) When The Joffrey Ballet was chosen to inaugurate P.B.S.'s 

"Dance in America" series in 1976, its audience widened still farther. 

Today it is internationally recognized as one of America's largest and 

most innovative ballet companies, known for its varied repertoire and 

its "All Star" dancers. 
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Of the more than 150 works performed by the company, more than half 

have been new works, created for and on Joffrey dancers. In addition to 

the ballets created for the company by Robert Joffrey and Gerald Arpino, 

choreographers such as Ailey, Ariaz, Dean, Feld, Macdonald, Sappington, 

Sokolow, Tetley, and Tharp have been comraissioned to set works on the 

dancers, often to original scores by such composers as Colgrass, Kamen, 

Day, Macero, Mayuzumi, Raph, and Walden. However, The Joffrey Ballet's 

commitraent to originality is matched by its interest and skill in 

restaging 20th century masterpieces. The remainder of its repertoire 

includes works choreographed by Ashton, Balanchine, Butler, Christensen, 

Cranko, de Mille, Fokine, Jooss, Kylian, Massine, Robbins, and Tudor— 

works set to scores by the likes of Britten, Copland, Debussy, De Falla, 

Foss, Prokofiev, Ravel, Staie, Stravinsky, and Webern. (For a coraplete 

listing of the company's working repertoire, see Appendix .) On 

stage at City Center, on tour, and on the air, The Joffrey Ballet 

remains committed to the tradition of excellence and creativity embodied 

in the principles of 20th century dance. Recent additions to the 

repertoire, such as John Cranko's full-evening THE TAMING OF THE SHREW, 

Jiri Kylian's VERKLAERTE NACHT, and Gerald Arpino's LIGHT RAIN, extend 

this tradition as well as point the way of the future for The Joffrey 

Ballet. 

To prepare young professionals to perform its deraanding repertoire, 

The Joffrey Ballet established a "farm team" in 1969. The Joffrey II 

is a company of sixteen dancers who are enrolled in a unique program 

which provides both training and performance experience. Like the raain 

company, Joffrey II presents a varied repertoire and tours nationally. 
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During its 1980-81 season, the company performed in 51 cities in 26 

states. Engageraents range from one-nighters or half-week residencies in 

cities and communities not large enough to support the main company to 

residencies of 3 to 5 weeks, during which performances are coordinated 

with workshops. In little over ten years, more than 150 dancers have 

been trained through this program. Joffrey II alurani now comprise 

three-quarters of the main company and many others perform with more 

than 35 companies world-wide. Joffrey II also has initiated an 

apprentice program for administrators, choreographers, composers, 

designers, and stage managers, which likewise trains individuals to 

continue their careers in the arts community. A fuller description of 

the program follows in Part of this plan. 

The two Joffrey companies, together with the Board of Trustees and 

administrative offices, coraprise The Foundation for The Joffrey Ballet, 

Inc The Foundation is a not-for-profit organization, tax-exerapt under 

Section 501 (c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code, and chartered in New 

York State in 19 . Its management and administrative functions are 

described in Part of this plan. The Joffrey Ballet's official 

school, The American Ballet Center, is privately owned and operated. 

The Joffrey Ballet Center Concert Group is not directly affiliated with 

the Foundation, although a connection is maintained through Robert 

Joffrey who serves on the Board of the Concert Group. 

STATEMENT FROM THE ARTISTIC DIRECTOR 

Ballet by tradition is an ephemeral art. Perhaps the joy of 

meeting the continual challenge of making dance happen at all is one 
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reason I prefer our repertoire to be so varied and our dancers so 

versatile. Sometimes the challenge is a matter of rescuing the art from 

the recesses of memory and dance history books. Certainly our recent 

revivals of Massine's PARADE and Jooss's THE GREEN TABLE, as well as our 

"Tribute to Nijinsky," demonstrated the excitement and importance of 

these works to artists and audiences alike. However, the ultimate 

challenge in performing old or new works is to express the concept of 

the dance as precisely as possible. For this reason, direct contact 

with the choreographer has become invaluable to us as a means of 

engaging the dancers in the original creative process of the work. This 

is why more than half of our repertoire are works set on and for Joffrey 

dancers by contemporary choreographers, why we chose to revive Massine's 

and Jooss's ballets during their lifetimes, why we painstakingly 

researched the ballets from the Diaghilev era, and why the contributions 

of Gerry Arpino, our resident choreographer, are so special. 

Perhaps the real definition of a Joffrey "style" is our willingness 

to be adventurous. For example, my own multimedia ASTARTE (1967), 

Arpino's TRINITY (1970), Tharp's DEUCE COUPE (1973), and Dean's NIGHT 

(1980), to name a few, challenged our dancers and public to view dance 

in a new way. We also dare to mix classical, modern and contemporary 

styles and, what is more, to take this combination on tour to several 

cities. We are willing to follow a rock ballet with works such as 

Tharp's AS TIME GOES BY set to Haydn or my REMEMBRANCES set to Wagner's 

"Wesendonck Lieder." Here, too, Gerry Arpino's contributions are 

significant. He has created approximately one-third of the new ballets 
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presented by the Company, including: VIVA VIVALDI, SECRET PLACES, 

EPODE, CELEBRATION, THE RELATIVITY OF ICARUS, and SUITE SAINT-SAENS. 

His work is so valuable not only because he works in a great variety of 

styles, but because no other choreographer knows our dancers as well as 

he. 

My particular interest in modern revivals and innovations is 

grounded in the 20th century revolution which revitalized dance as a 

collaborative effort. When Diaghilev persuaded artists such as Picasso, 

Braque, Miro, Laurencin, and Roualt and composers such as Stravinsky and 

Satie to work with choreographers such as Fokine and Massine, dance 

performances took on new possibilities. Sets and costumes—elaborate or 

minimal—enriched the theatrical aspect of the dance. Choreography and 

composition no longer were confined to 19th century traditions. The 

Joffrey tradition of commissioning choreographers and composers, as well 

as set, costume, and lighting designers, is done in the same spirit. 

And that spirit is vital to the growth of the dancers as artists. We 

intend to build on this tradition in the coming years by continuing to 

emphasize the challenge of the art form itself over any one artistic 

style or direction. 

Such a tradition is the very heart of American dance. Over the 

next three years, I hope to reassert The Joffrey Ballet's position as 

America's national dance company by adding to our repertoire and 

expanding our touring activities. Specific goals include: 

- Commissioning one, possibly two, full-length works produced 

exclusively by American artists. This would coraplement our 
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recent acquisition of John Cranko's THE TAMING OF THE SHREW and 

provide us with at least two full-evening productions for our New 

York Season and national tour. 

- Adding up to eight one-act ballets per year, evenly divided 

between commissioned new works and revivals. Adding to the 

repertoire provides both the variety and challenge needed to 

enlarge the dancers' skills and vision. 

- Inviting guest teachers, artists and choreographers to work with 

the company and individual dancers. This would entail drawing 

from the best of American dance, whether classical or modern. We 

would also like to invite leading Broadway choreographers such as 

Bob Fosse and Michael Bennett to work with the company, as well 

as artists trained in specific dance heritages. 

- Maintaining the company at an optiraal nuraber. Both our tour and 

repertoire—particularly with the addition of full-length works— 

demand the optimal number of dancers to assure a high level of 

performance. 

These plans will depend on the physical and financial well-being of 

The Joffrey Ballet. In 25 years we have survived broken carburetors and 

broken toes, financial crises and structural changes. The fact that we 

are celebrating our Silver Anniversary is a tribute to the endurance and 

dedication of all those individuals who have given so much of their 
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energy and artistry to The Joffrey Ballet. Our next 25 years will not 

disappoint them. 

— Robert Joffrey 

THE JOFFREY BALLET THREE-YEAR PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE 

TO BE REVISED (Les Schoof) 
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Rehearsal 

Aug - Sept 
(10 wks) 

February 
(4 wks) 

June 
(2 wks) 

Late Aug - Sept 
(10 wks) 

February 
(4 wks) 

Late May - June 
(2 wks) 

Aug - Sept 
(10 wks) 

Late Jan - Feb 
(4 wks) 

Late May 
(2 wks) 

NYC 
Season 

Oct - Nov 
(5 wks) 

Oct - Nov 
(6 wks) 

Oct - Nov/Dec 
(7 wks) 

National 
Tour 

March - May 
(10 wks) 

June - July 
(7 wks) 

March - May 
(10 wks) 

June - July 
(8 wks) 

Feb - April 
(10 wks) 

May - July 
(9 wks) 

Lavoff 

Dec - Jan 
(8 wks) 

End of May 
(2 wks) 

July - Aug 
(4 wks) 

Dec - Jan 
(8 wks) 

May 
(2 wks) 

August 
(2 wks) 

Dec - Jan 
(7 wks) 

'May 
(2 wks) 

* number of weeks of employment guaranteed to dancers, 
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THE JOFFREY II DANCERS TRAINING PROGRAM 

Joffrey II was launched in 1969 with the assistance of a Ford 

Foundation grant for an apprentice program. Since 1970, the cost of 

the company's activities has been met with earned income from its 

performances, together with contributions from foundations, corporations, 

and individuals. Major contributions are often earmarked for particular 

aspects of the program. 

The company's dancers are selected by Robert Joffrey, Sally Brayley 

Bliss, Maria Grandy, and Meredith Baylis (of the Joffrey School) through 

auditions held in New York and across the country. All of the company 

merabers have studied at the Joffrey Ballet School, and many have 

performed with the Joffrey Ballet Center Concert Group or regional 

companies before coraing to New York. They range in age frora 17 to 21 

and must have graduated from high school. Choreographers, composers, 

and designers for all Joffrey II productions are commissioned on an 

individual basis for specific projects. 

Joffrey II provides its merabers with artistic and technical 

training through classes and performances. Dancers remain with the 

company frora one to three years and receive individual coaching frora the 

directors, as well as company class instruction in ballet, raodern, jazz, 

and conteraporary dance technique. They are often instructed by special 

guest teachers and regularly join the main company class. The dancers 

are also coached in how to adapt make-up, method, and manner for 

particular performances and audiences. The performances in turn provide 

national showcase opportunities for the talents of the choreographers, 

composers, and designers. 
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Joffrey II intends to continue its program over the next three years by 

maintaining the size of the company, increasing the number of long-term 

residencies, and commissioning at least four choreographers and composers 

per year. Specific plans are outlined below: 

JOFFREY II THREE-YEAR PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE 

TO BE REVISED (S. Bliss/T. Crail) 

Performances * 

Sept 81 - May 8, 82 
(Booked) 

Choreographers/Composers 

Bill De Young — Morton Feldraan 
(at present) 

After May 8 - before June 6 
MINI EUROPEAN TOUR 
Cheryl Batzer & Peter Kline 
(3 wks) 

Jean-Pierre Bonnefus — Purcell 
(City Center) 

June 6 - July 10 
lOWA CITY RESIDENCY 

^ (5 wks — fairly definite) 
I 
M 
00 
(7N 

^ Following July 10 
H C W POST COLLEGE RESIDENCY 

David Black 
(4 wks) 

Leslie Jane Pessemiere — 
(St. Louis) 

Lance Westergard — David Koblitz 
(Late fall 81 — classical) 

Prior to Aug 30 
VACATION 
(3 wks) 

Late Aug - Sept 
2ND ST. LOUIS RESIDENCY 
(3 wks) 
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m 
00 
I 

(>j 
00 
C7\ 

Performances * 

Mid Winter 
EUROPEAN TOUR 
(8 wks) 

January 
3RD ST. LOUIS RESIDENCY 
(3 wks) 

Following European Tour 
US TOUR 
(8 wks: 6 wks DPT + 2 wks) 

Choreographers/Composers 

Helen Douglas 

Dennis Spaight 

Anne-Marie De Angelo 

— open — 

00 
I 

cn 
00 
<y\ 

unplanned at present 4 choreographers unnaraed at present 

* all proposed unless otherwise indicated. 

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION 

The Foundation for The Joffrey Ballet, Inc, is chartered in New 

York State as a cultural, educational, and charitable organization. It 

is governed by a voluntary Board composed of not less than 15 and not 

more than 60 elected trustees, including the Artistic and Executive 

Directors of the Foundation. Elected trustees are individuals who have 

exhibited interest in the Foundation by participating in its organization 

and by raaking contributions. They represent the professional and private 

sectors, as well as all raajor business and industry groups, in the 

various cities which the Foundation serves. Trustees are elected for 
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three-year terms by the full Board, which typically meets eight times a 

year 

Committee Structure 

The primary purpose of the Board is to assure the survival and 

perpetuation of The Joffrey Ballet and Joffrey II by raising 

contributed income sufficient to cover annual operating deficits. The 

Board develops and executes its policies for the operation of the 

Foundation through a system of Officerships and Committees (see Chart A) 

The Executive Committee, composed of the Board's elected officers and 

the chairmen of the standing committees, meets monthly to act on behalf 

of the full Board. The standing committees for Planning, Budget and 

Finance, Development, Marketing and Public Relations, Nominating, and 

National Expansion are designed to further the Foundation's objectives 

by mobilizing the particular interests, experience, professional skills 

and expertise of the trustees. Each trustee serves on one or more of 

the above committees. 

The primary function of each committee is as follows: 

Executive Committee 

Planning Committee 

Coordinates the work of the officers and other 

committees; oversees preparation of materials 

and recoramendations for submission to and 

decision by the full Board. 

Forraulates the Foundation's long-range plans 

in terms of a basic description of company 

objectives, artistic goals and programs, 
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BOARD OFFICERS AND COMMITTEES 

(Chart A) 

o 

Chairman 

Vice Chairmen - Chairman of the Executive 
Committee 

President 

Vice Presidents - Executive Vice President 

Secretary 

Treasurer 

Assistant Treasurer 

(/} 
(U 
(U 
4-1 

i o 
CJ 

Executive Committee on Trustees 

,̂ . , „. ,. -, Marketing-Public 
Plannmg Budget-Fmance Development T, •, ^ • 

^ ^ f Relations 

National Expansion 

CHART TO BE REVISED 



Planning Committee 
(continued) 

Budget & Finance 
Committee 

185 

management policy, financial projections, and 

development policies and programs. 

Prepares financial plan and budget; assures 

that adequate policies, procedures, and 

controls are in place for the preservation of 

the Foundation's assets and the most 

economical and efficient use of its resources; 

monitors and reports monthly on actual 

revenues, expenses, fund-raising results; 

oversees annual budget. 

Development Committee Plans programs for all possible sources of 

contributed income; increases membership in 

all categories; plans benefits activities such 

as galas, pre-opening and other special 

parties, auctions, special shows; obtains 

major contributions from individuals and 

corporations; obtains grants from foundations 

and public entities. 

Marketing & Public 
Relations Coramittee 

Oversees all aspects of marketing, advertising, 

public relations for purpose of increasing 

earned income; oversees expenditures in areas 

of advertising and public relations to ensure 

that the Foundation's iraage is properly 

supported; coordinates special projects 
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Marketing & Public 
Relations Committee 

(continued) 

National Expansion 
Committee 

Comraittee on 
Trustees 

(such as TV specials). 

Develops a national touring constituency and 

local support committees in key cities; helps 

lay groundwork for long-term residencies in 

same cities. 

Establishes criteria for Board membership; 

seeks people who meet said criteria; nominates 

individuals for election to Board; assesses 

performance of Board members; makes 

recommendation to Chairman on election of 

officers and appointments to coramittees. 

Managerial Policy 

To implement the policy it determines, the Board is also 

responsible for recruiting the best possible manageraent team for the 

Foundation. To this end, the Board has engaged an Executive Director 

whose primary duties entail overseeing the daily operations of the 

Foundation. To ensure that the Foundation is adequately equipped and 

efficiently managed, the Executive Director is assisted by Directors of 

Operations, Finance, Planning and Development, Marketing and Publicity 

and their staffs. In addition to managing the business of the Foundation, 

these directors work in conjunction with the corresponding Board 

committees. 

Management's chief objective is to assist the Artistic Directors oí 
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the Foundation in providing an environment in which creativity and 

excellence can flourish. Specifically, the directors have assumed 

responsibility for activities which help sustain the artistic process. 

These activities include strict financial planning, budgeting, and 

control; maximizing earned income and employment weeks for the companies; 

developing an optimal contributed income program; establishing a wide 

and diverse market; providing booking and touring services; and 

facilitating relations between the artists and the Board of Trustees. 

The professionalism with which the Foundation is managed directly 

affects its position in the local and national arts community. As a 

well-run organization committed to its artistic goals and rooted in the 

communities it serves, the Foundation presents a stability which 

attracts sponsors as well as governmental and private funding sources. 

The same professionalism is essential to the Foundation's role in 

fostering a strong voice for the dance field through its participation 

in coalitions such as the American Arts Alliance and Dance/America. The 

Foundation's leadership and activity in such organizations is as crucial 

to its ongoing plans as its commitment to presenting dance across the 

country. 

These managerial functions can only be accomplished with the active 

support of a dedicated Board of Trustees. For this reason, it is 

imperative that in the upcoming years the Board continue to strengthen 

its merabership and increase its support activities. Manageraent in turn 

will continue its efforts to inform, motivate, and assist the Board on 

behalf of the Artistic Directors and dancers. Together they will be 
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able to fulfill their joint responsibility to The Joffrey Ballet and 

Joffrey II. 

EARNED AND CONTRIBUTED INCOME 

Financing the Foundation's yearly operations and long-range plans 

depends on actualizing significant amounts of earned and contributed 

income. However, improving the Foundation's financial base is not 

simply a matter of increasing box office sales and raeeting fund-raising 

goals. The ratio of earned to contributed incorae and the fiscal 

patterns of both must also be taken into account in any financial 

planning. Over the next three years, the Foundation intends to 

irapleraent aggressive new raarketing and development strategies which 

will establish an earned/contributed income ratio of 65% to 35%. The 

plans are based on the national visibility of The Joffrey Ballet and 

Joffrey II and are designed to support the expanded seasons and tours 

proposed for both companies. 

MARKETING AND PUBLICITY PLANS 

The overall marketing goal for the next three years is to increase 

the Foundation's potential for earned income through audience 

development, merchandising, and telecommunications. The essential 

strategy is to position The Joffrey Ballet as a national dance corapany, 

capitalizing on its 25 years of touring. The publicity and advertising 

campaigns launched in connection with the opening of the Corapany's 

Silver Anniversary Season in New York set the tone for future seasons 

by emphasizing the national spread of the anniversary celebration and 
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introducing a new Joffrey logo and graphic design. By asserting the 

Company's national image and by building on its existing markets during 

the 1982 season, the Marketing staff can prepare for the expanded 

activities planned for 1983 and 1984. 

Audience Development 

Audience development for The Joffrey Ballet's New York season and 

National Tour require different tactics. Based on plans to extend the 

New York season to seven weeks over the next three years, the Marketing 

staff estimates that it will increase audience size by 48% in 1981-82, 

28% in 1982-83, and 25% in 1983-84. The estimate for the 1983-84 season 

assuraes that a 72% audience capacity can be raaintained for the split 

season planned. To achieve this level of audience developraent, 

aggressive subscription, group and corporate sales, advertising, and 

publicity campaigns were initiated for the 1981-82 season which will be 

repeated in subsequent years. The special events of the Silver 

Anniversary Season also will attract a larger audience base, which is 

expected to carry over into 1983 and 1984. 

Audience development in tour cities is controlled largely by 

sponsors. However, sponsor contracts for the 1982 national tour now 

allow the Foundation a stronger position in marketing the Company outside 

of New York. As the tour expands from 17 to 19 weeks over the next 

three years, partnerships with sponsors will be established which will 

increase The Joffrey Ballet's potential share in box office receipts. 

Preliminary work on potential partnerships in Chicago and Washington was 

done in the spring of 1981 for the 1982 tour dates. Work in these two 
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cities will be continued through the play dates and should provide a 

model for similar partnerships in other cities, such as Seattle, San 

Antonio, San Francisco, and Houston. The Marketing staff also plans 

to establish bases in new cities on the tour, with Los Angeles as the 

target for 1982-83. 

Merchandising 

Licensing The Joffrey Ballet name as a saleable commodity can 

provide significant income to supplement box office receipts. To 

increase revenues from this source, new merchandise and proraotional 

tie-ins will be introduced over the next three years. Merchandising 

tie-ins already have been arranged with Macy's in New York and Marshall 

Field's in Chicago for 1981-82, and a design teara at Harvard is 

developing a line of Joffrey sportswear to be carried by one of these 

retailers. In addition, a Joffrey souvenir book and a Joffrey football 

jersey will be sold during the 1981-82 City Center season and national 

tour. These plans, together with various proraotional endorsements, will 

generate incorae while helping to sustain the Joffrey presence in cities 

in between seasons; they will be implemented in connection with the 

expanded activities of the company. (See Appendix for estiraates 

of incorae frora merchandising and licensing for 1982-1984.) 

Telecomraunications 

Network, cable, P.B.S., and video projects are new and potentiallv 

large sources of income for the Foundation. Although this market is new 

and still being tested, The Joffrey Ballet's national stature puts it in 
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an excellent position for exploring the possibilities. Specific goals 

for the next three years are: 

1981-82 Network Joffrey "Birthday" Special 

Cable or P.B.S. telecast of THE TAMING OF THE 

SHREW 

(Revenues from each project estimated to exceed 

six figures) 

1982-83 (1) cable program 

(2) video disk projects 

1983-84 Direct marketing of video disks through a 

national system tied into dance ticket buyers. 

These plans are contingent on developments within the cable and video 

market, but the outlook is promising. 

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

Substantial increases in earned income will reduce the percentage 

of the budget coming from contributions and gifts, but the Foundation's 

fund-raising needs for the next three years will remain great. 

Cooperative planning and innovative programs must be devised which can 

supplement the earned income needed to cover annual operating expenses 

and help retire the accumulated deficit. The strategy of the Planning 

and Development staff is to increase contributions from priraary funders 

while sponsoring several secondary fund-raising activities. 
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Contributions and Gifts 

The bulk of the Foundation's contributed income comes from the 

National Endowment for the Arts, the New York State Council on the Arts, 

the National Corporate Fund for Dance, corporate and foundation grants, 

individual gifts from or solicited by the Board of Trustees, and 

donations from members of The Joffrey Circle. Given the uncertainty of 

federal funding for the next three years, the Planning and Developraent 

staff intends to maximize contributions from other sources by 

introducing the following programs: 

1. A corporate donors' benefit plan, developed in conjunction with 

the Marketing staff. By fiscal 1982-83, corporate support 

should comprise 20% of the Foundation's contributed income. 

2. An underwriting program for new productions and revivals. 

Highly visible, major gifts frora foundations, corporations, and 

individuals will be solicited for specific works and production 

costs. 

3. A deferred-gifts prograra. An endowraent will be established 

which will serve as a reserve capital operating account. Gifts 

can be tied to matching grant challenges and timed to coincide 

with the close of the Foundation's fiscal year. 

4. An improved direct mail campaign. A computerized donor list 

will be used to increase returns on mailings. 
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5. An expanded small gifts program. New York and tour city 

audiences will be solicited for donations in connection with 

Company performances. 

Secondary Fund-Raising Activities 

Special events are another source of contributed incorae which can 

be planned around Corapany perforraances. These events range frora one-

night-only affairs to annual raffles. Plans for 1981-82 include: 

- Major benefits in New York City in the fall of 1982 and 

spring of 1982. 

- Major benefits in five cities during the 1982 national tour. 

- "Silver Circle" pre-opening parties and dinners for old and 

new Joffrey supporters. 

- A New York area Joffrey Sweepstakes (to be expanded nationally 

in subsequent years). 

Special events for 1983 and 1984 will be planned around the Company's 

seasons in those years. Emphasis will be on cooperative planning with 

the Marketing staff to ensure that The Joffrey Ballet's national image 

is strengthened. 

These plans for soliciting major contributions and sponsoring 

special events will not be feasible without the help of the Board and 

the support committees in tour cities. Consequently, the Planning and 

Development staff will work to use the expertise and contacts of the 

Trustees more effectively and to shape the individual committees into 

a five-city network. 
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Appendix 

Needed: Projected Financial Statements 

Earned-Income Objectives 

Contributed Income Projections 

1980-81 Budget and Current Estimate 

Appendix 

Needed: (1) Current working repertoire 

TJB/JII 

(2) Tour sponsors 

TJB/JII 
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APPENDIX H: LONG-RANGE PLANNING 

The Joffrey Ballet has reasserted itself as one of the finest and 

st exciting, diversified contemporary American ballet companies. The 

1980 National Tour and the 1980 New York Fall Season were well received, 

both artistically and at the box office, with eleven new works premiered 

during the year. An enlarged and active Board has been divided into 

committees that are focusing on specific areas of need and interest. 

For the future The Joffrey Ballet will think in multi-year terms, laying 

the groundwork to meet future needs to avoid crisis decision making. 

With the naraing of a new Executive Vice President and Director of 

Planning and Developraent in Septeraber 1980, The Joffrey Ballet is now 

well embarked on this program, which includes the updating and adoption 

of a three year plan. 

Artistically, the Company's signature will remain its eclecticism, 

both in terms of choreography and dancers. The repertoire will continue 

to feature a mixture of both classical and raodern dance. Many new works 

by resident choreographers and guest choreographers will be commissioned. 

Such choreographers will include those with established reputations and 

those who are not yet well known. In this latter vein, The Joffrey II 

Dancers, the apprentice group, will expand its already notably 

successful Choreographers Workshop wherein developing choreographers are 

given the opportunity to work with a group of dancers in an intensive 

rehearsal situation. The best of the works created for Joffrey II then 

raay be mounted for the main Company. The Company will also continue to 

offer restoration and revivals of 20th Century classics. Reflecting the 
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fact that The Joffrey Ballet does not specialize in a single 

choreographic style, the Company is marked by a real diversity among its 

dancers. Each dancer is singular and distinctive, and the Company has 

thus developed and will perpetuate an "all star, no star" concept. The 

Company's mission will continue to be presenting the best of 20th 

Century dance to as wide an audience as possible. 

In administration, The Joffrey Ballet has developed a strong 

general manageraent capability and an effective Board of Trustees. The 

Company's management is strong in development, marketing and promotion, 

and financial manageraent and control. The Company is managed in a 

conservative and professional manner. Budgets are modestly formulated 

and adhered to. Auditors' recommendations are followed. Management 

reports are prepared and reviewed. Staff work in preparing proposals 

for funding or formal reports on past grants are aggressive and 

thorough. Quality, efficiency and professionalisra are the hallmark of 

Company management. 

The major challenge confronting The Joffrey Ballet is to increase 

the earned income ratio from the current 45-50 percent to a more robust 

60-65 percent. This will be accomplished in three major ways: 

1. Establishing Extended Residence in Key Tour Cities 

As one of the country's leading touring ballet companies for two 

decades, The Joffrey Ballet is popular and well known in many cities 

outside New York, especially Houston, Chicago, Seattle, San Francisco, 

Los Angeles, San Antonio and Detroit. The Joffrey Ballet intends to 

extend the length of its engagement in some of these cities, by at least 
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a week in some cases. Earned income ratio would improve materially with 

enhanced prospects for success in fund raising. In the last several 

years, The Joffrey Ballet has organized local support groups in several 

tour cities with the rationale to ask the local coramunity to fund the 

deficit associated with the engagement in its city inasmuch as the 

guaranteed fee is not sufficient to offset related rehearsal or 

allocated overhead expense. By doubling the length of the engagement we 

would establish closer ties to the local community. Auxiliary 

activities such as master classes, lecture-demonstrations and open 

rehearsals can be held. Hopefully, the local coramunity would ultimately 

becorae interested in a co-residency where it would fund rehearsal weeks 

of The Joffrey Ballet conducted locally. Additionally, The Joffrey 

Ballet is ready to commit the necessary staff time and expertise to 

nurture and sustain these local support groups to maintain a "continuing 

presence" for The Joffrey Ballet year round. To further enhance the 

community's awareness, The Joffrey II Dancers will be appearing in many 

of the key tour cities. 

2. Marketing and Publicity 

The Joffrey Ballet has reorganized and restaffed its marketing and 

promotion function with the goal of reasserting the distinctiveness of 

the Company through the creation and constant reinforcement of a 

consistent iraage or "raarketing concept" for the Corapany. Great strides 

were raade in conjunction with the Fall, 1980, New York season. The 

effort will be extended to ensure that sponsors on tour are effectively 
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and consistently promoting the Company. Concurrently, The Joffrey 

Ballet is stepping up its publicity efforts on a nationwide scale to 

assure that the Company is kept in the public eye year-around. 

3. Developing New Sources of Earned ncome 

Dance has increased in popularity over the last ten years and, 

accordingly, has received increasing television recognition, both on 

educational and commercial networks. The Joffrey Ballet appeared on 

nationwide television for the third time in March, 1981, when the 

Diaghilev Tribute with Rudolf Nureyev was presented on Public 

Broadcasting Service's "Dance in America" series. Further, The Joffrey 

Ballet is actively pursuing involvement in the cable TV industry. In 

addition, the cassette video recording raarket is on the threshold of an 

advance. As a well-known and highly regarded national corapany, The 

Joffrey Ballet is well-positioned to participate and benefit importantly 

in these burgeoning markets. 
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APPENDIX I: THREE YEAR MARKETING PLAN FOR THE JOFFREY BALLET 

1981-1982 

Expand current four-week New York season by one week (seven 
performances) to five weeks and increase capacity from 61 percent 
to 72 percent (audience growth of 48 percent). 

Target both Washington, D.C. and Chicago markets as first colonies. 
Substantial investment in both cities. 

More active participation in tour cities to help increase national 
audience. Work to establish a partnership with sponsors. 

Begin long-term remarketing of Company. Reposition for increased 
segments and potential buyers. Includes Twenty-Fifth Anniversary 
celebration and selection and implementation of new logo and 
colors. 

Develop licensing opportunities. 

Execute one network special featuring the Company. 

Begin promotional tie-ins and endorsements for Corapany and dancers. 

Increase national tour to seventeen weeks. 

1982-1983 

Expand New York season by one week to six weeks and increase 
capacity to 77 percent (audience growth of 28 percent). 

Co-produce two weeks in Chicago to increase earned incorae. 

Develop a model to colonize other cities establishing several 
additional home bases such as San Francisco, Texas cities, Los 
Angeles. 

Expand national visibility. 

Increase licensing with a higher percent return. 

Execute one cable production and two videodisks. 

Expand national endorsement tie-ins. 

Increase touring to eighteen weeks. 
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1983-1984 

_ Expand New York season to eight weeks and renew spring and fall 
seasons. Maintain audience at 72 percent level (audience growth 
of 25 percent). 

L;; Increase co-producing cities to two. 

L Continue the establishing of home bases for Company to four 
secondary cities. 

L Expand national visibility. 

Expand licensing. 

Expand into the videodisk market and make initial steps to 
develop a direct mail marketing system. 

Continue endorsement tie-ins. 

O Increase touring to nineteen weeks. 
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APPENDIX J: THE JOFFREY BALLET— 
THREE YEAR MARKETING PLAN 

The overall goal of marketing The Joffrey Ballet over the next 

three years is to expand its audience both in New York and throughout 

the country and expand its potential for earned income in other 

ancillary marketplaces, thereby creating maximum dollars earned overall 

and maximum recognition on a national and international level. 

On an audience development projection, we are increasing our 

audience by 48 percent in New York during the 1981 City Center engage-

ment. This increase comes from an added fifth week and a higher 

projected capacity overall. To achieve this we have repositioned the 

look of the Company through changes in logo and overall graphic design. 

We have also bought greater print and radio and are looking at this 

season as a launch for a national anniversary tour as opposed to just 

one season. Everything done in New York this fall will be carried in 

sorae degree on tour. 

Touring is the spine to a company like The Joffrey Ballet. 

Marketing feels that we will always be in a vulnerable position unless 

we have some input into how we are sold in a tour city. Changes to this 

effect have been instituted in 1982 tour contracts and that tour will 

begin to tell us what lies ahead in our fight for better marketing on 

the road. Cities that will require the most time in overseeing the 

marketing efforts of the sponsor will be Chicago and Washington. 

Preliminary work in both cities was done extensively in the spring of 
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1981 for the 1982 tour dates. We will work with these cities constantly 

through our play dates. 

The development of ancillary income is a very important area to The 

Joffrey Ballet. It is the development of the name "Joffrey" as a 

saleable commodity. Tie-ins have been created with Macy's in New York 

and Marshall Field's in Chicago for support during our 1981-82 

anniversary season. Through one of these will come a raerchandising 

opportunity once the line of potential Joffrey items is ready. A design 

team at Harvard (developers of Design Research) is developing a Joffrey 

line. In addition, there will be a line of football jerseys sold in the 

theatre and on the road along with souvenir books. Additional to this 

are various endorsements that come along which generate capital. 

The above pertains to the 1981-82 year. For 1982-83, we project 

an increased week in New York (six weeks) with an audience growth of 

28 percent. We project increased touring with increased participation 

with the sponsor in box-office receipts. The stronger we can raake 

ourselves at the tour-city box-office, the more we have to benefit from 

the potential split. The city we plan to go into in 82-83 and develop 

is Los Angeles, assuming we get play dates there. 

For the season 1983-84, we are predicting eight weeks in New York 

with a split season again. Maintaining each season at 72 percent 

capacity we would see an audience growth of 25 percent. There is 

increased participation on tour with box-office splits as we take on 

stronger positions in our being presented. The better we do at a 
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box-office, the stronger we can be with a presentor in our demands for 

the best presentation possible. 

Income from merchandising is projected to steadily increase 

throughout the second and third years of this plan, based on what is 

developed the first year. 

What has not been mentioned is telecommunications. For year one 

(1981-82), we are projecting a network birthday special and a cable or 

P.B.S. production of Taming of the Shrew. Revenues from both exceed 

six figures. Year two (1982-83) projects the execution of one cable 

project and possibly two video disk projects. The following season 

(1983-84) projects Joffrey expansion into direct raarketing of its own 

video disks through its national direct raarketing systera tied in to 

dance ticket buyers. 
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APPENDIX K: RENA SHAGAN ASSOCIATES, INC., MARKETING PROPOSAL 

The Foundation for The Joffrey Ballet is embarking on what we 

believe to be an exciting and original marketing and development program, 

The essence of this program is to change the manner in which The Joffrey 

Ballet is perceived and has operated from that of a New York company 

which tours nationally, to that of a "national" company with a series of 

coramunity bases located in New York City and selected cities elsewhere 

across the country. Much of The Joffrey Ballet's touring and other 

activities would be focused in and around these community bases. As 

reviewed in more detail below, the advantages of this arrangement would 

include a broadening of the company's "natural constituency" both for 

audiences and for fund raising. 

Rena Shagan Associates, Inc, (R.S.A.) proposes a series of three 

projects to The Joffrey Ballet in response to management's redefined 

objectives which have as their intent: 

1. To reposition The Joffrey Ballet in the national marketplace. 

2. To stabilize tour based incorae through ongoing coramitments in a 

larger number of cities. 

3. To sustain national visibility through demonstrated service to a 

national constituency. 

4. To develop a national funding base in conjunction with long term 

coramunity commitraents. 

The Coramunity Base Development Project R.S.A. proposes would be 

conducted in three stages: 
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1. Research—Preparation of community profiles on cities potentially 

targeted as "community bases" for The Joffrey Ballet, to include 

information on such factors as cost relationships, competitor 

consequences and problems of entry. 

2. Project Coordination and Technical Assistance~R. S.A. proposes to 

serve as the communications link to assure The Joffrey Ballet of a 

year round "presence" in each community base through monitoring, 

coordinating and providing assistance to The Joffrey Ballet's 

community sponsor in the development and implementation of a broad 

spectrum of local activities on behalf of the company. 

3. Evaluation and Recoramendations—Follow-up with community sponsor and 

company on residency and ancillary activities which are occurring 

during the first year, and development of a second year program and 

schedule. 

The Joffrey Ballet's proposed development program is based upon a 

redefinition of "home base". In this modern world of rapid 

transportation and instantaneous communications, it is possible to 

establish the company commitment and community rapport, traditionally 

reserved for a home base, in more than one location at the sarae time. 

Of course, the locations have to be carefully chosen, the local bona 

fides (e.g., local sponsorship) must be carefully developed, the 

community coraraitraent raust be genuine, and community participation must 

be coordinated so as to be as integral as that of a company's 

traditional "home base". But a company of The Joffrey Ballet's stature 

is fully capable of simultaneously accomplishing all this in four to 
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ten community bases, thereby broadening its national appeal without 

diminishing it in New York City, which would continue as a "communitv 

base". 

Through this network, The Joffrey Ballet can devise a 

geographically intelligent circuit of cities to which the company 

returns on a regular basis and can develop annual activities at each of 

the community bases which can be pre-planned two to three years in 

advance. 

Because of the unique nature of this undertaking The Joffrey Ballet 

has the opportunity to be adjudged a truly "national" corapany. The type 

of ongoing relationship which The Joffrey Ballet will develop with each 

coramunity base will provide the company with a new dual foundation for 

national/multi-local fund raising—private contributors, corporations 

and foundations. Each community base will demonstrate a vital relation-

ship between its city and The Joffrey Ballet, and each coramunity and 

region will have a stake in the company's successful presence. The 

network of community bases will in turn project The Joffrey Ballet as a 

company whose artistic achievement is worthy of support by national 

corporations, foundations and other potential givers. 

The Project 

This project has three separate and distinct phases. In the first 

phase the Joffrey organization must decide which cities are best 

equipped to comprise its community base network. Once this network has 

been decided upon, The Joffrey Ballet will need to develop and iraplement 

techniques and strategies which will enable the Company to divide 
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resources successfully between the several comraunity bases and to 

maintain an ongoing presence in these bases in the time periods between 

the actual company visits. Finally, a continuing review and 

re-evaluation process is important in order to "fine tune" this new 

structure for the subsequent years. Phase I has been developed in terms 

of structure, method and cost for immediate consideration. Phase II and 

III have been presented on a conceptual basis to be developed more 

specifically on request. 

R.S.A. suggests contracted services as a raeans of reinforcing 

management's objectives. The agency would do so by providing The 

Joffrey Ballet with personnel with in-depth training and experience in 

sponsor development. R.S.A. could offset the risk of investraent in 

certain comraunities by providing the Joffrey staff with detailed 

information on critical areas prior to and during residencies. 

Contracted support services would also offset the initial diffusion of 

staff energy as new community base demands encroach on artistic and 

horae season coramitments. R.S.A. services would be designed to expedite 

the expanded scope of operations in cooperation with management's 

strategies for meeting the new objectives. 

In the proposed first phase, R.S.A. would conduct an in-depth 

investigation of targeted communities resulting in written reports to 

The Joffrey Ballet's General Manager. The second phase would focus on 

maximizing first year commitraents in new communities by coordinating 

the presenting organization activities and their coramunity impact with 

Joffrey raanagement's priorities. The final phase would be one of 
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evaluation of residency activities and company/community relationships 

to facilitate recommendations for change or expansion in the subsequent 

year. 

R.S.A. feels particularly qualified to address the scope of 

services described in the proposal due to the unique experience of 

R.S.A. personnel which includes a first-hand knowledge of a large nuraber 

of the communities and regions targeted, experience in working success-

fully with community organizations across the nation and an extensive 

network of contacts among arts institutions, presenting organizations 

and public agencies throughout the United States. 

Background 

As with so many other dance companies, The Joffrey Ballet is 

perceived as a dance company home-based in New York City. While The 

Joffrey Ballet has developed a well-deserved reputation for excellence 

which has enabled it to obtain extensive booking and fund raising 

support from throughout the country, it is extremely difficult for any 

company based in New York to project an image and be erabraced as a 

"national" company. 

A dance company's "home base" has traditionally been viewed as the 

city or community in which the dance company maintains an on-going 

presence throughout the year. This identification of a company with its 

home base helps to establish an audience following, produces volunteers 

to assist the company with such activities as fund raising, and "opens 

the door" for extensive fund raising from local business, corporate and 

private sectors. In short, the commitment made by a company to its home 
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base is reciprocated by that community, which recognizes the company as 

an integral part of the arts structure of that community, and whose 

continued presence is crucial to the continued cultural life of the 

community. 

Phase I—Research 

The Joffrey Ballet management has already targeted a number of 

cities as potential community base sites. Some of these cities are 

known to The Joffrey Ballet through past touring experience, but several 

are new. R.S.A. would provide a detailed written report to The Joffrey 

Ballet's General Manager for each of these communities. The report or 

community profile would be divided into three sections to highlight 

major factors and their interconnections. 

I. Corapetitor Consequences 

A. Assemble history of dance organizations both presenting and 

performing institutions. 

B. Asserable history of other arts institutions and presentors. 

C. Asserable current profile of arts coramunity including how 

they are perceived and supported. 

II. Cost Relationships 

A. Funding statistics and patterns to non-profit organizations 

in the area. 

B. Ticket price and attendance patterns. 

C. Sources of unearned income for arts institutions. 
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III. Barriers to Entry 

A. General conclusions concerning community encompassing cost 

and corapetitor factors with focus on critical areas for 

success. 

The information required to complete the report would be assembled 

through personal and phone interviews, plus other research. The cost 

per report in cities "new" to The Joffrey Ballet would be $2,500 to 

$3,000 plus travel and expenses including an estimated ten days at the 

proposed site. The cost in "established" cities would range from 

$1,800 to $2,400 per report plus travel and expenses with five days at 

the site. 

Phase II—Community Base Development 

The objectives which The Joffrey Ballet manageraent has established 

for touring rely on a partnership with the sponsoring organization and 

the community. This relationship must be identified immediately and 

reinforced in the initial year of operation. In developing the 

relationship, The Joffrey Ballet will want to relate to the sponsor in 

such a way as to meet The Joffrey Ballet's own objectives while serving 

the sponsoring organization and community needs. This will be 

accomplished only if the contact and exchange with the coraraunities is 

frequent, personal and routine. 

We suggest, therefore, that R.S.A. provide this basic communication 

foundation for sponsor coramunities. With this foundation in place, The 

Joffrey Ballet manageraent can be available for more selective and raorc 
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effective interaction with the coramunity, especially for those 

activities, meetings and appearances which will reinforce the refocused 

tour objectives of developing a national funding base and stabilizing 

tour activity. 

Coordination of residency activities with company objectives in the 

coramunity base is primarily the responsibility of The Joffrey Ballet 

management. R.S.A., however, proposes this second phase of contracted 

services in order to provide support to The Joffrey Ballet staff and 

technical assistance to its sponsoring organization. These services 

would place R.S.A. in a liaison or audit position in relation to the 

sponsoring organization and would amplify The Joffrey Ballet's 

developraent and marketing outreach to these communities. Routine and 

frequent communication with the sponsoring organizations would serve 

two purposes: 1) maxiraize opportunities for The Joffrey Ballet 

developraent and raarketing objectives to be fully irapleraented, and 

2) raaintain sponsor goodwill through iramediate assitance in routine 

problem solving and availability for planning and delivering on related 

projects. 

Phase II—Evaluation 

After final activities for the initial year have been completed, a 

thorough evaluation of the "partnership" will be necessary to insure 

that rational decisions be made concerning subsequent years. R.S.A. 

would suggest that this evaluation phase be considered a requisite 

conclusion to Phase II and be accomplished on a contract basis. R.S.A. 
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personnel, with working knowledge of the on-site process and 

personalities and of The Joffrey Ballet management's reactions to the 

residency, will be able to structure a comprehensive, objective and 

constructive formal evaluation to be used by The Joffrey Ballet 

management in the subsequent year's planning. 
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APPENDIX L: 1981 REPOSITIONING CONCEPT 

To: Marketing Committee 

From: Donald Krintzman 

Re: Repositioning Concept—1981-82 Season 

The goal of marketing at The Joffrey Ballet is to reposition the 

Company as the national ballet corapany for America and in so doing 

redefine and strengthen its image in an effort to raaximize potential 

income, both earned and unearned, throughout the country. 

The largest problem facing the Company was its clouded image in 

this regard. Having come out of a period of financial problems that 

were widely publicized and through a Fall season (1980) that was 

critically acclaimed, there was confusion as to its state as well as 

to what made it unique. 

After several interviews with Robert Joffrey and meetings with 

Gerald Arpino and other staff and board people who had been connected 

with the Company back in the period when it was the hottest dance ticket 

in America, it became apparent that there were great differences in THIS 

Corapany that weren't brought to light through raarketing. 

In our efforts to maximize earned income and reach the broadest 

audience possible, our goals had to be to bring back the audience we 

lost in the 1970s—to get the "hot" ticket buyer to once again look upon 

The Joffrey as they have raost recently done with such people as Paul 

Taylor and Twyla Tharp. 
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To do the above, our plans call for a new logo, a new look, a new 

feel—all aimed at telling people in New York and in tour cities what 

they need in the way of information in order to buy. 

One of the major differences between The Joffrey Ballet and the 

other major two ballet companies is that The Joffrey Ballet does not 

participate in a star-system. In building his Company from the roots of 

America, Robert Joffrey long ago decided that it would be a repertory 

dance company of ALL-STARS. What in many ways is our greatest weakness 

in terms of marketing—lack of recognizable names—we hope will be 

flip-flopped into one of our greatest strengths. Our plans are to build 

the campaign around the dancers and emphasize the specialness of a 

Joffrey dancer, giving ticket buyers what we hope they will need in 

order to develop enough interest in these dancers and the ballets 

they'll be dancing to make a purchase. 

The new logo is: 

THE JOFFREY BALLET 

America's All-Star Dance Corapany 

America is there because we are American and in that respect different 

in essence and spirit from our two major competitors, both run by 

Europeans and both heavily committed to classical European dance. 

All-Star because every Joffrey dancer is a star in his or her own right. 

Dance because we offer dance as well as ballet and cross that fine line 

better than any other company in the country. And Corapany because we 

are an enserable and in being closely knit we are able to give an 
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audience performances of the kind of perfection that gave Robert Joffrey 

his reputation twenty-five years ago, one that has remained intact all 

this time. 

The new look, as I discussed, is to focus in on the Company this 

suramer and fall and interweave the new repertory into the campaign in 

late August. In giving a new look, our plans are to color coordinate 

the Company into navy blue, marigold yellow and white, using a silver 

stamp of "25" for this year only. We also hope to develop the "star" as 

a visual image that can be used for the Company. 

The new feel should be excitement, electricity, energy, youth and 

American. Most of all, however, this new feel should be ownership. The 

campaign is to personalize the formerly impersonal world of dance where 

the audience only knew about stars. We now want to take them behind the 

scenes, fill their eyes and ears and make thera connected enough to buy. 

All of the above creative work is being done for the fall season in 

New York. It will, however, be used for the tour and hopefully be 

translated into a sirailar "little brother" campaign for Joffrey II. It 

will be impleraented along the way by the use of television in getting 

the Corapany across to the maximum numbers of people and through 

licensing of the Joffrey name in joint venture merchandise projects. 

And of course it will be a focus of publicity on a nationwide campaign. 

We are back in a period of great narae recognition for the Corapany. 

We must raaxiraize this into earned income immediately and in as raany ways 

as possible for the Corapany. 
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APPENDIX M: NEWS RELEASES FOR 1981 FALL SEASON 

JOFFREY BALLET CELEBRATES 25TH ANNIVERSARY SEASON 
OCTOBER 21 - NOVEMBER 22, 1981 AT CITY CENTER 

HIGHLIGHTS OF 5-WEEK ENGAGEMENT INCLUDE GALA RETROSPECTIVE; 
WORLD PREMIERE OF ARPINO BALLET; COMPANY PREMIERES OF CRANKO'S 

"THE TAMING OF THE SHREW" AND KYLIAN'S "VERKLAERTE NACHT"; 
REVIVALS OF "TRINITY," "THE GREEN TABLE," "MOVES," AND 

"LA VIVANDIERE PAS DE SIX"; AND COMPLETE VERSION OF JOFFREY'S 

"POSTCARDS" IN 22-BALLET REPERTORY 

PRIORITY SUBSCRIPTION SALE NOW OFFERED 

The Joffrey Ballet celebrates its 25th Anniversary in 1981-82, 

coraraencing with a five-week engagement at New York's City Center (131 

West 55 Street, New York 10019) October 21 through November 22, 1981. 

Among the highlights of the season will be: the Retrospective Gala 

of the past 25 years, which will launch the season on Wednesday, October 

21 (Details for this event are being planned now and will be announced 

at a later date); the world premiere of a ballet by Gerald Arpino; the 

Joffrey Premiere of VERKLAERTE NACHT by Jiri Kylian (October 22); the 

Joffrey Premiere of THE TAMING OF THE SHREW by John Cranko (October 23); 

revivals of Arpino's TRINITY and Arthur Saint-Leon's LA VIVANDIERE PAS 

DE SIX (October 28); Kurt Jooss's THE GREEN TABLE (November 5), and 

Jerome Robbins's MOVES (November 12); and the complete POSTCARDS by 

Robert Joffrey (October 29). 

In all, 22 ballets by 15 choreographers are represented in this 

season, and only Arthur Saint-Leon is not from the Twentieth Century. 

Besides the above, the season will include: Gerald Arpino's CELEBRATION, 

EPODE, VIVA VIVALDI, and SUITE SAINT-SAENS; Frederick Ashton's LES 

PATINEURS and A WEDDING BOUQUET; Ruthanna Boris's CAKEWALK; Laura Dean's 
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NIGHT; Agnes De Mille's RODEO; Michel Fokine's PETROUCHKA; Jiri Kylian's 

RETURN TO THE STRANGE LAND; Leonide Massine's PARADE; Marjorie Mussman's 

RANDOM DANCES; and Vaslav Nijinsky's L'APRES-MIDI D'UN FAUNE. 

Announcing this special Fall Season, Robert Joffrey, Artistic 

Director of The Joffrey Ballet, remarked, "Our Silver Anniversary is not 

just a chance to toast the past, but also an occasion to celebrate the 

future. 

"It is raost appropriate that Gerald Arpino, Associate Director and 

Resident Choreographer, who co-founded the Corapany with me in 1956, has 

created a new ballet for our dancers. His ballets have been the vital 

cornerstone of the Company's repertory. In reviving his landmark rock 

ballet, TRINITY, which opened the decade of the Seventies and introduced 

ballet audiences in different parts of the world (including London and 

the U.S.S.R) to the contemporary music and moveraents of America, we 

shall be bringing back one of the all-time favorites of the Corapany's 

repertory. 

"We are very pleased to be the first American company to produce 

John Cranko's full-evening THE TAMING OF THE SHREW. This ballet-comedy 

will involve the entire company and offers a nuraber of challenging roles 

"Sirailarly, we are delighted to present Jiri Kylian's VERKLAERTE 

NACHT. By the choreographer of RETURN TO THE STRANGE LAND (one of the 

successes of last year), this corapany premiere will also mark the first 

time an American company has perforraed this critically-acclaimed dance. 

"With the revivals of Jerome Robbins's MOVES, Kurt Jooss's THE 

GREEN TABLE, and Arthur Saint-Leon's LA VIVANDIERE PAS DE SIX, the 
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Company will feature three masterworks from different eras of dance. 

"My own ballet, POSTCARDS, will be seen in its entirety for the 

first time in New York. (The version danced last fall did not include 

all of the role especially created for Luis Fuente, who was injured just 

before the New York premiere.) 

"Through the diversity of the ballets in The Joffrey repertory, the 

Company continues to explore the innovations of the most contemporary 

choreographers (e.g., Laura Dean and Jiri Kylian) and to recreate great 

ballets by some of the outstanding choreographers of the Twentieth 

Century (e.g., Ashton, de Mille, Fokine, Jooss, Massine, and Robbins)." 

Currently, a priority sale of 17 different subscription series is 

being offered at savings of up to 25% off regular prices. For further 

information, write: Subscription Department, The Joffrey Ballet, 

130 West 56 Street, New York 10019 or telephone: (212) 265-7300. 

-end-
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MRS. NANCY REAGAN TO BE HONORARY CHAIRMAN OF THE JOFFREY BALLET'S 
NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR 25TH ANNIVERSARY SEASON 

The Joffrey Ballet has announced that Mrs. Nancy Reagan has agreed 

to serve as Honorary Chairman of the National Comraittee for the 25th 

Anniversary Season of The Joffrey Ballet. 

Mrs. Reagan will head a committee of corporate and financial 

leaders throughout the United States for this year-long Silver 

Anniversary celebration that opens in New York at City Center on 

October 21, 1981 and continues in major Joffrey cities, including 

Chicago, San Francisco, Seattle, Houston, San Antonio, and Washington, 

D.C., as part of the Corapany's 17-week National Tour. 

"We are delighted that the First Lady has kindly consented to be 

Honorary Chairman for this very important year for The Joffrey Ballet," 

Robert Joffrey commented upon hearing of Mrs. Reagan's acceptance. "It 

means a great deal to our artists and to all concerned with The Joffrey 

Ballet that Mrs. Reagan is so gracious to our Company." 

This continues an association between Mrs. Reagan and The Joffrey 

that began last spring when Mrs. Reagan served as Honorary Chairman of 

The Joffrey Ballet Gala at the Metropolitan Opera House, which starred 

singer Diana Ross, The Joffrey Ballet, and The Joffrey II Dancers. 

-end-
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MRS. EVANGELINE GOULETAS-CAREY NAMED HONORARY NEW YORK CHAIRMAN 
OF THE JOFFREY BALLET'S SILVER ANNIVERSARY GALA BENEFIT 

The Joffrey Ballet, which celebrates its 25th Anniversary this 

season, is pleased to announce that Mrs. Evangeline Gouletas-Carey will 

serve as Honorary New York Chairman for the Silver Anniversary Gala 

Benefit. The Co-Chairmen are Mrs. B. Duke Glenn, Jr., Mrs. Amory 

Houghton, Jr., Mrs. Perry J. Lewis, and Mrs. John G. Ward. 

As previously announced, Mrs. Ronald Reagan will serve as Honorary 

Chairman of the National Committee for The Joffrey Ballet's 25th 

Anniversary. 

"We are fortunate indeed that both the First Lady of the United 

States and the First Lady of New York have graciously consented to be 

part of this celebratory year for The Joffrey Ballet," said Robert 

Joffrey, Artistic Director of the Company he leads with Gerald Arpino, 

Associate Director. 

A national touring company whose home base is New York, The Joffrey 

Ballet opens at New York's City Center October 21 with the Silver 

Anniversary Gala Benefit and continues for five weeks of repertory 

through November 22, 1981. This will be followed by a seventeen-week 

Araerican tour. 

In its 25 years, The Joffrey Ballet has appeared in approximately 

500 different cities in 49 states (only Hawaii remains to be visited). 

The Company has represented the United States in Afghanistan, India, 

Iran, Jordan, Lebanon, Pakistan, Portugal, Syria, and the U.S.S.R. 

(twice). It has shown the special quality of American dance at a gala 
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benefit for UNICEF in Paris, at an international festival in Vienna, and 

in a London engagement. The Company has also performed at The White 

House for Presidents Kennedy and Johnson (twice) and at Kennedy Center 

for President Carter. 

-end-
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MAYOR KOCH AWARDS ROBERT JOFFREY NEW YORK'S HANDEL MEDALLION 

OCTOBER 19 AT CITY HALL 

New York City will honor The Joffrey Ballet at a ceremony commem-

orating the Company's 25th Anniversary when Mayor Edward I. Koch 

presents the City's highest cultural award, The Handel Medallion, to 

Robert Joffrey on Monday, October 19, 1981 at 10:00 am in the Blue Room 

of City Hall (Broadway and Chambers Street). 

Since its inception in 1959, recipients of The Handel Medallion 

have included: Marian Anderson, George Balanchine, Elliott Carter, Marc 

Chagall, Lucia Chase, Arthur Rubinstein, Andres Segovia, Isaac Stern, 

Alice Tully, and Virgil Thomson. 

The Joffrey Ballet, under the leadership of Robert Joffrey, 

Artistic Director, and Gerald Arpino, Associate Director, was founded in 

1956. Its first New York City appearance was one performance at the 

Brooklyn Academy of Music in 1958. Its first New York City season was 

in 1965 when Joseph Papp presented the Company at the Delacorte Theater 

in Central Park. Then in 1966, the Company made its debut at City 

Center and was invited to become the resident dance company of City 

Center, which has been its home ever since. 

For its Silver Anniversary, The Joffrey Ballet is presenting a 

five-week fall season at City Center (131 West 55 Street, New York) from 

October 21 through November 22, which will be followed by a seventeen-

week national tour. 

-end-
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THE JOFFREY BALLET—25TH ANNIVERSARY SEASON 
OCTOBER 21-NOVEMBER 22 AT CITY CENTER 

The Joffrey Ballet, under Co-Founders Robert Joffrey (Artistic 

Director) and Gerald Arpino (Associate Director), celebrates its 25th 

Anniversary in 1981-82, commencing with a five-week season, October 21 

through November 22, at City Center (131 West 55 Street), its New York 

home theater. 

Renowned for a repertory that features ballets especially created 

for the corapany and recreations of 20th Century raasterworks by the great 

choreographers of our times, The Joffrey's 1981 fall schedule is studded 

with premieres, revivals, repertory favorites, debuts, and a gala 

benefit. 

Highlights of The Joffrey's varied repertoire this season include: 

- World Premiere of Gerald Arpino's LIGHT RAIN (November 4) 

A company work to an original score by Douglas Adaras and Russ 

Gauthier, contemporary San Francisco composers who eraploy Eastern 

rhythras and percussion. 

- Corapany Premiere of Jiri Kylian's TRANSFIGURED NIGHT (October 22) 

A passionate ballet by the Artistic Director of the Netherlands 

Dance Theater to the famous Schonberg score of the same name. The 

Joffrey is the only American company to have the ballets of Kylian 

in its repertoire. 

- Company Premiere of John Cranko's THE TAMING OF THE SHREW (October 23) 

The Joffrey is the first American company to have this full-evening 

ballet by the late Artistic Director of the Stuttgart Ballet, who 

created one of dance's few comedv ballets. 
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Among the seven revivals of some of the outstanding ballets of the 

company's history: 

- George Balanchine's TCHAIKOVSKY PAS DE DEUX (October 22) 

Originally created for the New York City Ballet in 1960, it was 

given its Joffrey Company Premiere in 1976. 

- Arthur Saint-Leon's LA VIVANDIERE PAS DE SIX (October 28) 

This 19th Century Romantic ballet was reconstructed by Ann 

Hutchinson Guest frora Saint-Leon's own system of dance notation. 

It was first performed by The Joffrey in 1977. 

- Gerald Arpino's TRINITY (October 28) 

This landmark rock ballet was created in 1970 as a joyful homage to 

youth. In the U.S.S.R. in 1974, the applause lasted for almost one 

hour. 

- Twyla Tharp's DEUCE COUPE II (October 30) 

To music by The Beach Boys, this is the "customized" version 

specifically created in 1975 for The Joffrey frora the 1973 original 

choreographed for The Joffrey and Tharp's own company dancing 

together. 

- Kurt Jooss's THE GREEN TABLE (November 5) 

One of the great ballets of the Twentieth Century and a prime 

example of German Expressionisra. The Joffrey Ballet was the first 

American company to stage it (1967) 

- Gerald Arpino's SECRET PLACES (November 11) 

Set to Mozart's Piano Concerto K. 467, this romantic duet premiered 

in 1968. 
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- Jerome Robbins's MOVES (November 12) 

This "ballet in silence about relationships" had its world premiere 

by Robbins's Ballets USA in 1959 and its Joffrey Company Premiere 

in 1967. 

Another feature of this season: 

- Complete version of Robert Joffrey's POSTCARDS (October 30) 

This suite of dances to a selection of Erik Satie's cafe songs will 

be seen in its entirety for the first tirae in New York. When it 

preraiered in the fall of 1980, it did not include all of the role 

especially created for Luis Fuente, who was injured just before the 

opening. 

Repertory favorites during the New York engagement will include: 

Gerald Arpino's CELEBRATION, EPODE, FANFARITA, SUITE SAINT-SAENS, and 

VIVA VIVALDI; Frederick Ashton's LES PATINEURS, MONOTONES II, and A 

WEDDING BOUQUET; Ruthanna Boris's CAKEWALK; Laura Dean's NIGHT; Agnes de 

Mille's RODEO; Choo San Goh's MOMENTUM; Jiri Kylian's RETURN TO THE 

STRANGE LAND; Leonide Massine's PARADE; and Marjorie Mussman's RANDOM 

DANCES: 

In all, a total of 26 ballets by 16 choreographers. 

A special feature of this season is the Silver Anniversary Gala 

Benefit (October 21). This one-time-only evening presents cufrent 

company merabers and former members of the company in a retrospective of 

the first 25 years of The Joffrey Ballet through dance, film, 

photographs, and narrative. 
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Curtain times are: Gala at 7:30 pm, Tuesday through Saturday Eves 

at 8:00 pm, Sunday Mats. at 2:00 pm and 

Sunday Eves at 7:30 pm. 

Ticket prices (for all performances except the Gala) are: $30, 

$25, $20, $15, $10, and $5. For ticket 

information, telephone 212/246-8989. 

-end-

The Joffrey Ballet, which began touring October 2, 1956, with a 

10:00 ara performance in Frostburg, Maryland, will embark on a 

seventeen-week national tour in March 1982. 
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JOFFREY BALLET REVIVES THARP'S "DEUCE COUPE II" AND ARPINO'S 
"SECRET PLACES" FOR 1981 SILVER ANNIVERSARY SEASON 

AT CITY CENTER 

The Joffrey Ballet will revive two of the corapany's all-time 

favorite ballets with the addition of Twyla Tharp's DEUCE COUPE II and 

Gerald Arpino's SECRET PLACES to the repertory for the 1981 Fall Silver 

Anniversary Season in New York at City Center (131 West 55th Street, 

New York 10019) October 21 through November 22. 

Twyla Tharp's DEUCE COUPE II, to music by The Beach Boys, was 

"customized" by Ms. Tharp especially for The Joffrey Ballet in 1975 from 

the original 1973 version that was choreographed for both The Joffrey 

dancers and the Twyla Tharp Dance Foundation dancers. DEUCE COUPE II, 

which enters the repertory on October 30, juxtaposes ballet with social 

dancing of recent decades in the unique Tharp style that has been seen 

in the film "Hair," and in dances she has created for The Joffrey 

Ballet, her own company, and American Ballet Theater, among others. 

SECRET PLACES, created by Resident Choreographer Gerald Arpino to 

Mozart's Piano Concerto K. 467, is a romantic duet that will join the 

repertory on November 11. The ballet was preraiered in 1968 and last 

perforraed by the company in 1977. This revival has been made possible 

by a generous contribution from Howard Squadron, to whose late wife, 

Lorraine Squadron, the ballet was originally dedicated. 

In addition to the above, The Joffrey Ballet will offer a season 

of repertory that highlights a Gala Retrospective of the Company's first 

quarter century (October 21); the world premiere of a ballet by Gerald 

Arpino; the company premieres of Jiri Kylian's passionate TRANSFIGURED 
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NIGHT (October 22), and John Cranko's full-evening comedy, THE TAMING OF 

THE SHREW (October 23); and revivals of Arpino's TRINITY (October 28), 

Arthur Sain-Leon's LA VIVANDIERE PAS DE SIX (October 28), Kurt Jooss's 

THE GREEN TABLE (November 5), Jerome Robbins's MOVES (November 12); and 

the complete version of Robert Joffrey's POSTCARDS (October 29), which 

has never been seen in New York. Repertory favorites during the 

company's five-week New York engagement will include: Gerald Arpino's 

CELEBRATION, EPODE, VIVA VIVALDI, and SUITE SAINT-SAENS; Frederick 

Ashton's LES PATINEURS and A WEDDING BOUQUET; Ruthanna Boris's CAKEWALK; 

Laura Dean's NIGHT; Agnes de Mille's RODEO; Jiri Kylian's RETURN TO THE 

STRANGE LAND; Leonide Massine's PARADE; and Marjorie Mussman's RANDOM 

DANCES. (PETROUCHKA and L'APRES-MIDI D'UN FAUNE, which were announced 

in the earliest mail piece and the first press release, will not be 

performed this season.) For subscription information, call 

(212) 581-7907. 

-end-
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JOFFREY BALLET COMPANY ROSTER INCLUDES FIVE NEW DANCERS: 
DANIEL BAUDENDISTEL, JAY JOLLEY, JERRY KOKICH, EDWARD MORGAN 

LAUREN ROUSE, AND RETURNING DA>;CERS 
ANN MARIE DE ANGELO AND ANDREW LEVINSON 

GUEST ARTISTS FOR 25TH ANNIVERSARY INCLUDE 
GARY CHRYST, RICHARD CRAGUN, MARCIA HAYDEE ANT) CHRISTIAN HOLDER 

AND SURPRISE GUESTS FOR GALA 

The Joffrey Ballet has announced the company roster and guest 

artists for the 25th Anniversary five-week fall season at New York's 

City Center (131 W. 55 Street, New York 10019) October 21 through 

November 22, 1981. 

Company members include: Cynthia Anderson, Cameron Basden, Madelyn 

Berdes, Ursula Burke, Leslie Carothers, Lynne Chervony, Ann Marie De 

Angelo, DeAnn Duteil, Charlene Gehm, Lynn Glauber, Celeste Jabczenski, 

Denise Jackson, Krystyna Jurkowski, Patricia Miller, Valmai Roberts, 

Beatriz Rodriquez, Lauren Rouse, Katherina Rumpler, Carole Valleskey, 

Daniel Baudendistel, Michael Bjerknes, James Canfield, Carl Corry, Eric 

Dirk, Glenn Dufford, Glenn Edgerton, Luis Fuente, Mark Goldweber, John 

Grensback, Jerel Hilding, Gregory Huffman, Philip Jerry, Jay Jolley, 

Jerry Kokich, Andrew Levinson, Julian Montaner, Edward Morgan, Tom 

Mossbrucker, Luis Perez and Paul Shoemaker. 

Five new dancers, Daniel Baudendistel, Jay Jolley, Jerry Kokich, 

Edward Morgan and Lauren Rouse have joined the company this season. 

Baudendistel, a former scholarship student at The Joffrey Ballet School, 

was a meraber of the Cleveland and Milwaukee Ballet companies. Jolley is 

returning to the United States after dancing with the London Festival 

Ballet. Jolley was previously a member of Ballet West and the New York 

City Ballet. Kokich and Morgan graduated from Joffrey II to join the 
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main company. Rouse, also a former scholarship student at The Joffrev 

school and a member of Joffrey II, has danced with the National Ballet 

of Washington, Maryland Ballet, Chicago Ballet, Arlington Dance Theatre 

and the Pittsburgh Ballet Theatre. Two dancers, Ann Marie De Angelo and 

Andrew Levinson, have returned to The Joffrey this season. De Angelo 

returned for the 1981 national tour after performing with The Pendleton 

Festival's "Tribute to Pavlova" and dancing with the Conteraporary Ballet 

Corapany. Levinson, a former scholarship student at The Joffrey school 

and a member of Joffrey II, returns to The Joffrey this fall. Levinson 

has danced with the Chicago Ballet, Contemporary Ballet Company and the 

Teatro Municipal in Rio de Janeiro. 

Guest artists for The Joffrey's Silver Anniversary season will 

include Marcia Haydee and Richard Cragun in The Joffrey premiere of THE 

TAMING OF THE SHREW and Gary Chryst and Christian Holder in the revival 

of TRINITY. Marcia Haydee and Richard Cragun will dance the principal 

roles of "Kate" and "Petruchio" that they created for the original 

Stuttgart Ballet production of John Cranko's THE TAMING OF THE SHREW and 

will coach The Joffrey dancers in the company premiere of the full-

evening ballet comedy. Haydee and Cragun will perform on Friday evening, 

October 23 and Sunday evening, October 25. Gary Chryst and Christian 

Holder, former members of The Joffrey, will recreate their original 

roles for the company's revival of Gerald Arpino's rock ballet TRINITY. 

Chryst and Holder will perform in the opening and closing performances 

of TRINITY on Wednesday evening, October 28 and Sunday evening, 

November 22. 
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Many former dancers of The Joffrey Ballet will also return for the 

Retrospective Gala on October 21, and some will make surprise 

appearances on the program. 

The artistic staff of The Joffrey Ballet is coraprised of Robert 

Joffrey, Artistic Director; Gerald Arpino, Associate Director; Scott 

Barnard, Ballet Master; Diane Orio, Ballet Mistress, Hiliary Cartwright, 

Assistant Ballet Mistress; Terence Kern, Music Director; Allan Lewis, 

Conductor; Penelope Curry, Production Supervisor; Thomas Skelton, 

Lighting Designer and Jennifer Tipton, Lighting Designer. 

-end-
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MICHAEL CORDER JOINS THE JOFFREY BALLET 

Michael Corder joins The Joffrey Ballet, which is celebrating its 

25th Anniversary with a five-week season at City Center (131 W. 55 

Street, New York, NY 10019) through November 22. 

Corder, a native of London, England, was previously a senior 

soloist with the Sadler's Wells Royal Ballet. He has also danced with 

The Dutch National Ballet and was a meraber of The Royal Ballet from 1973 

through 1978. 

While with the Sadler's Wells Royal Ballet, Corder danced such 

roles as Albrecht in GISELLE, Franz in COPPELIA and Lucentio in THE 

TAMING OF THE SHREW. 

Roles with The Dutch National Ballet included Oberon in THE DREAM 

and the Standard Bearer in THE GREEN TABLE. 

Corder danced in the "Spring" section of the FOUR SEASONS, Pas de 

Quatre in SWAN LAKE, FOUR SCHUMANN PIECES and SLEEPING BEAUTY with The 

Royal Ballet. 

Corder's training began in 1958 at the age of 3 1/2 with Nancy 

Robinson in Streatham (South London). In 1966, Corder won a scholarship 

to The Royal Ballet School (White Lodge). Corder graduated into The 

Royal Ballet at Covent Garden in January of 1973. 

* * * * 

The Joffrey Ballet company merabers are: Cynthia Anderson, Cameron 

Basden, Madelyn Berdes, Ursula Burke, Leslie Carothers, Lynne Chervony, 

Michael Corder, Ann Marie De Angelo, DeAnn Duteil, Charlene Gehm, Lynn 

Glauber, Celeste Jabczenski, Denise Jackson, Krystyna Jurkowski, 
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Patricia Miller, Valmai Roberts, Beatriz Rodriguez, Lauren Rouse, 

Katherina Rumpler, Carole Valleskey, Daniel Baudendistel, Michael 

Bjerknes, James Canfield, Carl Corry, Eric Dirk, Glenn Dufford, Glenn 

Edgerton, Luis Fuente, Mark Goldweber, John Grensback, Jerel Hilding, 

Gregory Huffman, Philip Jerry, Jay Jolley, Jerry Kokich, Andrew 

Levinson, Julian Montaner, Edward Morgan, Tom Mossbrucker, Luis Perez 

and Paul Shoemaker. 

Guest Artists appearing in The Joffrey's 25th Anniversary Season: 

Gary Chryst, Richard Cragun, Marcia Haydee and Christian Holder. 

Guest Artists appearing in the Retrospective Gala, October 21, 1981 

at City Center: Charthel Arthur, Gary Chryst, Francesca Corkle, Robert 

Estner, Erika Goodman, Christian Holder, Kevin McKenzie, Ross Stretton, 

William Whitener and Rebecca Wright. 

-end-
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"NUREYEV AND THE JOFFREY BALLET/IN TRIBUTE TO NIJINSKY" 
GARNERS 3 EMMY AWARD NOMINATIONS 

NUREYEV AND THE JOFFREY BALLET/IN TRIBUTE TO NIJINSKY, the 

landmark "Dance in America" special on WNET/THIRTEEN'S GREAT 

PERFORMANCES series, has received Emmy Award norainations in three 

categories. The National Acaderay of Television Arts and Sciences has 

nominated the program as "Outstanding Classical Program in the 

Performing Arts," Director Emile Ardolino for "Outstanding Directing 

in a Variety, Music or Comedy Program," and Lighting Director Ralph 

Holmes for "Outstanding Achieveraent in Lighting Direction." 

The 90-minute special, which aired nationally on March 9, 1981, 

recreated three ballets intimately associated with Valslav Nijinsky and 

Diaghilev's Ballets Russes: LE SPECTRE DE LA ROSE, choreographed by 

Mikhail Fokine to music of Carl Maria Von Weber with Rudolf Nureyev as 

The Spirit of the Rose and Denise Jackson as The Young Girl; L'APRES-

MIDI D'UN FAUNE, which marked Nijinsky's debut as a choreographer to 

Claude Debussy's music of the same narae, with Nureyev as The Faun and 

Charlene Gehra as Leader of the Nymphs; and PETROUCHKA, choreographed by 

Fokine to the music of Igor Stravinsky and featuring Nureyev as 

Petrouchka, Denise Jackson as the Ballerina, Christian Holder as the 

Blackaraoor, and Gary Chryst as the Old Showraan. The program also 

includes interviews with Robert Joffrey and Rudolf Nureyev and 

docuraentary materials on Nijinsky. 

Taped the summer of 1980 at the Grand Ole Opry in Nashville, 

Tennessee, this widely-heralded telecast features over 100 dancers and 
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employed not only The Joffrey Ballet, but the Joffrey II Dancers as well. 

The score, conducted by The Joffrey Ballet's Music Director, Terence 

Kern, was recorded in London with the 90-piece National Symphony. 

-end-
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FIRST REHEARSAL COVERAGE OF THE JOFFREY BALLET'S 25TH ANNIVERSARY 
SEASON TUESDAY, OCTOBER 20, 2:00 - 3:00 PM, AT CITY CENTER 

DRESS REHEARSAL OF "TRANSFIGURED NIGHT" PREMIERE 

We recommend exciting tv news/photo news coverage of THE JOFFREY 

BALLET's dress rehearsal of the first premiere of its 25th Anniversary 

Season at City Center: "TRANSFIGURED NIGHT." 

Jiri Kylian's passionate "TRANSFIGURED NIGHT" to the famous Arnold 

Schonberg score of the same name, will have its Joffrey Company Premiere 

on Thursday, October 22, the first evening of the regular season. The 

program opens with The Joffrey's signature work, "SUITE SAINT-SAENS" by 

Gerald Arpino, the revival of George Balanchine's "TCHAIKOVSKY PAS DE 

DEUX," and Ruthanna Boris's high-stepping "CAKEWALK." 

"TRANSFIGURED NIGHT" is the second Kylian ballet (the other is the 

acclairaed "RETURN TO THE STRANGE LAND") for The Joffrey Ballet, which is 

the only American company to have his works in repertory. The cast 

includes Denise Jackson, Gregory Huffman, and Celeste Jabczenski, Jerel 

Hilding, Philip Jerry, and Glenn Edgerton. The ballet, created in 1975 

for the Netherlands Dance Theater, of which Kylian is Artistic Director, 

has been staged for The Joffrey Ballet by Hans Knill. 

THE JOFFREY BALLET puts its best foot forward as it opens its 

Silver Anniversary Season (its only New York season in 1981-82) through 

November 22 at City Center. The five weeks are studded with preraieres, 

revivals, and repertory favorites, combining the best of the past, the 

dazzle of the present, and the promise of the future. 

-end-
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THE JOFFREY BALLET'S ONLY NEW YORK SEASON IN 1981-82 HAS GROSSED 
$346,000 IN FIRST TWO WEEKS AND DOUBLED SUBSCRIPTION SALES 

"The Joffrey Ballet, which is currently in the middle of its only 

New York season for 1981-82, grossed $346,000 in the first two weeks of 

the five-week engagement and has doubled its subscription sales from the 

1980 fall season," announced Philip Semark, Executive Vice-President of 

the company. Mr. Semark further stated that "all Joffrey box office 

sales are up from last year, including subscription, single ticket, 

group, and corporate sales." 

The Joffrey Ballet, which continues at New York's City Center (131 

West 55 Street, box office telephone number: 212/246-8989) through 

Sunday, November 22, is celebrating its 25th Anniversary this year, with 

Mrs. Nancy Reagan as Honorary Chairman of the National Committee. 

The year-long Silver Anniversary will continue with a 17-week 

national tour encompassing 12 cities, beginning in March, 1982. This 

tour, which is the company's longest in recent years, is sponsored by 

Philip Morris Incorporated, which recently awarded The Joffrey Ballet 

the largest corporate gift in its history. 

In October, 1956, Directors Robert Joffrey and Gerald Arpino 

founded The Joffrey company with a 23 performance tour of one-night 

stands in 10 states. Since then, The Joffrey Ballet, now considered one 

of the seven major ballet companies of the world, has grown from six 

dancers to 41 and has performed nationally in over 500 cities and every 

state except Hawaii, as well as internationally. The company is 

recognized for its unique repertory of ballets especially created for 

it and its recreations of landmarks of the Twentieth Century. 
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THE JOFFREY BALLET ADDS TWO PERFORMANCES OF "THE GREEN TABLE" 
TO CITY CENTER REPERTORY 

PROGRAM CHANGES LISTED FOR NOVEMBER 12, 14, 15 AS COMPANY' 
GOES INTO FINAL TWO WEEKS OF ONLY NEW YORK SEASON 

Due to ticket demand at the box office, The Joffrey Ballet will add 

two extra performances, Saturday Eve, November 14 and Sunday Eve, 

November 15, of Kurt Jooss's THE GREEN TABLE, one of the great ballets 

of the Twentieth Century and a prime exaraple of Gerraan Expressionism. 

The Joffrey Ballet, which in 1967 was the first American company to 

stage this anti-war masterpiece, has revived THE GREEN TABLE for its 

25th Anniversary season, which has only two more weeks, through 

November 22, at New York's City Center (131 West 55 Street, box office: 

212/246-8989). 

This will be The Joffrey's only New York engagement in 1981-82, and 

the season was planned to showcase new works in the repertory: Gerald 

Arpino's LIGHT RAIN, Jiri Kylian's TRANSFIGURED NIGHT, and John Cranko's 

THE TAMING OF THE SHREW; and highlights of the company's past with such 

revivals as: George Balanchine's TCHAIKOVSKY PAS DE DEUX, Arthur 

Saint-Leon's LA VIVANDIERE PAS DE SIX, Gerald Arpino's SECRET PLACES and 

TRINITY, Twyla Tharp's DEUCE COUPE II, Jerome Robbins's MOVES, as well 

as THE GREEN TABLE. The season also includes many repertory favorites, 

and the final two weeks includes performances of RETURN TO THE STRANGE 

LAND, FANFARITA, POSTCARDS, MONOTONES II, A WEDDING BOUQUET, NIGHT, 

MOMENTUM, PARADE, CELEBRATION, RANDOM DANCES, and RODEO. Ticket sales 

are up from last year, but good seats are still available for most 

perforraances. 
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The programs of November 12, 14 and 15 (eve) have been changed and 

should now be listed as follows: 

Thursday Eve, November 12: MOVES, FANFARITA, DEUCE COUPE II, 
A WEDDING BOUQUET 

Saturday Eve, November 14: MOVES, MOMENTUM (Ist performance of season), 
FANFARITA, THE GREEN TABLE 

Sunday Eve, November 15: PARADE, NIGHT, SECRET PLACES, THE GREEN 
TABLE 

-end-
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JOFFREY BALLET AWARDED $35,000 CHOREOGRAPHY GRANT BY ROCKEFELLER 
FOUNDATION AND $30,000 OPERATIONS GRANT BY 

LOUIS CALDER FOUNDATION 

Philip Semark, Executive Vice President, announced that the 

Foundation for The Joffrey Ballet recently has received major grants 

from both The Rockefeller Foundation and The Louis Calder Foundation. 

The Rockefeller Foundation grant provides $35,000 toward the costs 

of new works by company-designated choreographers. Among the ballets 

being supported are Gray Veredon's UNFOLDING and a revival of Gerald 

Arpino's TRINITY. "Choreography is at the center of our art form and 

The Joffrey Ballet has always been in the vanguard in creating new 

works," noted Mr. Semark. "Besides the ballets of its resident 

Directors, Robert Joffrey and Gerald Arpino, the Company continually 

commissions new ballets by today's and tomorrow's choreographers and is 

noted for introducing important modern choreographers to ballet 

audiences." The Joffrey Ballet seeks to balance the best of the 

Twentieth Century classics with ballets especially created for it. 

During the last New York season, the Company presented 11 New York 

preraieres, including four world premieres. (These funds from The 

Rockefeller Foundation are part of a series of grants totaling $385,000 

to 13 American dance organizations, including American Ballet Theatre, 

New York City Ballet, Dance Theatre of Harlem, Pennsylvania Bállet, San 

Francisco Ballet, Alvin Ailey American Dance Theatre, Martha Graham 

Dance Company, The Paul Taylor Dance Company, Twyla Tharp Dance 

Foundation, American Dance Festival, North Carolina Dance Theatre, and 

Dances We Dance of Honolulu, Hawaii.) 
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Also, The Louis Calder Foundation has approved a $30,000 grant to 

be applied to the current support of operations. Mr. Semark commented 

that "This continues the important general operating support the Calder 

Foundation has given to The Joffrey Ballet over the past several years. 

For a national touring company, such support is crucial at a time when 

administrative and transportation costs are escalating at a rapid rate." 

As The Joffrey Ballet approaches its 25th Anniversary Year, Anthony 

A. Bliss, Chairman of the Board, has said, "Enormous progress has been 

made artistically, financially, in the reorganization of the board and 

in the reorganization of the staff. I am very pleased with the progress 

and believe we have developed a positive base for the future." The 

Joffrey Ballet launches its Silver Anniversary year with a five-week New 

York season at City Center, October 21 through November 22, 1981. 

-end-
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THE JOFFREY BALLET ANNOUNCES AWARD OF ITS LARGEST CORPORATE GIFT 

Philip Semark, Executive Vice-President of The Foundation for The 

Joffrey Ballet, Inc, today announced the award, by Philip Morris 

Incorporated, of the largest corporate gift The Joffrey has ever 

received. Philip Morris will sponsor The Joffrey Ballet's 25th 

Anniversary National Tour which will visit 12 cities over 17 weeks 

beginning in March 1982. 

Mr. Semark said, "We are grateful for this important corporate 

sponsorship by Philip Morris which will bring some of the best in 

American dance to audiences from coast to coast. Philip Morris is well 

known for its sponsorship of a wide range of visual arts projects, and 

The Joffrey Ballet is honored to have been selected as the first 

American ballet company to receive Philip Morris's sponsorship of its 

national engagements." 

Speaking for Philip Morris, George Weissman, Chairman, stated, "We 

are proud of Philip Morris's record of support for the arts, and we look 

forward to expanding our involvement in the performing arts. The 

Joffrey Ballet typifies the best in American dance and we are happy to 

be helping to bring the Company to American audiences as it celebrates 

its Silver Anniversary." 

The Joffrey Ballet's 25th Anniversary National Tour will visit 

twelve cities beginning in Pittsburgh (March 1-2) and followed by 

engageraents in Washington, D.C. (March 6-14), Boston (March 30-April 4), 

Chicago (April 22-May 2), Minneapolis (May 4-5), lowa City (May 7-9), 

Fort Worth (June 11-12), San Antonio (June 15-19), Houston (June 23-27), 
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San Francisco (July 6-17), Portland (July 21-25), and Wolf Trap Far. 

Fark, Virginia (August 5-8). 

The Joffrey Ballet's New York City 25th Anniversary season at City 

Center opens Wednesday, October 21 for a five-„eek engagement through 

November 22. 

-end-
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JOFFREY BALLET'S FIRST WEEK OF 1981 FALL SEASON HIGHLIGHTED BY GALA, 
COMPANY PREMIERES OF "TRANSFIGURED NIGHT" AND "THE TAMING OF THE 

SHREW" AND REVIVAL OF "TCHAIKOVSKY PAS DE DEUX"; REPERTORY 
FAVORITES "SUITE SAINT-SAENS" AND CAKEWALK" ALSO FEATURED 

The first week (October 21-25) of The Joffrey Ballet's 25th 

Anniversary Season at City Center (131 West 55 Street, New York) is 

studded with premieres, debuts, a revival, repertory favorites, and a 

gala benefit. 

The Silver Anniversary Gala Benefit inaugurates the season 

Wednesday Eve, October 21 with a retrospective of the first 25 years of 

The Joffrey Ballet through dance, film, photographs, and narrative. 

Surprise guests join company members in this one-time-only evening. 

Ballets featured during the first week are: Joffrey Company 

Preraieres of Jiri Kylian's passionate TRANSFIGURED NIGHT and John 

Cranko's full-evening comedy ballet, THE TAMING OF THE SHREW; the 

revival of George Balanchine's TCHAIKOVSKY PAS DE DEUX; The Joffrey's 

signature ballet SUITE SAINT-SAENS by Gerald Arpino; and Ruthanna 

Boris's high-stepping CAKEWALK. 

The Thursday Eve, October 22 program offers: SUITE SAINT-SAENS, 

TCHAIKOVSKY PAS DE DEUX, TRANSFIGURED NIGHT, and CAKEWALK. 

The revival of George Balanchine's TCHAIKOVSKY PAS DE DEUX (of 

which this is the first annoucement) brings back a ballet that was first 

performed by The Joffrey in 1976 and last in 1978. Jay Jolley, raost 

recently with London Festival Ballet, raakes his debut with The Joftrey 

partnering Denise Jackson in this ballet. 

Jiri Kylian's TRANSFIGURED NIGHT to the Arnold Schonberg score of 

the sarae name, has scenery by Kylian, costumes by Joop Stokvis, and 
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lighting by Jennifer Tipton. It was staged for The Joffrey by Hans 

Knill of the Netherlands Dance Theater, the company for which the 

ballet was created in 1975. This is the second Kylian ballet (the 

other is RETURN TO THE STRANGE LAND) for The Joffrey, which is the only 

American company to have his dances. 

John Cranko's THE TAMING OF THE SHREW will have four performances 

over the weekend with four different casts. Guest stars Marcia Haydee 

and Richard Cragun will dance the principal roles of "Kate" and 

"Petruchio" that they created for the original Stuttgart Ballet 

production in 1969 on Friday Eve, October 23 and Sunday Eve, October 25, 

and they will coach The Joffrey dancers in the full-evening ballet. 

Based on the play by William Shakespeare, the ballet has music by 

Kurt-Heinz Stolze after Domenico Scarlatti, scenery and costumes by 

Elisabeth Dalton, and lighting by Jennifer Tipton. Georgette 

Tsinguirides, Choreologist of The Stutgart Ballet, has staged it for 

The Joffrey Ballet, which is the only American corapany to have this 

ballet. 

Curtain times are: Gala at 7:30 pm, Tuesday through Saturday 

Eves at 8 pm, Sunday Mats. at 2 pm and Sunday Eves at 7:30 pm. Tickets 

for all performances, except the Gala, are: $30, $25, $20, $15, $10, 

and $5. For ticket information, telephone 212/246-8989. 
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Lead Casting for October 21 - October 25, 1981 (Ist Week of 1981 
Fall Season) 

Wednesday Eve, October 21 at 7:30 pm 

Retrospective Gala Benefit - A one-time-only evening of dance, film and 
photographs 
Company Members and Surprise Guest Artists 

Thursday Eve, October 22 at 8:00 pm 

SUITE SAINT-SAENS Choreography by Gerald Arpino 
Music by Camille Saint-Saens 

Cynthia Anderson, James Canfield, Lynne Chervony, Charlene Gehm, Jerel 
Hilding, Gregory Huffman, Patricia Miller 

TCHAIKOVSKY PAS DE DEUX Choreography by George Balanchine 

Music by Peter Ilyitch Tchaikovsky 
Denise Jackson, Jay Jolley 

*TRANSFIGURED NIGHT Choreography by Jiri Kylian 
Music by Arnold Schonberg 

Gregory Huffman, Denise Jackson 

CAKEWALK Choreography by Ruthanna Boris 
Music by Hershy Kay after Louis Moreau Gottschalk 

Lynne Chervony, Charlene Gehm, Lynn Glauber, Jerel Hilding (Interlocutor), 
Celeste Jabczenski, Philip Jerry, Beatriz Rodriguez 

Friday Eve, October 23 at 8:00 pm 

*THE TAMING OF THE SHREW Choreography by John Cranko 
Music by Kurt-Heine Stolze after 
Domenico Scarlatti 

Marcia Haydee (Katherine), Richard Cragun (Petruchio), Patricia Miller 
(Bianca), Michael Bjerknes (Gremio), Jay Jolley (Lucentio), Andrew 
Levinson (Hortensio) 

Saturday Eve, October 24 at 8:00 pm 

THE TAMING OF THE SHREW + 
Beatriz Rodriguez (Katherine), Gregory Huffman (Petruchio), Lauren 
Rouse (Bianca), Glenn Dufford (Gremio), Philip Jerry (Hortensio) 

Sunday Mat., October 25 at 2:00 pm 

THE TAMING OF THE SHREW 
Denise Jackson (Katherine), Jay Jolley (Petruchio), Patricia ^iller 
(Bianca), Michael Bjerknes (Gremio), James Canfield (Lucentio), Andrew 
Levinson (Hortensio) 
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Sunday Eve, October 25 at 7:30 pm 

THE TAMING OF THE SHREW 
Marcia Haydee (Katherine), Richard Cragun (Petruchio), Lauren Rouse 
(Bianca), Glenn Dufford (Gremio), Philip Jerry (Hortensio) 

*Joffrey Company Premiere 

Debut with Company 

-end-
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JOFFREY BALLET'S SECOND WEEK OF 1981 FALL SEASON HIGHLIGHTED BY 
THREE COMPANY REVIVALS OF "LA VIVANDIERE PAS DE SIX," 

"TRINITY," AND "DEUCE COUPE II"; AND THE COMPLETE' 
VERSION OF "POSTCARDS" 

GUEST ARTISTS GARY CHRYST AND CHRISTIAN HOLDER TO PERFORM IN "TRINITY" 

The second week (October 27-November 1) of The Joffrey Ballet's 

Anniversary Season at City Center (131 W. 55 Street, New York, NY 10019) 

highlights three revivals—Arthur Saint-Leon's romantic 19th century 

LA VIVANDIERE PAS DE SIX, Gerald Arpino's rock classic TRINITY and Twyla 

Tharp's nostalgic hit DEUCE COUPE II; the complete version of Robert 

Joffrey's lyrical POSTCARDS; and guest artists Gary Chryst and Christian 

Holder. 

Other ballets featured during the second week are: Gerald Arpino's 

SUITE SAINT-SAENS, George Balanchine's TCHAIKOVSKY PAS DE DEUX, Jiri 

Kylian's TRANSFIGURED NIGHT, Ruthanna Boris's CAKEWALK and entering the 

fall season repertory with first performances are Frederick Ashton's LES 

PATINEURS, Gerald Arpino's VIVA VIVALDI and EPODE, and Laura Dean's 

NIGHT. 

Saint-Leon's LA VIVANDIERE PAS DE SIX was first performed by The 

Joffrey in 1977 and last during The Joffrey's 1981 national tour. First 

performed in 1848 by The Paris Opera, the ballet survived because 

Saint-Leon recorded the ballet as an example of his system of dance 

notation, Stenochoregraphie, published in 1852. 

The revival of TRINITY brings back two former Joffrey dancers, Gary 

Chryst and Christian Holder, to recreate their original roles in one of 

Arpino's "Berkeley Ballets." Created in 1970 as a joyful homage to 

youth, TRINITY was filmed in 1976 for the first "Dance in America" 
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television series. The original score is by Alan Raph and Lee Holdridge 

and lighting is by Jennifer Tipton. 

The revival of DEUCE COUPE II is the "customized" version 

specifically created for The Joffrey of the original DEUCE COUPE, 

choreographed in 1973 for both The Joffrey dancers and the Twyla Tharp 

Dance Foundation dancers. To music by The Beach Boys, DEUCE COUPE II 

includes the use of a backdrop by American artist James Rosenquist, with 

costumes by fashion designer Scott Barrie and lighting by Jennifer 

Tipton. 

POSTCARDS, a suite of dances choreographed by Robert Joffrey to a 

selection of cafe songs by Erik Satie, will have its first New York 

perforraance of the complete version of the ballet. (The version danced 

last fall did not include all of the role especially created for Luis 

Fuente, who was injured just before the New York premiere.) Dedicated 

to Mary Ann Wells, a pioneer American dance teacher in Seattle, 

POSTCARDS had its world premiere in Seattle on June 12, 1980. POSTCARDS 

has costumes by John David Ridge, lighting by Jennifer Tipton, backdrop 

by Herbert Migdoll and front curtain by Joe Brainard. 

Curtain times are: Tuesday through Saturday Eves at 8 pra, Sunday 

Mats. at 2 pra and Sunday Eves at 7:30 pra. Tickets for all perforraances 

are: $30, $25, $20, $15, $10 and $5. For ticket information-telephone 

212/246-8989. (For lead casting and programs for 2nd week see following 

page.) 
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Lead Casting for October 27 - November 1, 1981 (2nd Week of 1981 
Fall Season) 

Tuesday Eve, October 27 at 8:00 pm 

SUITE SAINT-SAENS (Arpino/Saint-Saens) Cynthia Anderson, James Canfield, 
Lynne Chervony, Charlene Gehm, Jerel Hilding, Gregory Huffman, Patricia 
Miller 
TCHAIKOVSKY PAS DE DEUX (Balanchine/Tchaikovsky) Denise Jackson, Jay 
Jolley 
TRANSFIGURED NIGHT (Kylian/Schonberg) Gregory Huffman, Denise Jackson 
CAKEWALK (Boris/Kay after Gottschalk) Lynne Chervony, Charlene Gehm, 
Lynn Glauber, Jerel Hilding (Interlocutor), Celeste Jabczenski, Philip 
Jerry, Beatriz Rodriguez 

Wednesday Eve, October 28 at 8:00 pra 

LES PATINEURS (Ashton/Meyerbeer) Mark Goldweber, Gregory Huffraan, 
Denise Jackson 
RETURN TO THE STRANGE LAND (Kylian/Janacek) Cynthia Anderson, Michael 
Bjerknes, Glenn Edgerton, Gregory Huffraan, Jay Jolley, Beatriz Rodriguez 
LA VIVANDIERE PAS DE SIX (Saint-Leon after Guerra/Nadaud on theraes by 
Auber) Luis Fuente, Denise Jackson 
TRINITY (Arpino/Raph and Holdridge) Gary Chryst, Christian Holder, 
Gregory Huffman, Denise Jackson 

Thursday Eve, October 29 at 8:00 pm 

VIVA VIVALDI (Arpino/Vivaldi) Glenn Dufford, Luis Fuente 
EPODE (Arpino/Shostakovich) Gregory Huffraan, Patricia Miller 
NIGHT (Dean/Dean) Cameron Basden, Ursula Burke, Lynne Chervony, Glenn 
Edgerton, Mark Goldweber, Tom Mossbrucker, Luis Perez, Valmai Roberts 
POSTCARDS (Joffrey/Satie) Cynthia Anderson, Luis Fuente, Denise 
Jackson, Philip Jerry, Jay Jolley 

Friday Eve, October 30 at 8:00 pra 

LES PATINEURS - Same as October 28 
RETURN TO THE STRANGE LAND - Same as October 28 
LA VIVANDIERE PAS DE SIX - Same as October 28 
DEUCE COUPE II (Tharp/The Beach Boys) Leslie Carothers, Ann Marie De 
Angelo, Glenn Edgerton, Luis Perez, Beatriz Rodriguez 

Saturday Eve, October 31 at 8:00 pm 
POSTCARDS - Sarae as October 29 
EPODE - Same as October 29 
NIGHT - Same as October 29 
DEUCE COUPE II - Sarae as October 30 
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Sunday Mat., November 1 at 2:00 pm 

SUITE SAINT-SAENS - Same as October 27 
TCHAIKOVSKY PAS DE DEUX - Same as October 27 
TRANSFIGURED NIGHT - Same as October 27 
CAKEWALK (Boris/Kay after Gottschalk) Cynthia Anderson, Michael 
Bjerknes, Glenn Dufford (Interlocutor), Charlene Gehm, Krystyna 
Jurkowski, Patricia Miller, Katherina Rumpler 

Sunday Eve, Noveraber 1 at 7:30 pm 

LES PATINEURS - Same as October 28 
RETURN TO THE STRANGE LAND (Kylian/Janacek) James Canfield, Jerel 
Hilding, Celeste Jabczenski, Denise Jackson, Philip Jerry, Andrew 
Levinson 
LA VIVANDIERE PAS DE SIX - Same as October 28 
TRINITY (Arpino/Raph and Holdridge) Mark Goldweber, Gregory Huffman, 
Denise Jackson, Philip Jerry 

-end-
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JOFFREY BALLET'S THIRD WEEK OF 1981 FALL SEASON HIGHLIGHTED BY 
WORLD PREMIERE OF ARPINO'S "LIGHT RAIN" AND THE REVIVAL OF 

JOOSS'S "THE GREEN TABLE" 

Highlighting the third week (November 3-8) of The Joffrey Ballet's 

Anniversary Season at City Center (131 W. 55 Street, New York, NY 10019) 

are the world premiere of Gerald Arpino's LIGHT RAIN and the revival of 

Kurt Jooss's THE GREEN TABLE. 

Other ballets featured during the third week are: Gerald Arpino's 

VIVA VIVALDI and EPODE, Laura Dean's NIGHT, Robert Joffrey's POSTCARDS; 

entering the fall season repertory with first performances are Marjorie 

Mussman's RANDOM DANCES, Frederick Ashton's MONOTONES II and A WEDDING 

BOUQUET, Gerald Arpino's FANFARITA; and the final three perforraances of 

John Cranko's full-evening ballet comedy THE TAMING OF THE SHREW. 

LIGHT RAIN, which premieres Wednesday, November 4, is a corapany 

ballet in three movements by Gerald Arpino. The ballet has an original 

score by two young San Francisco composers, Douglas Adams and Russ 

Gauthier. The music for the ballet, called "Dream Dancer," employs 

Eastern rhythms and percussion. The sound for the unusual combination 

of instruments has been described as "East-West Fusion." The lighting 

design is by Thomas Skelton with costumes by A. Christina Giannini. 

When asked to discuss his new ballet featuring the young dancers of The 

Joffrey company, Arpino commented, "It is my gift to these talented 

youngsters, who are the artists of the eighties. I am inspired by their 

modes and rituals, their passions." 

The revival of Kurt Jooss's THE GREEN TABLE on Thursday, Noveraber 5, 

brings back a ballet that was first staged by The Joffrey in 1967. The 
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ballet has a score for two pianos by Frederic Cohen, lighting design by 

Thomas Skelton and scenery, costumes and masks after the originals by 

Hein Heckroth. THE GREEN TABLE won the first prize at the International 

Congree of Dance in Paris when premiered by The Jooss Ballet on July 3, 

1932. The Joffrey Ballet was the first American company to perform this 

anti-war masterwork, considered a prime example of German Expressionism. 

John Cranko's THE TAMING OF THE SHREW will have three final 

performances over the weekend for the New York fall season on Saturday 

Eve, November 7, Sunday Mat. and Sunday Eve November 8. 

Curtain times are: Tuesday through Saturday at 8 pm, Sunday Mats. 

at 2 pm and Sunday Eves at 7:30 pm. Tickets for all performances are 

' $30, $25, $20, $15, $10 and $5. For ticket information, telephone 

212/246-8989. 

(For lead casting and prograras for the third week, see following page.) 
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Lead Casting for November 3 - November 8, 1981 (3rd Week of 1981 
Fall Season) 

Tuesday Eve, November 3 at 8:00 pm 

VIVA VIVALDI (Arpino/Vivaldi) Glenn Dufford, Luis Fuente 
EPODE (Arpino/Shostakovich) Patricia Miller, Gregory Huffman 
NIGHT (Dean/Dean) Cameron Basden, Ursula Burke, Eric Dirk, Glenn 
Edgerton, Mark Goldweber, Tom Mossbrucker, Valmai Roberts, Carole 
Valleskey 
POSTCARDS (Joffrey/Satie) Cynthia Anderson, Luis Fuente, Denise 
Jackson, Philip Jerry, Jay Jolley 

Wednesday Eve, November 4 at 8:00 pm 

LIGHT RAIN (Arpino/Adams and Gauthier) James Canfield, Celeste 
Jabczenski 
RANDOM DANCES (Mussman/Hancock) Madelyn Berdes, Leslie Carothers, Glenn 
Edgerton, Celeste Jabczenski, Tom Mossbrucker, Luis Perez, 
Beatriz Rodriguez 
MONOTONES II (Ashton/Satie) James Canfield, Andrew Levinson, 
Patricia Miller 
A WEDDING BOUQUET (Ashton/Berners) Lynn Glauber (Bride), Gregory 
Huffman (Bridegroom), Beatriz Rodriguez (Julia) 

Thursday Eve, November 5 at 8:00 pm 

POSTCARDS (Joffrey/Satie) Same as November 3 
EPODE (Arpino/Shostakovich) Same as November 3 
FANFARITA (Arpino/Chapi) Ann Marie De Angelo, Luis Fuente, 
T\û*pT co TriCiCSon 
THE GREEN TABLE (Jooss/Cohen) Philip Jerry (Death), James Canfield 
(Standard Bearer), Glenn Dufford (Profiteer), Carole Valleskey (Young 

Girl) 

Fridav Eve, November 6 at 8:00 pm 

LIGHT RAIN (Arpino/Adams and Gauthier) - Sarae as Noyember 4 
RANDOM DANCES (Mussman/Hancock) - Same as November 4 
MONOTONES II (Ashton/Satie) - Same as November 4 
A WEDDING BOUQUET (Ashton/Berners) - Same as November 4 

Saturday Eve, November 7 at 8:00 pm 

THE TAMING OF THE SHREW (Cranko/Stolze) Cast TBA 

Sunday Mat., November 8 at 2:00 pm 

THE TAMING OF THE SHREW (Cranko/Stolze) Cast TBA 

Sundav Eve, November 8 at 7:30 pm 
^ 1 

THE TAMING OF THE SHREW (Cranko/Stolze) Cast TBA 

-end-
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JOFFREY BALLET'S FOURTH WEEK OF 1981 FALL SEASON HIGHLIGHTED BY 
REVIVALS OF "SECRET PLACES," AND "MOVES"; AND THE FIRST 
PERFORMANCES OF THE SEASON OF "RODEO" AND "PARADE" 

The fourth week (November 10-15) of The Joffrey Ballet's 

Anniversary Season at City Center (131 W. 55 Street, New York, NY 10019) 

highlights two revivals - Gerald Arpino's romantic duet, SECRET PLACES, 

and Jerome Robbins's dance in silence, MOVES; and the first performances 

of the season of Agnes de Mille's RODEO and Leonide Massine/Jean 

Cocteau/Erik Satie and Pablo Picasso's PARADE. 

Other ballets featured during the fourth week are: Gerald Arpino's 

new ballet, LIGHT RAIN, FANFARITA and SUITE SAINT-SAENS; Jiri Kylian's 

RETURN TO THE STRANGE LAND and TRANSFIGURED NIGHT; Robert Joffrey's 

POSTCARDS; Kurt Jooss's THE GREEN TABLE; Twyla Tharp's DEUCE COUPE II; 

Frederick Ashton's A WEDDING BOUQUET and MONOTONES II; a d Laura Dean's 

NIGHT. 

Gerald Arpino's SECRET PLACES, first performed in 1968 by The 

Joffrey Ballet, was last perforraed in 1977. Set to Mozart's Piano 

Concerto K.467, the ballet has scenery by Ming Cho Lee and lighting by 

Thoraas Skelton. This revival has been made possible by a generous 

contribution from Howard Squadron, to whose late wife, Lorraine 

Squadron, the ballet was originally dedicated. 

Jerome Robbins's ballet MOVES, is described as a "ballet in silence 

about relationships." Robbins stated, "I wanted to do two thiugs: one, 

an exploration of raovement that the audience can interpret only as 

moveraent . . . two, I wanted to do a ballet about relationships between 

people - man and woraan, one and another, the individual and the group." 
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MOVES was first performed by Robbins's own company, Ballet U.S.A. at the 

Festival of Two Worlds, Spoleto, Italy, on July 3, 1959. The Joffrey 

Ballet danced MOVES for the first time in September of 1967. 

Agnes de Mille's RODEO, with music by Aaron Copland, scenery by 

Oliver Smith, costumes by Kermit Love and lighting by Thomas Skelton, 

had its Joffrey premiere in October of 1976. The world premiere of 

RODEO was on October 16, 1942, in New York City by the Ballet Russe de 

Monte Carlo. 

PARADE, with choreography by Leonide Massine, therae by Jean 

Cocteau, music by Erik Satie and curtain, scenery and costumes by Pablo 

Picasso, was first presented by Serge Diaghilev's Ballet Russes on May 

18, 1917. PARADE entered The Joffrey Ballet's repertory in 1973. The 

poet Apollinaire coined the terra "surrealisra" to describe PARADE. 

Curtain tiraes are: Tuesday through Saturday Eves at 8 pra, Sunday 

Mats. at 2 pm and Sunday Eves at 7:30 pm. Tickets for all performances 

are: $30, $25, $20, $15, $10 and $5. For ticket information telephone 

212/246-8989. 
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Lead Casting for November 10 - November 15, 1981 (4th Week of 1981 
Fall Season 

Tuesday Eve, November 10 at 8:00 pm 

LIGHT RAIN (Arpino/Adams and Gauthier) James Canfield, Celeste 
Jabczenski 
RETURN TO THE STRANGE LAND (Kylian/Janacek) Jaraes Canfield, Jerel 
Hilding, Celeste Jabczenski, Denise Jackson, Philip Jerry, Andrew 
Levinson 
FANFARITA (Arpino/Chapi) Ann Marie De Angelo, Luis Fuente, Denise 
Jackson 
RODEO (de Mille/Copland) Charlene Gehm, Jerel Hilding, Gregory Huffman, 
Beatriz Rodriguez 

Wednesday Eve, November 11 at 8:00 pm 

POSTCARDS (Joffrey/Satie) Cynthia Anderson, Luis Fuente, Denise 
Jackson, Philip Jerry, Jay Jolley 
SECRET PLACES (Arpino/Mozart) James Canfield, Patricia Miller 
TCHAIKOVSKY PAS DE DEUX (Balanchine/Tchaikovsky) Denise Jackson, Jay 
Jolley 
THE GREEN TABLE (Jooss/Cohen) Philip Jerry (Death), James Canfield 
(Standard Bearer) , Glenn Dufford (Profiteer), Carole Valleskey (Young 
Girl) 

Thursday Eve, November 12 at 8:00 pm 

MOVES (Robbins) Gregory Huffman, Beatriz Rodriguez 
FANFARITA (Arpino/Chapi) - Same as Noveraber 10 
DEUCE COUPE II (Tharp/The Beach Boys) Leslie Carothers, Ann Marie De 
Angelo, Glenn Edgerton, Luis Perez, Beatriz Rodriguez, Lauren Rouse 
RODEO (de Mille/Copland) - Same as November 10 

Friday Eve, November 13 at 8:00 pm 

POSTCARDS (Joffrey/Satie) - Same as November 11 
SECRET PLACES (Arpino/Mozart) - Same as November 11 , n 
TCHAIKOVSKY PAS DE DEUX (Balanchine/Tchaikovsky) - Sarae as November 11 
THE GREEN TABLE (Jooss/Cohen) Gregory Huffman (Death), James Canfield 
(Standard Bearer), Glenn Dufford (Profiteer), Carole Valleskey (Young 
Girl) 

Saturday Eve, November 14 at 8:00 pm 

MOVES (Robbins) - Same as November 12 
FANFARITA (Arpino/Chapi) - Same as November 10 _ T ucnn 

TRANSFIGURED NIGHT (Kylian/Schonberg) Gregory Huffman, Denise Jackson 
RODEO (de Mille/Copland) Ann Marie De Angelo, Charlene Gehm, Jerei 
Hilding, Gregory Huffman 
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Sunday Mat., November 15 at 2:00 pm 

LIGHT RAIN (Arpino/Adams and Gauthier) - Sarae as November 10 
MONOTONES II (Ashton/Satie) James Canfield, Andrew Levinson, 
Patricia Miller 
DEUCE COUPE II (Tharp/The Beach Boys) - Same as November 12 
A WEDDING BOUQUET (Ashton/Berners) Lynn Glauber (Bride), Gregory 
Huffman (Bridegroom), Beatriz Rodriguez (Julia) 

Sunday Eve, November 15 at 7:30 pm 

PARADE (Massine/Satie) Glenn Dufford (The Chinese Conjuror), Lynn 
Glauber, Gregory Huffman (The Acrobats), Carole Valleskey (The Little 
American Girl), Philip Jerry (The Manager in Evening Dress), Jerel 
Hilding (The Manager from New York), Michael Bjerknes and Tom 
Mossbrucker (The Manager on Horseback) 
SECRET PLACES (Arpino/Mozart) - Same as November 11 
NIGHT (Dean/Dean) Cameron Basden, Ursula Burke, Lynne Chervony, 
Glenn Edgerton, Mark Goldweber, Tom Mossbrucker, Luis Perez, 
Valraai Roberts 
SUITE SAINT-SAENS (Arpino/Shostakovich) Cynthia Anderson, Jaraes 
Canfield, Lynne Chervony, Charlene Gehm, Jerel Hilding, Gregory Huffman, 
Patricia Miller, Lynn Glauber 

-end-
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FINAL WEEK OF THE JOFFREY BALLET'S ONLY NEW YORK SEASON THIS YEAR 
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST PERFORMANCES OF THE SEASON OF GOH'S "MOMENTL^î" 

AND ARPINO'S "CELEBRATION" 

The fifth and closing week (November 17-22) of The Joffrey Ballet's 

only New York engagement this year—its 25th Anniversary Season at City 

Center (131 W. 55 Street, New York, NY 10019) offers the first 

performances of the season of Choo San Goh's dynamic MOMENTUM, and 

Gerald Arpino's bravura CELEBRATION. 

Other ballets featured during the final week are: Arthur 

Saint-Leon's LA VIVANDIERE PAS DE SIX; Leonide Massine's PARADE; Twyla 

Tharp's DEUCE COUPE II; Jerome Robbins's MOVES; Jiri Kylian's RETURN TO 

THE STRANGE LAND and TRANSFIGURED NIGHT; Gerald Arpino's TRINITY, LIGHT 

RAIN, SECRET PLACES and FANFARITA; Robert Joffrey's POSTCARDS; Marjorie 

Mussman's RANDOM DANCES; and Agnes de Mille's RODEO. 

The young Singapore-born choreographer, Choo San Goh, scored his 

first major New York success with MOMENTUM, created for The Joffrey II 

Dancers in January of 1980. MOMENTUM entered The Joffrey repertory a 

few months later on May 14 in Chicago. Set to Serge Prokofiev's Piano 

Concerto No. 1, Op. 10, MOMENTUM has costumes designed by Carol Garner 

and lighting designed by Jennifer Tipton. 

Gerald Arpino's CELEBRATION is set to music by Dmitri Shostakovich 

and combines classic ballet with Russian folk elements. CELEBRATION has 

costuraes designed by Santo Loquasto and lighting designed by Thoraas 

Skelton. CELEBRATION had its world premiere in Chicago on May 15, 1980, 

and its New York premiere on November 18, 1980. 

Curtain times are: Tuesday through Saturday Eves at 8:00 pm, Sunday 
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Mats. at 2:00 pm and Sunday Eves at 7:30 pm. Tickets for all 

performances are: $30, $25, $20, $15, $10 and $5. For ticket 

information, telephone 212/246-8989. 

(For lead casting and programs for the fifth week, see following page.) 
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Lead Casting for November 17 - November 22, 1981 (5th Week of 1981 
Fall Season 

Tuesday Eve, November 17 at 8:00 pm 

MOMENTUM (Goh/Prokofiev) Madelyn Berdes, James Canfield, Eric Dirk, 
Beatriz Rodriguez 
LA VIVANDIERE PAS DE SIX (Saint-Leon after Guerra/Nadaud on themes by 
Auber) Luis Fuente, Denise Jackson 
PARADE (Massine/Satie) Glenn Dufford (The Chinese Conjuror), Lynn 
Glauber, Andrew Levinson (The Acrobats), Carole Valleskey (The Little 
American Girl), Philip Jerry (The Manager in Evening Dress), 
Jerel Hilding (The Manager from New York) , Michael Bjerknes and Tom 
Mossbrucker (The Manager on Horseback) 
DEUCE COUPE II (Tharp/The Beach Boys) Leslie Carothers, Ann Marie De 
Angelo, Glenn Edgerton, Luis Perez, Beatriz Rodriguez, Lauren Rouse 

Wednesday Eve, November 18 at 8:00 pm 

MOVES (Robbins) Denise Jackson, Philip Jerry 
CELEBRATION (Arpino/Shostakovich) 
RETURN TO THE STRANGE LAND (Kylian/Janacek) Cynthia Anderson, 
Michael Bjerknes, Glenn Edgerton, Philip Jerry, Jay Jolley, 
Beatriz Rodriguez 
TRINITY (Arpino/Raph and Holdridge) Mark Goldweber, Jerel Hildmg, 
Denise Jackson, Philip Jerry 

Thursday Eve, Noveraber 19 at 8:00 pra 

LIGHT RAIN (Arpino/Adams and Gauthier) Jaraes Canfield, Celeste 

Jabczenski M-II 
SECRET PLACES (Arpino/Mozart) James Canfield, Patricia Miller 
PARADE (Massine/Satie) Philip Jerry (The Chinese Conjuror) Lynn 
Glauber, Andrew Levinson (The Acrobats), Carole Valleskey (The Little 
American Girl), Paul Shoemaker (The Manager in Evening Dress), Jerel 
Hilding (The Manager from New York), Michael Bjerknes and Tom 
Mossbrucker (The Manager on Horseback) 
DEUCE COUPE II (Tharp/The Beach Boys) - Sarae as Noveraber 17 

Friday Eve, Noveraber 20 at 8:00 pm 

MOVES (Robbins) - Same as November 18 
CELEBRATION (Arpino/Shostakovich) 
RETURN TO THE STRANGE LAND (Kylian/Janacek) - Same as Noveraber 1» 
TRINITY (Arpino/Raph and Holdridge) Glenn Dufford, Jerel Hildmg, 
Denise Jackson, Edward Morgan 
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Saturday Eve, November 21 at 8:00 pm 

LIGHT RAIN (Arpino/Adams and Gauthier) - Same as November 19 
FANFARITA (Arpino/Chapi) Ann Marie De Angelo, Luis Fuente, Denise 
Jackson 
MOMENTUM (Goh/Prokofiev) - Same as November 17 
POSTCARDS (Joffrey/Satie) Cynthia Anderson, Luis Fuente, Denise 
Jackson, Philip Jerry, Jay Jolley 

Sunday Mat., November 22 at 2:00 pm 

CELEBRATION (Arpino/Shostakovich) 
RANDOM DANCES (Mussman/Hancock) Madelyn Berdes, Leslie Carothers, 
Glenn Edgerton, Celeste Jabczenski, Tom Mossbrucker, Luis Perez, 
Beatriz Rodriguez 
MOMENTUM (Goh/Prokofiev) - Same as November 17 
RODEO (de Mille/Copland) Charlene Gehm, Jerel Hilding, Gregory Huffraan, 
Beatriz Rodriguez 

Sunday Eve, November 22 at 7:30 pm 

LIGHT RAIN (Arpino/Adams and Gauthier) - Same as Noveraber 19 
TRANSFIGURED NIGHT (Kylian/Schonberg) Gregory Huffraan, Denise Jackson 
DEUCE COUPE II (Tharp/The Beach Boys) - Sarae as November 17 
TRINITY (Arpino/Raph and Holdridge) Mark Goldweber, Jerel Hilding, 
Christian Holder, Denise Jackson 

-end-
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APPENDIX N: ENVIRON^ENT (NEW YORK COMPETITION)—FALL SEASON 1931 

NYC Ballet opens— 

Brooklyn College 

BAM 

Lehman College 

Met Opera 

Edward Villella 
Dancer as Athlete 

Trisha Brown 
Laura Dean 

Les Ballets Jazz of 
Montreal (NYC debut) 

(the Fall) 

Nov. 17 

Oct. 17, 18 
Nov. 21, 22 

Oct. 16-18 
Oct. 30-Nov, 

Oct. 31 

Sept. 25 

The Joffrey Oct. 21-Nov. 22 

Buying analysis of Fall 

"The way audiences bought The Joffrey" 

A. Family 2-3 times—Joffrey subscribers 
B. Balletomane 1-2 times—MAD 
C. Arts-goer I— TDF, TKTS, Groups, Corporate Tkts 
D. Arts-goer l —Hot ticket buyers 

Each audience tier needs more information on the 
product before making a purchase decision as you 
raove towards the center. 
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PRICING COMPARISONS: 1980-81 SEASON 

Dance Corapany 

ABT 

NEW YORK CITY 

SAN FRANCISCO 

ALVIN AILEY 

DANCE TH. HARLEM 

PAUL TAYLOR 

JOFFREY 1980 

Ticket Prices for Theatre Section Locations 

$35 25 

20 17 

30 18 

20 17 

25 20 

25 22 

20 

15 

15 

12.50 

18 16.50 13 

18 

18 

12 

12 

14 

9.50 

10 

14 

16 

8 

10 

13 11 

8 

8 

12 

4.50 

3 

7 4 
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PRICING FALL SEASON 1981 

Orchestra 

Mezz. (A-C) 

Bac I (D-H) 
(J-N) 
(T-BB) 

Bac II (A-C) 
(D-H) 
(J-0) 

SEATS 

885 

127 

258 
291 
608 
171 
259 
333 

PRICE 

$25 

30 

25 
20 
15 
15 
10 
5 

Benefit 

COMPS 

Artistic 
Press 

262 
100 
20 

200 

239 

BALANCE TO 

523 

107 

258 
291 
408 
171 
259 
94 

2,932 $54,145 821 2,111 

Proj. Capacity 
Average Seat Price 
Coraps Available 
Cost to purchase 

house 

72%—2,111 seats per performance 
$18.47 
821 per performance 

$38,984 in house 
$45,000 out 

Discounts Available for the 1981 Season 

Subscription 

2 perf. 15% 
3 perf. 20% 
4 perf. 25% 

Group 

10-19 tkts. 
20-29 tkts. 
over 30 

10% 
15% 
20% 
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APPENDIX 0: THE JOFFREY BALLET'S 1981 FALL SEASON MEDIA CAMPAIGN 

Goals 

To increase total sales by 40% ($600,000 to $1,000,000) with no 
increased spending for print media placements and direct mail costsT 

Background 

Typical Joffrey subscriber is mid-30's, white, upscale, consistent 
arts-goer, sophisticated. 

Last year, of 50,000 tickets sold, approxiraately 3,500 were 
subscription tickets. Of the 1,500 subscribers, approximately 80% were 
repeat subscribers. 

Therefore, we can expect 1,200 of last year's 1,500 subscribers to 
return, and need 800 new subscribers to meet 1981 goal of 2,000 
subscribers. 

In 1980, the house capacity on a season average was 61%. This 
represented a total of 50,000 tickets. This year's goal is 72% 
capacity, which will require sales of 75,000 tickets. If we reach the 
goal of 2,000 subscribers (averaging a 3-performance series each) we 
will sell 6,000 subscription tickets, and require sales of 69,000 
tickets on an individual basis. Last year 45,500 individual tickets 
were sold. 

Summary (1981 needs compared to 1980) 

800 new subscribers 
23,500 more individual tickets 

Objective 

Expand subscriber base and increase individual ticket sales 

Means to accomplish 

1. Produce a memorable, compelling, unified advertising and direct mail 
campaign. 

2. Increase press coverage and other publicity. 
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3. Add TV, bus, and subway to mix. 

4. Introduce highly visible promotions such as posters, T-shirts, tote 
bags, etc through mail order and retail sales. 

Joffrey Campaign Criteria 

Spurs to Action—sells tickets 

Unified strong selling concept 

Visually reinforces the "all-star" theme using pictures of all 
the 36 company members 

Involving 

Enlightening, informative 

Graphically exciting 

High-quality, clean and uncluttered 

Sophisticated 

Unique 
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APPENDIX P: THE JOFFREY BALLET'S COMMUNICATIONS TOOLS 

Marketing in the arts is the development of earned incorae. Major 
coramunications tools that the Marketing Department at The Joffrey Ballet 
uses to inform audiences of its programming activities are: 

1. Publicity—all non-paid media coverage; newspaper, magazine, 
television and radio. 

2. Season Subscription Campaign—a "Subscribe and Save" campaign tied 
into all major selling platforms for the 1981 City Center season, 
offering substantial savings and choice seats to those who commit 
dollars early and for multiple purchases. 

3. Group Sales—to educational, social and philanthropic organizations. 
Discounts of up to 25% to encourage large ticket purchases. 

4. Corporate Sales—tickets made available to supporting corporations 
on a group basis with the idea in mind of increasing awareness in 
corporate sector and increasing ticket sales. 

5. Publications—conceptualization, writing, design and printing of all 
house programs supervised by Department as well as any additional 
subscriber bulletins, printed display materials, information packets 
used for the sale of tickets, brochures or other promotional 
materials. 

6. Distribution—maintaining a computerized mailing system and 
supervising distribution of printed materials by raail, display and 
personal contact. 

7. Advertising—all paid media coverage giving complete exposure to 
print, radio and television where possible. 

8. Public Relations and Special Events—planning and coordinating 
special events and promotions to coincide with programming. 

9. Volunteer Training and Coordination—work with community volunteers 
as well as educational interns working within the Department to 
learn marketing skills. 

10. Information—foster and monitor the image of the institution in the 
comraunity and conversely, work to keep informed of community needs. 

11. Proraotion—general promotion and marketing supervision for 
everything happening within the institution. 
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APPENDIX Q: 1981 FALL SEASON SCHEDULE 
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APPENDIX R: 1981 FALL CAMPAIGN SCHEDULE 

Aug. 18 Tues. Brochure on press 

21 Fri. 103M Brochures Mailed 
Profile Ad #1 

26 Wed. 150M Brochures out 

28 Fri. 22M Brochures out 
Profile Ad #2 
Posters out & up 

30 Sun. NY Times—Full-page Subscription Ad 

WNET—Dancers 

31 Mon. Profile Ad //3 

Sept. 4 Fri. Profile Ad //4 (Tentative) 

6 Sun. NY Times 120 on 2~Subscription 

9 Wed. "Priority" Single Ticket Orders out—VIP's, 
Board, Subscribers 

11 Fri. Profile Ad //5 (Tentative) 

13 Sun. NY Times 120 on 2—Subscription 

16 Wed. Single Ticket Orders Accepted—Mail Order Only 

20 Sun. NY Times 150 on 2—Last Chance to Subscribe and 
Save—Mail Order Single Tickets 

27 Sun. 

Oct. 4 Sun. Single Tickets—Box Office Opens Tomorrow 

11 Sun. 

18 Sun. Season Opens—Joffrey Birthday Today 

19 Mon. Move to Run of Show Schedule 
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MARKETING TIME-LINE FOR FALL 1981 

Ist Direct-Mail Piece (100,000) 

6/10 To agency for production 
6/17 To printer 
6/26 To mailhouse 
7/7 Drop in mail 

Prior to 7/7 Rima announces season to New York critics and press. 

2nd Direct-Mail Piece (300,000) 

8/14 Drop in mail 

New York Times Ads 

7/10 Friday "Star" ads begin to run weekly 

8/30 Full page Sunday ad (2 half pages) 
9/13 Quarter page Times ad 
9/20 Quarter page Times ad 



APPENDIX S: 1981-82 BUDGET FOR THE JOFFREY BALLET 

Foundation for The Joffrey Ballet 

November 16, 1981 
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Income 

New York Season 
Tour 
Joffrey II 
Rentals 
Merchandising 
Licensing 
Television 
Misc. 

Total Earned Income 

Contributed Income 

1981-82 
Approved 
Budget 

$ 901,175 
1,720,000 
368,500 
109,600 
100,000 

20,000 

$3,219,275 

1981-82 
Revised 
Budget 

$ 901,175 
1,320,000 
416,250 
20,000 
50,000 

14,000 

$2,721,425 

Benefits—New York 
National 

Sweepstakes 
National Endowment for the Arts 
New York State Council on the Arts 
National Corporate Fund for Dance 
Board & Board Related 
Individuals 
Foundations 
Corporations 
N.Y. Committee 
Unidentified Other 
Kieckhefer Foundation 
Deferred Revenue Recognition 

National Committee 
25th Anniversary Silver Circle 

Total Contributed Income: 

$ 275,000 
135,000 
50,000 
292,000 
230,000 
75,000 
210,000 
250,000 
541,000 
245,000 
10,000 
5,725 

200,000 

80,000 

$2,598,725 

$ 290,000 
125,000 
50,000 
225,200 
250,000 
75,000 
210,000 
220,000 
441,000 
295,000 
10,000 

892 

200,000 
225,000 
80,000 

$2,697,092 

Total Income $5,818,000 $5,A18,517 



Expense 

Company Expense 
Artistic 
Music 
Wardrobe 
Technical 
General Artistic 
City Center House Costs 
Freight 
Travel 

Total Company Expense: 

New Production Expense 
Marketing & Promotion 
Development 
General Administrative 
Office Tower 
Joffrey II 

Total Expense: 
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1981-82 
Approved 
Budget 

1981-82 
Revised 
Budcet 

$1,526,100 
457,000 
261,000 
454,000 
98,300 
462,000 
217,500 
192,000 

$3,667,900 

$1,296,772 
412,112 
245,895 
448,141 
80,000 
492,550 
228,000 
170,000 

$3,373,470 

$ 433,000 
392,300 
197,300 
392,000 
255,000 
480,500 

$5,818,000 

$ 453,000 
362,300 
182,300 
357,000 
192,132 
498,315 

$5,418,517 
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APPENDIX T: 1981 FALL SEASON PERSONNEL 

STAFF OF THE JOFFREY BALLET 

Office of the Artistic Director 

Herbert Migdoll, Official Graphic Designer/Photographer 
Mary Whitney, Executive Assistant to Mr. Joffrey 
Trinette Singleton, Assistant to Mr. Joffrey 
John Guardia, Personal Assistant to Mr. Joffrey 
Sally Danovitz, Researcher 
Jack Stone, Assistant to Mr. Migdoll 

Music 

Gerald Tarack, Orchestra Personnel Manager 
Stanley Babin, Solo Pianist 
Mary Roark, Music Librarian 

Production 

Kate Elliott, Production Stage Manager 
Alan Gerberg, Stage Manager 
Jennifer Gray, Assistant Stage Manager 
Dorothy Coscia, Wardrobe Supervisor 
Monika Fullemann, Costumer 
Harold Lynch, Head Carpenter 
James Claffey, Head Electrician 
Gerald O'Connor, Property Master 

Administration 

Joseph C. Hartney, Director of Planning and Development 
Renée Kaplan, Director of Finance 
Donald J. Krintzman, Director of Marketing 
Leslie E. Schoof, Director of Operations 

Office of the Executive Vice President 

Jean Kathryn Carr, Assistant to the Executive Vice President 
Karen Fischer, Intern 
Linda Last, Typist 

Development 

Rodger Max Barrow, Associate Director of Planning and Development 
Annette Burgess, Administrative Assistant 
Jennifer Clarke, Word Processor 
Mark Grayson, Intern 
Angel Capp, Intern 
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Finance 

Lillian Piro, Controller 
Yetta Cohen, Bookkeeper 

Marketing 

Rima Corben, Press Representative 
Maureen Walsh, Marketing Manager 
Patricia Landon, Marketing Associate 
Charlie Rosenbaum, Assistant to the Press Representative 
Dale Hearth, Intern 

Operations 

Herbert Scholder, Company Manager 
Michael Zande, Assistant to Company Manager 
Heidi Cunnick, Assistant to Director of Operations 
Kim La Reaux, Receptionist 
E. Ann Sieroslawski, Staff Assistant 
Carolyn DePasquale, Intern 
Juliet Ouyoung, Intern 
Carole Reid, Intern 

Volunteers 

Ida Kornblum 
Eleanor McGuiness 
Susan Williams 

The Joffrey II Dancers 

Sally Brayley Bliss, Director 
Maria Grandy, Associate Director 
Thomas Michael Crail, Administrator 
Susan Arons, Development and Publicity Coordinator 
Gail Dahl, Production Manager 
Claudia Brown, Wardrobe Mistress 
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APPENDIX U: CAMPAIGN GOALS—TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY SEASON 

Joffrey Subscriptions 24% $ 206,059 
(includes MAD subscriptions 
which ceases operation) 

Full Price 55% 472,185 

TDF Buy 12% 103,022 

Groups 4.2% 36,058 

TKTS 3.8% 32,624 

Corporate 1% 8,582 

100% $ 858,580 (rounded off) 

$ 901,175 (revised 
November 16, 1981) 

The above is based on purchase methods for the Fall of 1980, 
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APPENDIX V: INCOME PROJECTION 
Fall Season 1981 

June 6, 1981 

Parameters: 5 week New York Season 
9 week tour 

Fall Season: Average selling price: $12.50 
Percent playing capacity: 72% 
Performances: 35 
Paid attendance: 73,886 
Total income projected: $923,580 

(Subtract) 
1 performance due to tech for gala: $35,000 
Matinee differential for loss of 

5 Saturday matinees: $30,000 
$65,000 

Revised income projection: $858,580 

Spring Tour: 8 weeks of income calculated at $115,000 per 
week: 

$920,000 

$40,000 projected as split portion of tour if contracts 
similar to 1981 tour: 

$ 40,000 
*Tour projection: $960,000 

Ancillary: Boutique: $20,000 
Licensing: $25,000 
Television: $55,000 

Total ancillary: $100,000 

Recap: Fall Season - $858,520 
Tour - 960,000 
Ancillary - 100,000 

$1,918,527 . 

*Tour projection was based on 8 contracted weeks. At this time, 1982 
tour looks as if it will be 17 weeks but the contracted portion unknown. 
Nevertheless this would substantially increase the fees made. Also, fee 
of $115,000 estimated to arrive at overall projection figures. 
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APPENDIX W: 1981 FALL SEASON PROJECTIONS 

August 21, 1981 

To: Donald Krintzman 
From: Maureen Walsh 
Re: Projections 

FYI—This is my thinking on income flow for the next parts of the 
campaign. 

I. Prior to Opening 

1. $100,000 Friends Mailer 850 Orders 
$125,000 Self-Mailer 1,150 Orders 
$ 40,000 Sunday 8/30 400 Orders 

$265,000 2,400 
(Total sub-income) 

Projection was originally 206,059 in subscription 
Comparison 1980 186,633 (Joffrey + MAD) 

2. Other Income 
+ 30,000 in groups 
+ 20,000 Dance Day single tickets with use of Birthday Bucks 

$315,000 

135,000 Single tickets prior to opening 

$450,000 

I would like to get to opening with 1/2 in the bank, 

II. Additional Sources of $ 

Benefit Buy Transfer 
$ 36,000 TDF 
$ 15,000 TKTS 
$ 8,000 Corp. Sales 
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APPENDIX X: TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY SEASON PUBLICITY 

The 25th Anniversary this fall gives us a unique opportunity to not 

only publicize the season at hand, but also to suggest retrospective 

features on the Company. To that end, we shall try to get as much 

national publicity as possible~not only in New York and in the local 

tour cities, but in national publications as well. We are just 

beginning to work on this, but we must be able to announce the ballets 

of the upcoming season to crystallize most of these stories. Currently, 

we are working on cover stories in: 

Dance Magazine 

Ballet News 

and features in: 

The New York Times Magazine section 

Life magazine 

and we are going after many other stories in the monthlies, news 

weeklies, the wire service, etc. For example, we have a tour story set 

for October in the San Francisco Chronicle/Examiner Sunday rotogravure 

section—California Living; we are working on a cover story in Chicago 

Magazine; and a photo story in Chevron USA. 

Wherever possible we will reinforce the marketing promotions. U'e 

plan to make critics and editors aware of these special proraotions in 

advance. 
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As soon as possible I would like to announce the 25th Anniversary 

Season. A few weeks later, I want to announce plans for the fall 

opening night gala. A general story on the gala should go out early, to 

be followed by additional announcements as people and events are added 

to the program. 

—Rima Corben 
Publicist 
6/9/81 —Seattle 
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APPENDIX Y: FALL PROGRAMMING—PUBLICITY 

June 20, 1981 

To: Philip Semark 

From: Donald Krintzman 

Re: Fall Programming—Publicity 

One of the major problems we are facing with this fall's 

programming is the timing for the reviews, especially during the opening 

weeks. Our first two weeks are always the ones to take special care of 

and this year we have no Masters of American Dance to help fill them. 

We are opening our season on a Thursday following a Gala which will get 

reviewed but will not have direct implication on the regular programming. 

The opening night performance (Thursday) will never make the Friday 

papers. It will possibly be buried in Saturday's paper or section B of 

Sunday's. With a lot of manipulation from Rima we raight be able to get 

our opening review into the Monday SPORTS section, our best bet and the 

least read of all weekday sections for the arts. 

Buried in this will be the opening of VERKLAERTE NACHT and THE 

TAMING OF THE SHREW, the first run of SHREW having come and gone before 

reviews could build audience. 

We are in better shape with the revival of TRINITY because it comes 

earlier in a week but again face the same problems with the return of 

THE GREEN TABLE on a Thursday. 
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The Fokine-Nijinsky programraing during Saturday, November 14 

through Tuesday, November 17 will be in and out of New York City before 

the reviews will have impact on the houses. 

This applies to the all Joffrey-Arpino evening which would have had 

major importance and still will but coming the evening before we close 

won't increase audience interest. 

All of the above has significant dollar ramifications. A good 

review in the right day's paper carries a dollar value not unlike a 

half-page ad, $15,000. I have just listed five placements that will not 

be worth what might potentially have been $75,000 worth of additional 

publicity. 

I bring this all to light to underline the fact that marketing is a 

science where every move has direct dollar implications and dollars mean 

audience—both now and in the future. 
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APPENDIX Z: 1981 FALL SEASON PROMOTIONAL IDEA LIST 

The Key Here is Excitement & Visibility. 

I Tie-ins with Products: 

1) Tiffany's for star pin and advertising support. 

2) Macy's towel and sports line. 

3) Hallmark or competitor for card and baby ballerina party 
line. Also because you work hard to be the best. 

4) Rizzoli's in NY and Chicago—photographic show, window, 
and book signing of all Joffrey books. 

5) NY Health and Raquet. 

(Find distributor for souvenir book and/or calendar.) 

II Tie-in Display only: 

Contact dance suppliers for space, special promos. 

1) Jourdan shoes—as Herb said are interested in ad tie in, 
store promotion and windows. 

2) Need to stroll down 5th Avenue & pick stores we want to do 
windows, also flag locations. 

3) Meet W. 5th Avenue Chamber of Commerce for co-op ideas. 

III Promotions with Neighbors: 

1) Parker Meridon—party and guests. 

2) Vending machines co. that supplies cigarettes in midtown, 
to use Joffrey matches, from Sept. to Nov. 

3) All restaurants in area to offer specials while we're 
playing. We'll have to do creative developraent, give thera 
slicks of artworks. You do know a restaurateur to try this 
idea out on, right? 
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IV Tie-in with other Arts: 

1) Poster space for sheets at other institutions for exchange. 
Stuff other arts organization's programs. 

2) Dance collection—is there a display that they can do for 
us. 

3) Approach MOMA/Carnegie Cinema on a dance movie series. 

4) Arts leaders to an evening early in run—great for word of 
mouth and good will. 

5) Corporate Fund Night—early in run offer special price to 
them to invite businesses that give, and employees. 

V Tie-in with Education Institutions: 

1) Low budget ad campaign in Colurabia and NYU papers, offering 
special price. 

2) Contacts with dance, rausic, and draraa depts. 

3) Note to faculty publications of area colleges. 

4) Invite all dance schools in area to a party. See below. 
Contests or deraonstrations. 

5) Lecture/deraonstrations as discussed in separate memo. 

VI Events: 

1) Smash opening—actually 6 "special" evenings, really-special 
closing. 

2) Do we want to invite all dance schools in NYC area to a 
Block Party the Sunday before we open, and have balloons and 
favors to give out—maybe a ticket raffle. Good Press. 
Have 55th Street closed, a huge cake, outdoor stage, open 
rehearsal and backstage tours? 

3) In-store promotions with retailers we choose. 

VII Politics: 

1) Mayor will hold Birthday party for us? 
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2) What do we want from Senators/Congress people 
Governor 
President 

3) Work with Transit Authority for subway campaign. 

VII Celebrities: 

1) Who do we know to throw glitzy little dinners toasting the 
Company—before we open, and during first week. 

2) Maybe get stars to come to Block Party—make it the place 
to be. 

VIII Display 

1) "Goodyear Salutes The Joffrey." Paint blimp and fly above 
Central Park. 

2) "Christo Salutes The Joffrey." Giant ballet slippers for 
55th Street—or Park. 

IX Media: 

1) Cable T.V. interview/demo series on the company as an 
intro to dance. 

2) Ask WNET to re-air Joffrey Dance in America performances as 
a special series. Maybe intro by Mr. Joffrey. 
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APPENDIX AA: SELECTED MATERIALS FROM INITIAL 1981 FALL CAMPAIGN 
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Philip Jerry, Joffrey Dancer: 

I dance because ii is both ortislic and afhletic-o chal 
lenge to my whoie body 

/ dance wifh fhe Joffrey because I can dance the baliets 
0l the 20th century s greates' choreographers Geroid 
Arpino. Predenck Ashton. Jin Kylian. Agnes DeMilie Jerome 
Robbins. fíobert Jotlrey. ond so many more What other 
company can ofler such choices'i' 

ALi S'A:; D A N C E 
COMStNV 

Oc' 2f-Nov 22 
Ci^ Ceme' 
Coi, 2tt ^33C 
lO' inlormaUO'^ 

'^ ZDO 

Ellen Shapiro 
Graphic Design Inc. 
55 West 45 Street 
New York, NY 10036 
(212) 221-2625 
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C«l«bratin9 25 y^ars 
o( brir>9ing dar>c« 
toAirwrica. 
Mlllions of peopte all ovef the 
woM have enjoyed the 
ôoncing îtxjt Is unlquetyTbe 
Jotfrey The stoge Is set, tt>e 
ckancefs ore rehearsing, ond 
now oll we need to make our 
bírtnday comptete isXDU. 
Jo<n us at Clty Centef 
October 21-NovefT^bef 22, 
1981. 

Box Office open 12-8 dallv Of 
CX3II ChOfQft (212) 944-9300. 

AMíiKAS 
AUSIAP CVVsC£ 
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You are cordially invlted to celebrate our 25th Birthday beginning October 22 at 
City Center. Our dancers are rehearsing, the stage is being set and the excitement is 
mounting. It has taken us 25 years to bring this season to you -- come and enjoy revivals 
of the best of those first 25 - RODEO - a classic trlbute to the Amencan Southwest. 
P.-\RADE - Massine's multi-medla ballet (1917), restaged complete with Plcasso designs, 
Satie score, Cocteau theme, THE GREEN TABLE - Jooss' anti-war masterpiece and 
TRINITY - Arpino's celebratlon of American youth. As for the new works, no binhday 
celebration would be compleie withoui a surpnse, thls one in the form of a NEW BALLET 
by Gerald Arpino. and Jiri Kyllan's passionate TRANSFIGURED NIGHT, staged just for us. 

The Joffrey's long-standing commitment to offering diverse repenory at every 
performance will aUow you and your group a broad sampling of these American classics. 
For those of you who want to see a fuU-evening ballet, join us for John Cranko's THE 
TAMING OF THE SHREW, the flrst fuU-length ballet to be added to our repenory 
we are also the first American company lo dance the work. 

We hope you wiU accept this spwcial invitation to join us in celebrating 25 years 
of excitement that is The Joffrey Ballet - America's All Star Dance Company. 

^Varmesi regards, 

Wayné A. Miller 
Group Sales Manager 
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ORDER NOW AND SAVE UP TO lifo 
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Join Us.Cetebrate our 25th birthday. 
•Receive your tickets in the mail. 
*E"Joy convenient hours from 10 am to 6 pm Mondav through Friday 
*Receive special discounts. ' 
'Avoid waiting in long lines at the box office. 
•Be helped by our efficient and courteous staff. 
•Pay by check or money order. 

Special Notes: - Groups consist of 10 or more only 
- Orders should be placed by phone at least 2 weeks 

prior to performance - any checks sent later than 
rwo weeks prior to períormance must be cenifíed 

- No refunds or exchanges once tickets are mailed 

Tue 
TWMbry 

(•li I01 

lo/r? 

Wed 
-7907today. 

Thurs Fr i 
V/S B/U 
û*.* *^/-xv^ i..,* ^**" S«.» 
C~ , O P»»CVv. 

B/U 
- > - la,.>.ng a 

SatEve SunMat SunEve 
ICJU lO/U B / U 

n/a B / X 

r., • , . 

Saveupto25%off. 

W^.- fO "^^*. 

$25. 
Sold Out 

$25. 
$20. 
$15 

U/l 1L8 $10 
S 5 

• orac «.. 3 ^ ' 

a i o 

ivr 

P>. « > . . 
Pwa. : M , . 

8PM 

^KMi HW.. 
T»* 

U/M UAÍ 

8PM 8PM 8PM 

l l /S 
l ^ . a n 

8PM 2PM 

TV* 

Trvu,, 

7:30PM 

* In Croup 
10-N 
20-29 
over 30 

Off 
lCr~ 
157. 
20-

Students and Sr. Citizens take 
additional 5yJ off above prices. 

Please call (212) 581-7907 to make your reservations and assure availability of tickets to 
the períormance of your choice. After ticket confirmation, fill out the form below and 
mail along with your check or money order made out to City Center to: 

Clty Center Group Sales 
131 'west 55th Street 
New York. N. Y. 10019 

reríormance 

Name of Group 

Street 

Location Number of Tickets x Regular Price Total Price 

x = $ 

Less Discount - $ 
Handling Charge* $ 2. 50 
Remit Total = $ : 

Cit>, State, Zip Telephone 

^ame and sicnature of resoonsible oanv Date 



3A 
3B 
3C 
3D 
3E 
3F 

$46,676.50 

776 

2,087 

$ 2,395.50 

32 
22 
66 
43 
7 
5 

175 
3 

$118.17 

$ 60.15 

2.69 
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APPENDIX BB: WEEKLY SUBSCRIPTION REPORTS FOR 1981 FALL SEASON 

July 31, 1981 
FIRST WEEKLY SUBSCRIPTION REPORT 

The "Friends" mailing (lOOM pieces) was dropped into the mails July 16, 
17 and 20. First responses appeared July 21 with approximately 125 
orders by July 24. 

In direct mail we expect 1/2 of all the responses within 10 days after 
the first response, in our case by Thursday, July 30. By that day we 
have received the following responses: 

Averages 
Total Orders 395 

Total Ticket Income 

Total Subscription 

Total Seats Sold 

Total Contributions 

Subscriptions by Series 

2A 62 
2B 79 
2C 9 
2D 108 
2E 50 
2F 84 
2G _29^ 

421 
2 

Seats 842 525 720 

Total Seats Sold 2,087 

Average Selling Price per Seat $22.36 Budgeted $15.85 

Goal To Sell (in seats) If we sell enough seats we will make income goal 
33 performances x 2,111 (2,932 x .72) = 69,664 

^ - 2,087 
seats yet to sell 67,577 •. 

Income Goal $901,175.00 
- 46,676.50 
$854,498.50 yet to earn to goal 

Earned To Date 3.00% of total seats goal 
5.18% of total income goal 

4A 
4B 
4C 
4D 

80 
42 
29 
29 

180 
4 



SUBSCRIPTION REPORT NO. 2 July 31-August 6, 1981 

292 

August 7, 1981 

Total Pieces Received 

Total Ticket Income 

Total Subscriptions 

Total Seats Sold 

Total Contributions 

Subscriptions By Series 

Week 2 Total 

2A 
2B 
2C 
2D 
2E 
2F 
2G 

37 
52 
6 
47 
26 
41 
26 
235 
2 

99 
131 
15 
155 
76 
125 
55 
656 
2 

Week 2 
178 

$22,391.50 

398 

1,045 

$1,225 

3A 
3B 
3C 
3D 
3E 
3F 

14 
11 
17 
17 
13 
5 

77 
3 

To Date 
573 

$69,068 

1,174 

3,132 

$3,620. 

.00 

50 

Week 2 Total 

46 
33 
83 
60 
20 
10 

Seats 470 1,312 231 

252 
3 

756 

$120.54 

$ 58.83 

2.67 

4A 
4B 
4C 
4D 

33 
10 
24 
19 

Week 2 Total 

113 
52 
53 
48 

86 
4 

344 

266 
4 

1,064 

Total Seats Sold 3,132 

A.S.P./Seat $22.05 Budgeted $15.85 

Goal to Sell 69,664 - 3,132 = 66,532 

ncome Goal $901,175 - 69,068 = $832,107 

Earned To Date 4.5% seats 
7.66% income 
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August 14, 1981 

SUBSCRIPTION REPORT NO. 3 August 7-13, 1981 

Total Pieces Received 

Total Ticket Income 

Total Subscriptions 

Total Seats Sold 

Total Contributions 

Week 3 

173 

$19,816.00 

404 

1,035 

$866.50 

Subscriptions By Series 

Week 3 Total(To Date) Week 3 

2A 
2B 
2C 
2D 
2E 
2F 
2G 

29 
46 
2 
74 
33 
50 
16 
250 
2 

128 
177 
17 
229 
109 
175 
71 
906 
2 

3A 
3B 
3C 
3D 
3E 
3F 

6 
30 
23 
15 
3 
4 

81 
3 

Seats 500 1,812 243 

Total Seats Sold 4,167 

A.S.P./Seat $21.33 

To Date 

746 

$88,884.00 

1,578 

4,167 

$4,487 

Total 

52 
63 
106 
75 
23 
14 

333 
3 

999 

Budgeted $15.85 

Goal To Sell 69,664 - 4,167 = 65,497 

Income Goal $901,175 - 88,884 = $812,291 

Earned To Date 5.98% seats 
9.86% income 

$119.15 

$ 56.33 

2.64 

Week 3 Total 

134 
64 
80 
61 

4A 
4B 
4C 
4D 

21 
12 
27 
13 

73 
4 

292 

339 
4 

1,356 

Group Sales 

1980 income 
1981 goal 

Reserved to Date* 

$21,000 
$40,000 

Total Tickets 1,070 
Income Potential $21,900 

Deposits Received $1,725 
Percent of Goal 54.75% 

* Reservations represent a commitment, not a contract. 
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August 21, 1981 

SUBSCRIPTION REPORT NO. 4 August 14-19, 1981 

Total Pieces Received 

Total Ticket Income 

Total Subscriptions 

Total Seats Sold 

Total Contributions 

Week 4 

55 

$6,121.00 

167 

444 

$431.00 

Subscription By Series 

Week 4 Total(To Date) 

2A 
2B 
2C 
2D 
2E 
2F 
2G 

7 
29 
4 
27 
13 
7 
11 
98 
2 

135 
206 
21 
256 
122 
182 
82 

1,004 
2 

Seats 196 2,008 

Total Seats Sold 4,611 

A.S.P./Seat $20.71 

To Date 

801 

$95,500.00 

1,745 

4,611 

$4,918.00 

Week 4 Total 

3A 
3B 
3C 
3D 
3E 
3F 

4 
2 
8 
8 
2 
4 

28 
3 

84 

56 
65 
114 
83 
25 
18 

361 
3 

1,083 

Budgeted $15.85 

Goal to Sell 69,664 - 4,611 = 65,053 

Income Goal $901,175 - 95,500 = $805,675 

Earned to Date 6.62% seats 
10.60% income 

$119.23 

$ 54.73 

2.64 

Week 4 Total 

150 
75 
90 
65 

4A 
4B 
4C 
4D 

16 
11 
10 
4 

41 
4 

164 

380 
4 

1,520 
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August 27, 1981 

SUBSCRIPTION REPORT NO. 5 August 20-26, 1981 

Total Pieces Received 

Total Ticket Income 

Total Subscriptions 

Total Seats Sold 

Total Contributions 

Subscription By Series 

Week 5 Total 

2A 
2B 
2C 
2D 
2E 
2F 
2G 

8 
27 
8 
11 
5 
22 
6 
87 
2 

143 
233 
29 
267 
127 
204 
88 

1,091 
2 

174 2,182 

Total Seats Sold 5,005 

A.S.P./Seat $20.59 

Week 5 

70 

$7,548.50 

153 

394 

$276.00 

132 

To Date 

871 

$103,048.50 

1,898 

5,005 

$5,194.00 

Week 5 Total 

3A 
3B 
3C 
3D 
3E 
3F 

6 
6 
10 
15 
5 
2 

44 
3 

62 
71 
124 
98 
30 
20 

405 
3 

1,215 

Budgeted $15.85 

Goal to Sell 69,664 - 5,005 = 64,659 

Income Goal $901,175 - 103,048.50 = $798,126.50 

Earned to Date 7.18% seats 
11.43% income 

$118.31 

$ 54.29 

2a64 

4A 
4B 
4C 
4D 

9 
9 
2 
2 

Week 5 Total 

159 
84 
92 
67 

22 
_k_ 
88 

402 
4 

1,608 
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September 3, 1981 

SUBSCRIPTION REPORT NO. 6 August 27-September 2, 1981 

Total Pieces Received 

Total Ticket Income 

Total Subscriptions 

Total Seats Sold 

Total Contributions 

Week 6 

200 

$21,831.50 

392 

979 

$464.50 

To Date 

1,071 

$124,880.00 

2,290 

5,984 

$5,658.50 

$116.60 

$ 54.53 

2.61 

Subscription By Series 

Week 6 Total 

2A 
2B 
2C 
2D 
2E 
2F 
2G 

518 2,700 

Week 6 Total 

28 
65 
32 
44 
36 
41 
13 
259 
2 

171 
298 
61 
311 
163 
245 
101 

1,350 
2 

3A 
3B 
3C 
3D 
3E 
3F 

10 
11 
18 
12 
11 
9 

71 
3 

72 
82 
142 
110 
41 
29 

476 
3 

213 

Total Seats Sold 5,984 

A.S.P./Seat $20.87 

1,428 

Budgeted $15.85 

Goal to Sell 69,664 - 5,984 = 63,680 

Income Goal $901,175 - 124,880 = $776,295 

Earned to Date 8.58% seats 
13.85% income 

Week 6 Total 

181 
105 
99 
79 

4A 
4B 
4C 
4D 

22 
21 
7 
12 

62 
4 

248 

464 
4 

1,856 
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September 10, 1981 

SUBSCRIPTION REPORT NO. 7 September 3-9, 1981 

Total Pieces Received 

Total Ticket Income 

Total Subscriptions 

Total Seats Sold 

Total Contributions 

Subscription By Series 

Week 7 Total 

2A 
2B 
2C 
2D 
2E 
2F 
2G 

30 
79 
30 
68 
20 
50 
26 
303 
2 

201 
377 
91 
379 
183 
295 
127 

1,653 
2 

606 3,306 

Total Seats Sold 7,077 

A.S.P./Seat $20.82 

Week 7 

218 

$22,450.50 

447 

1,093 

$416.00 

267 

To Date 

1,289 

$147,330.50 

2,737 

7,077 

$6,074.50 

Week 7 Total 

3A 
3B 
3C 
3D 
3E 
3F 

13 
16 
19 
14 
21 
6 

89 
3 

85 
98 
161 
124 
62 
35 

565 
3 

1,695 

Budgeted $15.85 

Goal to Sell 69,664 - 7,077 = 62,587 

ncome Goal $901,175 - 147,330.50 = $753,844.50 

Earned to Date 10.15% seats 
16.35% income 

$114.30 

$ 53.83 

2.59 

4A 
4B 
4C 
4D 

24 
16 
11 
4 

Week 7 Total 

205 
121 
110 
83 

55 
4 

220 

519 
4 

2,076 

Coiranitted - but not received 

TDF 
Groups 
Opening Night 

Total Committed & Earned 

Seats: 16,434 23.59% 
Income: $245,876 27.28% 

Seats 

5,000 
1,425 
2,932 
9,357 

Receipts 

$36,250 
$27,793 
$34,500 
$98,543 
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September 16, 1981 

SUBSCRIPTION REPORT NO. 8 September 10-16, 1981 

A. EARNED 

Total Pieces Received 

Total Ticket Income 

Total Subscriptions 

Total Seats Sold 

Total Contributions 

Subscription By Series 

Week 8 Total 

Week 8 

272 

$28,646.50 

578 

1,409 

$543.00 

To Date 

1,561 

$175,977 

3,315 

8,472 

$6,617.50 

Week 8 Total 

2A 
2B 
2C 
2D 
2E 
2F 
2G 

43 
75 
52 
94 
27 
61 
36 
388 
2 

776 

244 
452 
143 
473 
203 
356 
163 

2,034 
2 

4,068 

3A 
3B 
3C 
3D 
3E 
3F 

20 
32 
26 
13 
19 
17 

127 
3 

105 
130 
127 
137 
81 
52 

692 
3 

381 2,076 

Total Seats Sold 8,472 

A.S.P./Seat $20.77 Budgeted $15.85 

Goal to Sell 69,664 - 8,472 = 61,192 

$112.73 

$ 53.04 

2.13 

4A 
4B 
4C 
4D 

14 
24 
19 
6 

Week 8 Total 

219 
145 
129 
89 

63 
4 

252 

Income Goal $901,175 - 175,977 = 

Earned to Date 12.16% seats 
15.86% income 

B. COMMITTED - But not received 

TDF 
Groups 
Opening Night 

C. TOTAL COMMITTED & EARNED 

Seats: 17,925 25.73% 
Income: $276,876 30.68% 

$725,198 

Seats 

5,000 
1,521 
2,932 
9,453 

Receipts 

$ 36,250 
$ 29,738 
$ 34,500 
$100,488 

582 
4 

2,328 

Da EQUIVALENT DAY LAST YEAR 1,015 Orders $56,746 
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September 29, 1981 

SUBSCRIPTION REPORT NO. 9 September 17-23, 1981 

A. EARNED 

Total Pieces Received 

Total Ticket Income 

Total Subscriptions 

Total Seats Sold 

Total Contributions 

Subscription By Series 

Week 9 Total 

2A 
2B 
2C 
2D 
2E 
2F 
2G 

43 
63 
40 
56 
22 
37 
34 
295 
2 

287 
515 
183 
529 
232 
393 
197 

2,336 
2 

Week 9 

202 

$20,200.50 

419 

1,009 

$358.00 

To Date 

1,763 

$196,177.50 

3,734 

9,495 

$697.50 

Week 9 Total 

3A 
3B 
3C 
3D 
3E 
3F 

8 
24 
13 
9 
19 
4 

77 
3 

113 
154 
200 
146 
100 
56 

769 
3 

$111.25 

$ 52.55 

2.54 

4A 
4B 
4C 
4D 

16 
18 
4 
9 

Week 9 Total 

235 
163 
133 
98 

590 4,672 231 2,307 

47 

188 

629 

2,516 

Total Seats Sold 9,495 

A.SaPa/Seat $20.66 Budgeted $15.85 

Goal to Sell 69,664 - 9,495 = 60,169 

Income Goal $901,175 - 196,177.50 = $704,997.50 

Earned to Date 13.63% seats 
21.77% income 
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APPENDIX CC: FOLLOW-UP PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS FOR SECOND WAVE 

To: Joffrey Subscribers 

From: Joffrey Audience Services 

Re: Fall 81 Season 

Allow us to second Mr. Joffrey's welcome to our 25th season. 

You have probably already found your tickets to the fall season. 

Please take a moment to check performance dates and times. 

Many of you requested information on the 25th Anniversary 

Retrospective Gala on October 21, and will be receiving invitations 

shortlya If you have further questions feel free to call our office at 

265-7300a It promises to be a star studded opening nighta 

You are also cordially invited to The Joffrey Birthday Party— 

"Dancin' in the Street" on October 18 (Raindate—October 25). We'll be 

closing off 55th Street from 1-6 and filling it with every kind of 

dance imaginable. A giant Birthday Cake will be served by Mr^ Joffrey 

and Mra Arpino and a huge street party will end the day^ A dance event 

for the whole familya 

As a subscriber you are also entitled to priority in ordering 

tickets for single performancesa The attached order sheet gives you all 

the information you need. Simply fill it in and return it to us with 

payment as soon as you can. Mail it to: Priority Orders 
City Center Box Office 
131 West 55th Street 
New York, N.Ya 10019 
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opens on October 5. 

We're glad you joined us. 

Thank you. 
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ROBERTJOFFREY 

September 1981 

Dear Subscriber, 

We are most pleased that you will be joining 
us this fall for our 25th Anniversary Season. 

As you know, it is you, our loyal audience 
members who have made these 25 years of 
growth possible. And so it is fitting that we 
celebrate our triumph together. 

I look forward to seeing you in the audience. 

With Warm Regards, 

« « — ^ / f I / í v ^ 

Robert joffrey 
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APPENDIX DD: 1981 NY SEASON SUBSCRIPTION SERIES BY POPULARITY 

(As of August 13, 1981) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

Subscription 
Number 

2D 

2B 

2F 

4A 

2A 

2E 

3C 

4C 

3D 

2G 

4B 

3B 

4D 

3A 

3E 

2C 

3F 

Day 

Friday 

Wednesday 

Sunday Mat. 

Tuesday 

Tuesday 

Sat. Eve. 

Friday 

Sunday Mat. 

Saturday 

Sunday Eve. 

Thursday 

Wednesday 

Sunday Eve. 

Tuesday 

Sunday Mata 

Thursday 

Sunday Eve^ 

Subscriptions 
Sold 

229 

177 

175 

134 

128 

109 

106 

80 

75 

71 

64 

63 

61 

52 

23 

17 

l̂  . 
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JOFFREY BALLET INVITES EVERYONE OCTOBER 18 TO 25th BIRTHDAY PARTY, 
"DANCIN' IN THE STREET" 

Special Discount Birthday Bucks Available That Day Only 
Best Costumes Win Free Tickets to Joffrey Performance 

The Joffrey Ballet is throwing itself a 25th Birthday Party and 

everyone is invited for a free afternoon of "Dancin' in the Street," 

Sunday, October 18 from 1 to 6 p.m. on Fifty-fifth Street between Sixth 

and Seventh Avenues in front of The Joffrey's home, City Center. The 

box office in City Center will be open from noon to 8 p.m. and the 

Company is distributing special discount Birthday Bucks, that day only, 

giving .a dollar off on the purchase of single tickets. 

The afternoon begins as such outstanding dancers as Pepsi Bethel, 

Charles "Cookie" Cook, Jane Goldberg and Mama Lou Parks appear on stage 

to do the cakewalk, tap and lindy. You can join The Ring-a-Bells in 

English Morris dances, do a Highland fling to the bagpipes of the Royal 

Scottish Dance Society, watch the acrobatic dancers in The American 

Acrobatic Dance Theater, see the modern dance of The Contemporary Dance 

Theater, or swing your partner as Karl Fisher calls a square dance. A 

wide variety of ethnic dance will be represented from Morocco's exotic 

dancing, the Bogbanos Greek dancers, the Tomov Yugoslav Folk Dance 

Company, The International African Araerikan Ballet, through to Saeko 

Ichinohe's Japanese dancers, the Brazilian sound and dances of Samba 

Spaceship, the Junior Company of Ballet Hispanico, and Charles Moore's 

Afro-Caribbean displays. The Joffrey II Dancers, the "farm" team of The 

Joffrey Ballet, will both perform and hold a dance class. Everyone 

should come dressed to dance because the best costuraes will win a pair 
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of tickets to a Joffrey performance. 

At 3:30 p.m. Directors Robert Joffrey and Gerald Arpino will be 

joined by the Joffrey dancers, City officials and other dignitaries to 

sing "Happy Birthday" and blow out the candles on the 250 Ib. birthday 

cake, prepared and donated by the New York Restaurant School. The cake 

will be distributed and shared by all. 

The day provides something for every member of the family, from an 

opportunity to meet a Joffrey dancer to learning about how the magic of 

the ballet is created. In addition to information on The Joffrey, other 

dance companies are being invited to participate. Throughout the day, 

mimes, jugglers, stilt walkers, clowns, robot-dancers and magicians will 

entertain to the music of an old-time circus calliope. No dance party 

would be complete without food, and vendors will be selling a variety 

of tasty foods, to keep the crowd dancing. 

At 4:00 pra Lester Lanin and His Orchestra will take center stage, 

strike a chord, and the best costumes will be chosen. The orchestra 

will play every style, from ballroom and Latin to disco and rock so that 

everyone can dance in the street. 

The party ends at 6:00 pm and then everyone is invited to continue 

the party at a discotheque for a party benefiting The Joffrey Ballet. 

The admission charge will help cover the expenses of the day. 

"Dancin' in the Street" is only one of the many events celebrating 

the 25th Anniversary Season of The Joffrey Ballet. Opening Wednesday, 

October 21 with a retrospective Gala, the Company performs at City 

Center through November 22. For more information, telephone 
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212-265-7300. 

Rain date for The Joffrey Birthday Party, "Dancin' in the Street" 

is October 25. A progra^ schedule and list of participants is attached. 
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THE JOFFREY BIRTHDAY PARTY — "DANCIN' IN THE STREET" 

Sunday, October 18, 1981 
55th Street between Sixth & Seventh Avenues 
From 1:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
(Rain date, October 25) 

PROGRAM 

1-2:45 pm Inforraal performances on stage; audience participation 
and/or lecture demonstrations, including the following 
talent: 

1. Jazz dancers — Pepsi Bethel 

2. Tap dancers — Jane Goldberg, Charles "Cookie" Cook 

3. Folk dancers — Tomov Yugoslav Folk Dance Co. 

4. Square dancing with caller — Karl Finger 

5. Roller skating disco ~ The Wizards 

6. Acrobatic dancers ~ American Acrobatic Dance Theater 
(formerly Mussawir) 

7. Brazilian music and dance — Samba Spaceship 

8. Lindy dancers ~ Mama Lou Parks 

9. Afro-Caribbean, Conga Line — The Charles Moore 

Dance Co. 

10. Japanese dancers ~ Lion dance, sword dance, costumes, 
Saeko Ichinohe & Co., Inc. 

11. Morris dancers (Old English) ~ The Ring-a-Bells 

12. Highland dancers - Bagpipes, kilts - Royal Scottish 

Dance Society 

13. Greek dancers — Matthew Bogbanos & Co. 

14a African dancers - International African Amerikan 

Ballet 

15. Hispanic dancers - Junior Company, Ballet Hispanico 

16. Oriental, exotic dancer — Morocco 
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17. Modern Jazz — Contemporary Dance Theater 

2:45-3:30 pm Joffrey II performs on the main stage. This will be a 
lecture/demo/performancea Famous surprise guests take a 
class. 

3:30-4:00 pm Robert Joffrey, Gerald Arpino and Joffrey Dancers cut a 
giant, 250 Ib. cake donated by the New York Restaurant 
School. Dignitaries sing "Happy Birthday". Birthday cake 
shared by all. 

4:00-6:00 pm Lester Lanin and His Orchestra play music for your dancing 
pleasure. All styles of dance represented, from rock-and-
roll and disco to Latin, salsa and swing. The best 
costumes are awarded with free tickets to a Joffrey Ballet 
performance. Everyone is "Dancin' in the Street." 

6:00 pm The Party's Over — Clean up — Volunteers Welcome! 

6:00-? POST-PARTY PARTY — At one of New York's finest 
discotheques! 

THROUGHOUT THE DAY — Manufacturers Hanover Trust calliope, and: 

Street Entertainment — Rosie & Herbert, Clowns; John 
McCleverty, dancing stilt walker; jugglers, mimes; 
fire-eaters; magicians; robot-mimes, Topo & Jimini 
(Christians from Outer-Space)a 

Booths — Make-up — Have yourself and your children made 
up like a real dancer by a professional make-up 
artist! 

Set Become a part of the Ballet when you stand 
bêhind a trompe d'oeil stage set and have your 
pas de deux set into a photograph. 

Behind the scenes at the Joffrey — 

Meet the Joffrey — members of The Joffrey 
Ballet Company 

Sign The Joffrey Birthday Card 

Joffrey Merchandise 

Antique boutique ~ never-to-be-seen-
again merchandise from the p a s t! 
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All-Stars Store — 25th Anniversary 
football jerseys, posters and souvenir 
books 

Dance Companies invited to distribute promotional 
materials 

FOOD — Specially selected food vendors with 
plenty of good food and drink 

BOX OFFICE open from 12 noon to 8 p.m. — Joffrey Birthday Bucks 
redeemable at Box Office — $1 OFF on tickets purchased today onl 

-end-

v! 
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APPENDIX FF: REVIEW SAMPLES/POST COVERAGE 

New York Post. Thursday, November 5, 1981 

Arpino's Newest Is Artistically Erotic 

By Clive Barnes 

Gerald Arpino is a choreographer much concerned with energy. It is 

the dynamics of choreography that play as large a part in the success of 

his ballets as their shape and line. 

At their best his works have a happily explosive air, they can hiss 

and sizzle with pent-up power. 

There is, of course, another Arpino as well—the legato Arpino, 

full of adagio turns, with women unfolding and unfurling around their 

menfolk like vines on a branch. 

These two elements both come together in LIGHT RAIN, given its 

world premiere last night at City Center in honor of the Joffrey 

Ballet's 21st Anniversary. The way the Joffrey dancers dance has been 

very much conditioned by the athletic and sculptural qualities of 

Arpino's work, with his emphasis on sensuousness and the kinetic 

interplay between the male and the female body. 

To an extent this is sex with class. However the poise and beauty 

of the dancers, the measured velocity and use of space of the dances 

turn its playful eroticism into art. 

LIGHT RAIN has a score by a San Francisco group led by the 

composers Douglas Adams and Russ Gauthier. The sound is apparentlv 

called "East-West Fusion." 
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Although I mistakenly thought I heard Gamelan music in there, the 

score, itself called Dream Dancer. employs an odd concatenation of 

instruments ranging from a violin to a bamboo flute. 

With some skimpy but glamorous costumes by A. Christina Giannini 

and mind-expanding lighting by Thomas Skelton, from its first opening 

groping group dance, the ballet moved forward steadily to its 

inevitable abandoned conclusion. 

At its heart is a rhapsodic and inventive pas de deux, danced with 

grave simplicity by Celeste Jabczenski and James Canfield. 

This apart, and an adroit trio soon after the ballet's opening, the 

work is chiefly an ensemble piece, almost tribal in its ritualist 

patternSa 

The rest of the program included two items from the Frederick 

Ashton repertory, of which the Joffrey is the principal UaS. repository. 

MONOTONES II, that remarkable sub-aqueous pas de trois danced to Satie, 

was decently performed but missed the essential seamlessness of the 

worka There should be no visible transitions, simply flow. 

The revival of A WEDDING BOUQUET, however, fared far better. This 

collaboration between Ashton and Gertrude Stein, with music and designs 

by Lord Berners, may, as Shakespeare said, be caviar for the general, 

but it is genuine caviar. 

A work of pungent poetry, strange regrets and a pantomimic style oí 

classic dancing that only Ashton has mastereda 

With the assistance of an urbanely whimsical narrator (the silver-

haired David Vaughan, who sips his onstage champagne with the best of 
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them) the story is told of a ghastly wedding party in some equally 

ghastly provincial French farmhouse at the beginning of the century^ 

The pomposity of the guests, the duplicity of the seedy husband, 

his frothy giggle of a bride, the forlorn girl he has left behind him, 

to say nothing of a bevy of earlier mistresses, and the forlorn girl's 

pet dog, Pepe, are made into dance vignettes of witty tragedy^ 

The Joffrey takes to the work as to the manor born, with Luis 

Fuente sleazily seductive as the bridegroom, Lynn Glauber a vision of 

silliness as the bride, Beatriz Rodriguez woebegone as the bereft Julia, 

and Philip Jerry buoyant as an unknown guest, Guy. 

The program was completed with Marjorie Mussman's RANDOM DANCES 

premiered here by the company a year ago. 

I liked it more then, but its often amusing combination of classic 

poses and deflating grimaces, certainly shows the talent very much worth 

pursuing. It could be caught. 

-end-
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The New York Times. Saturday, November 7, 1981 

Joffrey Ballet: 'The Green Table' 

by Anna Kisselgoff 

If you are planning to see just one ballet this year, make sure it 

is the Joffrey Ballet's revival of Kurt Jooss's "The Green Tablea" 

Thursday night at the City Center, this powerful and humanist work was 

seen for the first time this season and with an absolutely splendid 

debut by Philip Jerry in the leading role of Deatha 

Mr. Jooss's 1932 Expressionist masterpiece about the horrors of war 

is so perfectly structured and so rich in imagery built into its very 

movement that nearly any of its performances will be foolproof. Yet now 

the Joffrey has come up with a slightly different production and what is 

almost a totally brand-new cast. 

• 

The impact is fantastic. There is new energy flowing through the 

entire ballet and nowhere is this more evident than in the allegorical 

figure of Death, as portrayed by Mr. Jerry. Unlike others in the role, 

he is not merely sinister. This is a young Death bristling with vitality 

and therefore all the more dangerous. The suddenness of his raovements 

is terrifying, every flexing of a muscle seems to have a snap. There is 

a driving and proper weight to his stamping raarch in place that raakes 

his raetaphorical pursuit of huraankind seera relentless. 

The production, newly supervised by Anna Jooss Markard after her 

father's death in 1979, has a few slight changes. One is to have some 

of the raain characters, including the woraen, also play the masked 
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diplomats who gather around the green table in the prologue and epilogue 

as in the original 1932 cast. This was done at Mrs. Markard's request. 

Thus, if one looked hard at the diplomats during the curtain calls 

when the masks were off, one could see Glenn Dufford, who had played the 

profiteer, Beatriz Rodriguez, who had been the resistance fighter, and 

Valmai Roberts, the old mother. 

Miss Rodriguez, incidentally, gave her own powerful performance 

imbued with astonishing dramatic vigor. The masculine barrel turns she 

performed also seemed new. Mr. Dufford was perfect, dancing with a 

spring that illustrated the profiteer's slippery nature. 

• 

In general the men were better than the woraen, who tend to be a bit 

too classical. But Miss Roberts and Carole Valleskey's young girl did 

nicely. James Canfield looked like a gleaming standard bearer with Mark 

Goldweber, Jerel Hilding and others making the faceless victiras of war 

both individualized and stirring. The coarse touch Luis Perez brought 

into the brothel scene was brilliant. In fact, the evening was deeply 

moving. 

Another first of the season was Gerald Arpino's "Fanfarita," a 

trifle now seen in a simplified version and danced a bit roughly by Luis 

Fuente, with Denise Jackson and Ann Marie De Angelo. The young Julian 

Montaner made a fine debut in the male quartet of "Postcards." With his 

grace and fine placement, he is a special find. 
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Mr. Arpino's very classy adagio act, "Epode," „as aXso danced 

beautifully by Patricia Miller, Mr. Canfield, Mr. Jerry, Mr. Hilding and 

Andrew Levinson. 

-end-
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Newsweek, Noveraber 16, 1981 

Joffrey in Sterling Forra 

by Hubert Saal 

Like the pioneers before him, Robert Joffrey discovered America the 

hard way. Twenty-five years ago his six dancers (one doubled as a 

pianist) left New York in a borrowed station wagon for a series of one-

night stands in eleven states. And so the Joffrey Ballet was born. For 

a long time, the company seemed doomed to an itinerant existence. 

Before they ever danced in Manhattan, they had toured the Soviet Union. 

Over the years the Joffrey has perforraed in every state but Hawaii— 

which is hard to get to by station wagon. A financial crunch that 

forced thera into a six-raonth sabbatical—and brought them to the edge 

of oblivion—ended only last year. 

But as the Joffrey celebrates its 25th birthday at its home in New 

York's City Center, the company is in the pink. The accent, as ever, is 

on youth, both in the repertory and in the dancers. Joffrey has carved 

out a distinctive homestead between the two tall towers of the New York 

City Ballet and American Ballet Theatre. 

The heart of its repertory has always been a brilliant, wide-

ranging mix of conservation and experiment. The Joffrey has rescued such 

twentieth-century classics as Kurt Jooss's passionate antiwar raanifesto 

"The Green Table"; Léonide Massine's "Parade," which inspired the term 

"surrealism" with its décor by Picasso and music by Erik Satie, and 

"Relâche," dadaisra's last hurrah, with Satie's music and sets by Francis 

Picabia. At the same time, resident choreographer Gerald Arpino has 
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contributed a steady if uneven infusion of works. Every once in a 

while--"Astarte," "Remembrances" and "Postcards"~Joffrey himself steps 

in with a masterwork. But he has gone far afield in his search for 

choreography, bringing into the mainstream the works of such 

post-moderns as Twyla Tharp and Laura Dean. 

The dancers embody the company's youthful vitality. To adapt to 

the Joffrey's extraordinary diversity of styles—Balanchine, Ashton, 

Cranko, de Mille, Robbins—they have to be agile, open and daring. 

Besides, they're an energetic, well-scrubbed troupe, second to none in 

exuding the sheer joy of dancing. No one reflects this raore intensely 

than Denise Jackson, the company's uncrowned priraa ballerina; Cynthia 

Anderson, her heir apparent, or the veteran Luis Fuente. 

Birds: Among the novelties of this silver-anniversary season are 

"Light Rain," a new work by Arpino, and John Cranko's hilarious, 

evening-long "The Taming of the Shrewa" To a score by Douglas Adams and 

Russ Gauthier that blends Oriental feeling with Western rock and jazz 

idioms, Arpino displays his best and worst sidesa Bodies move like 

birds, catching the current of air; their pyrotechnics punctuate the 

action without slowing things down. But his pas de deux for Celeste 

Jabczenski and James Canfield lacks passion and, when he dives too 

deeply into metaphysics, Arpino gets bogged down in pretension. 

The Stuttgart Ballet's Marcia Haydée and Richard Cragun, who 

originated the leading roles in "The Taming of the Shrew," coached the 

Joffrey dancers. It's a work that depends heavily on the three extended, 

unbelievably acrobatic pas de deux for Kate and Petruchio. The 
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impossible must be brought off without a hitcha No one could have 

expected that miracle immediately, even from such Joffrey virtuosos as 

Beatriz Rodriguez and Gregory Huffmana But they'll get it. In the 

Joffrey, life has never been easy for 25 years. Miracles just take a 

little longer. 

-end-
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APPENDIX GG: 1981 FALL SEASON BOX OFFICE SUMMARY 

No. Tickets % Total % Total 
Sold Tickets Income Income A.S.P. 

Joffrey Sub. 9,634 17.9% $194,310.50 22.8% $20.17 

^^11 27,667 51.0% $502,460.10 59.0% $18.16 

™ F Buy 7,301 13.5% $ 46,619.50 5.5% $ 6.38 

TKTS 2,379 4.4% $ 28,257.50 3.3% $11.88 

Group 3,717 6.8% $ 43,130.75 5.1% $11.60 

Corporate 522 1.0% $ 9,176.50 1.1% $17.58 

Gala 2,932 5.4% $ 27,000.00 3.2% $ 9.21 

TOTAL 54,152 100% $850,954.85 100% $15.71 
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1974 

1975 

1975 

1976 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1980 

1981 

1981 

Fall 

Spring 

Fall 

Spring 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

Fall 

4 wks 

4 wks 

5 wks 

5 wks 

4 wks 

5 wks 

6 wks 

4 wks 

5 wks 

5 wks 

Net ($) 

423,110 

378,842 

539,978 

463,482 

405,298 

626,635 

717,933 

621,709 

901,175^ 

850,954.85 

Per week ($) 

105,778 

94,711 

107,996 

92,696 

101,325 

125,327 

119,656 

155,427 (8 perf/wk) 

185,536 (projected) 

175,197 (actual) 

a = including gala 

, Z Season _ ^ , , 
D = rr X 7 perf/wk 



APPENDIX II: CITY CENTER 1981 FALL SEASON 

TOTAL ATTENDANCE PER DAY (PAID) 
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WEEK Tu W Th Fr Sat Sun M Sun E 

No. 1 GALA 1,577 1,409 1,600 1,542 1,470 
(2,932) 

No. 2 1,921 1,792 1,173 1,801 1,569 1,961 1,634 

No. 3 1,411 1,194 1,166 1,458 1,453 942 1,275 

No. 4 1,659 2,164 1,566 2,305 2,073 1,377 1,379 

No. 5 1,338 1,649 1,536 1,500 1,448 1,703 1,294 

TOTALS 6,329 9,731 7,018 8,473 8,143 7,525 7,052 

AVRG/day 1,582 1,946 1,404 1,695 1,629 1,505 1,410 

attendance 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Wednesday ( 

Friday ( 

Saturday E ( 

Tuesday ' 

Sunday M ( 

Sunday E i 

Thursday ( 

:i,700) w/o gala 
:i,946) w gala 

:i,695) 

:i,629) 

:i,582) 

:i,505) 

: i , 4 i o ) 

:i,404) 
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TOTAL ATTENDANCE PER DAY (WITH COMPS) 
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WEEK Tu W Th Fr Sat Sun M Sun E 

No. 1 GALA 1,756 1,640 1,995 1,837 1,708 
(2,932) 

No. 2 2,033 1,970 1,494 1,965 1,843 2,066 1,976 

No. 3 1,608 1,680 1,639 1,809 1,573 1,245 1,633 

Noa 4 1,861 2,326 1,821 2,439 2,231 1,644 1,692 

Noa 5 1,584 1,862 1,719 1,774 1,618 1,920 1,486 

TOTALS 7,086 10,770 8,429 9,627 9,260 8,712 8,495 

AVRG 1,772 2,154 1,686 1,925 1,852 1,742 1,699 

Ranking by 1. Wednesday 
attendance 

2. Friday 

3. Saturday E 

4. Tuesday 

5. Sunday M 

6. Sunday E 

7. Thursday 

2,154) including gala 

1,925) 

1,852) 

1,772) 

1,742) 

1,699) 

1,686) 
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COMP ATTENDANCE PER DAY 
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WEEK Tu W Th Fr Sat E Sun M Sun E 

NOa 1 GALA 179 231 395 295 238 

No. 2 112 178 321 164 274 105 342 

No. 3 197 486 473 351 120 303 358 

No. 4 202 162 255 134 158 267 313 

No. 5 246 213 183 274 170 217 192 

TOTALS 757 1,039 1,411 1,154 1,117 1,187 1,443 

AVRG 189 260 282 231 223 237 289 

Ranking by 1. Sunday E (289) 
attendance 

2. Thursday (282) 

3. Wednesday (260) 

4. Sunday M (237) 

5. Friday (231) 

6. Saturday E (223) 

7. Tuesday (189) 
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APPENDIX: LL TICKETS PURCHASED BY LOCATION 

Ticket 
prices Capacity/wk Attendance by section (%) 

J^ ^^ 1 other 1 1 1 ÍL 1 AVRGS 

Oî ch 25 5,310 6,195 62 47 59 51 

F-Mezz 30 762 889 86 76 79 70 

R-Mezz la 25 1,548 1,806 81 59 77 59 

Ib 20 1,746 2,037 61 36 69 48 

R-Mezz II 15 3,648 4,256 66 41 66 45 

Balcony a 15 1,026 1,197 39 39 56 51 

b 10 1,554 1,813 24 29 37 44 

c 5 1,998 2,331 36 32 53 56 

58 43 61 51 

Attendance 17,592 20,524 11,851 8,899 12,523 10,468 

A.S.P./wk: /$16.1/$17.6/$15.9/$15.6/ w subs. 

/$14al/$16a2/$14a8/$15.3/ w/o subs. 

Complimentary seats from these sections 
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APPENDIX MM: SUBSCRIPTION INCOME FOR 1981 FALL SEASON 

October 

November 

Th 22 
Fri 23 
Sat 24 
SuM 25 
SuE 25 

Tu 27 
We 28 
Th 29 
Fr 30 
Sat 31 
SuM 1 
SuE 1 

Tu 3 
We 4 
Th 5 
Fr 6 
Sa 7 
SuM 8 
SuE 8 

Tu 10 
We 11 
Th 12 
Fr 13 
Sa 14 
SuM 15 
SuE 15 

Tu 17 
We 18 
Th 19 
Fr 20 
Sa 21 
SuM 22 
SuE 22 

TOTAL 

3,390.00 
-

7,563.00 
13,295.50 

-

12,256.75 
14,111.50 
7,750.50 
14,709.00 
7,563.00 
13,295.50 
7,654.75 

12,256.75 
3,104.00 

-

4,016.00 
-

-

7,654.75 

6,192.00 
14,111.50 
7,750.50 
14,709.00 
2,820.00 
5,003.75 
3,200.75 

4,020.00 
-

3,390.00 
— 

-

2,463.75 
2,028.75 

$194,311.00 

(no subscription offered) 

II 

M 

11 

II 

II 

II 
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SUBSCRIPTIONS PER PERFORMANCE 
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WEEK Tu W Th Fr Sat Sun M Sun E 

No. 1 

No. 2 

No. 3 

No. 4 

No. 5 

TOTALS 

AVRG/ 
perf. 

Ranking by 
attendance 

- -

608 678 
(3) (2) 

602 155 
(3) (1) 

319 683 
(2) (2) 

212 
(1) 

1,741 1,516 

436 506 
(193) (303) 

1. Friday 

2. Wednesday 

3. Tuesday 

4. Sunday M 

5. Thursday 

6. Saturday 

7. Sundav E 

175 
(1) 

384 
(2) 

-

384 
(2) 

175 
(1) 

1,118 

280 
(186) 

(328) 

(303) 

(193) 

(192) 

(186) 

(174) 

(113) 

-

719 
(2) 

200 
(1) 

719 
(2) 

-

1,638 

546 
(328) 

365 
(2) 

365 
(2) 

-

141 
(1) 

871 

291 
(174) 

668 
(3) 

663 
(3) 

-

263 
(2) 

135 
(1) 

1,729 

433 
(192) 

-

375 
(3) 

375 
(3) 

166 
(2) 

105 
(1) 

1,021 

256 
(113) 
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APPENDIX 00: SUBSCRIPTION PERCENTAGES BY SECTION PER WEEK 

Orchestra 14 ^2 15 16 e 

F-Mezz 72 80 53 57 36 

R-Mezz la 45 62 36 42 12 

Ib 13 15 6 

R-Mezz II 

Balcony a 

11 

1,208 3,792 1,332 2,675 627 
(3 subs.) (7 subs.) (4 subs.) (7 subs.) (4 subs.) 

A.S.P. = -r (per week) 
L attendance 

Rankmg per performance: , •, ^ ^ seats sold Tuesdays 
7 ^-^ . : based on X = r 7 T~^ 
for subscriptions number of occurrences of Tu 

in subscription offer 

Attendance by section (%) Z attendance for week (orch.) 
(subs and other) S capacity for week (orch.) 
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